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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

In the initial phases of communication satellite antenna design, it 

is necessary to determine the feed horn locations and sizes that will 

provide adequate gain within a specified service area. 

This task is normally accomplished by an antenna engineer who begins 

with an initial design, then refines the first guess by successive 

iterations until an acceptable solution is reached. This report is a 

description of a computer algorithm which calculates an initial feed horn 

configuration based on the desired service area and then accepts refinements 

to the first solution by means of a convenient interactive computer program. 

The program then is designed for two levels of users, system planners 

and antenna designers. For system planners, the program automatically 

assigns feed locations. For the antenna designers the program gives the 

facility to change feed dimensions, locations, power, and phase. 

The program is specifically designed for offset—fed parabolic 

reflectors with circular projected apertures. At the present time, 

rectangular or'square feed horns with either vertical or horizontal 

polarization are modelled. 

This report first describes the analytical algorithms used for 

analysis as well as the geometrical parameters of the antenna. The next 

section gives a detailed description of each subroutine used, and a flow 

chart of the main program. Some recommendations for enhancement of the 

algorithms complete the body of the report. Four appendices are attached 

which contain: details of the analytical equations, a description of a test 

case, computer listings of the Fortran code, and copies of the main 

referenced papers. 

1 
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2.0 THE ANALYTICAL MODEL  

2.1 ANTENNA MODEL 

This section describes the analytical basis of the approach used for 

the design of shaped-beam patterns using offset-fed parabolic antennas 

equipped with an array of horns placed in the focal plane of that reflector. 

The algorithm requires the user to specify the reflector geometry and a list 

of points located on the contour defining the required service area. The 

user can then adjust the individual feed phase, size, and positions to 

reduce or increase the gain over the beam coverage. 

Estimates are also calculated for the following performance 

parameters: 

• peak cross-polarization level due to feed horn geometry, 

reflector geometry, and the reflector surface roughness. 

• loss of gain due to feed offset, and reflector surface 

roughness 

• coma lobe level 

• efficiency factor of polarization 

These estimates allow the user to make adjustments to the antenna parameters 

by changing identified geometric parameters before running the relatively 

time-consuming far field pattern program. Descriptions of the required 

inputs and performance parameters are given in the following sections. 

2.2 INPUTS 

A list of user entered variables needed to run the program is as 

follows: 

• contour points outlining the required service area. 

2 
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These contour points may number up to a maximum of 15 and 

must be entered consecutively in a clockwise manner using 

positive values for degrees west in longitude and degrees 

north in latitude. Negative values may be entered to 

represent East of Greenwich and South of the Equator. Due to 

the foreshortening effect of the mapping of the service area 

from longitude and latitude into azimuth and elevation as 

seen from the spacecraft location, it is recommended to use 

specified contour points which are equally spaced around the 

contour, thereby avoiding long spans between points. 

• geostationary orbital location of the.satellite in longitude 

(degs W) 

• frequency f (MHz) or wavelength X (cm), of operation. 

When one is entered, the other is calculated by the program. 

• antenna geometry 

The geometry of an offset parabolic antenna having a circular 

projected aperture can be completely specified in terms of 

either of two sets of variables. The first set consists of 

the parent paraboloid focal length, F expressed in meters; 

the offset distance from the plane of symmetry of the parent 

paraboloid to the center of the circular projected aperture, 

X0  again expressed 
in meters; and the diameter of the 

circular projected aperture, D expressed in meters. These 

parameters are shown schematically in Figure 2.1. 

The second set of variables consists of the half-angle 

subtended by the offset reflector as observed at the focal 

point of the parent parabola, 0*  expressed in degrees; the 

offset angle subtending the locations on the parent parabola 

3 
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Figure 2.1 Reflector Geometry 
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of the projected center of the reflector and the center of 

the parent parabola, 00  again expressed in degrees; and the 

diameter of the circular projected aperture, D expressed in 

meters. 

These parameters are also shown in Figure 2.1 and are related 

to the first set of parameters through the equations 

presented in Appendix A, Section 1. When one set is entered 

in the program, the second set is immediately calculated 

since various subsequent calculations are based on one or the 

other set. During the iterative design portion of the 

program (described later), the listing will recommend that 

certain of these paramters be increased or decreased. If a 

parameter other than D is changed, then the remaining 

parameters in its set are left unchanged, and new values for 

the parameters in the other set are calculated. If D is 

changed then the remaining parameters in the set that was 

initially entered by the user are recalculated, and then new 

values for parameters in the other set are calculated. 

• Horizontal or vertical polarization used by the satellite 

antenna. 

Horizontal polarization is taken as referring the Electric 

Field Intensity to be perpendicular to the plane defined by 

the satellite location and the axis of rotation of the earth. 

Vertical polarization is taken as requiring the Electric 

Field Intensity to be in the above defined plane and also be 

perpendicular to the line connecting the satellite and the 

beam center of the earth coverage. 

No capability is available at present for slanted 

polarizatiOns, circular polarizations or eliptical 

polarizations. 

5 
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• North, south, east or west antenna—satellite offsets. 

The antenna—satellite offsets refer to the attitude of the 

spacecraft with respect to the earth. The choice of horn 

locations feeding the reflector as well as the number of 

horns required will depend on what attitude the spacecraft 

may have. North offset refers to the attitude where the feed 

structure is positioned north of the spacecraft antenna. 

South offset refers to the attitude where the feed structure 

is positioned south of the spacecraft antenna. These offsets 

are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Similar definitions apply for 

east and west offsets. No capability is available at present 

for slanted offsets. 

Optional Inputs provide a selection of: 

• type of feed horn used, either rectangular or square 

aperture. As is discussed in Section 2.3, the centers of the 

feed horns are located on a square grid on a plane passing 

through the focal point of the parent parabola. 

Consequently, the maximum physical dimensions of the feed are 

limited to this square grid size. However the optimum size 

for the horns as specified by optimum illumination of the 

reflector may be smaller than the grid for either rectangular 

or square feeds. This input allows the user to investigate a 

specific type of feed structure. If no information is 

provided, the program selects a rectangular feed horn 

geometry. 

6 
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• RMS surface roughness of the reflector. 

The RMS surface roughness is a source of cross-polarization 

radiation, a highly undesirable feature for satellites 

designed for frequency reuse in one or more service areas. 

Other significant sources of cross-polarization radiation are 

the offset reflector geometry and the feed horn geometry. A 

comparison of the relative levels of cross-polarization 

radiation due to these sources helps to define reasonable 

specifications for acceptable RMS surface roughness. 

Roughness also causes loss of gain for the antenna, and can 

be compared with other sources such as feed offset from the 

focus in order to estimate acceptable roughness. The program 

asks for roughness in ems. and defaults to zero surface 

roughness if no information is provided. 

2.3 OPTIMIZED BEAM CENTRE CALCULATIONS 

The optimized beam centre calculation is obtained using the following 

procedure. 

Initially all reflector parameters and the wavelength (or frequency) 

are calculated using the equations presented in Appendix A. 

The user-specified longitude and latitude service area contour points 

are converted to elevation and azimuth by coordinatetransformation using 

the satellite position as 0 0  latitude, the satellite longitude coordinate in 

degrees West, and an altitude of 35782.0 km. 

The initial boresight of the antenna is established by finding the 

midpoint between the extremes of azimuth and elevation of the specified 

contour points. This initial boresight is shown in Figure 2.3 and minimizes 

the negative effects that occur when a beam is off axis by equalizing the 

offsets in opposite directions. 

8 
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Figure 2.3 3 dB Service Area Viewed from. Synchronous Height for 

'Translation into Azimuth and Elevation 
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• The 6dB beamwidth for the reflector aperture chosen is then 

calculated based on an interpolation from results given by Ruze (1). He 

presented an equation relating a parameter W to the antenna beam width BW as 

follows: 

W 	¶D 	r 8W. 1 
7-- - —57-sin L.-7F] 

For a feed offset of zero, and an illumination taper of 10 dB, the 

following values of W are found for the 3 dB and 10 dB beamwidths: 

W=  3.6 

W = 6.1 

Further, Ruze shows that these factors are only weakly dependent on offset 

up to an offset distance of X  =10,  which is a significant offset. For a 

6 dB beamwidth then, W is interpolated to be 4.8 and the expression for the 

6 dB beamwidth becomes: 

BW (6 dB) = 2 sin
-1 

[
2.4X

] 
nD 

as given in Appendix A, Section 3. 

Off boresight beams are positioned so that the 6dB beamwidths touch 

in the principal plane directions (azimuth and elevation) as shown in Figure 

2.4. This requirement of having adjacent beams touch at the 6 dB level 

ensures that the total power density midway between beams is equal to the 

beam center power density, thereby minimizing the gain ripple over the 

composite beam. Only beams which are 65% within the closed polygon formed 

by connecting the user specified contour points are counted. It is apparent 

from Figure 2.4 that the initial boresight has not actually equalized the 

number of beam offsets in opposite directions due to this 65% criteria. 

10 
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Figure 2.5 Count Routine (Grid Stepping) 
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To improve this situation and also to minimize the number of feeds 

required, the grid of 6 dB beamwidths is stepped through increments of 0.2 

of the 6 dB beamwidth until a whole beamwidth has been stepped. This 

procedure is followed in both azimuth and elevation directions, and 

determines an offset which minimizes the number of elements inside the user 

specified contour (see the COUNT routine and Figure 2.5). The new boresight 

in the azimuth and elevation plane is obtained by the addition of the 

optimum offset to the original boresight, and new beam centre coodinates are 

calculated. 

2.4 FEED HORN LOCATIONS AND DIMENSIONS 

The feed horn locations and dimensions are found using the procedure 

described in this section. 

The Beam Deviation Factor (BDF) is first calculated based on equation 

6 of Lo (2) for zero feed offset. The assumption of zero feed offset for 

all feed horns is valid since Lo has shown in (2) that any offset has only a 

negligable second order effect on the Beam Deviation Factor. This factor 

relates the deviation from boresight (in azimuth or elevation) of a beam to 

an offset from the focal point of its illuminating feed horn. This is shown 

for the case of an offset in elevation in Figure 2.6. The calculated beam 

centre coordinates, reflector geometry, and beam deviation factor are used 

to locate the centres of the feed horns on the "optimum" feed plane passing 

through the focal point. The description of this optimum feed plane has 

been obtained by Mittra (3) and is shown in Figure 2.6. It should be 

mentioned that this optimum plane is not the optimum surface, and has 

aberrations somewhat above these for the optimum surface. However it is the 

plane which has the least aberrations of all possible planes.passing through 

the focus. The equations are presented in Appendix A for the centres of 

feed horns for each case of north, south, east and west antenna-satellite 

offset. A sample derivation for the equations for the feed horn centres for 

a south antenna-satellite offset is outlined below. 

13 
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Refering to Figure 2.7a, we have: 

y" = P sin e l  

Summing the angles in the large triangle gives: 

0
1
+ 90 + 0

0 
 + n - 180 

Or 	n = 90 - 0
1 
- 0 

0 

Also we have at the intersection of the z axis and the vertical line located 

at the focal point 

n +  S  + = 90 

hence = 90 - 	- n 	 (3) 

This allows the remaining angle e in the triangle bounded by y" and y' to be 

expressed as: 

e = 90 - 

= + n 

= 90 + - 0 1  - 00 . (4) 

y t _ Y " 

sin e Now 

P sin 0
1 

sin (90 + - 0 1  - Go ) 

15 
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Finally: 

y = -y' cos 

P cos 	sin 0 1  

as given in Appendix A Section 6. 

Also using Figure 2.7a we get: 

z = F - y' sin 

P sin r sin 0 1  

sin (90 + - 0 1  - 00 ) 

again given in Appendix A Section 6. 

Referring to Figure 2.7b we see that the triangle used to obtain the 

x coordinate for the feed horn, has its side along the z axis, D, 

foreshortened with respect to the focal length, F. The cause for this is 

the offset in the elevation plane of both the reflector and the optimum feed 

plane as seen in Figure 2.7a. Consequently: 

D = P cos 0
o 

- y' sin 

F 

sin (90 	01 - 00 )  

x = D tan 0 1  

0 

P sin sin 0 1  
= [11. cos 0

0 	sin (90 + 	- 01 
	  ] tan 	(7) 

1 

The above expression is given in Appendix A Section 6. 

16 
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Figure 2.7a South Offset Antenna Feed - Elevation Plane 
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The maximum feed horn dimensions are determined by the spacing 

required between the horn centres and are found from the above beam centre 

coordinates once the azimuth spacing and elevation spacing for 6 dB 

beamwidths are known. If these dimensions are greater than the optimum horn 

dimensions, developed by Truman and Balanis (4), and Herbison-Evans (5), 

then optimum feeds are used. These optimum feeds are designed based on the 

criteria of maximizing the gain of a reflector antenna by controlling the 

illumination of the reflector. For example if a •feed horn used to 

illuminate a reflector is made too large, then the beam formed from the horn 

will not illuminate the reflector completely to its edges. Since the outer 

annular edge of the reflector is not being illuminated, the useful reflector 

size is less than its physical size, and the reflector gain will decrease. 

On the other hand if the feed horn is made too small, then the beam formed 

will spill over the edge of the reflector, resulting in a loss of power 

reflected , towards boresight, and hence also causing a decrease'in gain. The 

work described in (4) and (5) optimizes this trade-off for axially symmetric 

parabolic reflectors, not offset parabolic reflectors. However since the 

criteria is based on spillover power and since the offset parabola presents 

approximately a circular projection to the focal point, the results are 

equally useful for the two types of reflectors. The equations presented in 

the AppendiX A Section 7 are curve fits to graphical data presented in 

Figure 2 of Reference (4) for rectangular feeds, and to graphical data 

presented in Figure 7 of Reference (5) for square feeds. The use of optimum 

feeds is shown schematically in Figure 2.8. 

19 
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2.5 REFLECTOR PERFORMANCE ESTIMATES 

The following estimates for various reflector performance 

characteritics are given with suggested changes in the antenna 

structure which allow the user a chance to improve the performance. Each 

estimate will only be calculated if it is within limits set by the 

equations. When all performance estimates are satisfactory the program 

commences execution of the antenna field pattern analysis. 

Estimates for the cross-polarization level due to feed horn 

dimensions, reflector geometry, and reflector surface roughness are 

calculated based on work reported by Rudge and Adatia (6), Chu and Turrin 

(7), and Ghobrial (8). These equations are least squared error curve fits 

to data presented in the three reports. The effect due to feed horn 

dimensions is based on Figure 7b of Reference 6. The effect due to 

reflector geometry is based on Figure 4 of Reference 7, while the effect due 

to reflector surface roughness is based on Figure 9 of Reference 8. The 

cross-polarization level indicates the relative power density of the 

unwanted orthogonal polarization compared to that of the desired 

polarization, either horizontal or vertical. This is shown schematically in 

Figure 2.9. It is important to have cross-polarization levels less than -28 

dB to reduce interference - problems between adjacent coverage areas or even 

between signals in a single coverage area utilizing frequency reuse based on 

polarization isolation. 

An estimate for loss of gain for the maximum,feed offset is obtained 

using the work of Ruze (1). Also an estimate for the loss of gain due to 

reflector surface roughness is calculated based on another study by 

Ruze (9). Again these equations are least squared error curve fits to data 

presented in the reports. The effect due to feed offset is based on Figure 

6 of Ruze(1) for a 10 dB tapered illumination. A complication arises here 

21 
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In that the independent variable x in Ruze's paper is a function of the 

number of three dB beamwidths which the beam is off axis, M. 

.02 + [HE
2

] 

However we are designing a shaped beam based on six dB beamwidths. Hence 

the loss of gain for a certain number of 6 dB beamwidths in which the beam 

is off axis, N is found by relating N to M. Using the parameter W=4.8 

discussed previously for the six dB beamwidths and reading W = 3.6 for x = 0 

from Figure 3 of Ruze (1) we have: 

3.6 M = 4.8 N 

M = 1.33 N 

.0150 	.75 r F 1  L--F1 
1 

as given in Appendix A Section 11. The maximum number of 6 dB beamwidths 

which any beam is off-axis is obtained from: 

Magnitude of Maximum Offset in Angle  
6 dB Beamwidth 

I 	2 

	

MAX Az 	EL2 

-1 r  .76X1  2 sin 	L D J 

The loss of gain due to surface roughness is obtained using the 

least squared error curve fit to Figure 7 of Ruze (9). It should be noted 

that a conversion from RMS surface error values to peak surface error values 

has been made using a conversion factor of 3 as suggested by Ruze (9). The 

= 

2 
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loss of gain is a good indicator of the practical limitations imposed by 

defocusing the reflector, and should be kept less than 2 dB. The loss of 

gain is shown schematically in Figure 2.10. 

An estimate of the efficiency factor of polarization is calculated 

based on results reported by Edjk (10). This equation is again a least 

squared error curve fit to Figure 8 of Dijk (10). The decrease in the 

efficiency factor is caused by the loss of signal power density due to 

energy being radiated in the unwanted polarization. The efficiency factor 

should therefore be kept above 90%. 

The coma lobe level estimate is determined based on research by Rudge 

and Adatia (6) and Ruze (1). Once again the equation is based on a curve 

fit to the data presented in Figure 5 of Ruze (1). Since the independent 

variable x is again based on three dB beamwidths, the same considerations as 

discussed for the loss of gain with feed offset must be made. The coma lobe 

level is the relative power density of the largest co-polarized sidelobe 

compared to the main lobe. It is important to have the coma lobe level less 

than -12 dB to reduce interference problems between separate earth stations. 

The coma lobe level for an offset beam is shown schematically in 

Figure 2.11. 

The equations for all the above estimates are presented in 

Appendix A. Based on the parameters contributing to each of the performance 

estimates, the computer program prompts the user on which geometric 

parameters should be changed in order to improve performance. This 

iterative procedure is continued until all performance estimates are 

satisfactory to the user at which time the reflector geometry and feed horn 

locations, sizes and orientations are used as inputs to the surface currents 

and far field radiation pattern programs. 

23 
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Figure 2.10 Loss of Gain Estimate 
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BoRESIGHT 

Figure 2.11 Coma Lobe Level Estimate 
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3.0 SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION  

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section contains a detailed description of the Satellite Antenna 

Modelling Program (SAMOD). The algorithms are described in sufficient 

detail so that the program may be modified by a Fortran programmer. This 

program uses a validated set of subroutines to calculate the far field 

pattern from a file of feed horn parameters. Input-process-output charts 

are provided for these programs. 

Users interested in just the operator interface of the program, 

should refer to the User's Manual, which describes the inputs/outputs 

sufficiently for program use. 

A list of input/output parameters is shown in Figure 3.2. 

3.2 PROGRAM CONFIGURATION 

Using Fortran based on the Sigma 9 system this program has been 

written in a structured format. The main program consists of subroutine 

calls, external program calls, data file creation, and the edit system. 

Each separate algorithm has its own subroutine, making documentation and 

understanding of the program much easier. Details of each subroutine are 

given in Section 3.3. 

3.2.1 FLOW CHART 

Figure 3.1 is a flow chart of the main program. 

3.2.2 INPUT PARAMETERS 

Figure 3.2 is a list of all the input parameters, their units and 

names of the variables within the program. 

27 
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An initial set of values is required to configure the reflector 

geometry. In two places the user is given a choice of parameters. The 

parameters not chosen are then calculated. Specifically, if focal length 

and offset distance are chosen, offset angle and reflector half-angle will 

be calculated. All of the inputs are displayed on the screen and the user 

is given a chance to change any value. If the focal length or the offset 

distance is changed, the program will recalculate both the offset angle and 

the reflector half-angle, and vice-versa if an angle is changed. If the 

user chooses to change the projected diameter, recalculation will occur only 

on the parameters that were selected at the start of the program. In Figure 

3.2, these inputs are listed in Part A. Figure 3.3, shows the location of 

each distance and angle dealing with the reflector geometry. 

The next set of inputs is the latitude and longitude pairs that will 

define the service area. The program will handle 15 pairs. Section 3.3.1 

describes restrictions on the choice of latitude/longitude points. The user 

is given a chance to change any or all points. The user is asked to specify 

the number of points he intends to use to define the service area. -  This 

number cannot be changed throughout the rest of the program. Afte .r the list 

of points has been approved, the user is asked to input the longitude 

coordinate of the satellite (degs. West). It is stationary at 0 °N latitude 

and at an altitude of 35782 km. See Part B of Figure 3.2 for a description 

of these inputs. 
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Subroutine FREO 
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DPROJ (D) 
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Figure 3.1a Flow Chart - SAMOD Main Program 
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Subroutine COUNT 

NO 

Jump back to 
Subroutine DPROJ 
and re-display 
geometry and point 
scenarios 
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Subroutine LOFH 
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AZ/EL to focal 
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Subroutine HFDIM 
Find maximum size 
each horn can be 
without overlap 

Figure 3.1c 
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Changes may be made 
to the offset angle 
or the reflector 
half angle, jumps t 
AOFF or HAREF.l 

Subroutine CPHF 	J 	hanges canLbelmade 
Calculation of 	Jto focal length or 
Cross Polarization 	ffset angle, jump - 
due to horn feeds  i 	to appropriate sub- 

routine (FLNG,AOFF). 

Subroutine CPR 
Calculation of 
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due to the 
reflector  
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Subroutine GAINL 
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Subroutine EFFF 
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Figure 3.1d 
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Subroutine COMAL 
Calculation of 
the coma lobes 
at the maximum 
feed offset 

Creation of the 
data file 

'INPUTS' 

Calculation of 
horn centre normal J 
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F,FL,X0,D, 
XMIN,YMIN,XMAX, 
YMAX,TYPE,SOFF 

Changes may be mad 
to the focal lengt 
jumps to FLNG. 

Calculation of 
vector in E direc-
tion for each horn 
centre 

Make appropriate 
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Set phase of each 
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for all horns 

Display table of 
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Add, 
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Contains; 
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Figure 3.1e 
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ANTENNA ANALYSTS PROGRAMS  

HORN CONFIGURATION 

DISC FILE 'HORN1' 

REFLECTOR CONFIGURATION 

DISC FILES 'DISH1' and 

'DISH2'  

REFLECTOR SURFACE CURRENTS 

DISC FILE 'RFIF1' 

FAR FIELD ANTENNA PATTERN 

DISC FILE 'PATERN1' and 

'PATERN2'  

Y  
PRINT OUT OF THE 
GAIN MATRICES, CO-
POLE OR CROSS-POLE 

Figure 3.1f 
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Figure 3.2 Input/Output Parameters 

Variable 	Units 	Definition 

Part A  

	

F 	MHz 	frequency 

	

WL 	cm 	wavelength 

	

FL 	m 	focal length 

	

X0 	m 	offset distance 

	

the0 	degs 	offset angle 

	

thest 	degs 	reflector half-angle 

	

IFEED 	Integer 1-2 	type of feed horn; 	rectangular, square 

	

TYPE 	Integer 1-2 	vertical or horizontal polarization 

	

RIFLE 	cm 	RMS surface roughness of the reflector 

	

SOFF 	integer 1-4 	satellite antenna feed offset: 	north, s  

south, east, or west 

Part B  

	

NUMB 	Integer 3-15 	number of LAT/LONG points that will 

specify the service area 
degs N (LAT) X(I),Y(I) 	

LONG) 	
lat/long pairs 

degs W (  

SATLNG 	degs W 	longitude coordinate of the satellite 
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3.2.3 DATA FILES 

In the main program there are two data files created. One is called 

INPUTS and consists of; frequency, focal length, offset distance, projected 

diameter, minimum/maximum values of the contour in azimuth and elevation, 

type of polarization (horizontal or vertical), and the satellite antenna , 

 feed offset. This file can be found on logical unit 500. 

The second file is HRNDT. It contains  the 1,number  of horns necessary 

for optimum coverage, the location of each horn (w.r.t. the focal plane), 

normal vector of each horn (vector pointing from centre of horn towards 

reflector surface), the direction vector (E field) of each horn, and the 

power and phase of each horn. This file is stored on logical unit 501. 

3.3 SUBROUTINES 

The flowchart in Figure 3.1 details the workings of the main program. 

Described in this section are the algorithms of each separate subroutine 

that is referred to, without detail, in the flow chart. The documentation 

of the subroutines gives the calling sequence, definitions of the major 

parameters, and a brief description of the algorithm. More insight into the 

method of each subroutine may be gained by referring to the subroutine 

listing at the back of the manual. 

3.3.0 INPUT SUBROUTINES 

The following table lists the name of the input subroutine and the 

parameter(s) it passes into and out of the main program. 

FREO 	(F,WL) 	frequency, wavelength 

FLNGT 	(FL) 	focal length 

DOFF 	(a) 	offset distance 

DPROJ 	(D) 	projected diameter 

AOFF 	(The0) 	offset angle 
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HAREF 	(thest) 	reflector half—angle 

FEED 	(IFEED,HL) 	type of feed horn, horn length 

POLE 	(IPOLE,TYPE) 	vertical or horizontal, linear 

polarization 

SRFCE 	(RIPLE) 	RMS surface roughness of the 

reflector 

SOFFS 	(SOFF) 	satellite antenna offset 

Figure 3.3 shows the relation between the distances and angles used by the 

subroutines. 
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3.3.1 SUBROUTINE INPUT 

Calling Sequence: 

(X,Y,N,NUMB,FLAG,SATLNG,FLAG2) 

X,Y - these arrays of dimension 'N' will contain the contour points, 

of the service area, input during this subroutine (N=15). 

NUMB - number of contour points that  the user  is going to enter. 

SATLNG - this is the longitude coordinate of the geostationary 

satellite. 

At this point in the program, the contour points defining the service 

area will be asked for. The user inputs the number of points. Here it is 

suggested he input at least 10 points, for the reason that in latitude and 

longitude the connecting lines may be straight, but when they are converted 

to azimuth.and elevation the lines become curved and the original shape of 

the coverage area may be lost. The format of the entered points must be as 

follows; input the points in clockwise order, with latitude (degs. north) 

first then longitude (degs. west). 

There are a few restrictions on types of polygons which can be 

entered to define the service area. If an internal angle is greater than 

180 °  the program may not count the proper number of beamlet centres. This 

happens when a grid line (of an orthogonal grid) passes through the figure 

twice, the program is unable to determine which is the inside of the area 

and which is the outside. The diagrams in Figure 3.4 are intended to 

clarify this concept. 
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Figure 3.4 Service Area Definition Restrictions 
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Two software flags are used in conjunction with the input subroutine. 

'FLAG', is set when the contour points have been entered. With 'FLAG' set 

the points will be recalled and displayed everytime the user reconfigures 

the satellite. The second flag 'FLAG2' is set in the subroutine LLTAE when 

the satellite longitude coordinate has been entered. .It is also displayed 

with the points discussed above. 

When the data is displayed the user may change any of the input data 

before going on. 

3.3.2 SUBROUTINE LLTAE 

Calling Sequence: 

(X,Y,N,AZ,EL,NUMB,FLAG2,SATLNG,BLAT,BLNG) 

AZ, EL - these arrays will contain the LAT/LONG coordinate points, 

from the X,Y arrays, after transformation into the x, y 

coordinate system. 

This subroutine converts the latitude and longitude points into 

x and y coordinates, with origin at the boresight. Figure 3.5 shows the 

setup of the coordinate systems used in this program. 

Before calling the subroutine SVUE, the LLTAE subroutine sets up the 

following parameters: 

SALT 	satellite altitude 	35782 km 

SLAT 	satellite latitude 	0.0 0  North 

SLNG 	satellite longitude 	user input (degs W) 

RS 	satellite altitude + earth radius 42160.16 km 
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RVS 	vector position of satellite, with origin at the centre of 

the earth and the satellite lying in the Z-Y axis. 

CS (I) = 0.0 

CS (2) = 0.0 

CS (3) = -RS 

BLAT,BLNG the boresight in LAT/LONG coordinates 

AZIM,ELEV the boresight in AZ/EL coordinates 

The boresight is calculated as the half-point between the extremes of 

latitude and longitude. The user is given a chance to change this 

position. 

The first call to SVUE transforms the boresight, subsequent calls 

transform individual point. 
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Figure 3.5 Coordinate System for Program 
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3.3.3 SUBROUTINE SVUE 

Calling Sequence: 

(RVS,SLNG,SLAT,RS,A,B,CLT,CLG,PR,SAZ,SEL) 

This subroutine does three sets of transformations. The first is to 

find the range vector from the centre of the earth to the latitude/longitude 

point (RVE). The next calculation finds the vector between the satellite 

and the latitude/longitude point (R). The third transformation is performed 

in a subroutine called TRANS (RT). This is a general subroutine which 

transforms a vector from one coordinate system to a rotated coordinate 

system using matrix multiplication. 

The range vector is determined by the following equations using: 

A - location of boresight, azimuth 

B - location of boresight, elevation 

CLT - Boresight latitude (degrees) 

CLG - Boresight longitude (degrees) 

PR - 6378.16 radius of earth at equator (km) 

SLNG - satellite Longitude coordingte 

SLAT - satellite Latitude coordinate 

RE = PR x I 1 - .0016 sin2  (CLT) - radius of earth at given latitude. 

- because of the oblatness of the earth, a correction factor of 

I 1 - .0016 sin 2  (CLT) has been included. 

CE ,(1) = RE x SIN (A) 

CE (2) = -RE x cos (A) x sin ( 3 - SLNG) 

RVE (3) = -RE x cos (A) x cos (B - SLNG) 
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The next vector is found by: 

R  (1) = CE (1) - CS (1) 

e (2) = CE (2) - CS (2) 

11 (3) = CE (3) - Ris (3) 

RVS was found in subroutine 

LLTAE 

See Figure 3.6 for the coordinate system that is being discussed here. 

At this point in the program, the calculated coordinate is checked to 

see if it is actually visible from the satellite. If not visible, an error 

code is created and the user is notified but the program does not terminate. 

When the program asks if the number of horns needs changing, a yes response 

will return the user to the main program so that the change can be made. 

The subroutine TRANS then transforms the satellite vector e into 
antenna coordinates,  R. The calling sequence for TRANS is (A, ANG, IAXIS, 

B) where: r0  00  B = 	cose sine 	a=e) 
0 - sine cos0 

TRANS is a rotation by angle 0 (ANG) about the IAXIS resulting in the new 

coordinate vector B. 

The points, now in the x, y (earth coordinate) system 

are determined using the components of the new vector eT calculated in 

Subroutine TRANS as B. 

-1  
SAZ = tan 	(RT(2)/RT(3)) 

SEL = tan-l [ eT(1)/ I eT(2) 2 	eT(3) 2  ] 

These values are returned to the subroutine LLTAE where they become AZ and 

EL. 
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'Figure 3.6 Coordinate Systems for Transformation 
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3.3.4 SUBROUTINE BEMDF 

Calling Sequence: 

(D,FL,BDF) 

BDF - beam deviation factor. 

In this subroutine the beam deviation factor is calculated. 

3.3.5 SUBROUTINE BEAMW 

Calling Sequence: 

(AZ,EL,N,NUMB,WL,D,THEST,theO,BWO,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX) 

XMAX, YMAX - the eastern and northern limits of the service area. 

XMIN, YMIN - the western and southern limits of the service area. 

BWO - is the width of the 6 dB beamlet diameter, in degrees. 

This subroutine performs two tasks; first it determines the maximum and 

minimum values of the 'entered latitude/longitude contour points after they 

have been converted to azimuth/elevation, then it calculates BWO, the on-

axis 6 dB width of a beamlet that will be used for the routines SHIFT and 

COUNT. 
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3.3.6 SUBROUTINE SHIFT .  

Calling Sequence: 

(AZ,EL,N,NUMB,K,CFHX,CFHY,M,BWO,P1,P2,XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX) 

K - number of chosen horns inside coverage area 

CFHX, CFHY - position of centre of horns in AZ/EL, these are arrays 

of dimension M (M=100) 

P1 - shift of horns (right) in degrees 

P2 - shift of horns (up) in degrees 

The main purpose of this routine is to choose a location for the 

boresight that minimizes the number of horns. In conjunction with the 

subroutine 'COUNT' it will shift the contour points around, simulating a 

shift of the horns on the reflector. After each shift the number of 

beamlet centres inside or 'just' outside the coverage area are counted and 

this number is recorded, thus recording the number of horns needed for 

illumination of the coverage area. The counting routine is documented in 

the next section. 

The initial call to 'COUNT' uses the original azimuth/elevation 

cooràinates. Then the azimuth.coordinates are transformed by adding .2 of a 

beamwidth and the 'COUNT' routine is called again. This continues until a 

whole beamwidth has been covered in the shifts. Once this is completed the 

minimum count is found  and  its boresight position established.. 

The same process is done in the elevation direction from the position 

of minimun count found above. 

The final call to the subroutine 'COUNT' uses the new optimum 

coordinate points. 
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The user is told how the horns were shifted, in angular degrees to 

the right and angular degrees upwards. 

Each contour point has now been moved opposite to that of the horns. 

A display of the newly found coordinates is printed out and the limits of 

the service area are changed. 

The parameters passed back to the main program include the number of 

beamlets needed to' cover the given area and the location, in azimuth and 

elevation, of the centre of each beamlet. 

3.3.7 SUBROUTINE COUNT 

Calling Sequence: 

(K,CFHX,CFHY,M,XX,YY,N,NUMB,BWiXMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX) 

This routine is used to count the number of beamlets inside a given 

contour coverage area. The algorithm used is, quite simply, if the point is 

on the inside of every line, it is inside the coverage area and therefore it 

becomes the centre of one horn. 

The program sets up a grid overlaying the coverage area and each 

intersection point of the X, Y axis lines are considered centres of horns 

until eliminated by the checks described later. The grid is rectangular, 

using the minimum and maximum limits of the contour as borders. The size of 

each grid square is equal to the calculated size of a 6 dB beamlet. 
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The decision as to whether a beamlet centre is counted or not is made 

as follows: 

• a distance called 'COUT' is calculated using, the sine and 

cosine of the angle made with the next contour point, with 

respect to the positive X axis, and the grid point in question. 

This actually transforms the line between the contour point and 

the grid point to the X axis giving a distance of how far it is 

outside the contour. 

• a variable called 'CNST' is now calculated. CNST represents the 

amount of area of each beamlet that must be inside the service 

area before the beamlet will be counted. A point is counted if 

at least 35% of its area is inside the desired service area. 

This value was empirically set by evaluating a number of cases. 

It can be adjusted if the user finds too few horns are being 

included. 

• This calculation is done with every contour point matching every 

grid point. The beamlet is only counted if it meets the 

requirements each time the point goes through the loop. 

Figure 3.7 shows a few examples of a coverage area and the centres, 

located by the algorithm, necessary for coverage of the area. 

If the contour plot, or the locations of the feed horns, shows that 

the routine (in the rough estimate) has missed points, the user can add (or 

delete) horns as desired. 
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Figure 3.7 Examples of COUNT Routine 
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3.3.8 SUBROUTINE LOFH 

Calling Sequence: 

(BDF,CFHX,CFHY,M,BWO,K,FPX,FPY,FPZ,FL,THEO,X0,SOFF) 

FPX,FPY,FPZ - these arrays will hold the coordinates of the feed 

horns as determined by this subroutine. 

These are dimensioned to 100. 

This subroutine accepts the coordinates of the centres of each feed 

horn (found in the arrays CFHX,CFRY) and transforms them to the focal plane 

coordinate system. There are four cases of coordinate transformations ' 

depending on which satellite antenna feed offset (SOFF) was chosen at the 

beginning of the program. Each case is also dependent on the polarization 

type, vertical or horizontal. The formulas used can be found in Appendix A. 

3.3.9 SUBROUTINE HFDIM 

Calling Sequence: 

(IFEED,FL,D,HL,WL,HHA,HWA,FPX,FPY,M,K,TYPE,BWO) 

HHA, HWA - are the H and E plane dimensions of each individual horn. 

These are dimensioned to 100. 

dependant 

dimensions 

reversed. 

Initially the subroutine finds the optimum size of a horn, 

on the type of feed. For rectangular feed, vertical polarization 

are calculated, then if horizontal was picked, the dimensions are 

The maximum actual size of each horn is then determined by 

the distance between each centre to the optimum size'of horn. By 

the distance of a line between the two horn centres and the optimu 

(and heights), it can be ascertained if the horns overlap. If an 

comparing 

comparing 

m widths 

overlap is 
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detected, the principle horn is shrunk (in height or width as necessary) 

from the optimum size. The program then loops back to see if the overlap 

has been cleared up. Each horn is looked at with respect to every other 

horn. 

The subroutine passes teck to the main program the height and width 

of each horn. 

3.3.10 SUBROUTINES USED FOR ROUGH ESTIMATES 

The following table lists the subroutines, with their parameters and 

a short definition of their name, used to give the user a rough estimate of 

many of the gain and coma lobe values. The formulas used are listed in 

Appendix A. 

CPHF 	(WL,HW,IFEED,N) 

- crôss-polarization due to the feed horns 

CPR 	(THEST,THEO,N) 

- cross-polarization due to the offset reflector 

CPST (RIPLE,WL,THEST,N) 

- cross-polarization due to surface roughness of the reflector 

GAINL (FL,D,XO,N,AZ,EL,15,AZIM,ELEV,NUMB) 

- the estimated gain loss for maximum feed offset 

GLST 	(FL,D,RIPLE,WL,N) 

- gain loss due to surface roughness of the reflector 
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EFFF 	(THEO,THEST,N) 

- estimated efficiency factor of polarization 

COMAL (FL,D,BWO,AZ,EL,15,AZIM,ELEV,NUMB,N,X0) 

- coma lobe level for maximum feed offset. 

Each routine allows the user to improve the calculated value. Each 

variable that effects the calculation is indicated and the user may select 

one to change. The program then jumps back to the appropriate subroutine 

and asks the user to enter a new value. After the new value is entered the 

scenario is printed out. The program proceeds to print the service area 

points and then recalculates the beamwidth etc. based on the new value. The 

rough estimates are then re-displayed. An entry of 'NO' will cause the 

program to proceed with the next estimate. 

3.4 FAR-FIELD ANALYSIS PROGRAMS 

This is a set of 4 programs (see Figure 3.8) in a validated software 

package used for analysis of parabolic reflector antennas. Each program has 

been designed to handle a specified aspect of a horn-fed reflector antenna 

configuration. 

3.4.1 HORN CONFIGURATION PROGRAM (HORNCO) 

The function of this program is shown in the I-P-0 diagram in 

Figure 3.9. 

The program divides each horn into a number of elements and assumes 

uniform E-plane and cosine  }I-plane aperture distributions to estimate the 

radiation pattern.of each horn. The program output is a data file called 

HORN1, which contains all the horn element locations, orientations, powers, 

and phases. The data file is stored on logical unit 502. 

3.4.2 REFLECTOR CONFIGURATION PROGRAM (REFLCO) 

The function of this program is shown in the I-P-0 diagram in 

Figure 3.10. The output data is found in the two files DISH1 and DISH2, 

which are stored in logical units 503 and 504, respectively. 
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3.4.3 REFLECTOR SURFACE CURRENTS PROGRAM (REFSC) 

The function of this program is shown in the I-P-0 diagram in 

Figure 3.11. 

The program takes the previously prepared horn and reflector data 

files and computes the X, Y and Z components of current at each point on the 

reflector surface. This process could take anywhere from 5 to 10 minutes of 

computer time, depending on the number of horns. The surface current is 

corrected for inverse square law distance effects and path-length phase 

effects, as well as projected area effects. 

The program outputs a data file of complex surface current values, 

each with X, Y and Z components. 

3.4.4 FAR FIELD ANTENNA PATTERN PROGRAM (PATTERN) 

The function of this program is shown in the I-P-0 diagram form in 

Figure 3.12. 

The program takes the data file of reflector surface currents and 

computes the flux density of the radiation at any defined point (nominally 

in the far field of the antenna) by numerical integration of the 

contribution from the reflector elements. The integration is corrected for 

inverse square law, path length/phase, and projected areas effect for each 

individual reflector element. The electric field intensity at the far field 

point is computed in terms of components parallel to the antenna system X 

and Y axis and both haye . amplitude and phase. 

The X and Y far field amplitudes are compared with the amplitude 

which would have been obtained by isotropic radiation of all the power fed 

into the feed horns. The ratio gives the gain relative to isotropic for 

each polarization. 
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The numerical integration is repeated over a range of azimuth and 

elevation values in the far field, thus providing a "matrix" of gain values 

for both polarizations. These values are stored on a file which may be used 

for a contour plotting program. 
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3.5 DESCRIPTION OF FINAL OUTPUT FILES 

The final output of the program is two arrays containing the gains 

that have been calculated using the Information determined in the initial 

steps of the program. One array will contain the gain points of the cross-

pole pattern and the other will be the co-pole. Which is which depends on 

the user's choice of polarization (vertical or horizontal), the list below 

defines the 4 cases. 

vertical 

vertical 

horizontal 

horizontal 

	

4. 	cross-pole 

	

4- 	co-pole 

	

4. 	cross-pole 

	

4. 	co-pole 

4- 	1st array 

2nd.array 

4- 2nd array 

4- 1st array 

The diagram below shows the user how to interpret the printout of the gain 

matrix. 

Example: 

x-positive 	0.0  

	

.2 	1.2 5 7.5 13.1 30 38 36 	33.8 25.4 20.2 13.4 9.1 3.1 

	

.7 	3 	6.2 22 	25.7 33 39 40.8 38 29.3 21 18.7 13.2 5.6 

	

.6 	5 16.2 21 	27.2 33 40.2 41 39.1 32.5 28 20.3 10 1.8 

	

1.8 3.2 10 15 	25 	38 40.2 40.3 39 30.2 30.1 28.2 23 19.8 
3.8 6.4 10.8 18.1 20.2 30 37.1 38.2 36.8 33 23.2 16.1 14 10 

Y 
0 - 

p 

eV 
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

4.1 CONCLUSIONS 

A computer program has been written and installed on the main—frame 

SIGMA 9 computer which enables a user to specify the geometric properties of 

an offset focal point feed parabolic reflector and the contour of the 

required service area. The program will then calculate an initial estimate 

of the location and size of the feed horn array necessary to illuminate this 

service area. The program then returns with prompts to the user so that he 

may change any of the parameters of the feed array. In this way the 

patterns may be refined and further optimized with facility. 

The analytic basis for the antenna feed configuration and performance 

estimates is presented as background to the description of the software. A 

test case and Fortran listing of the programs complete the report. 

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following features would increase the capabilities and facilitate 

the use of the program: 

• circular polarization 

By running the program twice with orthogonal polarization and a 

90 0  phase shift between the two polarizations, far field 

patterns for circular polarization may be produced. The user 

would be given the choice of polarization at the start of the . 

program. 

• service area definition 

At the present time, convex polygons can be handled by the shift 

and count routine. For re—entrant polygons, the coverage could 

be broken into constituent convex figures. 
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• gain profile along arbitrary line 

The contour plot of gain as a function of azimuth and elevation 

can be enhanced by a user-selected routine to choose a "eut  

line". The gain along this line would be calculated. This 

would be useful for adjacent beam interference analysis. 

• horn location plotting 

It would be very useful to have the program produce plots of the 

resulting horn configurations. The plot would be a plan view of 

the focal plane, upon which the outline of each horn aperture is 

drawn. A table of amplitude and phase for each of the horns 

would be given on the plot as well. 

• circular horns 

It would be an enhancement of the program to be able to choose 

circular aperture horns. 

• array processor for integration 

The program presently runs on a mini-computer as well as the 

SIGMA 9. It is possible to use an array processor with the mini 

computer in order to speed the calculations. Improvements of 

factors of 3 , to 10 have been achieved in other work using this 

approach. If a factor of ten improvement is achieved the 

contour plots would be produced in almost real-time. The 

iterative design of the feed assembly would then be implimented 

on a graphics terminal with light-pen or cursor inputs. The 

designer would quickly develop a heuristic feel for good or poor 

feed designs. 
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APPENDIX A - REFLECTOR ANTENNA EQUATIONS 

1. .GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS  

The geometric .parameters of an offset parabolic reflector are shown 

In Figure A.I and are related by the following analytic equations: 

(E1) .  
6* (deg) = cot-1  [ 2(E) +  	

I 
D 

2(-
X
-) 
0 	8(

F 
171-) 

1 	 1  

6 0 (deg) = cot-1  
( [ X 	F 	Fx 0 	4
To

-) 

4. 

 

D D 

cos 6* + cos 6 0  
F - [ 	D 

4 sin 0*  

x _ r 	sin 0 o 	 I D 
0 	2 sin 6* 

2F  
I + cos 6 0  

2. FREQUENCY - WAVELENGTH  

3 X 10 1 ° 
f(Hz) - 	( cm ) 

3. 6d1BEAMWIDTHS  

-1 r 76X 
BW (deg) = 2 sin 

P = 

A-1 
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Figure A.1 Reflector Geometry 
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4. BEAM DEVIATION FACTOR  

The beam deviation factor is given by the following equation, where 

the angles are shown in Figures A.2 through A.5 for North, South, East and 

West antenna-satellite offsets. 

BDF - 

1 	D 
 1  + ('-i-)(77F-)
2  

4F 

sin(EL)  
where BDF - 	for an offset in the plane of symmetry (North 

tan(0 1 )' 
• 

or South Offset). 

for an offset in the plane of a symmetry (East 
tan 1' ' 1 ) 

or West Offset). 

5. OPTIMUM FEED PLANE PASSING THROUGH THE FOCAL POINT  

The angle. of the optimum feed plane with respect to the y axis in 

Figure A.2 is given by: 

= tan-1 () 

6. FEED HORN CENTRES .ON:THE OPTIMUMFEED PLANE  

The x y z coordinates are dependent on which antenna-satellite offset 

is chosen. Again refering to Figures A.2 through A.5. 

sin(Az)  
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Y 

90 + 	6 1 - 6 0 

(a) Elevation Plane 

P sin ( ) sin(01) 

(90 +  c  — 	_ u o)  s in 

(h) Azimuth Plane 

Figure A.2 Antenna Geometry for North Antenna-Satellite Offset 

A-4 



(a) Elevation Plane 

P  sin() sin(e1) 

sin (90 + 	 6 0 ) 

DOC-CR-SP-81-010 SAMOD 

(h) Azimuth Plane 

Figure A.3 Antenna Geometry for South Antenna-Satellite Offset 
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(a) Elevation Plane 

(b) Azimuth Plane 

Figure A.4 Antenna- Ceometry for East Antenna-Satellite Offset 

A-6 
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P  sin()  sin(01) 
F + 	 

sin (90 + — 01 — e 0) 

EL 

(a) Elevation Plane 

(b) Azimuth Plane 

Figure A..5 Antenna Geometry for West Antenna-Satellite Offset 

A-7 
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North 

P sin() sin(01) 	] tan W I ) x - [ P cos 00  + sin (90 + 	- 0 1  - 0 0 ) 

P  cos() sin(0 1 )  
sin (90 	- 0 1  - 00) 

P  sin( z) sin( 0 )  
F 	sin (90 + 	- 0 1  - 00) 

South 

P  sin() sin(01) 	] tan (0 )  x = - [ P n°s (7) 0 	sin (90 + 	0 1 - 6 0 )  

P cos(?) sin(0 1 )  
sin ( 90 	 - 6 0 )  

sin() sin(01)  
sin (90 + 	- 0 1  - 0 0 ) 

East 

P  cos(?) sin(0 1 )  
sin (90 	°1 - 60)  

z =  

P s1n() sin(01)  
 P nos (3 0 [ sin (90 + 	01 - °O ) 	
tan (00 

P sin(C) sin(0 1 )  
sin (90 + 	0 1 - 6 0 )  



HW(cm) = X [.08 + 1.80 -; ; .25 < -D 	1.5 
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West 

P cos()  sin(0 1 )  
sin (90 + 	- 0 1  - e a ) 

P sin(O sin(0 1 ) 
y = - [ P cos 00  + sin (90 	_ 01  _ 00)  ] tan (Or) 

P sin() sin(01)
F 	sin '(90 + 	- 0 1 	60 ) 

7. OPTIMUM HORN DIMENSIONS  

For a rectangular horn feed the optimum horn width and horn height 

. are given by: 

X = 

Z = 

11W(cm) = 
X [.34 + 2.08 --F-. - ] 	; .25< 1 4.2 + .2(HL) 

D 	 D 
F ir 11.  X [.34 -1- 2.08 
D 
 ---1.06 - .299

E
-+ .0598HL]; .2 + .2(HL)<-! 4 1.25 
D 	 D 

F 	 F X [.325 + 1.30 — 	; .25< - 4.2 4. .2(HL) 
D 	 D 

F 	F 	F X [.325 + 1.3 047-][1.047 - .2345u+ .0469HL];.2 + .2(HL)< ii >1.25 
HH( cm)= H 

where HL is the horn length. If the horn length is not specified then the 

first equation for either horn width or horn height is used. 

For a square horn feed, the optimum width is given by: 
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For a description of how the maximum horn dimensions are found see 

Section 3 for documentation on Subroutine HFDIM. 

8. CROSS POLARIZATION LEVEL ESTIMATES DUE TO HORN FEED  

For a square horn feed the cross polatization - contribution 

,x 
CP(dB) - .64.1 + 61.06 ---- 17.5H-)

2 
 ; 0.5 < 7-17 4 1.5 

HW 	HW 

9. CROSS POLARIZATION LEVEL ESTIMATES DUE TO REFLECTOR  

CP(dB) = [5.5870 *  - 70.881 +  + [7.0920 0  - 72.97] -1  - 49.22; 15 ° < 

15°< 0 0<90 0  

10. CROSS -POLARIZATION LEVEL DUE TO SURFACE. TOLERANCE  

CP(dB) = 19.75 + 19.49 log [1 ] - 178.8 (0* )
-1/2; 

10
-4

< —
e 

‹ 10 1  
X 	 X 

10 0  < 0 *  4 80° 

where c is the RMS surface roughness. 

11. LOSS OF GAIN WITH FEED  OFFSET  

Assuming a 10dB taper for the reflector illumination function, the 

loss of gain is given as follows: 

AG(dB) = - 1.67 x 10 -2  x + 2.67 x 10-3  x2  

where 

F 2  
.015 + .75 E--) 

D 1 

X 
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D I  = 2 X 0  t D 

12. LOSS OF  GAIN  DUE TO'SURFACE TOLERANCE  

e . 2 	rF 2 1 
' AG(dB) = 

r 	[41.58 + 50.0 1-7 — 19.28(--) j 	‹ 1.25 X 	 D  

13. EFFICIENCY FACTOR DUE TO DEPOLARIZATION ,  

N = 100 — [38 0  — 80] [5.833 x 10
-5

0 *  + 10-5 (8,) 2  + 4.167 x 10-7 (0* ) 3 ] 

; 30< 8 0  ‹ 60 

0 < 0*  4 60 

14. COMA LOBE LEVEL WITH FEED OFFSET  

CL(dB) = [10.27 x +  14.7] 	25.83 

where 

F 2  .015 + .75 (---) 
D 1  

X = 

D1 =2X o  + D 
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APPENDIX B 

DEMONSTRATION RUNS OF PROGRAM  

B-1 EDITING FEATURES DEMONSTRATION  

Test runs are described in this appendix to show the method of using 

the program. The first run demonstrates the use of the program during a 

typical session including editing of the horn data file to change the 

resulting coverage of the service area. This session was performed on the 

HP-1000 system at CAL so that the x-y plotter could be used for graphic 

demonstration of the changes in far-field gain contours. 

For this demonstration, a service area was selected which corresponds 

to the coverage of the Pacific time zone for a typical broadcast service. 

Figure B.1 shows the results of the first estimate. No changes were made to 

the computed horn configuration. Following Figure B.1 is a copy of the 

operator input part of the program. 



2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

1.1 
1. 

1. 

1. 

111 

.41H- 

Figure B.1 
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SAMOD 

CHOOSE INPUT; FREQUENCY (F) OR WAVELENGTH (W) 

ENTER FREQUENCY VALUE (MHz) 	0,000 
12446 

*1* 
*** 	*** › 

FOCAL1ENG1H - 	OFFSET ANGLE 
OFFSET DISTANCE 	OR 	REFLECTOR:SALE ANGLE 
PROjECTED DIAMETER 	PROJECTED DIAMETER 

THE USER HAS THE CHOICE OF ENTERING EITHER  SET OF VARIABLES 
CHOOSE 1 OR 2 

ENTER FOCAL LENGTH(m) 	0.000 
3,658 

ENTER OFFSET DISTANCE(m) 	0,000 
.132 

ENTER PROJECTED:DIAMETER 	0.000 
6581 

EMIR TYPE OF FEED 	1 
i RECTANGULAR 
2 SQUARE 

INPUT LENGTH OF HORN(rm) 	0,00 
10 

VERTICAL (i) OR HORIZONTAL (2) 	' 1. 
1 

ENTER RMS SURFACE VARIATION OF REFLECTOR(cm) 	0,0000000 
.03 

SATELLITE OFFSET: NORTH(1),SOUTH(2),EAST(3),WEST(4)? 	2 

3 

1 FREQUENCY 	12446,00 
WAVELENGTH 	2.410 

2 FOCAL LENGTH 	3,658 
3 OFFSET DISTANCE 	,132 
4 OFFSET ANGLE 	1946, 
5 REFLECTOR HALF ANGLE 	28,064 
6 PROJECTED DIAMETER 	3,658 
7 TYPE OF FLED 	RECTANGULAR 
8 TYPE OF POLARIZATION 	L IMER  

—VERTICAL 
9 RMS SURFACE VARIATION OF REFLECTOR 	.030 

10 LAST SATELLITE ANTENNA OFFSET 

DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY  OF THE ABOVE PARAMETERS? 
PLEASE INPUT ACCORDING NUMBER OR e0' FOR NO 
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NUMBER OF LAT,LONG COORDINATES TO BE USED 
6 
1NPUT,IN A CLOCKWISE ORDER,COORDINATES OF THE 3d9  CONTOUR POINTS 
LATITUDE IN DEG NORTH, LONGITUDE. IN DEG WEST, LA1 CANNOT BE >90  Up. 

COORDINATE POINT 4 1 
7S 129  

COORDINATE  POINT t 2 
5,4,120 

COORDINATE POINT 4 3 
49;114 

COORDINATE POINT 4 4 
49,12S 

COORDINATE POINT 4 
60,14i 

COORDINATE POINT 4 6 
70,141 

75.00,120,0 
2 S4,00 .0:20,0 
3 49'.00114,0 
4 49,00,125A 
S 60,0E141.0 
6 70,00,141.0 

DO YOU WISH 10 CHANGE ANY DATA? 
INPUTS OF,  LINE YOU WISH CHANGED OR , 0' FOR NO 
0 
Petri LONGITUDE COORDINATE OF THE GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE 
128 

BORESIGHT LATITUDE = 62.000 LONGITUDE =127,500 
DO YOU WISH  TU  CHANGE THE BORESIGHT LOCATION? 

• A2IMUTH/ELEVATION COORDINATES OF USER ENTERED LAT/LONG 
i 	.28, 	.46 , 
2, 	.73; -.54 
3. 	147 	98' 
4 	.29, -,96 
5 	-1,08; -,13 -  
6 	-.73; 	.33 

THE MINIMUM KAMM OF A SEAMLET IS: 	,53 

THE HORNS WERE MOVED .423 10 THE RIGHT, AND 0,00 UPWARDS, 

THE NUMBER OF HORNS NEEDED ARE: 10 
TO DECREASE THE NUMBER CHANGE THE PROJECTED DIAMETER, 
(Y OR N)? 
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IHE E81IMATED PEAK CROSS POLARIZATION LEVEL 
DUE TO SURFACE TOLERANCE IS:-Ed-1 dB 

TO - REDUCE.CROSS-POLARIZAHONMSE-ONE;. 

DECREASU-SURFACE VARIATION (SV) 
DECRLASE.REFLECIOR HALE  ANGLE (RHA) 
NO CHANGE REQU1RLD.(N0) 

THE ESTIMATED LOSS OF GAIN FOR MAXIMUM FEED OFFSET 
FROM IHE FOCUS IS: 	,602 dB 

TO REDUCE LOSS OF GAIN CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE OFFSET ANGLE (OA) 
DECREASE REFLECIOR HALF ANGLE (RHA) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 

THE ESTIMATED GAIN - LOSS. 
DUE 10 SURFACE TOLERANCE 18: ,06143 dB 

TO REDUCE LOSS OF GAIN CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE SURFACE VARIAllON (SV) 
INCREASE FOCAL LENGTH (FL) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 

1111 1S1IMATED COMA LOBE  LEVEL 
FOR MAXIMUM FEED OFFSET FROM  FUCUS  IS: -16,6 dB 

TO DECREASE IHE COMA LOBE LEVEL, CHOOSE ONE; 

INCREASE IHE FOCAL LENGIH (FL) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 
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HORN. 	COORDINATES OF:.HORN . '0POWER° PHASE: 

	

DIMENSIONS' 	CEN1RE 	RATIO 
. 	H 	E 	X 	Y 	2 

i 	.0359 .0358 .0373 .0306 3.6593 1.0000 0.0000 
2 .0359 ..0358 ,0373 -,0053 3,6593 1.0000 0.0000 
3 .0359 .0358 ,0015 .0306 3.6581 1.0000 0.0000 
4 .0359 .0358 .0015 -.0053 3.6581 1.0000 0.0000 
5 .0358 .0358 -.0343 .0664 3.6568 1.0000 0,0000 
6 .0358 .0358 -.0343 .0306 3.6568 1.0000 0.0000 
7 .0358 .0358 -.0343 -.0053 3.6568 1.0000 0.0000 
8. ,0358 .0358 -.0702, ,0664  365551.0000  00000  - 
9' .  .0358 .0358:-.0702 .0306 3,65551;00001000r 

10 .0392: .0358 - .-.1060 .0664 3.65421,0000.0.0000' 
DO YOU WISH lOWKE.CHANGE.S.TELTHE HORN.CONFIWRAIION.FILE? 

80101 CO01FICURATION- 

4.0F HORNS -.: 10 

HORN DIME!» AND CENTER (X,Y,Z)... 

1 .0359 .0358 .0373 .0306 3.6593 
2 .0359 ,0358 .0373 -.0053 3,6593 
3 .0359 .0358 ,0015 .0306 3.6581 
4 ,0359 .0358 .0015 -.0053 3.6581 
5 .0358 .0358 -.0343 .0664 3.6568 
6  .0358.0358-0343  .0306 3.6568 
7 .0358 .0358 -.0343 -.0053 3,6568 
8 ,0358 .0358 -.0702 ,0664 3,65 55 
9 	.0358. .0358.-.0702, .0306 3,6555. 
10 .0392 .0358 -.1060 .0664 3.6542 

APERAWRESORMAL AL,EL (DEG):: 

	

181,9000 	t,0000. 

	

181;9000 	.00I10 

	

181.9000 	t,i3000 

	

18 1 .9000 	.0000 

	

181.9000 	.0800 

	

181.9000 	,0000 

	

181.9000 	.0000 

	

181.9000 	,0000 

	

181.9000 	,0000 

	

181.9000 	.0000 
E FIELD AZ AND EL (DEG)= 

0,0000 90.0000 
0,0000 90,0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0;000090.0000 , 
0.0000 1 90.0000 
0,00 0090,0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0,0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90.0000 

HORN POWER(WATTS) AND PHASE_ (DEG):-,  

	

,1000 	0.0000 

	

.1000 	0.0000 

.1000 0.0000 

.1000 0.0000 

.1000 0.0000 

.900 0.0000 

.1000 0.0000 

	

,1000 	0,0000 

	

.1000 	0,0000 
i O 40 4,0000 

/DWF ! STOP  00001 
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1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
111 

1 

1 
1 

• 
1 

/REFB ; STOP 00002 
SPILLOVER LOSSUBI= -1,124 

	

X POWER(D6) 	= -53.466 

	

Y POWER(D6) 	= 	-,018 

	

POWER(DB) 	-23.797 

+X . POWER(D6).. 

-X POWER(DB) , 

 POWER(DB) 

- Y P0JER(D6) 

APERA1U1UPOWER(D6)= -15,79404-- 
/R6C6 	SIOP 00003 	. 

IN AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION COORDINATES ON THE EARTH 
THE MINIMUM AZ IS; -1.06 	IHE MAXIMUM IS; 1.47 
THE MINIMUM EL )6; -.96 	IHE MAXIMUM IS; 	.46 

ENTER AZIMUTH VIEWING RANGE FUR PLOT (START,FINISH) 
-1.5,2,5 
ENTER ELEVATION RANGE (START,FINISH) 
-1.5.2.5 

THE PROGRAWIS NOW:GENERATING:THE. CONTOUR DATA - MATRIX. 
ABOUT 15 MINUIES 1:OMPLET1ON.1IME,S0 GOAAVE'A-CUFFEE; 

MAXIMUM GAIN 	42,30 d6 

/PATB- ; STOP 00004 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT CROSS-PULE (1) OR CU-POLE (2)? 5 

-1,6 6.6 5.4 7.6 3.711,212.218,117.0 8,1 5.4 9.0 7.513,111.116.517.915.711.8 2,9 5,611.6 4,5 
- 1.4 5.3 5.810.3 6,9-1.415.116.9 5.111.219,826,430.228.626,527.229.530,226,613,1  '/612117 
-1.2 -,6 7.9 6 . 011 . 315 . 1 16.617 , 4251.021.326.036,636.637,836.937.939.639.736.527,410.212.611,7 
-1,0 -3,4 7.3 2.314,6 - .515 , 512.623,114.433.539.941,641.240,741,442,341,938,630.8 -.616.0 6,2 
-,6 -.V 6,1 5 .912.328.033.533.5,29.931,237.140.641.641,641.541,240i336.735,027.1 1,414,1 4.2. 
-,6 11 -.5 1 ,'613.620.934.839,640.138;.436,039.240.140.441,141.239.334 	7A2L3 
-,4 16,4-4, 3 20 . 021. . 236'.841 . , , 642,140.-840.140A40,2e:940.;440.237,'326,520,324,5M:613,7 	t 60  
-.2 .17.8 6.12n19.637,141,942.34 1A40 641;341..440 36.936.933,325.013.217.6 8.416.6 _ i0 9  
-,0 17,0 5. 321 , 221.836.941,441,840.640 - ,441.542.140 -.535,927, 4 19 -,616.51.4.3 9,711.39.1 4,610.6- 

214 1.317.022.235,339 - ,539,938.738.439,540.438,631,39.324.414,713.2 6.1  729c  6.0 4.2 
.4 10.6 -,614 .014 , 129.633,733.632,631.832,634.233.225,019.921.0-9,112,111,513.2 3,6.3,2 1,5 
.6 6.9 2.911,710,714,515.8 8,412:4 9,414,211.920.716.S 4.311,817.110.410,3 5.210,610.6-4,6. 
,8 2.7 7,7 7 , 511.714.119:421,721.116,221:721,516,0 ,2,5.6,614,812,8 	.2_9.5 6.311,6.4,1 9,0 

1,0 -5.1 7,4 5,31 110•8.5 - 5;6-2.5 9,612.9 6,46,9 9,610'.9 - 6;1 7. -3 9,611 -.0.4,93.5 	.1,7.49,4' 
1,2 1,5 5,9 7.3 .611.914,616,415.916,017,016.011,7 	.7 6,6 9.3 6,6 4,8 4,4 1.1 -,9 6,2-3,5 
1;4 5,8-1.3 9.0 8.3 6,6 4.4 5.610.6 9,2 8.0 8.6 7.7 6,0 4.5 4.3 7.7 9,5 6.5-7,7-1.6-17, 4.9 
1.6 4,9 5.9-11 , 2,1 7.112,113.012,412,513.312.9 6.8-9,3 2.6 4.4 1.9 -.1 2.8 2.8-7.6-2,4-1.3 
1,8 -6.1 2.8 5,5 7.4 6.4 1.9 6.0 9.2 8,8 7.2 8.9 7.7 2.1 -.9 3.4 6,5 7.6 6.2 -,1-7.3-4,6 -.7 
2.0 4.1 2.4-3.4 -.2 5,6 8.6 9,910,210.810,9 8.9 5,3 .2-6.6 2.5 ,3-10, 0.0 3.0 .2 -.4-1.4 
2.2 1.0 4,2 3.5 4,5 5,8 • 5 .0 6,2 7,9 6.1 7.6 5.9 5,2 4,6 -.7-4,9 4.4 6.0 5.3-1.5-18.-1:4-4,9 
2,4 -4,4-4.9-2.8-15, 5.7 6.5 4,6 6,5 9,9 8.8 6.3 4.3-2,5-14.-11,-5,6 1.6 0.0 4,4 3,7-13,-3,4 
2.6 -1.3 2.0 6,0 7,4 1.4 4.5 8.1 7.1 4,3 4,7 7.6 6.6 -.6-9.5 - .6 4.0 4,5 2.9 1,1 -3.0 - 1 i, -5,9 

=:-39.68494 

-35:10905 -  

. -39,66079 

r: -32,80636 
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Figure B.2 is the result of a few minor changes made to the horn 

configuration. The horn centre locations are numbered in the sanie  way as 

the program counted them. In this part of the run, the relative power of a 

single horn was changed. Specifically, the power of number 7 horn was 

increased to a 3:1 ratio which altered the look of the copolar plot. Now 

the high gain contours are found surrounding the centre of the number 7 

beamlet. Following Figure B.2 is a copy of the output generated while 

making this change. 
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Figure B.2 
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DO YOU WISH 1HE HOR'N.  C011F3GURA130N FILE DISPLAYED? 
Y 

HORN 	COORDINATES OF HORN POWER 	PHASE 
DIMENSIÙNS_ 	CEN1RE 	RA110 

	

H-EXYZR- 	P 

i .0359 .0358 . - .0373 .0306 3.65931-00000.000U' 
2 .0359 .0358. .0373 -.0053 3,65931.0000 :0,0000 
3 .0359 • 3358 .0015 .0306 3.658 11.0000 0.11000 
4 	.0359 	.0358 • . 0015 -.0053 3.658 1 1.0000 0.00110.• 
5 	•0358-- .0358 	.0664 •-3,6568.1.0000-0.0000 
6. .0358 .0358 -,0343:. •0306 3,65681.0000 0.0000 - 
7 .0358 .0358 -.0343 '-.0053-3,6568 , I,0000  0.0000 
8 .0358 .0358 -.0702 .0664 3,655.5 1,0000 0.0000 
9 .0e38 .0358 -.0 102 .0306 3.6555 1,0000 0,0000 

10 	.0392 .0358 -,1060 .0664 3.6542 1,0000 0.0000 
DO YOU WISH lb MAKE CHANGES TO IHE HORN CONFIGURAIION FILE? 
Y 

DO YOU WISH TO ADD OR DELETE A HORN (Y OR N ) ? 

1 31-U1 COLUMN.LETTER; ROW:NUMBER :TO BE:CHANGED: 
AN-INPU1 OF (1  IHEIDIIIING WILL STOPYLI ,  WILL LIST 1HE'IABLE. AGAIN) . 

5.7 
ENTER NEW POWER :RATIO FOR HORN 4 7 
7 

INPU1 COLUMN 1,ETTER . , ROW NUMBER TO BECHANGED- 
(BY AN INPUI  OF  0 1HE ED111ING • ILL STOP, 1 L1' W1LL LIST 1HE ?ABLE AGAIN) 

ENTER NEW PHASUFOR HORN • 	1 
60 

INPU1 COLUMN LETTER, ROW NUMBER TO BE CHANGED 
(KY AN INPU1 017 0 THE ED1111N8 W1LL STOPYLI ,  WILL LIST 1HE lABLE AG IN) 

 LI 

HORN 	COORDINATES OF HORN POWER 	PHASE 
DIMENSIONS 	CENIRE 	RATIO 
HEXYZRP 

1 -  .0359- .0358 .  .0373 .0306_3,6593 IA000:60.000- 
2 	.0359 	.0358 .0373 -.0053 3.6593.1.11000- 0i0000-• 
3: .035.9• ,0358 	,0015 	,0306 3.6581,1,0000-1 .0000' -  
4 	.0359 .0358 .0015 -.0053 3.6581 1.0000 0,0000: 
5 .0358. ,0358 -.0343 .0664. 3,6568 1,0000 0.0000 
6 .0358 .0358 -.0343 ,0306 3,6568 1,0000 0.0000 
7 ,0358_ .0358 -,0343 -.0053 3.6568 3.0000 0.0000 
8 	,0358. .0358 -.0702_ .0664 3.6555_1,0000 0,0000 -... 

,0358:- .0358 -.0702 ,0306-3.6555 1.0000 0.0000. 
10 .0392 .0358 -.1060 .0664 3.6542 1.0000 - 0.0000' 
DO YOU WISH 10 MAKE CHANGES  10 1HE HORN CONFIGURA1JON FILE? 

HUN CONFIGURATION 

t OF  80083  = 50 
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HORN DIM,(H,E) AND CENTER (X.Y,2). 

1 .0359 .0358 .0373 ,0306 3.6593 
2 .0359 .0358 .0373 -.0053 3,6593 
3 .0359 .0358 .0015 .0306 3.6581 
4 .0359 ,0358 .0015 -.0053 3,6581 
5 A358  .0358 -.0343 .0664 3.6568 
6 ,0358 .0358 -,0343 ,0306 3.6568 
/ .0358 .035-8 -.0343 -.0053 3,6568 
8. .0358 ,0358.»-,0702" ,0664 , 3,6555 
9 •,0358, .0358 7,0702 -  •306•3.6555, 

10. .0392,- ,0358 , -.1060 .0664 - 3,6542: 

APERAWRENORMAL'AZ,ELADEG). 

181.9000 0.0000 
181.9000' 0;0000 
181;9000-' 0.0000 
181.9000 0,0000 
181.9000 0.0000 
181.9000 0,0000 
181.9000 0.0000 
181,9000 0.0000 
181,9000 0,0000 
181,9000 0,0000 
E FIELD A2 AND EL (DEG).-  

0,0000,90,0000, 
0.0 000 90.0000 
0,0000 - 50. 0000.. 
00U00-90..0000 
0.0000,90.0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90;0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90,0000 
0.0000.90.0000 

HORN•POWER(WAllS) AND PHASE'(DEG). 

.0830 60.0000- 
.083 11 0.0000 
,0830 0.0000 
.0830 0.0000 
.0830 0.0000 
,0830 0.0000 
.2500 0,0040 
.0830 0.0001 
.0830 0,0000 
.0830 0.0000 

/DNHItr -  : STOP • 00001 
3 

00002 
SPILLOVER LOSS(DB). 
X PUWER(DB) 	-52,643 
Y POWER(DB) 	= 	-.022- 
Z POWER(DB) 	-23,023 

+X POWER(11B) 	-51,21468 

-X ['NUMB) 	= -32,34313 

+Y POWER(DB) 	= -34,80144 

-Y POWER(DB) 	= -36.99667 

APERAIURE POWER(D8). -16.12081 
/RSCB 	SII0' 00003 
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IN AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION COORDINATES ON THE EARTH 
THE MINIMUM AZ 1S1 -1,08 	IHE MAXIMUM IS: 1.47 
THE MINIMUM EL IS; -.98 	THE MAXIMUM IS; 	,44 

ENTER .A11MU1H VIEWING RAN8E.TOR PLOI (SIARMINISH) 

ENTLR ELEVAIION.RANGE (START,FINISe 
-1,3,2,5 

THE - PROGRAM IS  NON  GENERATING•THECONTOUR.DATA'MATRIX, 
AMU*: 15 . MINUlES CUMPLEHON 11ME;SO GO HAVE A COkEEE, 

MAXIMUM CAIN 	45 , 59 dB 

/PATB : STOP 00004 

WOULDIOU LIKE 18 PLOT CROSS-POLE (i) OR, CO-POLE (2)7 
P .  

-1.6 6.7-2,2 7.9 4,6 9.0 8.218,318110.611,712.7 3.513,2 4,516.817,713.511.3 7.1 4,313,6 8.1 
-1.4 7,7 6.0 9.0 1,37,317.318,4 7,8 . 4.618,126,728,527,626,224,428.529,626,410.913,4-1,013.9 
-1,2 -1,8 «  4 3i1 3 912 ,917.32M21,527,935,737.536.736137138,638:836,026.814.114,013,8 • 
-1.0 7.011.1 7,216,2 9,315,516.925,2 5,933.539.440,940,440.040,741,340.938,130,6 2,417.3 9,6 
-.8 9.4 4,513,416.427,032,732.429,530,836,440.1140,940:740.740,739.537.534,227.4 4.315,9 5,6 
-.6 .1-14:12,121,234,039,239.938,237,037. 239,039.339,640,239,034..225:420.211,8'8.29,7 8.6 
-,4 5.9 -,511,421,135,040.441,710.238,739,040.039.939,2•38,836,728.920,424.7 8,714,5-9,9 7,6 
-,2 j1.2 9.617.119,534,139741,139,939,141.343,542,939,635,432.225;414,017,9 M 1 6,9-4,810,9 
-.0 12,914,417,725,036,040.341.039.539,542,945,644.739.427,619,917,915,0 6.612,310.S 4,710,3 
,2 14.313,318.823,335.339.339.637.637.141.344,343.436,714,625,911,314.9-2,710,1 5,8 5-8 ,i 

8,028,633.233,531,129,333.637,837.429.520.122,5 4,414.9 9,914,3 .4 4.7 -,7 
,6 14.011.112.814,111.6 5.419.417.816.920,6 4.220.715.2 8,9 9.518,911,810,9 6,410,810.4-1.7 
,8 4,712.4 7,8 4,915.620.020.419,217.624.424,319.710.2 7,75,914,0 6.3121 3,112,8 2,2 9.3 

1.0 3.8 5.9 4,312,5 9,514.911.511.216,413,0 3.6 2.i 7.4 9,0 1.710.513,2 7.0 4.1 3.3 6,3 8,9 
1,2 4.2 7,2 5.9 8,814.113.615,113,116,319,418.714.4 7,4 7,910,4 8,4 4.4 8.0 5.1 -,1 8,6-13, 
1.4 4.9 .411,4 8.711,411.0 5,012,012,310. 1  7,2 2.9 1,6 4.8 7,0 8,110,7 8,8 .5 3.2 1.1 2.9 
1,4 4,0 5,4 4,4 9.4 5,910,210.910.013.115,515.010,7-1,8 5.2 7,8.-5,2-9.4 2,7 5.4-2,4-1,2 1.0 
1.8. .1 7,9 7,4 8,2 7.1 4.5 5,810,811,i 9.1 4,4 2 ..5 2,5 2.5 4.8 6.6 - 9.4._.9,3. ,3 - 1,5 1,8 .4 
2.0 ,  5,1 2.2 6.9.4.8 ,i 7,5 7.5 8,21 1, -412.010.8 0,4 -,6 2,8 6,8 , -,1-8,0-3.7 4.2.4,11,7 1.3 
2,2 .  'ht.:,  6;9 '3,2 Y.8'7,2 liV 6,1 8,910,0 8,4 4,1 1.62,1 2.0-6;8'7611,2 6,6 2,3-9.51,8- 1,7 
24-6  2,8 3,4-4,4 2.1 4,2-2,1 5,8 9,4.9.7 9,4 5.2-12,-7,4+8,3 .3 3.6-7.1 5.8 5,0-4,9-4,4. 
2,6 .4,7 5.8 4,8 8.1 2,2 3,6 7,1 7,4 7,6 7,3 6,3 3,5 2.0 1.5 1,9 8.0 6,3 3,4 2,S-4.3 - 2,0 1,0 
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Figure B.3 was produced by making the following changes: 

1) The power ratio on horn #7 was decreased to 1.5:1. 

2) Horn #4 was moved up half a beamlet. 

NOTE: The figure seen in the contour plot is mirror imaged in the 

focal plane. To ensure the correct movement, add distance if 

desired to move a horn to the left or downwards, subtract if 

dèsired to move a horn to,  the  right or upwards. Following 

figure B.3 is a copy of the output generated while making 

these changes. 
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Figure B.3 
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DO YOO WISH THE HORN 'CONFIGURATION F1LE DISPLAYED? 
1 

- HORN 	COORDINATES OF HORN POWER 	PHASE 
DIMENSIONS 	CENTRE 	RA110 
HEXY2RP 

1 .0359 .0358 ,0373 .0306 3,6593 1.0000 60.000 
2. .0359 .0358 .0373 -.0053 3.6593 1.0000 0.0000 
3 .0359 .035EL- .0015 -  .0306 3,6581. L.00001.0000 
4 	.0359 	.0358:: .0015 -.0053 3.6581 . .1.0000'0,0000: 
5 .0358 - A358- , ,0343' .0664  3.6568.1.0000  0.0000 
6 .0358 -  .0358 -.0343 .0306 3:6568 1,0000 0,0000 
7 .0358' .0358 -.0343 -,0053' 3.6568 3,o3.0004 0,0000-  

.03S0- ,0350 .  -.0702, A6643.6555 1,000 0 0 :0000 › 
9 ,0358.• M58 -.0702. 3306-3.6555 1,0000%0.0000 
10,. ,0392- ,0358,-.1060- .066A:3.6542-1.0000 0.0000- 
DO - YOU'W1SWIO MAKE CH4NGES . 10 ift-HORN' CONE1GURAIION FILE? 
1 

DO YOU WISH TO ADD OR DELETE A HORN (1 OR N)? 

INPUT COLUMN LETTER, ROW NUMBER TO BE CHANGED 
(BY AN INPUI OF 0 THE ED111ING WILL STOPW WILL LIST THE TABLE AGAIN) 
X,4 
ENTER NEW 'X' COORDINATE OF HORN 4 4 
.0015 

INPUT:COLUMN LETTER, ROW.NUMBER TO BE-CHANGED 
(BY AN - JNPU1 OF '0 THE,ED1(UNG WILL STOP,'Ll' WILL LIST  THE  ABLE AGAIN) 
1,4 
ENTER'NEW 'Y' COORDINATE OF HORN 4' 4 

INPUT ,  COLUMN - LETTER, ROW NUMBER TO BUCHANGED. 
(BY AN INPUT OF 0 THE EDITTING WILL STOP,'Ll' WILL LIST THE IABLE AGAIN) 
LI 

HORN- 	COORDINATES  OF  HORN POWER 	PHASE 
DIMENSIONS 	CENIRE 	RATIO 

H 	EX120P 

i 	.0359 .0358 ,0373 .0306 3.6593 1,0000 60.000 
2 .0359 ,0358 .0373 -.0053 3.6593 1,0000 0.0000 
3 	.0359 .0358 .0015 ,0306 3.6581 1.0000 0,0000 
4 	.0359 .0358 ,0015 -.0159 3.6581 1.0000 0,0000 
5  .0358 .0358 -.0343 ,0664 3,6568 1,0000 ((.0000 
6 .0358 .0358 -.0343 .0306 3.6568 1,0000 0,0000 
7- .0358 .  .0358 -.0343 -.0053 3.6568 3,0000A.-0000 . . 
0 ,0358. .0358 -,0702 .0664 3;6555 1.0000-0.000 0':  
9 	.0358 	.0358  -.0702'  .0306 3,6555 1.0000•0.0000 

10 	.0392- .  .0358 -.1060- .0664 3.6542 1,0000'0.0000-- 
DO YOU  8 1 88  TO MAKE CHANGES TO 1RE HORN CONFIGURATION .  FILE? 

DO YOU WISH TO ADD OR DELETE A HORN (1 OR N)? 
N .  

INPUT COLUMN LETTER, ROW NUMBER TO BE CHANGED 
(BY AN INPUT OE 0 IRE EDITFING W1LL STOP.'Ll' WILL LIST 1HE TABLE AGAIN) 
0,7 	. 
ENTER NEW POWER RATIO FOR HORN 4 7 
11,5 

INPUT COLUMN LETTER, ROW NUMBER TO BE CHANGED 
(BY AN INPUI Of 0 THE E1)1111NG W)LL STOPAP WILL LIST THE TABLE  AGA

'P,1 
ENTER NEW -PHASE FOR-HOR-N *- 1 
0 
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ROO CONFIGURATION. 

4 OF HORNS = 10 

HORN DIMM,E) ANWCENTER (X,Y,2)= 

i 	.0359 .0358 .0373 .0306- .3;6593 
2 .0359 .0358 .0373 -.0053 3;6593 
3 .0359. .0358 .0015 .0306 3.6581. 
4 ,0359 .0358 ,00 15  -.059 3.6581 
5 .0358. .0358 -.0343 .0664 3.6568-, 
6 ,0358 -  .0358 -.0343 .0306 3.6568 
7 ,0358 .  .03S8-,0343 -.0053 3.6'568 , 
8 .  .0353 .0358 -.0702 .0664 3.6555 ' 
9 .0358 .0358 -,0702 .0306 3,6555 

10 	.0392 .0358 -.1060 .  .0664 3,6542 

APERA1URE NORMAL A2,EL (DEG)= 

181,9000 0,0000 
181.9000 0.0000 
181,9000 0.0000 
181.9000 0,0000 
181.9000 0.0000 
181.9000 0,0000 
181,9000 0,0000 
181.9000 0.0000 
181.9000 0,0000 
181,9000 0.0000 . 
E FIELD AZ ANO EL (D :7..G)= 

0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90,0000 
0.0400.90 -,0000. 
0.0000 90.0000 
0.'0000 90.8000 
0,0000 90,0000 
0,0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90,0000 
0,0000 90.0000 

HORN POWER(WAllS) AND PHASE (DEG). 

,0950 LOW 
.0950 0.0000 
.0950. 0,0000 
.0950  0,0000' 
.0950, 0,0000 • 
.0950 0,0000 
,1430 0.0000' 
.0950 0,0000 
.0950 0,0000 
.0950 03000., • 

	

/DNHr 	STOP' 00001.- 
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/REFB 	STOP 00002 
SPILLOVER LOSS(DB). -1,22 5  
X PUWER(DB) 	-53,025 
Y P0WE1(D8) 	. 	-.020 
Z POWER(DB) 	= -23,359 

+X PO9ER(88) 

-X POWER(DB) 

+Y POWER(DB) 

-Y POWER(DB) 

APERA1URE PL1WER(0B). -15.73199 
/RUB. 1 S1 0P 00003 

IN A2IM1iTH AND ELEVATION COORDINATES ON THE EARTH 
THE MINIMUM AZ 1St -1.08 	111 MAXIMUM 1St 1,47 
THE MINIMUM EL IS 	7.98 	1HE MAXIMUM ISt 	.46 

ENTER AZIMUIH VIEWING RAKE. FOR P101 (SlART,FINISH) 
-1,5,2.5 
ENlkk ELEVAllON RANGE (START,FINISH) 
-1,a,2,5 

THE PROGRAM IS NOW GENERAUNG THE CONTOUR DATA MATRIX, 
AB0UI,15 - MINUIES CUMPLEHON TIME,SO GO HAVE A CUFIE. 

MAXIMUM GAIN = 	42,78 CD 

/PATB 1 STOP 00004 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLOT CROSS-PULE (1) OR CO-POLE (2)? 
2 
-1.6 	.2 7.0 6.5 7,413.910,617.817,911.2 5,6 8,510,715,412,616.017.414,812.1 4.4 5,512.4 5,3 
-1,4 -.6 .9 2,8 8,0 2,818.119.810.6 9.821.328.830.328.425.926,629.330,126.412,610.9 2,011.9 
-1,2 2,7-5.7  5 ,2 6,413,216, 81 7.425,822,727.336.438,537,836.737.639.439,636,327,311,913,811,8 
-1,0' 2,9 6.4-1,8 9,6 , 21L217.42S.017.232,839,441,341:040.641i242,041,738-,630.7 -.9161 8,1 
-.8 -2,910.0 4.911',327,032,833,330332.337,3 4 0 44 i '-'41•34' .--01 1 4 0 - 1 78'434 &/  17 31 	5 3' 
-,6 11.7 8 .-7 13 . 619 .334.339.640.439.038,339.640.340,240,6 40 ,839,234,626,920.'9 8.4.9.7 6.2 9.11 
-.4 16,7 -5,820.619.936,74 1 742 , 039,637.939A41- 340',340.239,737,028,819,724,711,61.4.7 4.310.8 
-,2 18.1 4 .123 -, 119,237.241:841.237,134.938.641.641.639,436 ..532,72S,312,618,0 5,416-.9 1.711,2 -A 17,1 C 221, 321.636.941.240 -,737.236.040,042.842.237,627.,4 19.118.616.6 7.910,110,3 2.811.0 
21411  -, 916 , S21.936.039,440,039,239,140.742.140.533.618.725.113.714,3 3,4 8,7 8.1 5,1 3.7 
.4 10 . 2-2 .112 , 813.928.733.636,237,938 437.837.034.725,920:421,2-2:312,011.813,3 ,S 2,1-9,7 
.6 8,1 1,812.3 8,218.017,021,629,831,027,216.620.8 14.6 6.113,617.6 8.-611.2 3.Iii.410,6-2,9 
,8  5 .3 7.211.013.916.323.723,919.1 3,721.926.321.8 2,714.216.113.1 4.4 9.2 6.312,0 4,4 9,1 

1,0 -9,310.6 ,515,715.4 6,814.512,9 9,711.311,9 9.714.9 8.49,213.011.4 2.6 4,9 -.3 8,0 8.7 
1,2 5,3 9.613.2 -2.816.818.818.015,715.218.119,217,910.8 9,214,2 8,7 9,0 8,4 0.0 3.1 6,9-5,1 
1.4 9,9-4.012.313.8 8.9 6,41,9 6,8 1,8 3,5 7.S 6,6 8.5 9.4 1.910,612,4 7.0-3,1 -,6-2.6 q.5 
1.6 6,411,2 3.0 6,712,716.114,913.313.21S,01.5,914.4 8,3 2.0 9.8 8.2 1.7 8.9 5.6-2,5 4.0-2.8 
1,8 .9 6.0(1,210.8 7,1-5.4-1.2 3,9 .5-1,0 7.4 6.7 4.5 7.2 5.2 5.711.310.2 .3 2.0-2.4 2.9 
2,0 7.4 7.2-1.4 4,9 9.911.712.311.81?.112.912.611.1 6.6-12. 5,2 6.3-7.1 3.1 6.9 2.1 3.1 4,9 
2.2 -1.8 7,9 9.3 7,8 5,7 -.5 2,1 5,0 3.0 3. 6  3,7 3.9 6.3 6." 3.1 2,110.3 9.8 2.3-6.7 	.6-7.4 
2.4 3,S 	.4-4.7-1.6 8,210.6 8,6 9,411.411.210,0 7.9 3,9-3. 10-9,6 1 .3 3,1-2.S 7.4 6.7-11. 4.9 
2.6 - 0,0 6.4 9,4 9,2 2.3 	.8 4.3 4,4 2.7 1.3 5.2 5.7-2.0 4.6 4,0 3.0 5.7 7.4 6.6 -.2 -.6 2.4 

. -38,02586 

= -34.22099 

= -39.79372 

= -31.08165 

B-17 
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SAMOD 	 DOC-CR-SP-81-010 

B-2 COMPARISON OF SIGMA 9 and RP-1000 GAIN MATRICES  

This second example shows a comparison of runs made on both the 

SIGMA 9 and the HP-1000 with the saine input data. This example was run 

using an updated algorithm for the constituent beamlet size and therefore 

calculates 9 horns for the initial design instead of 10 as in the first test 

case. The purpose of showing this comparison case is to demonstrate that 

the program as transfered to the SIGMA 9 produces the saine  far-field gain 

matrices as the HP-1000 (minicomputer) version. 

It may be noted that there are small differences in the horn 

positions and gain matrices between the two runs. This is because only 

single precision was used with the HP1000 minicomputer, and some inaccuracy 

was accepted to facilitate early development of the program on the in-house 

minicomputer. 



1 

1 

1 

1 

!9AM0DX2EXEC. 
0001 - !ECHO 
0002 - !SET F:105 UC 
0003 - !SET F:108 UC 
0004 - !SET F:500/INPUTSX;OUT•SAVE 
0005 - !SET F:501/HRNDTXIOUT;SAVE 
0006 - !SET F:6011PLOTDATA;OUT 
0007 - !LSAMODX. 

CHOOSE INPUT: FREQUENCY (F) OR WAVELENGTH (W) 
?F 
ENTER FREQUENCY VALUE (MHz) 	.000 
?12446 

*i* 	*2* 
FOCAL LENGTH 	OFFSET ANGLE 
OFFSET DISTANCE 	OR 	REFLECTOR HALF ANGLE 
PROJECTED DIAMETER 	PROJECTED DIAMETER 

THE USER HAS THE CHOICE OF ENTERING EITHER SET OF VARIABLES 
CHOpSE 1 OR 2 

?i 

ENTER FOCAL LENGTH(m) 	.000 
?3.658 

ENTER OFFSET DISTANCE(m) 	.000 
?.132 

ENTER PROJECTED DIAMETER 	.000 
?3.658 

ENTER TYPE OF FEED 	1 
1 RECTANGULAR 
2 SQUARE 

?i 

INPUT LENGTH OF HORN(cm) 	.00 
?i0 

VERTICAL (i) OR HORIZONTAL (2) 
?1 

ENTER RMS SURFACE VARIATION OF REFLECTOR(cm) 	.0000000 
?.03 

SATELLITE OFFSET: NORTH(0 ) SOUTH(2),EAST(3) ) WEST(4)? 	2 

?3 

i FREQUENCY 	12446.00 
WAVELENGTH 	2.410 	, 

2 FOCAL LENGTH 	3.658 
3 OFFSET DISTANCE 	.132 
4 OFFSET ANGLE 	1.946 
5 REFLECTOR HALF ANGLE 	28.064 
6 PROJECTED DIAMETER 	3.658 
7 TYPE OF FEED 	RECTANGULAR 
8 TYPE OF POLARIZATION 	LINEAR 

- VERTICAL 
9 RMS SURFACE VARIATION OF REFLECTOR 	.030 
10 EAST SATELLITE ANTENNA OFFSET 

DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANY OF THE ABOVE PARAMETERS? 
PLEASE INPUT ACCORDING NUMBER OR "0" FOR NO 

NUMBER OF LAT,LONG COORDINATES TO BE USED 
?6 
INPUT IN A CLOCKWISE ORDER,COORDINATES OF THE 3dB CONTOUR POINTS 
LATITUDE IN DEG NORTH LONGITUDE IN DEC  WEST. LAT CANNOT BE 90 BEGS. 

.COORDINATE POINT t 
?750.20 

COORDINATE POINT t 2 
?54,120 

• 9 DEMO 'RUN B-2 
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COORDINATE POINT t 3 
?49,114 

COORDINATE POINT t 4 
149,125 

COORDINATE POINT 4 5 
160,14i 

COORDINATE POINT 4 6 
?70041 

i 75.0000 020.0000 
2 54.0000  ,120.0000 
3 49.0000 ,114.0000 
4 49.0000 ) 125.0000 
5 60.0000 ) 141.0000 
6 70.0000 ,141.0000 

DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY DATA? 
INPUT t OF LINE YOU WISH CHANGED OR "0' FOR NO 
10 
INPUT LONGITUDE COORDINATE OF THE GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE 
1128 

BORESIGHT LATITUDE = 62.000 LONGITUDE =127.500 

DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE BORESIGHT LOCATION? 
?N 

AZIMUTH/ELEVATION COORDINATES OF USER ENTERED LAT/LONG 

i 	.28, 	.46 
2 	.73,—.54  
3 	1.47, —.98 
4 	.29,—.96  
5 	—1.08, —.13 
6 	—.73, .33 

THE BEAMWIDTH OF 	A BEAMLET IS: 	.59 

THE HORNS WERE MOVED .353 TO THE RIGHT, AND .000 UPWARDS. 

THE AZ/EL AFTER THE SHIFTING ROUTINE 

.6365 ,.4606 
:0857 ,—.5373 
.8249 ,—.9796 

.6431 ,—.9576 
—.7258 —.1314 
—.3784 :.3313 

• THE NUMBER OF HORNS NEEDED ARE: 	9 
TO DECREASE THE NUMBER CHANGE THE PROJECTED DIAMETER, 
(Y OR N)? 

?N 
THE ESTIMATED PEAK CROSS POLARIZATION LEVEL 
DUE TO SURFACE TOLERANCE IS: 	—51.13 dB 

TO REDUCE CROSS POLARIZATION CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE SURFACE VARIATION (SV) 
DECREASE REFLECTOR HALF ANGLE (RHA) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 

?N 
THE ESTIMATED LOSS OF GAIN FOR MAXIMUM FEED OFFSET 
FROM THE FOCUS IS: 	—.006 dB 

CRIVRDIRN RSTRONRUTICS LIMITED 
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TO REDUCE LOSS OF GAIN CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE OFFSET ANGLE (OA) 
DECREASE REFLECTOR  HALE ANGLE (RHA) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 

?N 
THE ESTIMATED GAIN LOSS 
DUE TO SURFACE TOLERANCE IS: .01151 dB 

TO REDUCE LOSS Oè.  GAIN CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE SURFACE VARIATION (SV) 
INCREASE FOCAL LENGTH (FL) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 

?N 
THE'ESTIMATED COMA LOBE LEVEL 
FOR MAXIMUM FEED OFFSET FROM FOCUS IS: -1.6.79 dB 

TO DECREASE THE COMA LOBE LEVEL ;  CHOOSE ONE; 

INCREASE THE FOCAL LENGTH (FL) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (NO) 

HORN 	COORDINATES OF HORN POWER PHASE 
DIMENSIONS 	CENTRE 	RATIO 

H 	E 	X 	Y 

1 .039 1  .0391 .0326 .0260 3.6592 1.0000 .0000 
2 .0391 .0391 .0326 -.0132 3.6592 1.0000 .0000 
3 .0391 .039 1  -.0066 .0651 3.6578 1.0000 .0000 
4 .0391 .0391 -.0066 .0260 3.6578 1.0000 .0000 
5 .0391 .0391 -.0066 -.0132 3.6578 1.0000 .0000 
6 .0391 .0391 -.0457 .0651 3.6563 1.0000 .0000 
7 .0391 .0391 -.0457 .0259 3.6563 1.0000 .0000 
8 .0391 .0391 -.0848 .0650 3.6549 1.0000 .0000 
9 .0391 .039 1  -.0848 .0259 3.6549 1.0000 .0000 

DO YOU WISH TO MAKE CHANGES TO THE HORN CONFIGURATION FILE? 
?N 
BO YOU WISH TO RE-RUN THE PROGRAM FROM THE BEGINNING? 
?N 
*STOP* 0 

0008 - !SET F:SOJIHRNDTX;INISAVE 
0009 - !SET F:502/HORN1X;OUT;SAVE 
0010 - !LHORNCOX. 

*STOP* 0 
0011 - !SET F:500/INPUTSX;IN;SAVE 
0012 - !SET F:503/DISHiX;OUT;SAVE 
0013 - !SET F:504/DISH2X;0UT;SAVE 
0014 - !LREFLCOX. 

?N 
*STOP* 0 

0008 - !SET F:501./HRNDTX;IN;SAVE 
0009 - !SET F:502/HORN/X;OUT;SAVE 
0010 !LHORNCOX. 

*STOP* 0 
0011 - !SET F:500/INPUTSX;IN;SAVE 	 B-2 
00 12 - !SET F:503/DISHIX;OUT;SAVE 	 E9 DE/419 RUN 
0013 - !SET F:504/DISH2X;0U1;SAVE 
0014 - !LREFLCOX. 

*STOP* 2 
0015 - !SET F:500/INPUTSX.INI9AVE 
0016 - !SET F:502/H0RN1ON;SAVE 

Ufl 2  ŒI Mafflie 
0019 - !SET F:505/RFIFiXi0UT;SAVE 
0020 - !LREFSCX. 

SPILLOVER LOSS(DB)= -1.000 

CANFIDIFIN ASTRONPUTICS LIMITED 



X POWER(DB) 
Y POWER(DB) 
Z POWER(DB) 

= -53.644 
= 	-.015 
= -24.624 

• POWER(DB) 	= -34.9 1147 

-X POWER(DB) 	= -27.42418 

• POWER(DB) 	= -41.08412 

-Y POWER(DB) 	= -31.78119 

APERATURE POWER(DB)= -15.67421 

*STOP* 3 
0021 - !SET F:500/INPUTSX;INISAVE 
0022 - !SET F:503/DISHIX;IN;SAVE 
0023 - !SET F:505/RFIFiX;INiSAVE 
0024 - 1 SET  F:506/PATERN1X;OUT;SAVE 
0025 - !SET F:507/PATERN2X;OUT;SAVE 
0026 - !SET F:60i/PLOTDATA;INOUT 
0027 - !LPATERNX. 

IN AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION COORDINATES ON THE EARTH 
THE MINIMUM AZ IS 	-.73 	THE MAXIMUM  IS 	1.82 
THE MINIMUM EL IS; -.98 	THE MAXIMUM IS; 	.46 

ENTER AZIMUTH VIEWING RANGE FOR PLOT (START,FINISH) 
?-1.5 ) 2.5 
ENTER ELEVATION RANGE (START ) FINISH) 
?-1.5 ) 2.5 

THE PROGRAM IS NOW GENERATING THE CONTOUR DATA MATRIX. 
ABOUT 15 MINUTES COMPLETION TIME ) S0 GO HAVE A COFFEE. 

*STOP* 3 
0021 - !SET F:500/INPUTSX.INISAVE 
0022 -  !SET  F:503/DISHiX;iNiSAVE 
0023 - !SET F:505/RFIF1X;IN;SAVE 
0024 - !SET F:506/PATERNiX;OUT;SAVE 
0025 - !SET F:507/PATERN2X;OUT;SAVE 
0026 - !SET F:601/PLOTDATAJNOUT 
0027 - !LPATERNX. 

IN AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION COORDINATES ON THE EARTH 
THE MINIMUM AZ  IS 	-.73 	THE MAXIMUM IS; 1.82 
THE MINIMUM EL  IS 	-.98 	THE MAXIMUM IS; 	.46 

ENTER AZIMUTH VIEWING RANGE FOR PLOT (START,FINISH) 
?-1.5 ) 2.5 
ENTER ELEVATION RANGE (START,FINISH) 
?-1.5,2.5 

THE PROGRAM IS NOW GENERATING THE CONTOUR DATA MATRIX. 
ABOUT 15 MINUTES COMPLETION TIME,S0 GO HAVE A COFFEE. 

MAXIMUM GAIN = 41.94 dB 

3-2  E9  DEMO RUN 
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5.24 12.82 11.29 10.00 
9.57 8.97 6.17 4.20 
7.85 6.84 9.41 9.58 
5.09 4.38 -8.30 2.39 
4.93 5.75 9.46 9.07 

3.18 3..38 4.61 
4.69 -1.98 4.08 
7.65 -9.61 6.67 
4.76 2.01 -5.90 
3.76 -7.93 -2.01 

INS all 1111111 111111 ea all re se MS all MD la OS all IMO OS MS Mill IRS 

!COPY PATERN2X TO ME 
8.82 3.38 7.47 10.87 11.51 15.53 19.45 21.30 20.50 16.51 9.64 6.59 6.94 -.93 7.98 7.56 	.72 3.34 -8.87 -2.09 -.71 1.64 
7.09 10.78 11.91 10.47 5.46 6.93 13.99 17.19 17.95 16.69 13.36 9.23 10.22 9.69 1.13 7.42 	.81 -1.22 -7.90 2.19 -.96 -4.93 
14.13 6.56 4.88 11.69 16.44 19.38 22.91 25.13 24.23 20.20 16.56 14.88 7.13 8.03 9.01 2.24 5.52 -2.52 3.67 	.98 3.74 -7.80 
4.47 15.21 16.97 12.45 9.23 14.90 4.87 17.21 18.38 3.36 6.80 11.61 16.22 5.60 12.21 	.48 5.24 -3.65 7.26 -6.47 3.11 4.07 

78 32.65 24.08 12.05 10.23 9.82 4.55 10.00 	.28 7.92 -6.60 4.64 1.38 
5 41:34 41T16 40:9;27 30.79 -3.23 13.94 10.80 2.79 12.19 4.95 9.24 -4.84 10.86 -5.09 

3 58 30.19 16.20 15.97 15.28 11.35 11.64 4.07 11.20 -.90 11.58 2.21 
5 27.15 21.54 18.43 16.26 13.88 12.64 8.19 11.44 6.04 8.47 -8.02 
6 29.99 17.31 17.62 14.81 12.18 13.53 10.94 9.71 6.37 7.91 2.35 

.03 30.74 -4.17 15.27 11.42 12.42 11.02 9.13 8.32 6.83 8.97 7.02 
711-34.71 31.56 24.70 5.59 14.77 4.65 12.32 2.91 10.44 6.79 7.74 6.31 4.39 

8 29.39 13.23 16.73 12.74 6.65 13.21 -6.60 9.92 .34 11.71 1.63 7.23 -3.50 4.88 
29 25.99 26.94 24.42 15.99 14.52 10.35 6.47 8.95 -3.83 8.23 -4.27 7.16 -2.32 8.21 
12 28.34 21.90 19.20 20.46 17.87 11.95 10.05 10.03 6.07 6.37 -1.45 7.16 -8.78 7.34 
15 30.87 17.47 20.50 17.88 10.30 15.38 9.36 11.24 4.25 8.29 .30 7.47 -9.98 5.05 
.16 30.35 12.22 15.58 11.39 14.34 14.62 1.39 11.37-12.79 10.34 3.76 7.92-30.12 2.11 

2-19 32.15 23.63 15.67 13.12 11.89 5.50 5.96 7.23 8.98 4.88 8.43 -2.20 5.84 .46 5.61 
.64 6.43 4.87 4.64 5.42 

2.42 3.86 -3.60 1.50 -9.21 
2.17-12.61 -5.07 2.79 -.65 
2.00 6.11 -1.83 1.29 -3.35 
4.31 2.72-10.61 -9.02 -2.56 

12.27 17.99 6.91 15.44 24.99 33.28 35.72  35.20 34,66 
11.52 8.68 22.31 24.28 26.92 37.45 

-14.38 3.23 18.63 17.99 29.26 37. 
.45 24.59 31.14 34.36 36.86 

8.57 30.47 37.82 40 
15.91 29.83 3 
17.85 27.85 3 
12.15 28.71 3 
17.49 28.33 3 
19.62 27.78 3 
16.02 29.95 3 
5.70 29.80 38. ri 

ID 9.60 22.55 32.07 
:2= 9.19 8.35 9.57 11.06 14.01 15.01 12.58 12.68 9.47 12.39 aD u 3.84 7.63 13.79 17.78 20.91 20.97 17.68 13.63 11.15 5.87 
i5 8.24 12.16 15.02 17.02 18.30 18.85 17.81 14.34 10.01 	8.92 

3.20 6.15 11.16 15.56 17.92 17.67 14.66 8.66 	.74 -.16 
ID 4.80 10.38 14.26 15.98 16.43 16.38 15.82 14.22 11.41 7.89 
Li 

DID 
CD 
Ze. 
7) 	= .0232 CON= 0003:00 INT = 5 CHO = $ .1 

Î
Ln 
r-
àle  
-4 
CJ 

4 
41.34 41.16 40. 

40.96 41.51 41.56 41.24 
!88 39.67 39.75 40.28 40.38 37. 

40.34 39.68 39.91 40.98 41.25 38 
41.64 41.63 40.54 40,01 40.33 40.82 40. 

.88 40.92 40.89 40.21 40.é1 39.1 

.89 40.58 40.41 40.08 40.01 37. 

.71 40.20 39.77 39.56 39.85 37 

.96 40.60 40.23 40.02 40.36 38 
06 41.881-41.94j41.71 41.53 39 

41.06 41.31 41.08 40.68 
1-41.94,1  
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MS OM MI OM MI OM IM II MS OM Ole IIM 	OM en OM MIS 1111111 

('1 081±1.  INPUI AL:CURD:LNG NUMBLR OR '0 ,  FUR NU 

C
R

N
R

D
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N
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R

O
N
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U
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S
  L

IM
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E
D

 

SAMUD 

0 H006L INPUT: 10E01.1E01: 1  (F) OR WAVELLNGIH (W) 

(±14  1114  FREWUENCY VALUE (MHz) 	 0.000 
12446 

*** 	*** 
*1* 	 *2* 
*** 	 *** 

FOCAL LENG1H 	 OFFSET ANGLE 
OFFSL1 DISIANCE 	OH . 	REFLECTOR HALF ANGLE 
PROJECTED DIAME1ER 	 PROJECTED DIAMETER 

THE USER HAS 1 145  CHOICE OF ENURING EITHER SET OF VARIABLES 	1 
CHOOSE 1 OR 2 

ENTER FUGAL LENGTH(m) 	 0.000 
3.650 

ENTER OFFSE1 DIS1ANCE(m) 	 0.000 
.132 

UTTER PROJECIED DIAMETER 	 0.000 
3.050 

ENTER lYPE. OF FEED 	1 
R1LIANGUlAR 
SullARE 

1 

IN ( O'  1 E 140 1 14  OF  140014> cri) 	0.00 
10 

VERIICAL (1) OR HORIZONTAL. (2) 
1 

UT TER kMS SURFACE VARIATION OF REFLECTOR(cm) 	0.0000000 
.03 

SATELLITE OFFSET: NORTH(11,SOU1H(2),EA13T(3),WE5T(4)? 

1 FRLOULNCY 	 12446.00 
WAVELENGTH 	 2.410 

2 FOCAL LENGTH 	 .4.650 
• 1*) 61 . 1  DI 5 1ANCE 	 .132 
4 UF 1 SL1 ANGLE 	 1.916 
• 14 E 1- LEG1 014  HALF ANGLE 	 28.064 
6 PkUILC1ED DIAMEUR 	 3.650 
7 TYPE OF FEED 	 RECTANGULAR 
O lYPE OF POLARIZA111.10 	 LINEAR 

— VERI1CAL. 
9 RMS SURFALL VANIA1100 01 REFLEClUR 	.030 

10 LAS( SAILTLATE AN1LNNA  81-1- SE1 

nn V III 1 IAMI 1 11  rmam1..1. AM '.' (14 lln AednOF PAued.11-11WV,  

NOMBLR UF  LAI  LONG COORDINATES TO BE USED 

1>4'»> ,IN  A CLOCKWISE ORDLIT,COORDINATES OF THE 3 1(13  CONTOUR POINTS 

081 T1UDL 1 14  DLG NOR111, LUNGIlUDE IN DEG WEST. LA1 CANNOT BE > 90 DEGS. 

GUORDINAU P0101 4 1 
75,120 

CDORD1NAll puINE 4 2 
54,120 

CITORD1NAlL P(LINT 4 3 
49,114 

C110RDINAU POINT 4 4 
60,141 

COORDTNAIE PUINT 4 5 
70,141 

COORDINAU POINT 4 6 
70,14/ 

1 	75.00,120.0 
2 	54.00,120.0 
3 	49.00,134.0 
4 	60.00,141,0 
5 	70.00,141.0 
6 	70.00,141.0 

DO YL111  14 1 6H 10 CHANGE ANY DATA? 
1141' 1(1  4 UF LINE 1 00 WISH CHANGED OR '0' FOR NO 

ENrew NEW P 11 I 141 4 5 
60,141 

1 	75.00,120.0 
2 	54.00,120.0 
3 	49.10,114.0 
4 	60.00,141.0 
5 	60,00,141,0 
6 	70,00,141.0 

DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY DATA? 
INPUT 

 
• OF LINE. YOU WISH CHANGED oy '0' FOR NO 

4 
ENTER NEW P 0101 4 4 
409,125 

1 	75,00,120.0 
2 	54.00,120.0 

• 3 	49.00,114.0 
4 49.00,125.0 
5 	60.00,141.0 	 • 

6 70.00,141.0 

DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE ANY  >3A1 8?  
(1-1(1' (11  4 OF  0 1 14 E YUU  1(1 111  CHANGED UR '0 ,  FOR NO 

B-2 HP1000 DBMO RUN 



THE ESTIMATED COMA LOBE LEVEL 
FOR MAXIMUM FEED 1I1FSE1 FROM FOCUS IS; -16.8 dB 

TO DECREASE THE CIJMA LOBE. LEVEL, CHOOSE ONE; 

INCREASE THE FOCAL LENGTH (FL) 
NO CHANGE. RE 11111060 (NO) 

HURN 
DIMENSIDNS 

H 	0. 

	

COORDINATES OF HORN POWER 	PHASE 
CENTRE 	 RATIO 

THE MINIMUM BEAMW1DTH OF A BEAMLET IS; 

THE MMUS WERE M0VED .353 10 THE RIGHT, AND 0.00 UPWARDS, 

rHE NUMBER OF HORNS NEEDED ARE: 	9 
TO DECREASE 1HE NUMBER CHANGE THE PROJECTED DIAMETER, 
(Y OR N)? 

.59 

MI OS MI 1111111 OM@ OM 11111 lag OM MS Ile MS an 111111 	MIS UM UN BM 

Irwin 

 

1. UNUJ1OUL LUOUDINAIL OF THE GEOSTATIONANY SATELLITE 
128 

BORISIGHT TAIITUDE = 62.000 LONGITUDE =127.500 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE  11000.51 01-11  LOCATION? 

AZIMUTH/ELEVATION COORDINATES OF USER ENTERED LAT/LONG 
1 	.28, 	.46 
2 	.23, -,S4 
3 	1.47, -.9 01 
4 	.29, -.96 
5 	-1.08, -.13 

	

-.73, 	.33 

1 	.0392 .0399 .0332 .0265 
2 .0392 	.0399 	.0332 -.0135 
3 .0392 	.0399 -.0067 .0664 
4 .0392 .0399 -.0067 .0265 
5 .0392 	.0399 -.0067 -.0135 
6 .0392 	.0399 -.0466 ,0664 
7 .0392 	.0399 -.0466 .0265 
8 .0392 .0399 -.0866 .0664 
9 .0392 	.0399 -.0866 .0265 

DO YOU  111 511 10 MAKE CHANGES  .1 (1  

3,6592 1.0000 0.0000 
3.6592 1.0000 0.0000 
3,6528 1.0000 0.0000 
3.6578 1.0000 0.0000 
3.6578 1.0000 0.0000 
3.6563 1,0000 0.0000 
3.6563 1.0000 0.0000 
3.6549 1.0000 0.0000 
3.6549 1.0000 0.0000 
THE HORN CUNFIGURATION FILE? 

C
A

N
A

D
IA

N
 A

S
T

R
O

N
A

U
T
IC

S
  L

IM
IT

E
D

 

LI 
9 

THE ESTIMATED PEAK CROSS POLARIZATION LEVEL 
DUE 10 SURFACE. TOLERANCE 15:-51.1 dB 

TO  00 01(1:0  CROSS P111.ARIZA 1ILIN CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE  5(101 ALE  VARIATION (SV) 
DECREASE REFLECTOR HALF ANGLE. (RHA) 
NO CHANGE REQUIRED (80) " 

THE E 51IMA1ED 10611  OF GAIN FOR MAXIMUM FEED OFFSET 
FROM TIO. 1-  001(5 15; 	.U05 dB 

REDUCE LOSS OF GAIN CHOOSE. ONE; 

DECREASE OFFSET ANGLE (0A) 
DELREASE REFLECIOR HALF ANGLE (RHA) 
NO CHANGE. REWOIRED (NO) 

THE ESTEMAILD GAIN LOSS 
DUE 10 SURFACE 1DLEWANCE IS; 

TO REDUCE LOSS OF GAIN CHOOSE ONE; 

DECREASE SURFACE VARIATION (SV) 
INCREASE FoCAL LENGTH (FL) 
NO CHANCE REQUIRED (NO) 

HORN CONFIGURATION 

4 01- HORNS = 

HORN DIM.(H,E) AND CENTER (X,Y,2). 

1 	,0392 	.0399 .0332 .0265 3,6592 
2 .0392 .0399 .0332 -.0135 3.6592 
3 .0392 .0399 -.0067 ;0664 3,6528 

	

• 4• .0392 	.0399 -.0067 	.0265 3,6578 

	

S .0392 	.0399 -.0067 -.0135 3,6578 
6 .0392 .0399 -.0466 , 0664 3.6563 

	

2 .0392 	.0399 -.0466 .0265 3.6563 

	

.0392 	.0399 -.0866 .9664 3.6549 

.0392 .0399 -.0066 .026 5 3.6549 

APERATURE NORMAL 82,E1.  (DEG). 

	

181.9000 	0.0000 

	

181.9000 	0.0000 

	

181.9000 	0.0000 

	

181.9000 	0,0000 

	

101.9000 	omilo 

	

101.9000 	0.0000 

	

181.9000 	0.0000 

	

181.9000 	0.0000 

	

101.90110 	0.0000 
E FIELD 82 AND EL (DEG). 

0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90,0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90.0000 

11 11111(1) 91)  ongio 

.01151 dB 

B-2 HP1000 DEMO RUN 



0,0000 90,0000 
0,0000 90.0000 
0.0000 90.0000 
0,0000 90.0000 

HORN POWER(WATTS) AND PHASE ((mG)= 

	

.1110 	0.0000 

	

.1110 	0.0000 

	

.1110 	0.0000 

	

.1110 	0.0000 
AHD 0,0000 

	

.1110 	0.0000 

	

.1110 	0,0000 

	

,1110 	0,0000 

	

.1110 	0.0000 
/DNHB 	STOP 00001 

3 
/RUB : STOP 00002 
SPILLOVER LOSS(DB)= -1.006 
X POWER(DB) 	= -53,757 
Y POWLR(DB) 	= 	-.015 
Z POWER(D0) 	= -24.6 1 5 

+X )'OWER(DB) 

-X POWER(DB) 

+Y POWER(D13) 

-Y POWER(DO) 

= -35.69421 

= -26,33700 

= -40,09579 

. -31.66233 

APERAIURE POWER(DB)= -15.57724 
IRSCB 	I STOP 00003 

IN AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION COORDINATES ON THE EARTH 
THE MINIMUM AZ IS; -1,00 	THE. MAXIMUM IS; 1,47 
THE  01 010110  EL 1 53 1 -.90 	THE. MAXIMOM IS; 	.46 

ENTER AZIMUTH VIEWING RANGE FOR PLOT (START,FINISH) 
-1,5,2.5 
ENTER ELEVATION RANGE (53TART,(-1NISH) 
-1,5,2.5 

THE PROGRAM IS NOW GENERATING THE CONTOUR DATA MATRIX. 
ABOUT 15 MUTES COMPLET ION  1 I 0E, 5 0 GO HAVE A GUI-- 553.  

MAXIMUM GAIN = 	41.74 dB 

/PATB 	sr& 00004 

5=10 COMMAND ?OF 
SAMOD ABORTED 
ABEND SAMOD ABORTED 

B-2 HP1000 DEMO RUN 

CANADIAN ASTRONAUTICS LIMITED 



7.31 	8.48 5.46 
3.42 3.37 3.99 
4.73 -3.35 3.77 
7.68-10.23 7.16 
4.58 1.55 -4.52 
3.98 -6.62 -2.93 

9.01 -5.37 4.30 1.30 4.34 
-.55 6.81 4.42 5.12 5.70 
2.60 5.21 -2.65 1.93 -5.67 
2.80-19.78 -4.18 2.82 -.82 
e;96 5.84 -2.33 .80 -4.66 
4.28 3.04 -6.67 -9.42 -2.45 

r 	as am ow isio us um 	 sus au or son au an aos sea 

3D 

3D 
CD 
-16 

Ln 
D3 
CD 

3D 
.4  

LI 
r- 
à-; 

10.15 4.98 5.71 9.81 11.51 15.97 19.133 21.69 21.00 17.42 11.94 9.47 8.40 -.07 8.81 8.20 	1.91 3.0 1-11.02 -2.99 -.60 2.27 
7.41 11.58 13.53 12.92 10.09 10.09 15.93 18.36 18.62 17.11 13.71 9.75 11.10 10.28 2.05 8.05 1.45 -1.80 -6.48 2.31 -1.82 -2.17 
14.23 6.14 	.63 11.28 16.81 19.82 23.27 25.39 24.48 20.69 17.48 15.69 7.79 8.77 9.59 4.42 6.62 -2.93 3.78 1.18 3.77-11.00 
4.59 16.07 17.72 15.36 1 3.97 17.00 11.95 18.02 18.88 10.91 10.04 11.51 16.60 6.11 12.51 	.55 5.42 -3.73 7.71 -6.63 3.19 4.12 

12.88 17.73 2.94 13.75 25.98 33 ,-;95 36.16 35.53 35.05 35.32 33.30 24.99 12.42 11.04 10.00 5.90 9.87 -2.64 8.11 -6.93 4.59 1.93 
.71 31.48 -1.56 14.65 10.64 3.62 11.99 4.45 9.21 -6.93 10.80 -5.63 
.72 30.72 15.95 16.35 15.37 11.77 11.20 3.72 11.37 -1.38 11.40 1.99 
.33 27.24 21.38 18.65 16.12 14.05 12.42 7.86 11.75 6.51 7.95 -5,68 
.84 30.65 16.76 17.79 14.46 11.87 13.65 10.79 9.91 6.22 7.81 -.54 

8.39 31.44 -2.54 15.44 11.21 12.37 11.11 8.56 9.04 6.43 9.71 6.68 
773 31.99 25.34 7.90 15.00 6.88 12.85 3.32 9.76 7.91 7.76 7.75 4.62 

i 28.40 15.53 16.09 11.54 8.77 13.40 -7.23 10.30 3.22 11.76 2.68 6.90 	.58 4.42 
4 25.78 26.85 23.78 16.91 13.47 10.28 3.28 8.82 -5.90 8.74 -4.11 6.63 	.57 7.99 
6 27.57 21.77 17.60 20.89 17.32 12.26 8.63 10.27 5.37 5.82 -1.58 7.02 -2.01 7.30 
6 29.92 18.97 20.48 17.84 9.09 15.39 8.11 11.41 3.36 7.54 .44 7.06 -5.11 4.63 

36 30.25 14.12  15.97 12.01 14.56 14.45 -.21 11.01-14.73 10.84 4.64 6.81-12.71 -.47 
8.15 26.01 34.00 36-.38 36714 35:92 35-.791 33.46 25.00 15.25 13.09 12.57 6.08 5.23 
9.61 6.97 16.91 17.95 15.06 15.24 18.73 17.72 7.53 12.29 5.32 13.04 11.36 9.97 
2.25 10.80 15.8% 19.72 22.58 22.43 19.16 15.53 13.29 6.64 8.83, 8.62 6.74 5.63 
8.71 11.93 14.75 16.55 17.68 18.29 17.25 13.64 9.55 9.64 8:95' 7.26 10.17 10.14 
3.60 8.45 13.46 17.63 19.78 19.46 16.71 11.98 7.04 3.61 4.61 4.04 -6.84 1.86 
6.05 10.98 14.42 15.80 16.15 15.98 15.22 13.64 11.13 8.07 5.80 6.13 9.52 9.17 

B-2 HP1000 DEMO RUN GAIN MATRIX 

11.18 10.44 23.02 24.50 28.67 38.07 
-1.31 1.73 18.74 17.32 2S'.46 38.0- 
5.47 26.13 32.03 34.68 36.75 - ..64 
10.14 31.74 38.37 er -q./5 40.10 
13.73 31.15 39 .1 41.52 41.21 40.16 

4 1 .",71 9  41.(1 

40.90 41.23 41.24 41.12 3 
'.-64 39.28 39.09 39.56 39.88 3 

775 40.10 39.54 39.77 40.83 41.21 
41.52 41.21 40.16 39.87 40.27 40.80 40. 

17 40.69 40.36 39.73 39.70 38.88.--44-.-g4-E. 
.39 40.58 40.20 39.96 39.95 37. 
.28 40.23 39.56 39.49 39.90 37. 
.25 40.30  39.54 39.41 40.01 37. 
05 141.74141.46  41.23 41.19 38. 

LA1.52 41.54 41.30 40.94_3 

16.63 29.21 38 17 40.69 40.36 39.73 
7.96 30.34 3-.39 40.58 40.20 39.96 
15.14 30.15 3:.28 40.23 39.56 39.49 
18.19 29.26 3:.25 40.30  39.54 39.41 
14.97 31.27 39 45 141.741  41.46 41.23 
8.85 31.65 39. ' 41.52 41.54 41.30 
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SERVICES D'ORDINATEUR MINISTERE des COMMUNICATIONS 

r,  .: .1 	C= C 

MI Mill all MI UM 	_ 	UM UM IMO OM Ole MI MI 111.111 IIIIIIII MIR MI OM 

it..— 	'UP 	, C. 	1...ik, 10 , ''U , !Aus#C2U—J'JG 

C 	 )  

_ 	_ 	_ _ 	_ 	_. 	___. 	• 	. 	— , 	— 
C 	 STELLITE 	Ar.)TFNKA 	i`,'OCELLIf)2(; 	PROGRAM 	* 
C 	_ ___. 	...._ 	_ 	._ 	, 	_ 	 t 
C****7,-****kk****************************************************** 
C 

 C 
C 	r-s, i :-CLAR.ATIO 	. 	 . 	. 
C 
C 	 . 	. 
C 	 . 
C 	Tri;7 	FIkST 	SET 	OF 	VARI;iSLES 	ARE 	USER 	INPUTTED  
C 	 . 

PU.11,_, 	F• , .I, 	.  
C 
C 	F 	- 	7irec,uency 	( :1?)  
C 	n 	- 	..afelength 	(cm) 
C 	. 

, Y:u_L 	FL,Drn 	 , 

C 
C 	. 	FL 	- 	focal 	length 
C 	, 	0 	- 	projectécrOiemeter_. 	_ 	_ 	 . , 
C 	Xr. 	- 	of >fset'dfs,tance 
C 

 THE(..),THEST 
C 	. 	_ • 
C 	THE( ) 	- 	c'ffset 	angle 	. . 	, 	_ 
C 	THEST 	- 	reflector 	half 	angle 	 .,...  
C 

•TLGCR 	IFEED  
C 
C 	. 	'FEEL) 	-. 	type 	of 	feed 	horn  
(.2 	 . 

p:C,FR 	IPCIE,TYPF 	- 	 _.  , C 	 ) 
C 	'POLE 	- 	type 	hf 	oclaretior,  
C 	TYPE 	- 	'.erti -cal 	or 	horizontal 	Polarization 	* 	 . 
C 	 il  f 	IPDLE 	:fa 	retangulr 	 . 	. 
C 

, KIPLE 	. 
C 	 . 
r 	rlYrli 	r 	_ 	,,,, 	— 	7, 	_ r 1:10 surrace 	or re-I-lector 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 



SERVICES D'ORDINATEUR MINISTERE des COMMUNICATIONS 

Mil 011ie MIMI IMP Mt Ole MIL INS MI MI OMB MI OM Ile UM 	 MI 

, 	 . 

r , 	TE ,.;ri, 	S;FF 

C 	SOFF 	- 	satellite 	antenna 	offset: 	north-south 	or 	east-w est  
C_ 	V __ 	... 

.F.:L 	STL.IG 
C 
C 	SeTLeIG 	- 	the 	satellite 	longitude 	Postion 	in 	degs 	west 
C 

 1(;TUr›Cf-z 	FLAG,FLAG1,RES,RE51(3),FLAG2 
C 	 . 
C 	FLAG , FLG1 	- 	flags 	*vill:.)e 	set 	throughout 	the 
C 	 Program, 	so 	that 	inPuts 	already 	entered 
C 	• 	 neep 	not 	be 	reentered 	. 
C 	RES,RES, 	- 	this 	is 	usea 	as 	a 	resronse 	to 	oromots  
C by 	the user . 	 _ 
C' 	LIe,.E 	- 	is 	an 	arraY 	used 	to.reed 	in 	a 	numrier 	in 	a 

, 

C 	 strange 	type 	of 	'4 0rmat 	statement 	, 
C 
C 
C 	Ti-, 	FOLLUTHG 	vAidpALES 	AP.;'1 	CALCULATED 	WITHIN 	THE 	PPOGgAm  
C 	w*Ak*7çk***********x************************************** 
r 	 - 

t_ 	b,,i31)F 	 . 
C 	 _ 	. 	_  
C 	çio 	- 	!: , eamidth 	of 	becqUets 	from 	the 	centre 	out 	, 
C 	rinF 	- 	ream 	de‘;iation 	.iertor  
C 

-?t..L- 	EiLâT,5Lr:JG 	 .. 	. 	, 	 . 
C 	• 	_ 	. 	. 	. 
C 	'uiLAT,FUJG 	- 	the 	boresit4ht 	position, 	first 	rUn 	they 	_ 
C 	 are 	estimate...) 	then 	the 	user 	may 	change 
C 	 tinose 	values 	anri 	inout 	his 	own  
C 

!-?:1 1,. 	1,-'. V0E- 1 	ni 	 . . 	 . 
C 	 . 
C 	A7IFLE'v 	- 	these 	are 	the 	coorcinates 	of 	the 	boresight 	.. 	. 	. 
C 	 in 	the 	a , i‘ruth 	and 	elevation 	system 	 . 

	

. 	 . 
C  

Pi- i_ 	CL,LP 
C 
C 	CL 	coma 	looe 	level 	 ' 
C 	cP 	- 	cross 	Polari?ation 	level 	 . 	

. 
• 

C 
_,_.„. 	. 	...,., 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER SERVICES 



SERVICES D'ORDINATEUR MINISTEREcles COMMUNICATIONS 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 

61111 MI OM OM 111111 111111 BM Mil III 111111 11111 	 11M 1111111 MI  — . .- 

u , 
C 	HL 	- 	lenoth 	o4 	horn 
C 	-41-1 	- 	heiont 	0Ï 	horn 	 . 

C ,-H 	- 	Higth 	o'f'hoth 

	

_ 	 . 
C 	.: 	_HHALKAA. 	!-, 	h.old 	the 	oiff:ensions_cf 	each 	seperate 	horn 	 . 
C 

	

pf7,L 	po ,, ER.f1op,risE(1Oo,),PRATO(100) 	• 	 . 
, 	 . 

C 	 . 

	

. 	. 
C 	POt,,ER — 	holds 	the 	no,, er 	alotten 	to 	each 	horn;  
C 	ta 	tOtél 	Power 	'fill 	always 	tJe 	'1 ,  
C 	13 Hf. 	- 	o .o.ntairinse 	Of 	ePoh 	hornl 	. 
C 	toheçir 	'th 	each 	horn 	is 	set 	to 	'0' 	phase 	 , 
C 	PFee.TO 	- 	wnen 	chanpin* 	the_peler 	YoU. Will 	be,ased. 
C 	to 	chanOé 	the toer 	ratio 	not 	the 	power 	as ...,, 
C 	 a 	frctior 	of 	one  
C 	. 
C 	IHF'Si4 	ARAYS HW,.P. 	THE 	VARIO0 	$ TA.GPS_Of IiiE•CONT.00R 	POINTS AND  -.,-. 
C 	PC:7 	CENTRES 
C . 	_ 	. 	...._ 	. 	. 	_ 	... 	_ 	.... 	....... 	_ 	_ 	_ 

	

PHal.. 	X(1 5 )0(15),4Z(15),EL(1 5 ) 
C- 	,  
C 	X,y 	- 	these 	ar ( ays 	hold 	the 	input 	3 d3 	contdur . points „ _ 
C 	A 7 ,E.L..7 thee 	P.rraYs 	hold.th 	trangjO,rmg 	COnt.O._ur  

_ 	, 
C 	points 	' 
C_  - 	- 	- 	. CFHX(1.00),CFHy(1,00. ),FPX(1()0),FPY(100),FPW0 .0) 
C 

 C 	CFH'i, 	- 	are 	the 	arrays 	that 	hold 	the 	centres 	 , 
C 	 points. 	of 	eaoh 	Peamlet.Oounted 	inalde.__ 	____ 	_ 	. 	, 
C 	 the 	coveraçle 	area' 	. 
CFP'.1,, 	r 	centres 	oi' 	the 	real 	fee0 	hornswith  . 	.- 
C 	 respect 	to 	the 	focus 	which 	is 	point 	

. 
_ 

C 
 C 

C 
	

_ 	. 
- C 	TNE. 	FOLLUIUG 	VARIAaLES 	i3,Rf:-. 	FOR 	THE 	cREATION 	OF 	r.:40 	FILES  
C 
C 
C 	 - , 
C 	1.• 	-,,HPMDT 	H11 	:De 	passed 	to 	the 	contour 	proqrams 
C 	2. 	TNPHTS. 	,, i11 	carry 	the 	freç;Uency, 	focal 	length, 	

. 	
, 

C 	offset 	distance, 	Pro , ected 	diameter, 	and 	the _ 	_. 	. 
C 	Kinitoom 	and'irimum 	values 	of 	the 	horn 	centres, 	. 
C 	 . 	. e 



SERVICES D'ORDINATEUR MINISTEAE des COMMUNICATIONS 

MI MI all MI 111111 	MI 11111111 	1111111 	 • 	 MI OM 

%.. 	 . 
riO. 	::01-, 	PI,RAD,K 13nI,R300 	_ 

C  
;JI,TA 	Cfl1X/100*0.0/,CFHY/100*0.0/,X/15*0.0/rY/15*0.0/ 
C. . 	___....  
C 	•', -“I‘J 	PROGRA 	' 

C  
C 

01. =10 t5  
, , 

P1-=. 3.141592à 	. 	.. .. _ 	.. 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	.. _ 
f;P.>_)=-57.2 9 57795 	 / 

_ 	. 	. 	. 	. 
C 	IIrl;ILIZATTOS 
C  
900  

je--1 
TYP1 	 . 	. 	. 	__. 	... 	_ 	. . 	_ 
YFEE0=1 
IPLE=1  

, IHE ,t3T=0.0 	. 

_ 	 ..... 	.. 	..... 	. 	. 	_ 	...., 

. 0 
.' , 1.. r7G 	. 	0 	 _ 	. 	....... 	_ 	. 	. 	..... _. 	.. 	.• 	_ 	 , 

ii.--- .0 

, 

c .-_ , 
C 	F. (iLiTUG 	ARE 	THU 	CALL 	STATErIENTS 	FOR 	THE 	USER 	INPUTS 
C  

, 
C 	 • _ 

!'.....!, 	Fi?tr:: 	(Fi.i, L) 	,  
.1TFUU0,2) 

	

',4-IfF(e0,3) 	J 
ieF.KBDI,775) 	J 

775 	PiJ ,U,AT(T)  
1 F(J.E.2) 	GO 	7 1-) 	1 14 	. 
(: , *J.L 	FL,G1(EL) 	 , 	. , 	 , 	. 
(,:.4. 	OUF(X) 

!.. 	PC.)  (0) 	 . • 	. 

!!r: 	! 	! 	I XMPI 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 



COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 

SERVICES D'ORDINATEUR  MIN ISTERE des COMMUNICATIONS 

—11hh.fr:21 /Vn1 — e1 	ien 	 /fie.  -(l 4-'  
/ 	n••••• - n,.",, •.f 	1.,.( 	i , V,170 ,,, -1.I 	L. , 	n.+1 , 	1..1• , 	%, 1.14, , %.‘ 	i...•-•nvel ,, f-jéj.1 

THÉ. -J=THE 0 *RAD 
ra 	2i1 	 . , 14 	Ci..L. 	4OFF(THEO) 	 . 

CO.- 	Of..EF.(.T.1-1E,5T), 	,... 	 . 	. 	. 	. 
DPf:nJ(0) 

FL 	= 	((cus(li1EsT/R4G)+CO5.(ThEo/1AM/(4.*sTN(THEs1/RAp)))*D 	 . 
(SIN(THE0/kP0)/(2.*$IN(THEST/RAD)))*D . 

24 	ULL 	FEED 	(TFEEO,HL)  
C..-q..L. 	POLE 	(IPOLE,TYPE) 
UWL 	SPFCE. 	(RIPLE) 	, 	_ 
U, L 1... 	SOFFS 	(SOFF) 	 . 

22 	','.iu1E(He0,41).F.,A..  
,,:i.1E(KBD0,5)FL,'>0,THE0,TNEST,D 
TF(TFEEP.F.1) 	!,i'-iTE(KEÔ0',1S)  
7F(IFEEU.EG.2) 	JOITE(xa,p0.16) 	• 

, :ilf7,..(0,ii,3)  
3F(TypE.F0.1) 	m•uu(Kmpo,25) 

 
IH1YPE.E0.2) 	'4I -tEVi3DP;23) 	 . 

ME(Kbp0,9) •RIPLE 	.. 

YF .csoFF.Eu.1) 	;r.PITÈ(Kano,i) 	 . . 	 , 1:F(soFF.E.Q.2)• 	.4, PTTE(Kbo0,21) 
TF'çs(iFF.EQ.3).R1fE(K1O2).. 	 . 	. _ 
IF(SOFF.E0./.4) 	T.TEM73 -5 .033) . 	. 	. 	 . 

1 2 	irulF..(c, 0,11.) 	' 	- 

	

: 	. 	, 	_ 	..._ 	_ 	. 	..___ 	___ 	..._ 	...... 
1:.E40(KOD1,776) 	IAS . 	, 	 , 	 . 77(D 	FOF.4.ATCI)  

, if(ILINS.EQ.0) 	GO 	Tn 	loft 	 . 
TfJ 	Cloe?9,300q9.59.,é.4e79,§0# 9 0,91) 	IAN 	. 	_...,, 	.„.• .. 	.. 	„. 

- 	c 	. 

	

C 	Thp:SE 	C0m;. 4 ArJD$ 	ARE 	FOR 	CHANGING 	THE 	USERS 	INPUTS 	___ 	. 	. 	. 	_ 
. 	C 	 , 

10 	CLL 	FIE( 	n(Foi.d..) 	 . 
.;.Ci - 	IO 	2.2 

. 	. 	......... 	_ 	..... 	_______ 	_ 	...__ 	. 	_,.. 20 	ç'.: 11- 1-, 	FO-IGI.(FL): 	. 	 .. 
iT=P1/2.-ATÀ((2. .*FL/0)+((X 0 /D)/(2.*FL/0)) ,.( 1./(8.*FL/D))) 
TI:.ST=THEST -e4,..PAP 	_ 	..... . . 	,.. 	. 	......... 	_____ 	..._,.. 	.. 	, 	., . 	_ 	. 	.. 
11j=p1J2.-AT!““(FL/1))-(1./(4.*FL/X0))±(1,>(16,*(FL*X0/D**2)))) 
-f. ,4 FTHE(I.ARD 

 (7,:i'TO 	22 	. 
. 30 	CLL. 	t)FFU9) 	. 	 . 	. . 	. 	. 	. 	.. 

TT=p17/2.-AT,AM(?.*FL/D)t((X0/1))/(21*FL/X0))-(1./(8,*FL/D))) 
I'-1 E3TF:IOESI?cP41I 	

. 	 . 
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.011 1.11 	1.11 	- 	MI MI MI BIM MI URI MI MI 	1111111 

. 

	

40 	c.;LL 	.',OFF-(THEO) 	 . 
El 	= 	c(CO5(THEsT/P.A'i)i-CCS(THEA0)/(4,*sIN(THE5T/PAD)),*n  

(SI(THEO/RAD)/(2„*SIN(THEST/RAO.)))*D.  

r? 	TC.22__. 	-- 

	

50 	C»1_1. 	H:.qEF(THEST) 	 . 

'7 1:-- ' 	C(COMTHEST/RIAII.COS(THEO/RAD))/(4,SIN(THEST/RAO)))15D. 
(SIN(THEU/RD)/(2„*SIN(THE5T/RAD)))*O' 

ro 	22 	.  , 

	

60 	C;4,C 	IWROJ(D) 
Irr.J.ED.2), 00 	To 	61._ . 	 , 
T H i:SI=PI/ 2 . - ATAil(( 2 .*Fi(D)tf(X0/D)/(Z4*FL/X9))-(1,/(8•*FL/D))) 
7A-FST=THF.:8T*RAD 	.... 	. 	. 	_ 	_ 	..._ 

THF0=THE0*PAO  
r;u 	TU 	22 

	

61 	HL 	= 	(U0s(THEST/F 0 )+C0S(THE0/ 1 AD)1/(4,..?{5INCTHEST/RD)))*D.. 
(81u(THEO/R)'D)/(2'.*SIiJ(THEST/RAD)))*D'. 

CU 	10 	22 	 _. 	. 	_ 	.__ 	_.  

	

70 	CM..L 	FFED 	CIFEED,H0 	 . 
(;L. - 	TO 	22 	 .  

	

80 	C.,+LL 	POLE 	(IPOLE,TYPE) 
22 	. 	. 	. 	. 	__ 	. 	._. 	. 	_ 	_ 	_ 

	

90 	C.,:,.LL 	sPFCE 	(RIpLE) . (.;0 	TO 	22 	.. 	. ., 	. __ 	__ 	_ 	...._ 	_ 	..... 	......,. . 	 . 

	

91 	C.,', Li_. 	sOFFs(SOFF) 	 . 	 . 
.-;') 	TO 	22 	 . 	 .  

C 
C 	TF1- 	ExT 	CAO, 	STATEENT 	IS UDR 	THE 	INPUT 	OF 	THE 	3dS  
C 	cuHp..:wk 	PoI!,4TS'. 

 C 	 --- 	- 	
. 

	

100 	Cf, IL 	r.4P(IT(X,Y,15 e mUmf5,FLG',8ATUNG,FLAG2) 
C  
C 	TuE 	c.,ruuP 	FOIr.:TS 	i-ILL 	POIr 	SE 	COmVERTED 	FRUM 	LATITUDE 	AND 
C 	I.G.:T1i.)0E 	TO 	A,ZIH)TH. eP .ELEATION. 	LLTAE 	CALLS 	THE 	sUBROUTINE  
C 	S\JUi 	0 	TO 	f)D 	THE 	COOP,DIiqUE'TRANSFORmATIONS 
C 	 • 	. 	. • 

CpLL 	LLTAE(X,Y,Ipi.d,ELpi.,1UM8,FLAG2 F SATLNG 0 AZI,ELEV) 
C  
C 	"'t , ' 	i';ILL 	cALCUL/UE 	THE 	ii.EAM 	UEVIATION 	FACTOR, 
C 	 . 

CLL 	f--5Ek'0F(D,FL.0i;F) 	 . 
C 	 . 
C 	THE 	St)AFOUTliNJE: 	'BEA 	DETFmINES 	THE 	NûRpi:ALIZED 	CONTOUR 	POINTS 	. 
	  inr rDoPlu.,n1 Mti-0.01M r 	/-.0UAKU  
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111811 	NM 	111111 IMF 	1111111 MS MAI 111111 11111 21111 111111F 	1111111 	MS MI 

4 

cco_ 	PEAr.' 1 A,A7,EL,15,NUM8,n, 	,THEST,TNEO, 
*Hf,xf.IL,YmIN,Ymi:x,YX) 

 C 	 . 
C 	fSPIFT 	STEPS IHE_ColITOUR 	THROUGH A.SERIES A 	INCREMENTS 	HOPEING 	. 
C 	Ttj 	rfu,0 	A 	8ETTER 	CO,i!NT 	OF'UAMLET 	C0q.RAGE 	ThAN 	USING 	THE 
C 	ESTEE(2 	15ORLSIGOTI _HICKIS 	JUST.PICKED . AS 	THE 	OBVIOUS 	CENTRE, 	. 	. 
C 	1HE 	Surn OUTINE 	'COUNT' 	DOES 	ALL OF .THE 	COUNTING OF CENTRES OF 	 . 
C 	PF.f,i-LF.FS 	nSIOF 	THE 	CONToUR.  
C 	 . 

(.:Lt_ 	SH1FTW.,EG,15.13,FHX1.U_t 4 YIMIBUIP1 - P2# 	 . 
p.;pymiv!rXmeX,Ym4XY 

;TECKE)f)0,451)  
451 	rOkAT('ThF. 	AZ/EL 	AFTER 	TOE 	SHIFTING 	ROUTINE',//) 

DU 	452 	TA:1,fq(p, a'  
RITE(Khoo,453) 	AZ(T);EL(I) 

453 	FOe'AT(F.4,',..,F.4) 	 . 
452 	n,ITCUE 

C 	 . 	 , 
. 	. 	_ 	 ' 

C 	IF 	THERE 	ARE NO PEArLETS COUNTED 	INSIDE  .THE  COVERAGE 	AREA 	IT 
C 	ToiJ 	THE 	ON AXIS 8F_AmIDTH h AS A DIAMETER THAT 	IS GREATER THAN  
C 	Tilf: 	CL 	RAGE 	AREA. 	THE 	ppoGRAm 	ILL 	THEN 	COOSSE . AN 	ON 	AXIS 	 . 
C 	PEA;-L 	T 	TU 	C(JVER 	TF 	'6H0UEREA. 	_. 	 . 
C 	 ., 

TEC.C.G. 0 ) 	GO 	TO 	97. 	_ 	_ _ _____. 	_. 	. ___  _ 
C 
C 	RFflUSE 	IT 	IS THE CONTOUR 	THAT 	IS BEING MOVED 	AROUND 	THAT MEANS'  
C 	TE 	I3bRESIGH1 	IS 	P,E.I:4 	SHIFTED 	THE 	OPPOSITE'ViAY 	, . 	- 
C 	 . 	. 	_ 	___  • 

, 
...L.f'...=E[i:_p2  
Ri) 	10 	101 

97 	C1À(.1)=A".!.I 2 	.  
OFHY(1)=ELEV 

101 	!:ITE cv.D0 0  102) 
102 	F;-, RJ'AT('Tli 	Ij'  JE 	OF 	1-up. 	NUDEP_A 9 E: 	9 ,13)  .. 	. 	, 	, 
. 	-.:TTE( ./HOO,105) 
105 	FH, 4, T('TO 	oFCF, EAsE 	THE 	NU'YBER 	CHANGE 	THE 	PROJECTED 	DIAMETER,fp/, 	 . 

	

k'cy 	cp 	0.,:.',/) 	 . 
PE.b, 1 ..,0I l lij6) 	PFS 	: _.  . 	, 	_ 	 . 

106 	'A 1 (A1) 	 . 
IF- F>ES.EGI.11-00 	GO 	TO 	60 	, 	 . _ 	_ 	. 	 . 

C 	 , 

v .4,1,L1.- 	I mnt 
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iume —,—..—  IMF P. 	' 	ge ma MI me Mu 	mom rib Ile re 

t. 	LL: 	!r,.Lo 	• 'r- 	int. 	rcui,), 	nui, 	u 	rIrvu 	nt 	Luum!JuN 	ur 	!Hr_14 	l4.1.1M 
C 	Ri...SPH1-10 	THE 	F- PCL 	FLAtE 
C 	-  
C****e, * .e .eg*„..*******x.******************************************** 
C 	CE,E;crE. '.FICTDAT.A',FILE: 
C 	cilArp 	CE(„TE 	OF 	EAcH 	HOR,,j 	IN 	AZPWTH 	e, 	ELEVATIoN 	•  
C __ 	, __ _ 	. 

1. ÏJ1E(60,6001) 
6001 	Ffq-11(1),,I3)  

HTIE(601,60n) 	(CFriX(I),CFHY(I),Ie.10K) 
6002  
C 	 , 

C
• 	, 	, 

OHTA...fli 	USEP-?DEFIED 	suvrcE 	AREA.PTS„AS 	viFLL  _ 
C 	 . 

to7F(601,6 (01) 	p(mb 	,  
,J1TIE:.(601,6002) 	(AZ(I),EL(T),I=1,N1Jm3)  

C 	 . 	 1 CLL 	LOFH(fDF,ÇFHX,CFHy/100,Bu0,11,,FRYAFPYJP2IFL,THEgfeiS0FF) 
C 
C 	THE. 	huRu FEU) DISIONS 	ARE CALCULATE FOR 	OPTIMUM SIzE 	AND•THEN  

• C 	TIIFY 	i:PE 	S!-IRUNK 	ni . 	IF 	IT 	IS 	DISCOVERED 	THAT 'THERE 	IS'A 	OVERLAP 	 . 
C 

Ç:j--1- 	HEDIM(IFEED,FL,O,HL,i4L,HHAIHA,FPX 0 FFY,10.0,KITYPENOiHW) 

	

_ 	. 	_ 	. 	._ 	. 	_ C._ 	__ 	, 	____ 	_ 	_ 	__ 
C 	'THE FuLLOINC 	CALLS 1ILL 	cf:guLATE 	THE ESTIMATES OF 	CRQSS -POLAR , 	• 
C 	1 'rflO,k053 OF  GAP:, 	EFFICIENCY LOSS, 	AND 	COMA 	LOBEHEVFL,  
C 	.r, i-TL: 	EAOh 	CALCUALTIci4 	-ftE 	USER 	'ILL 	BE 	ABLE 	10 	CHÀNGE • ANY 	OF 	THE 
C 	SIJGq:_tiTED 	PARATEP5„ 	AilYTSELECTIOU. IiI 1,1, 	RUTPRN.THE 	1.15ÉR,10...T.H.E____ 	. ,. 
C 	1,,r;l:ri ; G 	OF 	THE 	RPOGR4M, 	' 
C , 

	_ 	. 	. 	__ 
CLL 	CPHFU:1_,HArIFFEO, 	 , , 

	

11- (:((2.j) 	GO 	TO 	2 t.) .  

	

fF(.E ( '.40) 	C;(,' 	TO 	4 f) 
C .1,1-. . OP«TI- EST,THE00  

	

If (.EP,40) 	GO 	TO 	40 

	

IF(PI.E.5U) 	GO 	TO 	50  , 	 . 
CJ“..1_ 	CPSTCRIPLErv,L,THEST,N) 	 _ 

	

IF(N.En.cio) 	GO 	To 	90  

	

tF(.Efj.5i_fl 	GO 	TO 	Si) 
c-..LL 	GAIrqL(FL,PI!,-,AZ,FL,15,4ZIM,,FLFV.NUPB,X0,W40) 	 . , 	 . 

	

IF(N.EQ.m0) 	GO 	TO 	u0  

	

iF('J.E0.5Q) 	.GO 	TO 	50. 	 , 
Cr,fli, 	GLST(FL,D,RIPLE i n.,N) 	 . 

t 	 ) 	I L.) 	'It/ 
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Me om au am an ail 111* ala mor Ma mar ale au 	slo 

./.! 	S.Iv•L. ,, •‘,VJ 	1 ., 	U' 	Gi 	
• 	 . 

(7., ,,; : !., 	EFFF(THFOiTHEST 
1EH,E(.51-;) 	GU 	TO 	5 (;  

, 
p•- (iE ) .40) 	GO 	TO 	a )  

CALL 	C 0W, i-',L.CFL,I.,..Ey,'3,..A.Z,EL,15,AZIM,ELEV,NUkB,N040) 
TE(N,Eq,2) 	GO 	TO 	20' 	• 	 , C ._ 	._._ 	.. 	..._ 	... 	_ 	.. 	..  

C 	IL: 	flIE ,OIN 	PROGPAM 	AT 	THIS 	POINT THE 	TRANSFERABLE FILES 
C 	:.q'LL. 	'.-3F_ 	CREATED  
C 

";i--:.S ..=:!) 	 ., 	..... 	_ 	, 

C 	 . 

	

. 	. 	 , C 	UELUTO 	OF  INPUT FILE  
C 

 C 	i(AqICM'-ILL 	E 	UNDER 	THE "LOGICAL 	UNIT 	500 	. 

C 
1TF(500,201) 	F  

201 	F(F! II) 	 . _ 	. 	. 	_._ 	..... 	_ 	....._ 	___... 	.. 	. 
C 	. 

HITE(500,01) 	FL 	 . 	. 
C 	 , 

• TIE(500,2)1.) 	?0 	- 	 _ _ 
C , .T (F.' (5)G,201) 	D . 

. 	. 	. 	_ 	__.  
C 	 , 

HT,J=XmI 1.4+PI 	.  

Yr-1 I"I+P.2  
y.., , g).„...:yMAX1-P2 	 . 
• ,ITE (50(42.CJ3) 	X,MI;'./ rj'IP'1 ,4MAX, YVAX. 	.  

203 	FCqZ:AT(14F,4) 
C  

•;•,?IiE(500,20a) 	TYPE,SOFF 
20 14 	F.,) 	f(2.) 	. . _ 	. 	_ 	. 	_ _ _ 	„_ _ _ 	,,_ _ 	.. 	. 	.... 	„. 
C 
C 	 _ 	..._ 	_. 	.. 	... 	.,_. . 	 _ 	_ 	. 	... 

. 	C 	'U..; 	, ,t710 	SECTIO 	15 	usED 	TrI 	FILL 	THE 	DISC 	FILE 	HRN01 
C 	 ,  
C 	THF 	' , ...7.Xf 	'K' 	Lif,JES 	4F1 	THE 	N0RmALS 	,.. 	'THE 	VECTOR 	POTTIPIG 
C 	Fi.(3,/ 	THE 	CEÇ9TRF 	OF 	T1:4i-1 	Hd'.17,N 	TO 	THE 	PEFLS-CTOR 	CENTRE,.  
C 	TelF 	DIFFERENT 	CASES 	FOR 	NORMAL 	APE 	DEPEMD4rqT 	ON 	THE 
C 	S41L7.LLTTE 	4 7FHP. 	PFF5U. 	'THEY 	ARE ,..T 	THE 	ORPER 	 .. 	. _ 	. 
C 	-u'IR'iMpSOUTH,EAST,ESTp 
e 
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IIIIt 	 III> 	MU BO Milk Oil OM OM MD I. UM WM Ile 

u:u 	!EJ 	Le.fo,51,eie,e.,..).à) 	1..!rr 
250  

TTri7 0=30 	-THE0  
(c 	TO 	255 

251 	i(j.:;1â.l).. 	__ 
UmFO=THEO 

, 	GO 	TC 	255_ 	. 	, 	_ 
252 	AP-G=180.+TNE0 

ïir, F0=0 	0  
GO 	TO 	255 	. 

253 	' .3 :1e 0 . - THEO 	_ 	. 
iTHEO:-.0.0 

C 
C 	"Ulf: 	ETY,T 	'K' 	LTkES 	APE 	DIRECTION 	VECTORS 	Ii\; 	THE 	X,Y 	PLANE 
C 	EC:r-1 	TYPE 	OF 	DIRECTIO 	VÉGTOR 	TS 	DFPEPDANT 	ON 	THE 	SATFLITTE  
C 	ii.Ti.:,1 	OFFSET, 	eWD 	THE 	TYPE 	GE 	POLARIZATION'. 	' 
C 
255 	GG 	TC 	(260,261,262,263) 	SOFF 
26Q 	IF(TYPE.E.U.2)'GO 	1O - 26 	 . 	. 

eIGE=180. 	 . 
ThF0N=9 .0.-TH0  

GO 	TO 	211 
264 	4P4GE:770. 

rht:..7r.o. 
.0 0 	-f ( , 	211 	 _  

261 	IF(TYPE.E1.2.2) 	GO 	TO 	210 
ANGE=fi.  
THEON=90.-THEO 

Go 	TO 	211._ 	 _ 
210 	ANGF=90. 

THE.0. 
GO 	TO 	211 

262 	IF(TYPE.EN.2) 	GO 	TO 	265  
ANGE=0, 	. 
TH.E0N99. 

•GO 	TO 	211 
265 	LNGE,790.1-ThEI) 	 , 

ThE0=0.0 	' 
(2,0 	Tfl 	211  

263 	IF(TYPE.E2) 	GC.1 	TO 	266 
ANGE=0.0 	. 
THF0 ,4=90. 

co 	Te 	211. 
266 	ii.GE=90.-THFii 

rUChM....A 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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sae gm imme OM Ogg as imp a* a* are as- Bib IMF MR le 	11111111111 

t. 	 . 
211 	r2•1.,»=().0 	. 1r 	?IL; 	T=1,K  

•P .I4SECI)0.(J 	• 
i7= HATOCIL;---1.-- 	__ 	 . 
su.-...-SUFPRATOCI) 	 . 

_ 	. 	 . 215 	r..OrINUE 	-___ 	___ 	_ 	_ 	. 	 , 
• C 

C 	Ikli7 	FnJull'JPG 	corn, Ar..ns 	LTST 	THE'COMPO n\!ENTS 	THT 	wnL 	. 
C 	HF 	f-OU 	IN 	THE 	FILE  
C 	____ 	. 	.__ 	_ 	_____ 	 . 	_ 
44 4 	..ri-UTF.(Kbp0,302) 
302 	F'IT(// g 7X,'HORI%",7X 0 00ORDIMATE8 OF_H0RN"p2X,'P0EP',3X, . 	 . 

* - PrIASE'rir 
e':'1TJMENSIONS'i1.0X,'CENTRE',9X,RATTO',/, 

 H'pbX,'E'r o'4.'X'f6x ›,'Y' r 6X,'Z'f6X,'R'phX,'P',/) . 	. 
4i_)7 	I1 ,K . . 	_ 	- 	. 

l'ITE(KSD0,402.) 	IiHHA(I),HIPJA(I),FPXCI),FPY(PoPPZ(I),,PRATO(I), 
,k 	F'SE(T.) 	. 	. 	_... 	. 	___ :. 	. 	. 	. 

402 	Fr1RmAT(1X,I2e7(1rF6,4)) 	 . 
407 	CoriLII_IE 	 . (ifl 	TO 	46b 
C. 	. 	,  ...  
C 	TH(7. 	! - nuJo.,4PqG 	sCT'f.i. 	Is 	pS,ED 	ONO 	IF 	THE 	USES 	MS 	OPTED 
C 	Tt 	1 1 L 1  ETE 	çl 	ADP 	A 	if..-PR'i', 	k1H!5-r!'E, PITTING 	TH  g 	OTPLAED 	VALOES 	___ 	. 	- 	_- 	, 
C 
455 	:rAITE(KBOO,382) 	 , 
382 	F.:uPHAT('MA 	OR 	)ELETE.''') 

K 141,383) 	.UOP 	'  
383 	FOP.MAT(A1), 

TFCIA0D.EG.1HD) 	GO 	TO 	395 	 ___.  
C 	 . ' 
C 	Tr'73 	qLL 	ALLOK 	THE 	USFR.TO 	ADD 	A 	HORN 	TO 	THE 	LIST  
C 

384 	FÏ=Wl;AT(/,'INPU.T 	'4,Y,Z 	COORDINATES 	OF 	HORN 	W.PT 	FOCAL 	PLANE') 
L?"0(ge.DI 1,777) 	FP4(+1),FPY(K+1),FPZ(1) 	 1 

777 	'F',)RAT- (3F) , ITECKt-3P0 0 385)  
385 	EORPAT('INPUT 	H,E . DIENSIONS 	OF 	HORN 	(m)°) 

(KBDI,778) 	He(K+1: 11 (K+1) 	 _ 	
. 	

_ . 778 	7;:,RÇ.IATC2P) 
-0U. TE(K6r)0,38b) 	 , .. 	. 

386 	110. ( . P:PUT' Pui'le.P. 	r..TIO,PHASE 	OF 	HORN') 

t• 

K r_IS UL , 51) 1, (f1 )  1,1-e .,4 10tr\ t i ierM MJ r_ tr, t,1 
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1isit Ili 	 &11 	1111. We Mk Mt UM Mt en MS 

e -  r 	• 
ff -, 	Ft.,..1141:-. 1 .1 

	

. 	. 
G':') 	YO 	370  

C 	, 
C 	THi.3. 	TS 	FOR_ aELETIG. 	A...tiORN 	 . 	. 

' 	C 
395 	. .:ITE(KB00,387). 
387 	FOPAT(PM-fICH 	hORN 	.j 	,, 	?OU 	DELFTING? 9 ) 

irU.-.A0(KH ) 1,396)  
390 	FOPPiAT(I) 

OU 	388 	LF.UM,K...1 	,... 	._ 	_ 	_, 	__  
FPX(L)nFPX(L+11 
FPY(L)7.FPYRti)  
FF)(L)=FP,Z(L-40 	 . 
HHA(L)=PHA(L+1) 

 liviA(L.)=i-.A(E.+1) 	, 
PRATO(L)=PROUÉL+1) 	. 	_ 	_ 	_. 	. 

Suo=31,M—PRATO ,!) 	 . 	 . 
P.H ,I3E(L)=PH5E(Lt1)  

388 	COr1TINPÉ 
r.t.:-- 10..1 	 •  

391 	ç:!: ,:TINUE 	, 

(7,:i 	10.370 . 	 .. 
- C 
466 	,II1E(KLID0 / 401)• 	_; 	. 	_ 	.. 	_   . 401 	FUnAT('OO - yOU 	','5ISH 	TO 	!'',Ar,E 	CHANGES 	TU 	THE 	HORN 	CONFIGURATION*, 	, 

e' 	F1LE.Y) 	 . 
t)(KODI,108) 	i,•,Fr,3 	• 

IE( 	.5,,EG'iiHN) 	finTO 	'00.. 	. 	 . ,.- 	. 	._.  
FLJ',G1=0 
:RITE(K1-3DO.380) 	 ___ 	. 

380 	F;714.A.T(./r'DO 	YO0 	"ISH 	T ) 	400 	OP 	DELETE 	A 	HORN 	(y 	OR 	P),?f) . „ 

	

u(Kii0I,38H 	RES1  
381 	,i-UT(1) 	 . 

TF7 (PE31.E0.1hY) 	FLMil=1;GO 	TO 	(455 	. 	_ 
370 	.i'-irt7:(KWILI,3n4) 
30 0 	i7-- rfç/e'POir, 	1,,, WIER,AP 	OOLLWN 	LETTER. 	TO 	fiE 	CHANGED,/,  

x'f, -IY 	Ar 	INPUT 	OF 	"0" 	THE 	EDITTING 	',(ILL 	STOP,"-1° 	v,IILL 	LIST 	THE', . 	 , 
w.- 	7.;:\i3LE 	AGAIN)')  
eLlu(Ki- DI,433) 	ItES 

433 	rHU(IrA1). 	' 	' 
C 
C 	Cpi 	rhf« 	Si*.GA 	tqi'E 	Thi- E 	IS 	A 	FORMPT 	ra_TATEMENT 	THÎkT 	LETS 
C 	Yii:..i 	C.JSE 	FOATEI,A.1) 	t , HIC 	f-'El\;..JS.TF 	I 	ES 	1 	PUTT 	OR 	2 	OR 

1 ,  	r'.L- i\U 	 nDUL.M At!U NUi AU 
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as me aso am is 	im le as me as -. el. 	11.1  a.  OM as am 
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t. 
tF(I.FQ.-1) 	GO 	To 	44 14 	 , 
IF(I,..0) 	GO 	T' ,:-) 	Inc) 	•  
IF(u'S.Eri,lhH) 	Go 	Tu 	3 5i.j 	 . 
IF(RES.Ei%..111E)...G0 	TO.35:3 
TES.E0,1HX) 	G2 	Tu 	35f'D 	 . 

	

_ 	 . IF(Es.EP.1HY) 	Gu. 	TO.359,• 	. % 
TFCkES.E.1h7) 

	
GO 	TP 	36 2 	 . 

1F(3.E (.).11-1R) 	GO 	TO 	3ÉS 	 /  
IFES.Ft:).1HP) 	GO 	T(..) 	363 

Ç 
350 	zITE(.',',.., 0i_4351) 	1  351 	F , -* AT('F_; ,4TEP. 	::..: 	"NI 	D1_IElq5.10M_OF__Hlit 	# 	',I3) 	 . 

i.:)(Ki3D1,352) 	HHMI)  
352 	FeT(F.4) 	. 

GO 	TO 	370 	 , , 
, 353 	i'iUTE(e0,354), 1 	• 	 , 

354 	;''',: 0 AT('ENTER 	NH 	"E" 	PImENSTON 	OF 	mORN 	# 	',13) 	 . 
R.L:)UUF3D-fr355) 	1(1) 	. 	.. 	 . 

355 	FA.T(F) 
G.: 	TO 	370  

356 	•:i-uTE(KIJ.Da.357) 	T 
357 	i-- AtUPEI‘ITE 	Ni:7'!. 1!)0 	pJORDINATE 	OF 	H.P.PN 	# 	!II3).____ 	. 	__ 	- .- 	. 

Pi-:._ , (KF.iDI,358) 	F9x(I) 	' 
35i3 	f“.>.:ÉT(F) 

cil'u 	370. 	 , 
359 	.HITE(Ke0,360) 	1  
36 0 	FirAT('ENTER 	mi-:_« ,.. 	"y" 	rOORDINATE 	OF 	HORN 	# 	',I:3) 

	

(1 .;6DI,361) 	FPY. ( 1)  
361 	f.. ':]RAT(F) . 	_ 	• 

;i:, 	To 	370  
36 	Li“ rE(n 0 .363) 	I 
363 	FriT('ENTER 	NE.: 	IV! 	COOPPINATE 	OF 	HORN 	H 	9 ,13)  

FPZU) 
364 	E1T(F) 	. 	 . 	. 	 , 

G0 	TO 	37 () 	, 
365i-m- TF(Ki... ,.P0,366) -,r. 	 r 	 .. 	_„ 	...., 	. 	._ _ 

iiti.;'=e-PrO(T) 	 . 
. 	. 366 	F‘.7“, T( P E;iTEP. 	rq.F.' , , 	POEP 	RATIO 	FOR 	HORN 	# 	#,I3)  

r-Là1:;(,,n1,3b7) 	Pkf'kT0(1) 
367 	E;IT(F) 	 . 	. . 	. 	. 

Se+PqATO(I) 
Gi:i 	Tn 	370 	

n 
, 

368 	..wiTe(Ken,36P) 	1 	 . 
ru< nuvr 4  
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imak rit 	am 	ei 	el* an ea> ime se at arer en am as am
• 

am 

, 	• 1- 	 \ 	t, • .. 
z , LL,, LN:2u),,o -D.D) 	rnh:JE;IJ 

853 	F. ;_, T(F) 
OU 	10 	370  

C 
C 	IHIF, 	IS 	ThF_C.P.Et1T.I0 	00 ...THE 	FILE 	HRP1DT. 
C 	THE 	FILE 	i;ILL 	bE 	Foue 	Us:ftr, 	LoGICAL 	UNIT 	501. 	(5IGMA,.9) 
C 	Fr!!- TICH 	OF 	THE 	FILE.AFTER'EQITTING 	70,FOLLO"e 	 . 
C 

tioi.)• 	• ,,. -r 	1:•(•1,,? ( , S1 	K  
20s 	rpF, 4T(i) 	. 	, 

C 	......._ 	. 	_ 	_____ 	. 	. 
C 	NUT 	'K' 	LINEs 	APE 	F1OiR 	HEIGHT,IDTH,x,Ya 
C 

:T.PITE(50),207) 	( 1HACI),.viACI),FPX(I),FPX(1),FPZ(I)IT=1,K) 	 , 
207 	- i- AAT(5F.U)  

C 
!A 	236 	I;1,K 	...._ 	_ 	. 	._ 	. 	.. 

ITE(531,212) 	f. .;,TTi-.I. EQ 
2" 	rr."H;TUME.  
C 

LC 	208 	I=1,K  
. ITF.(501,212) 	ANGE,ThEoN 	 . 

212 	+-7 c21Rmi1(2F. 171).  
205 	CC,IINuE 
C 	

. 	
. 

!..0 	213 	I=1,K 	 . 
PC'u,ER(1)=PRATC“Il/SUv 	 _ 
v , ITE(5u1,212) 	pCHER(I),PHASE(I) 	 _ 

213 	ri.-.7TE 	 . - 	-. 	_ 
C 	 . 

'ITEUi2Ur.),40h) 	 . 

	

., 	. 
406 	Fut,,, màT('DO 	YOU 	li,JsM 	TO 	iE-Rur. 	THE 	PRo(RAM 	FROM 	T11E, 	F3F.GINNING?') 	• 	 . , 

vE- i)(KB0,106) 	REst 	 , 
T.F: (E31.U.1.1mY) 	F.ED 	500,5017GO 	TO 	22 .. 
1:4 C 	10 	999 	, 	 _ 

C 	FC., H , ,n't 	sTATEE.f,;TS 	FOP 	i'AT.; 	PROCR»I 	 . 
C 	**-A-***,k************************** 	 . . 	. 	. 
C 	 ' 	. 	. 1 	r7 ,-, ,-;,r(.' 	lo 	mOPTH 	SATELLITE 	AMTEMNA 	OFFSET')  
21 	F1;!,, iu(' 	in 	S()UTH 	SATELLITE 	ANIUJINA 	OFFSET') 	. 932 	'FI.J;'(' 	io 	F./.1 T - STE.LLITË 	ANIEMPA 	OFFET') 

933 	fl'IlloT(..' 	1( 	vdEsT 	s“ELLITE 	ANTEKr1A 	OFFSET') 	 . 
2 	.  

	

*ii,'Fr) CAL 	LF.GTH',13x,'0FFSET 	Ai,IGLE't 	. 
urrz>r1 1. ) .11-t--", 4 X,"-JK - f4X,'HrLtUUK MALh eNGLE' l  

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 



MINISTERE des COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES D'ORDINATEUR 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER SERVICES 

Vat all Ile I* 	IMO I. IMO UM awe alle all II* lie IMF MN en 	illmi 

enCr.,Yr - r—rcr, e,rAA;C -rtrio 	 fMnrItce-Trn rI1AACTCD 0  
;"'',UAf'rfll.),Jr_LIC 	.,'.LU-IL-' n 	elf‘f 	rnuoUt,q(--u 	usm,i- L.3LI, 	p/J 

3 	F.:AT(/,'THE 	US.Er 	HS 	1. 1 1 E. 	CHOICE 	OF 	ENTERING 	EIThEp', 
*''' 	3b:1 	OF 	VARIALE's',6X,12 -,/,20X,'CH(J0SE 	1 	OR 	2e1 	'  

ii 	FchT(/,' 	1 	PREQUECY',18X,E1/4.2p/ f 4X f s'i›AVELEGTH',22X,E10,3) 
5 	Fur'. , ..t:'..2 	,ECCAL_LEt1: 1:pri-i';.204,E1,0.3,/, 	_ 

x 	' 	3 	OFFSF.T 	DIS1M'iCEe;2QX,F7,3,/, 
4 	GEESE'. ANGIEf f.23X,'Fj.3,/, . 	. 

5k- 	' 5 	REFLECTOR 'HALF 	4C7LE',15X,P7.3,/, 
R 	' 	.(7, 	PPOjECTED 	lYi-.4IFTER' e 14X,F1i).31 	 ,  

15 	f-- T(' 	7 	TYPE'OF 	FE£D',24X,'RECTAN(ULAR') 
1ô 	'`.-. 0 ., T(' 	7 	TYPE 	OF_E.E_EO',.. 9 . 11ARE) 	_ 
1i 	FAT(' 	TYPE 	"OF 	POLARIZATIOU' e l6X/eLINEAR) 
P3 	•ci-, p, n:1-  UM X, • -.. 	Fi(DRIO!..cr(kL.I.); 	. 	. 	_ i_ 	. 
é S 	!.:uRPAT(41X,'— 	VEPTICeL')  

ei 	PO!;.4(' 	9 	PW, SUPFACE'v.118IATION 	OF 	HEFLECTOR',X,F7.3) 	 . 
11 	HPr-, i“t/e'DO 	You 	,i.r..IJ 	'rg 	CHANGE 	MO( 	OF 	THE'ABOVE'PARMYETERSV,/, 

A ''',1--EP , 5E 	UlPuT 	ACCC»:-TO,N.C; 	. ,ii,imBER._ 0.R 2.()," .E.OR..NO!) _ 	. 	. 
9P2 	ii-Cii 	 , 

i.!") 	 __ 	-.-- ---- 	_._ 	_ 	____ 
C 
C 	31.ii3R0UTIES 	TO 	heeLE 	INDIviDuAL 	INPUTS  .  
C 	******k***m************:************** 
C .. 	. 	. 	.___ 	_ 	._._ 

sukouTINE 	FREU 	(F,U.) 	 , 
OO"HOrq 	PT,RAC,M3DI,KBDO 	_ 	. 	. 	. 	. 	_ 	, 	. . 
_LITEGER 	VAR 
rf,, ITE(KAP)fl,1.1 	. 

1 	Fcii,AT(1, , cflo)sE 	INPUT: 	FREQUENCY 	(F) 	OR 	WAVELENGTH 	(W)') 
PF:0"Ift ripl,2).VP, 	_ 	. 	 _ 	.  

2 	Ef.ATAI) 
iF(01R.E0,1HF) 	GO 	TO 	3 	 ___ 	.  
IF(/AR.E1.1H ,I) 	i,,,RITE(K5D0,4) 	L'L 	 . 

4 	FOlAT('Ei-,JEPHAVfLENGTH 	(cm)",11X,F10.3)  
H 1I,7) 	 _. 	. 

7 	FolT(F) 	 _ . 	_  
i-.-: 3 .E/;;L 
' ;Îi 	TO 	b 	 . 	_. 	_.. 	. 	._. 	_ 	. 	.. 	. . 

. 	3 	.t. ,,, j TE (K B 0 0 , 5 ) 	F 
5 	EnctiT('Eo,JTEP 	FREQUENCY 	VALUE 	(PH2)'''6X,F14,3)  

E.AC)(F.JDI»3) 	E 	 . 	. 
F .riic. à -r(F) 	 _ 
.:L=3,E.4/E 	 . 

6 	pETORU 

,. 	
, 
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we me Iwo se Imig 	eme es me mom' ego um me me as um 	art 1111" 

L 	 . 	 . 
SLiGuTIP,E 	'FFFO 	(IFEED,HL) 	, 

CuliO 	PT.Pn,i4-1,KRD  
Li'1lE(K8D0,1) 	TFEED 	' 

OF 	EEED 1 ,6X,11,/, 	. 	. 1 	i:'.E.CTAGULAR',/,' .  2 	SUARE',/) 
R.Li'.12, (00T.,2) 	IFEED. 	 , 

2 	FC , kMAT(/) 
IF(IFEFF.1) 	(":, 	TO 	5  
'‘i-ITE(Ke00,3) 	HL 	 , 

3 	F ,IPTÇ/g!nPLIT'LENG.TH 	OF_KORNCcm)',6,F5,2) 	 . 
PEAD(K6DI,4) 	HL  

a. 	FUR.,!ATCF) 	( ._ 	. 	_. 	.. 	. 
5 	'MU, r-,' 

C 	 : 
C 

IROUTIME 	POLE 	(IPOLE,TYPE) 	 . 

1.7Pé1EGE 	IPOLErTYPE 	.  
c(1 , ,,,ION 	PI e RAD,HOI,KK)O: 
I'HOLE 	= 	1 	 _ 

C 	 ) C 	r,“ 	TS 	TO 	SAY,THF,T,THERE .15 	ONLY.A 	CHOI:CE 	OF.  LINEAR  
CPi.jI_M“'ATION 	ON 	THIS 	EOITIOiq 	OF 	THE 	PROGRAM 	SAMOD 	 ,. 	. 
C _ 	_._. 	_ 	....._. 	___ 	_ 	_ 	_ 

1 . f(JTECKV4DO,1) 	TYPE 	 . 
1 	F(JT(/,'VERTICAL 	(1) 	nR 	HoRizoNTAL 	(2)',6X,I2) 	 ' 

;ED(ibr)I,2) 	TYPE 	 . 2 	FiAT(I) 	 . 	. 	. 	_  

C 	 ' 
C 	. 

sHi3kOuTIE 	SPFCE 	(RIPLE) 
PI,PAntiq3DIKBDO  

UTE(KA 1)0,1) 	PIPLE 	• 
, - 	1 	FAT (7,  'ETR 	RP'S 	SURFACE 	v;,,RIATIOM 	OF 	REFLECTOR(c0', .  

•çt,,,F10.7) 
, 	i-Ei«KNDI.:2) 	kTPLE 	.  

2 	Ft:JiRHAT(F) 
POOPM 	 . . 	_ 

1›.: 	 . 
C 	 • .. 
C 	 . 

,,,,:r.,,,i,•T -ri.,,, 	, 	i. 	r• -r-  e r- ; 	 >1 
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COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 

re a* 4e. 	isso 	 age MI> 110 	 Silt Ilia CIO MI ea 

, CY nnn 	 1.(L)nn 
rAirmui t ,, uP'-J 

T.TE(Knepl) 	FL  
i 	FLoqOP.T(/,'EUE >. FiiCAI 	LEKGTH(P.)°,bX0F7.3) 	 . 

P.F.AD(KI,a) 	FL 
1 	roi,.7?Ar(f.J.... r, 

, r--FiAs 

C 
C 	 ' 

Subi_luTINE 	)OFF(X0) 	 . 
COU 	PIIPAPPTJKEP,2_. 	___ 

ITE(KBDC1,1) 	X° 	• 	— 
1 	Fur-, r4T(/,'ETEPAFFSET__QISTAKCE(mfbX,F7,3) 

FLADfflDI,2) 	M) 	 . 
2 	FORMAT (F)  

FTUkti 

C 
C 	 --- 	- 	- 

SUUqOUTIOE 	AOFFCTHEO) 
› 	CUON 	PI,RAD,K8bI,KHDO  

';,71-1TE(K6D0,1) 	Tt'lE() 
1 	r“,.:JicIAT(//'.FrTE 	'0U3T,1 	OGLE.C(le1'/X 	F7,3 	,.. . 	. 	 . ir;:i.-..AMKB1)I,2) 	Ti-',E) 
2 	FORHAT(F) 	 _ 	..._ 	__....... 	• 

2.ETi,JRN 

C 
C 

SuOOTPJE 	HAPEF(TEST) 	 , 
CuON 	PI,Ri07.) ,BDI,KPO. - 	 _ 

.,,,fH;ITE(D0,1) 	TI- FST 	'— , 	, 
1 	FOki•AT(/,'&,TER'PFFLECTOR 	hALF 	ANGLE(deq)er6X,F7.3)  

rzE.Ao(KJ3DI,2) 	'ftESI.  ,... 
2 	i-oRi,AT(F) 

ETU 
F.  . 	 r) 

C 
C 	 "  

SUi .:007IuE 	GPROJCD) 
çj,„: 1 0;.; 	pi,RApi0,0 
,11F(ii.,iipo,1)'()  

1 	FOPAr ( /,..EUP 	PROJFCTED 	D 	Af:FTFR',1)(,f7*3) : 
H-_,:i40(;;f3r1I,2) 	1.1, 

, 	e- nr  
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as sae lie Me ire me OS ea ern> 411. ere en ore Owl as, ea us am flag 

..,,o 	 . 
c 

 c 
s.:.;euJI2Ja 	sOFES(SOFF) 

Ci2 OW PI,PA 0 08U,KBDO 
IL,TFGER 	SLIFF..._ 	. 	_ 	.. 	, 
,mmE(Kdoci,l) 	SOFF 	, 

1 	EOP4TC/,',SATELLTTE 	OFFSET: 	tmORTH(1).SOUTHCPI e FAST(3),WFST(41?',  
* 	5;çrilf/) 

',. . 1 DUOI.,2) 	f.:3F sF,._. 	_ 	.. 	... 	... 
2 	FOWArCI) 

!REiTURGi 	- 	.. 	_ 	. 	 . .  

C 
 C 

Si.JOUTIr.;C 	eF1A0F(D,FL,8OF) 	_ 	., 	. 	. 	„ 	. 	.. 
' 	.10_ 	3 () F 	 . 

C 
C , 	. 	_ 	... 	. 	_. 	. 	. 	._.. 	.. 

531.ji.li“.fliTINE 	1-FDIP(IFLEO,FL,D 4 HL,141_,HHA,Hvvel,FPX,FPY,Mp f TYPE,BWO,HW) 
i'..!TEGER 	TYPE,K  
.i.._AL 	FL,01_,HL,H,HH,.1..,FPX(m),FPY(m) 
',1;.0_ 	dr1),F-1,:1 (1.' )  

GU 	in 	(1, 2) 	IFEED 	
. 	

_ 	___. 	.. 	_  
C 	 . 
C 	rhFsF 	;Ai..7 	LiE.OPTI"W-, 	OUENSION 	OF 	A 	HORN 	FEED  
C 	H!. -, i, 	r..,INIENsIONS 	F(»R 	FETANIJOR 	FEED 	 . 
C 	 .  
C 	 . 
C 	•;--.TIOL 	POLAPIZATIOq 	 - 	- ..- 	- , 	 - 
C 

1 	IF(X,L1 1 (,2-i. 1 2*-11_)) 	GO 	TO 	4 	 __ 
i-=((.34+2 ..080)*(1.299*Xt5,98E-2*HL))*KL 
HN:((.325+1.30*X)*(1.-0M7-.2345*X+4,69F-2eHL))*m 

 .:; 	HH=(.34i-Pin8*-Xl*IlL 
Hrir.(,32.5+1..30*4),  
IF(TYPE,E,1) 	r';0 	TO 	1o. 	. 

C , - 
CTAL. 	?ftli-ZIZATTOr'l 
r 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER SERVICES 
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COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 

ai as as as ea me sue ale Oa Me Ina 	 OM OM Mt 111111 

'0 
- 

Hy=TF,Ip  
G . ) 	TO 	10 

C 	 . 	. 
C 	4::.:.;, 	f.W,IF_NS1.0S 	FQR 	3UI4R.F. 	FEED 
C 

2 	K.,J=(,U81.1,0d*XY04- L 
HH=H: ,  

C 
C 	1 ,-. 	LiP0 	i.'A 	Pil.10. .1)F 	EA.CF-U1P9.1j 	AND 	CÇMPARE 	wITH 	OPTIMUM 
C 
U 

HHA(I)=4H/100. 
H''A (1)=11V./100 .  

5 	C1.li'41". ,;11E 	 . 
C 

Pp 	2o , 21 	.177-'1, 	. 	_  
IF(I.F_. 	GO 	TO 	21 

C 	'  
IF(TYPE.E.2) 	GO 	TO 	24 

C 	 . 
C 	'vETICi;1_ 	POLART7JTIO 
C 

2;2 	XDIStAbS(FPMI) - FPx(N))/wA4(1) 
YDIS=ARSCFPY(T1-FPY(N))/HHA(I) 	 . 

IF(XDIS,GE.i..0.r)IS.GE.1.) 	GO 	TO 	21 	
_ 	

_ 
. 	. 

IF((1.-yoI3).LT.)s1r 	GO 	To 	23 
H4(I)=AP5(FPx(I)-P'.«M)) 	 _.... 	. 	.. 	. 	_ 	_ 
fli:IUJ)=H: , A(T) 
GO 	Tu 	22 	'  

23  
111-10A(T)  
GO 	T':") 	2? 	 , 

C 
C 	-HI;?0;\TIal- 	Pi.il_RIZATIC\! 
C 	 . 

124 	)0-2 I 3 =1 5 (FP)“:1)-FPX(W))/HH4(I) 
11IS=P5CFPY(.1)-FPY(N))/Fri.A(I).  

IF(X)I.S.C.;E.1..0.Y.IS.GE,1.) 	GO 	TO' 21  

IF((1.-Y1Is).L.T.n 31 '- , 4 	GO 	TO 	25 	 . 
l4(.1)=40,:.)U1)+rrX(,r1 
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as rat es MO 	 Oile ma es sai 1111. all IMF Ile 111111 OM OS IMO  j
: 

 

• 

GO 	Tj 	2a 
2'3 	1,1“1)=4FACFPY(I)...FPYL:1))  

1 )=--H.. nA(1) 
GO 	JO. 	241 	._._. 	. 	 . 

2t 	CuTIGuE 	, 

C , .:1.U..!:_NE 	... 	... 	.. 	, 	_ 	 . 
C 	 . 

f-dz.—Tul  

C....._ 	. 	_ 	_ 	 . 
C 
C 

suf7ikouTINE 	IPJPUT(X,Y,,NUVB,FLAO,5ATLNO,FLAG2) 
CkitMOil 	P 1 ,PAO,R13OI,KRDO  
PEAL 	U4),Y(N) 
TpiTEoFP 	:4013,FLAG I FLAG2  

C 
C 	THU SO5ROUTYPE l'ILL 	ACCEPT THE CONTOUR POUTS_SO 	THAT 
C 	THk7 	SU1-3RTIkE8 	TRAN 	AW)'CONT 	CM  N 	COVER 	THE 	AREA 	ii+ITPI 
C 	i‘ 	;!IP;IfAlj 	qUNBER 	OF 	i:?EAijiLETTES 	 '  
C 	 . 
C . 	IF 	THIS 	rc.RT 	OF  .THE 	PP0GRAm 	HAS.ALREADY 	BEENASED. THE 	FLAG !".M' 
C 	;I:i..L 	ilA\iF 	BEE•SET'. 	THE 	CONTOUR 	POINTS 	ARE 	DISPLAYED 	TO 	THE 	USER 	 , 

C 	,:r:(" 	hij:: 	13 	GIVEi1 	THE 	CHAM1E .  OF 	CHANGING 	THEM 	OR 	CONTINUING__  
C 

IF(ELAG.EG.1) 	GO 	TC 	é.)  
fl_iWe2=0 	 . 

C 
, 	C 	Pi_" / 	U 	THE 	Pie-1-. 	OF 	POINTS 	BEIPIG 	USED 	 . 

C 	 ' 
.1,1TrCKF;DP,11) 	,  

11 	Ei-J 3. 1- (/( eMER 	OF 	LAT,LOG 	COORDINATES 	TO 	BE 	USED') 
Pf_.»U(KDI,16) 	:;UPi.j'i  
FOPF.AT(1) 

C 	 .. 	, 
Ci'clAi.". 	it'. 	TrE 	X 	Y 	rouwATES 	oF 	THE 	POINTS 
c  

12 	FeNA,T(sit, poT,Ip . 	A 	CLUKi.ISE 	PRDER,CUORDINATES 	OF 	THE 	30B 	's 
A 	'C 	TOUR 	POIi,TS',/,'LATITUDE 	Ii‘ 	DEG 	NORTH, 	LO,NGITU0E 	IN 	', 
* 	7U;FG 	IEST, 	LO 	ceT É3E 	? 	90 	C'EGS.') . 	. 

C 
I • t I .1 	J g  
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, 

	

13 	FOPt-41. 1:/,'COOPDTTE 	PnINT 	- 	'/I2) 	 , 
!- E.A1D(K6D1.17) 	X(1.),Y(I)  , 

	

17 	FuKA1C2F) 
IF(X(J).,..GT...9n 	Gr.). .1.0 	2 

	

1 	COTIP0E 

C 
C 	FOL., 	THE 	PURPOSES OF 	JOINIG 	THE 	FIRST 	POINT 	TO 	THE 	1AST  
C 	ThF 	REXT 	T(3 	ONES 	ARE 	;, ECESSAPY 
C 	 . 

›.(»I,Jeb+1):-...x(1) 
Y(. ,qUP+1)=,..:Y(1) 	__• 	1 

C 
C 

 ,ITE(.KÎ, 00,10) 	 . 

	

1) 	F-OPAT(///) .  . 	_ 	__ 	_ 	.... 	_._ 	__ 

	

E, 	DC 	4 
,.R1TE (K8UPt 3) 	iix(i)lym 	, 	,,,, 	.. _ 	. 	, 	___ 	_ ...  

. 	. 

	

, L 	CO,CFINL, E  
IF(FLG2.Ei;,U) 	GO 	TO 	2 4 

..... 	. 	. 	_ ... 	_ 	___ 	'. 	.... 
4:ITE(KDO,231 	few,q7i,sATLu 

	

. 2S 	17- CF.K0..(1X,T2,2X, , 5ATEL1,11E 	LUNGITUPE 	-  

	

2/.1 	1.:P1TE(00,5) 

	

5 	F(W,u 1- (//"U 	YOU 	1.“Sr1 	TO 	chAilGE 	ANy 	OATA?",/,  
x'IpPUT 	OF 	LIME 	YOU 	't ,“il 	CHAI.:GED 	OR 	"P' 	FOR 	NO') 	. 

.:E.'UliTilk-i) 	1 	 . 	. 

	

_ 	____ 	_ 	_ 

	

1 , 	fuL, A7(1) 
IF(f.r.,0) 	GO 	TC 	9  
I 1 (I.Ey,4e1) 	GO 	TO 	25 
:RITE(D0,8) 	I  

	

:- 	FoRN:.‘T('ELiTER 	kEL,. 	POIf,!T 	,:; 	. CleIr19) 	mnpY(I).. 	,... 	 ..... 	. 	. 	. 	,...._.., 	........ 	_ 	. 	.. 

	

1 ,-) 	1-<.T (E) 	
. 	 . i7;0  

	

25 	'UT1-1C.)0,2é) 	 . 

	

2h 	FOkv:AT('EP, TEF;. 	:,F.:, 	SATELLITE 	t_)fs;GITuDE') 	. i ,'Ci4)(.1 0 30) 	S4ILkG 
3) 	' 	F 1I"A 1 (E) 	 _ 

S;;:G=Srtj,G*Rf,r., 
FLAG=1  
f.,• ( 	T.  

 ., 	. 
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C 	 . 
11 NE 	LLICE 	(X,Y, 7.j.AZ.pf-:L#NU,FLAG2,SATLNG,AZIM,FLEV) 	 ,  

Cf)Pr,(iP 	PI,RAD,K8DI e KDO 
IHTE.A.!\:Se.ASPirepRE3I.FLf3 G2 	 _ 

1-...:hL. 	RVS(3),AZIELEVFLAT,LOMG 
EL 	3 4Lie8LNQ,_SLATDRR,R3 ; e5LT,BLNG 

i. E. L 	S 2, SEL , AL(N),EL (N ),X(P),Y(N) 
C  
C 	TH;;.: 	îPOT 	LAT 	Ap0 	LeG 	COORDINATES 	0iILL 	NOW 	S.E 	TRANSFnpMED 	 , 

	

. 	, 
C 	lii 	:?1,;,, uT. 	APD 	ELEvAT,I,S).?i 	JT tt 	TO. 	TH  E 	SATE:0_1TE.  

C 

Pg,378.16 
t.A_P:V=0.0  
F5= 4)2160.16 
S:àLT=35782.0  
SLAT=0.Q 	 . 
IF(FLAG2',EO,1) 	GO 	TO 	11 	. 	__ 	. 	. 	___ 	_ 	_ 	•• 	_  
,, RITECKCD0,1) 	. 

	

I 	FAT('IfRUT 	LONGITUDE 	COORDINATE 	OF 	THE 	GEOSTATIONARY'.  
* 	' 	SATELLITE') 

.Ao0I,10) 	SATLNG . 	. __ 	. 	..... 	,  
FÛR•':AT(F) 	. 
FL;JG?1 	 _ 	...... 	- - 

	

11  	 51-PSATLNG/PAP 
f-?';SÉ1)= •  

_ 	 , 
C 
C 	THU 	VECTOR 	DEFIES THE COORDINATE 	SYSTEM, 	vÇITH 	THE ORIGIN 	___  
C 	AT 	THE 	CENT;if. 	OF 	THE 	EARTH; 	POSITIVE 	AXIS 	THROUGH 	THE NORTH 
C 	P.....n.E, 	Ai'-:.0 	THE 	SATELLITE 	IN 	THE 	Z-, X 	PLANE  
C 	 . 
C 	rj .: 	FILL) 	CENTRE 	OF .CONTO'OR .IN 	LAT 	AND 	LONG 	COORDINATES 	. 	_ 	...  
C 	. 
C , 	 _._. 	... 	. . 	_ xfli=x(1) 	. 

DO 2 	I=?,M,WR 	 . 
IF(X(I).LT.XIN) 	%-', NUNFX(I) 
1F(X(I).GT,XPAX 	XAX:-,>“I) 	 . 

	

2 	Cui‘,TINUE 	 . . 	 . C 	 : _ 
T 	z-- Y 1.1 .1 
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V •-,/..1./ 	. 
0 0 	/4 	Im2prlUivd3 
1E(Y(T).LT.YNI 	Ti• Y(t)  
iE(Y(I).GT.Y(iAX) 	Y-, ;),X:Y(I)  

!..! 	Cai,.110E. 	..i..._. 	_ 	..._  
c 

___„, 	....,_ 	, 	.... 	_ 
iiiLi,T.--4(xlIN+vAX)/2 	, 

	

(YmIN-1-A)'‹)/2 	'  
C 	 • 

1 E(00 0 ,5). 	I LiTftLNG . 	. 	. 	. . 	. 	.. 
5 	i- oi-e•AT(//, , e,ORESIGHT 	LATITUDE 	=',F7,301X, P LONGITuDE 	=',F7,3,/) 

0 	EoRIATI'Dc 	YOU 	to.SH 	TO 	CHANGE THE BORESIGHT  LOCATION?)  
1EJin(N3DI,7) 	RFS  

, / 	i-f_1E-IATIA1) 
' 	IF(E5,E0.1HN) 	GO 	TO 	9. 	_ __•,._ _ 	.. 	_  

;,Y.r(TE(KaDO,8) 
FûATU I IINPUT 3 0 RgSGMT_LATITUPE_A_NO.LON_UTUDE!)____ 	__  

	

Ao(RBDI,12) 	5LAT,ALNG 
12 	i770R,IAT(2F) 	 ,  

q 	;3LPT=bLAT/RA0 
tiLio.;z:HG/R.A0 	_ 	, 	_ 	__ 	 . 	_ 

0 	 . 
C 5.1,..L..S .MELRVS,SU.'O,LAT,P.S,AZIM,ELEV/BLAT/ELN.G,PR,S.AZ,SEt) 	_ 	.._.. 	. 

C 
C 	Tr:,{5. 	CaLL 	TO 	SVUE 	FIS 	THE 	CENTRE 	OF 	ThE 	CONTOUR 	IN 	SATELLITE 	.  
C 	Ci.j ) TES 	 . r 	. 	_ 	 , S-cr,..-SAe 

TF(sLAT,G1.6LAT) 	SEL:-SEL 	 —__. 	. 	_ ._ 	_ 	__ 
-: 1 	:a s A .;!. 

, 
ELEA:5EL  

C 
C 	L!:::E. 	'TP :7_ 	SUaRCUTIE 	/ IL 	RECEIVE 	THE.  INPUT 	CONTOUR 	POINTS  
C 	li 	Af,sFOR 	THEIf 	COORDINATES 	TO 	AZ 	AND 	E4 	AS 	'..".4ELL 
C 	 . 	_ 	_  _ 
C 	P.T.iJT 	a!JT 	HEADER 	50 	THAT 	THE 	AZ 	AND 	EL 	POINTS 	ARE 	OISPLAyED. 
C 	0j . TE 	SCREEr 	FOP 	THE 	USE. 	 ,  
C 

1..i .jfE(K,F3D0,13) 	 „. 	. 

13 	F3l-T(// e yaZDIloTH/LLEv.1‘,TION 	COORDINATES 	OF 	USER 	ENTEPEDf, 
_ °. 	L“/LwJG , ,,/) 	 . 	_ 

C 
D 
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At — A ll.,  

Y I=Y(I ) 
x(= xI /RAD  

Y1 = Y I / R AD 
c

... 	 .. 	 . 	.. 	_ 	.... 	 . 
CALL 	sVuE(RVàySijqGiSLAT,q.SfAZImpELEV,XI,YI,PR,SAZ,SEL)  

A/(I)=SAZ'ARAD 	 , 
EL(I)=SEL*RAO 

 1:;?.ITE(-, E3D0,14) 	T,AZ(I),EL(I) 	. 

	

id 	nRHA T(1X(I2,3X41.5.2,F5,12)_ 	. 

	

3 	CONTINUE 

END 
C 

 C 
Sii;311 , 1TriE 	COONTCFHX,CFHYPM.X_Xe.YX/N,NOM0,131,qi. 	. 
*X,YmiN e XMAX,YMAX) 

REAL 	XX(Li),YY(N),X'1 AXIX,YmAX.,YMI,CFHX(M),CFHY(M) 	..,.. 	_ 	. 
i- EL 	HYPTh , COUT,X 1 eYIeS.iNE(1 5 ),COSE(15), 	, 
1.dTEGER 	NUMd,R  
0 AT4 	XI/0.0/,YI/ 0 .0/ 

C 

. 	Y Y ( ...,Wro0-1-1_)=YY (1) 	_ 	_ 	__ 	_ 	. 	__ 	...._ 	. 	._ 	, 
C 	 . 	 . 
C 	neTEmr'. 	THE 	AmnLE 	CREATE 	iSY 	JOINING 	EACH 	CONSECUTIVE 	'  
C 	PU1NT 	dITH 	REFEENCE 	TO. THE 	X 	AXIS 
C 	 _ 	_ 	. 	_ 	» 

DO 	5 	I=1/MUHS 
hiPTH=Sr;RT(U4X(It1)-XX(I)?**2 	t 	(YY(It1)...YY(I))**2)  
S:PIE ( I)=CYY(I+1)-, YY(I))/HYPTH 
00 SE(I)=(XX(I+1)—XX(I1)/HYPTH  

	

ï 	nr, TINuE 
0 	

.. 	.. 	... . 	 . 	. 
0 	• HAT 	THIS 	PROGPA 	IS 	GOIMG 	TU 	ATTEmPT 	TO 	DO 	IS: 
C ,.. 	... 	„ 	. 	. 
c 	i:LInIT.ATE 	A NY' 	SUARE 	ON 	T;- 1 E 	'.'iROPG 	SIDE 	OF 	EACH 	LINE 	 , 
C 	SEG 1 F"'T 	THEREFOF 	HOPEFULLY 	ACCUNTIMG 	FOR 	ALL 	THE  
C 	Fit.);LS 	LISIDE, 	THIS 	TS 	00ME 	1-3Y 	THE 	ROTATION 	OF 	THE 
C 	Lir;i: 	0EIG 	LncIED 	AT 	TO 	THEI  x—AuS 	AND 	THE  N 	CALUCULATING 
C 	!., 	'vi',PIALE 	CALLED 	'CCUT'. 	THEN 	By 	muLTIPLING 	TmE 	BEAMWIDTH 
C 	f!-- 	P:F-Pc-ENTA 	nr 	THE 	HCRN 	THAT 	IS 	ALLDED 	TO'BE 	INSIDE 	 . . C 	THF 	1'.:11- OUR 	AREA. 	''', HAT 	US 	ACTUALLY 	HAPPENED 	IS 	THE 	CONTOUR 	 . r  

In!) t5T 	r1. UlblAMUt. ur A hLr  '  

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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ea US UM 818 MI Me MS MR BM Ma 1111111 	11111111 	111111 OM gal MS en 

•.1...1_ 	tHr. 	':-,. 	b. 1 hJU 	InC 	uullut., 	ur 	imr_ 	LUH[UUN 
C 

1 	X1=,,J, 31-, 
2 	YT='Ii'r, 	_ 	. 	_____ 
7 	2H 	Jr.I. F :qee 

Cif=à5,11.00'.*pv: 
IF((COuT-CNST).GT.Ii.00) 	GO 	TO 	21 	

. 21. -) 	CONTTUE 

rrH“K):,, XT 	 • 	 . 

21 	IF (YI . GE. YrAX.) 	GO 	TO 	6 	 . 
Y.i.=Y tl-B ,.:,  
Go 	Ti 	7 	. 	 • 	 , 

n 	IF (XJ.G.)(4() 	Go, 	TO. 5 

GO 	TC 	2 
C' 
C 	E,,,CH 	P.037 	CHOSEN 	REPRESENTS 	THE 	CENTRE 	OF A 	BEAmLETTE 	SOMEWHERE  
C 	Ii..sinE 	ThE 	CCNTOIJR 	(0-s'U, 	TtiE 	POSITION 	OF 	THE 	BEAmLETS 	ARE 	 , 
0 	FiN. ,!O 	1Hy 	KEFEpPIN •ç; 	Pi, ,THF 	ARAYS. 	ÇFOX 	AND 	UHL._ 	....._ 	------ . 	_.. 	_ 
C 	 . 	 . 

C 	 . 
C 	 . 	 . , 

SUF..OUTIE 	SHIFt(A 7,0, EL,41KICFMXrCFHY,Mre401P1,P2, - 	2--- 	- 	- - 
Axill,ylopl e )(hX,YAX) 

co'.imoN 	PI,RAD,KriDI,KODO 
fTEGER 	Kii.AIK,COU(6),P,J 
RE4L 	A. (J..),EL(is.,),P.(15),f3(15)  
REàL 	CFHX(r),CFHY()f80,P1iP2 

. 	. 

C 	. 	 . 00 	1 	II.-1fhljb 	 . 
il(T)=AZ(i) 	 • 	 , 

1 	un.J11.UJE 	. 	. 

• 	 , b(liU.idti)=ELM 	 . 
C 	 . 

/ 
Lwv urz,z1 4tiUtirfl/ 	LULAL AKKAY:5 A, 
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IND 	as as au ea re es se me ear as us ire OM fall 1111111 t1111111 

!'" -r 	 .  1.  
4 	Unii1;,K 	IL. 	1- 11 , 	In: 	c.4,.. 	iuU!"1 C-1-:. 	vr 	u.1 1,CIIC.  

C 	ft 	cf-JvER 	THE 	COvFd,AGE 	LkEA... 	THIS 	-, ILL 	8E 	DONE 	BY 	MOVING 
c 	T,E 	uq..TouR 	POINTS 	TO 	THE 	RIGHT 	(HE 	8FAmv,T1)TH 	/IND 	THFâi 	.  — 
C 	UP 	0; -, F 	FiLAI0TI-1. 	THIS 	'1EàN'S 	THAT 	THE 	HORNS 	ARE 	BEING 	SHIFTED 
C 	Tiii'..: 	Si4.vE 	J. - 	 . 

	

,
. 	_ 	. 

.C, 
C 	TE 	INITIAL 	CUUNT_IS 	DOE 	'f.4.ITH 	THE 	BEAMS 	IN 	THE 	ORIGINAL 
CPl....!ITI(..IN 	USING 	AZ 	AND 	EL 
C  

3 0 	34 	1=1,NUMP 	: 

CALL 	COUi,JT(,CFHX,CFNY,100,AZ,EL,15,NUMB,Bitffl, 	 . 
IN, XY'AX, .Y:n• AX ) 	. 	_ 	. 	. 	. 	. 	.. 	...... 

COJ(1)=K 	 . 
C 	.  
C 	STM".(1. 1G 	'!ITH 	SHIFTIG 	THE 	X-COMPONENTS 	AROUND 

j=1 	. 
,n-,i 	15 	L=1,4  
j=J+1 
DQ 	3 	I=1,UmB  

3 	C0:2T ) NUF. 	. 	. 	..... 	. 	... ,. 	, 	_. 	_ 
DO 	33 	I=1,;JNii.,  

3 3 	CCHTIME 	
. 	

. 	, 	_ 	. 	__ 	.____ 	_ 	 . CALL 	C0M(i<,CFHx,CF,HY,1 .00,AFEL,I5INUm3faiNO, 	. 
Yr.i.IN,)AX,(AX) 

 COUC,i).--* 	 • 
15 	t:ci.Tp,OF  

C 
C 	FI-i) 	;. P:IfliP 	COUi,:T(K) 	\1.1d,,UE. 	IT 	COVEREP 	THE 	INCREMENTS 	OF: 	. 	... 
C 	;,,..2,.4,,,6,.8 0 	U/ULTIPLIED 	BY 	AEAMKIDTH) 
C 	i . :-iTCH 	TS 	A 	:1-q.1.1: 	'c3FA.r:"LET 	SHIFT 	 . C 

'114-7-:NY(C 0 U(1),CD.U(2),C0U(3),COU(4),COU(5))  
DC 	m 	E=1,,5 

	

IF (i,IINK 1 F0, CDI.1 ( .P) ) 	G(...! 	.Tf) 	5 	.. 	 .. 	. : 
a 	CULT:U..iUE 	 . 	 . 

C 	 . 

C 	THi7. 	jifltj.'' 	COUNT 	VALUE 	Is 	AT 	COU(P) 	• 
C 	 . 	. 

5 	IF(', INK.FO.CO (1)) 	G 	
.

O 	:TO 	11 	 . 

CO à  ._.,. 	___ 	.,'...„ 	..... 

'r 1-3 r hmfg 
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C) 	 1...U;,:l 3 	uL. 	 . 

GO 	TO 	7 	 . 
lj 	Fl.'za• i)  

C 
C 	;':L,.. 	SilIFT 	OF.?,ARLS..(1.1,11E 	Y-DIRECTIUM). 	 . 
C 	 . 

7 	r''.[..7..(.) 	. 	.,• 	_ 	_ 	„  
J=1 	 . , 
C0U(1)=CMP) 

 Dj 16 L=1,4 
J=J+1 	' . 	.  
00 	i,', 	I=11r-J1.iB 

8 	cailTINUE  
DO 	2o 	I=1,i‘JO  
c0TP:UF 	 . 

cALL 	COWITVICFHX.CFHY010_0,_AZ,4_,15iNUM540, 	 . 
*x; ,.li,,i r yiN e XP. AX,Yil. AX) 	 . • 

cOATIHUE 
C 	 .  
C 	THE 	L:\SI 	CALL 	TO 	COOT 	.1..ILL 	HOLD 	THE 	COORDINATES 	OF 	THE 
C 	CES 	OF 	EVE_RY 	FEED 	düqP, 	INSIDE 	TdE 	C.OM°00 !'i...... 	........ 	. 	___ 	___ 	. .. 	.... 	„. 	.. 	. 	_ 	...... 	, 	. 	. 	. 	... 
C 

PO 	9 	P1,5 
IF(VIIV.E(1,COU(P)) 	GO 	TO 	10  

9 	CUTINUE 	 , 
1i.) 	IF(miP( J-9,C0(“M 	Q.0 TO 19 	. 	_  

C, 0 	lf:, 	1=1“-. 
EL(i)EL(I)+P2 

11 	COiTIf,UE .  
u,0 	To 	21  . 

19  
21 	 ,..RITE(KBD0,13) 	P1,P2. 
13 	FO;.C=0.c/THr... TIÇIiiNS 	Pj 	KE.PovED 	',./F 14.13,' 	TQ 	THE 	RIGHT/' 	. .. _ 	. 	..,.. 	. 	„ 	. 	.. 

1 , 	,,,,c1 	.,F4.3 9 . 	1..)Pvf,P0S ..''/ 1) 
C  
C 	(-_,'LL 	COUHT 	FCS 	A 	LAST 	TU-'.E 	TO 	GET 	THE 	PROPERVALWES 	, 	 , 

C 	I- 	PiE 	...;;;;AYS 	CFHX 	.AN!D 	ÇFili.Y. 	 . 
C 

, 	M.:J,F 	_ 

I., 
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cle 	uu-lJr.,ut 
0 	 . 

na 	?.8 	T=1,,HH3 	 .  
- 	2'3 	COMTIUJE 

CA.LL 	COUN.T C.K,CF.H.X i CFHY, 1 rj0 • AZ,EL, 15, .i\lle13,H), 	. 
x;<: —L -jir'''Ir4,XX•rv'AX) 

FETU5  
Er4 

C  
C 

	

SGiiROUTIAF 	SVUE(RV5..INGeSLAT,i2.S,AZIM,ELEV,CLT,CLG,PR,SAZ.SEL) 	 . co0, 	PI,RA0,KBM,KB00 	 . 
RFAL 	R 1 (3),RVS(3),VEIC3),R.(3) 	_ 
PE;:l_ 	F 1-.,FS,RE,CLT,CLG,,SLi1G,SLAT 
..',E,(A_ 	SA7,,SEL 	 ,  

C 
C 	.e.il'L 	CHGES 	TLIF 	!AT 	AN 0 	LONG 	CO0iWINATF,5 INPUT 	SY 	THE 	USER  
C . 	J:cfl 	1I-q7. 	Af 	iW.) 	EL 	COGRDIATES 	OF 	THE 	SATELLITE 
C 	 , 

	

_. 	. 	. 	.. 	_ 	.. 	..._ 	_ 	. 
if....7.P2*3T(1—.0016*SIN(CLT)**2) 	 , 

C  
C 	k'vE 	ti- PkESENTS 	THE 	VECTiM 	LQCATION 	OF 	THE pow!' 'ON 	THE 
C 	.. 	E. P,i,.Tils 	suP,FAcE, 	• . 	: 	. 	, 	. 	_ 	 . 
C 

i'.h/E..(1)=E*5IMCLT) 	: 	_ 	_. 	_ 	___  
1.-E(2)=-RE*COS(CLT ) *SIM(CLG-SLc‘iG) 	 . 
(«E(3 ) =—RE*O0S(CLI)* 005 (CLG—SUjG)  
i.?(1)7.-,RVE(1)-RVS(1) 
p(2)7...VE(2)-VS(2)  

' 	C 	 , 
C 	i-E!.;!:- 	tHE.POINT 	IS 	CHFCKEn 	TO 	SEE 	IF 	IT 	IS 	ACTUALLY 	vIsIBLE  
C 	Fl.*. -i' 	rHE 	SATELLITES 	posiTioN 

	

. 	. 	. 	. 	 . 
c _ 	.. 	. 	• 	__ 	...._ 	. 

IFC(.ZE-A*2-1-pv .,e*2 , RS**2),LE 1 0.0) 	Go 	TO 	2 
,RIIE(K800,1) 	 i 

1 	• 	Fui....: :: T( '.por,. T 	!OT 	VISIBLE 	TO 	ATENNA') 

SEL-7.1J.0 
u, r, , Ta 	3 	 . 

C 	 , 
C 	l' -'; 	TRHSFOS 	Ti-f 	R 	VFCTOR 	I_CO 	ANTEP,JNA 	COORPTNATES 	 . 
C 

	

	 . 
-) ! 	n 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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all WM Ile MS SIMI 1111111 	IIIIIII SO BIM 	BM MO BIM all IBM 111111 BM en 

:•• 	 . 	 1 	 .^. 	 • 	 e, 	r.. .t• ' i''L L 	1,-"- ormt..1 . 'oiri ,s.rnj 

C4LL 	T i- ZAr , S(P,FLEVelHY,RT) 

SEL=ATAN((1)/5.it;PT(RT(2)**2.1-RT(3)**2)) 
3TU'di»  

F.1.1% 
C 	 . 	 . 
C 	. 

	

SL.HiROUTIE 	TAkNS( ' AtJG,TAXIS,R)  
f..EAL 	4 (3),H(3),AG 
IJ\TE:, ER 	I%)US 	____ 	..____ 	 - - 

C 
C 	rr.:% 	00ES 	A 	GFERAL 	TRASFORP.IATI0.01,\J 	•AJY 	GIVEN 	VECTOR 	COORDINATE. 
C 

Sr-STAAP'G)  
C=COS(4NG) 	 . 
IF(TA.XTS.1MY) 	GO 	TO 	10  
IF(IXI5.EU.1R2) 	GO 	TO 	20 

0(2)eA(2)*C+A(3)*S  
K(3)-A(2)*5 -1-4)*C  
GU 	TO 	SO 	 . 

10 	b (1 )7zA (1.,)*C...A (3)*S 	 . 

Fi(3) :::,A11)*5-FM3)*Ç  
:', C 	T: 	3r? 

2) 	r3(1)=A(1) .*C+A(2)*S  

i -, ( 	) ,-z*LL. 	( 3) 	 .. _ 	......„ 	... 	,...... 
3() 	. h 	 "C lii01 	 , 

C 
C 	 , 	

•  

;3!›ii,Rot.11IilE 
 

ir'!"1 1'.1,Xi,1 1:,,Y;./..Ax) 	 . 	. _ 
C- 014-1 	riif.:),anI,K1-5i,DO: .  

i- Et- 	( ,F.LU.4./PPT!-.'1 ES.TeTHE0/0" 	, 
ITi-.CE R 	!i_.1i.-1 	 . 

C 	 .  
X:r.P:(1) 	- 

( 1 	) 	 _ 

1 	1.20! 
IF(P1(t),LT.) 	'01'-77-A,Z() 
1F(Z(I).(7,1AX) 	',›f1AXr...4Z(1) 	 . ., 
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«1111 Bill MI all OM MIR MI BM UM MI MI Wall MO IMO 111111 1111113 OM OM MIMI 

L.. 
rf-ur.EL(t) 	• 	. 
.{,Axt...EL(1) 

 2 	I=2,1 ,!3 	• 
IF(EL(.1)..t.1 ..1..YIN=EL (I) 
IF(EL(I).GT.Y.1x) 	yklx=gL(1) 

	

2 	CU ,..TIE 	_ 	___ 	_ 	. 	' 
C 	 ' 
C 	i . i.:;.' 	12.LCW,..TE 	THE 	iii.lmv,.IDTH 	OF 	THF 	h 	DR 	bFAmIFT  
C 	 . 

	

2 ASTr.4(COR78*.L)/(1.0.0...?kp)) 	...._ 	 .. 
P. 	Or.:  
.!ITD0,10.) 	t..P,.0 .. 	. 	, _ 	. 	. 

	

10 	FOIA 1*(/ /,'THE 	8F1u4;j.DTH 	OF 	A 	BEA)1LET 	IS: 	fpF7.2,/) 	, C  

C 
C 	 ._. 	

, 	 • 

	

• 	Suiq:ffluTI•E 	DISMAZ,EL,N,AZO,ELO,P,NUmB,MAX) 	 . 
C 

 C 	THI:i 	SubROUrIrE 	FIUS 	ThE 	mAXiiIUM 	0IST4NCE 	FPQM 	THE 	BoRESIGHT 	. 	. C 	T,..1 	Tflf-_, 	pnnT 	FuPTHEsT 	AO 	(Z 	OR 	EL) 	. 	. 	.- 	_ 	._ 	. 	___ 	. 	 . 
C 

kEAL 	1 X,r)Ii.“1:5),AZ(),F_L(N) 	._ ...... 	.  
i- .EAL 	l‘Zr),,E1.0 	 , 
1 i':1E.0ER 	P,i,iUmrf.  
mAARTmAZ(1)-A7.0)** 2 )+C(EL(1)-ELO)**2)) 
ûc 	1 	7 -7:2 0 mU , A 	_ 	 . _ . 	, 

DIs(1)=sciRTmAL(I)-AZO)**2)t((EL(1)-ELO)**2)) 	- 
,IF(D1.5(1.).QT a mia) :vA ...7.0.1s(11) 	 . 

	

1 	CGmTIHJE 
.1-..fUPr- ,  

' 
C 

supotiT'HE 	CPHFP(.rfti, , IFFED•p) 	• 	 _ 
r(uftivi: 	PI,RAn(KIJPI,Ker)0 
.1.FGEq. 

 P=o 
IF((A--/!).LE.4.0P.(,*/HP).GT.1.5) 	GO 	TO 	7 	 _ 
IF(TrEED.EG.1) 	r,0 	-re 	7 
CP:.---- 1±1.9.../-17,5*(p1,./W)**2 	, _ 	.. 	. 	, 	, 	, 
RITE ( i. ,2) 	CP 

1-  e• -r_Jr- 	r:CT -T;, :A"r -, 	nc,12 	r•!•+ n-leC 	n, n 1 	,n.1 -7,, ,ryn, 	1 	rf- ,,c•I 	• 	J 
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7. 	uur 	lu 	rot , u' , 	Fcru 
 

hr 	Tr] 	4 
L4 	.f.,JITF(KI,S)  
5 	rorT(PTI1 	REnCE 	THE 	CPSS 	POLARIZATION 	CHOOSE 	ONE 	',//, 

- 	' 	Ii'C2c:eSE_E('C1,L_LEilGTH 	(FL)',/,"INCREASE 	THE 	OFFSET', 
A 	' 	Ai GLE 	(C , t..)',/,'i3O 	CHM1GE 	kECUIREO 	(NO) '1/1) 	 , 

r- Ei,C(KbEI,tJ)AES 	_ 	. 
el 	FUP,YAT(1.q) 
	 IF(P1S..1HF) 	p=pn  

' 	IF( ,. FS...lHO) 	P=141) 
7 	hi- lUe. 	_ . _ 	_ 

C  
C 

:-.AHRUUTI..IE 	CFR(THEST,TkrO,P) 	. (>:..-40i, 	PI,R,',D,KèPI,Ki3UO 
if , TFOUP. 	FES,PeS,T 	_ _ _ 	_ _ 	_ 	_ 	_ 

re:0 	 , 
Pm u 	, 

ir(Tc , 31.LF.15.0P.ThFST.GT.45) 	T:1  
iF(T , fF(2.LE.15.0;q,THF6.GT 0 90) 	S=1 
1F( 7 :- '4,1,0P.S.E.1) 	GO 	rii 	Li 	 . 	_ ..  

C 	 . r 
CP:S U T(5 • 587* T H FST"*70 p 88 )+SPq(7.U 9 2!5THEO". 72.97) .f49•22. 	- 	—__ 

C _ 	 / 
psTF(Fn,i) 	CP  

I 	FL 7 ("THE 	ESTUOF1; 	PEAK 	CROSS POLARIZATION LEVEL",/, 
TU 	TnF 	OFFSET 	REFLECTOR 	IS:',F10,2,' 	(18',//),,  

.1;ITE(Knr)i.1,2) 
2 	t Okr.AT('10 	REOIJCF. 	Tt-E. 	CRuSS 	RuARIZATION 	LEVEL 'CHOOSE 	ONE;',._/_//  

-,- 	'iirCPEmSE 	OFFSET 	A.1C1LE 	(0e,)',/,enECREASE 	REFLECTOR 	HALF' 
w 	' 	i,HGLE 	(pHA)',/,'f,qn 	CHAPiGE 	REOUIREO 	(N(J)'///)  

;-.E_Ar.)(rjir-s1,31 	PFS 	 . 
_ 

LF 	(5,E.1t`rj) 	PI. { ;  
IF(F-ES.E; > .1r:r:) 	_ 

ei 	f. 	111i,:f . 
, 

C 
C 	 _ 

3.1.,N(Ju1luE 	CPSf(PTPLE,L,THEST,P) 
C.4..; 	i 	CI , 	P1eP;o:)„,r,101., 	 - , 
UTEGE;:' 	i;ES,P,i)rr 
•_, 
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1.-", 
m:U. r 	 . 

jEAUTPLF/v1_)'..IF.1.F.-3.Oi;.(PTPIE/L).GE.1,1 	T=1  
IFCPIEST.LE.1,THST.GT.5.) 	Sel. 
1FU...f14.1.0R.T.Es1) 	GO 	TO 	4 	. 	. 	_ 

C 
CP=19.7.5t19.49LCG1OCRIPLE/L).r(178,8/SORT(THEST)) 

C 
.•RITE(rr.B:)0,1) 	rP  

	

1 	fOi.«'AT('THE 	ESTIMI,TE. 	PEAK 	CROSS 	POLARIZATION 	LEVEL',/, 
'HJF 	To 	sL)RFP.ÇE 	T4EPA1E_IS e_tf.10.21' 	a,',//) 

P.ITE(KE- 0,2) 

	

2 	iORr.iiT('TO 	REPOCE 	CROSS 	POLARIZATION 	CHOOSE 	ONE:  ',//, 

	

* 	"i»ECREASE 	SURFACE 	VARIATION 	(SV)',/,'.DECREAS.E 	REFLECTOR' 
' 	Fli.LF 	AGLE 	(PH,e4)',/,"NO 	CHnnF 	REtàUIRFO 	(NO)  •,///)  
HE'Ar:(K1OI f 3) 	RPS 	 . 

	

3 	F0RP'.i-j(41) 	. 	,- 	- 	-.. 	— 	-- 	- 	_ 
fFif-q- S.Eu.1HS) 	P=q0 . 	. TFCRES.Eij.1HR) 	P=5Q 	_ 	. 	. 	_ 	_ 	- 	. 	_ 

	

il 	LEJLRP 
E; ,  

C 
C 	. 	, 	._ 

. 	, SUir , OOTIE 	LOEH(3UF,CFHX,CFHY,M,elej0,K,FPXpEPY,FPZ,FL,THEO I XO,SOFF) 
Cur./mOil 	PI,RAP,KbOIDO  

• -EL 	FPX(M);FRY,FRZ(M) 
CFmiX(M),CFHY(''',) 

 . 	
i.U.:IL 	3-il,),F0FL,THEÙfH° 	 , 
ILTEGE-R 	',SOFF  

C 	 . 
C 	Tii..F.R 	Ci771TRFS 	TO 	FOCr%L 	PLANE 	COORDINATES  
C 

ù.---0*FL/(1-tOnS(P'FO/RAO))  
L;O 	13 	I1,K 	. 

REE1=ATe:ÇST'':(ÇFHY(I)/(8nE*PAP))) 0 	•  
REFI;2=ATA;(Si

nI(CFHX(I)/U3PExRAf)))) 
OPTATA(X0/FL).  
cg, 	1. ...1 	(1,203/4) 	Sf:1 FE 

C 	, 

C 	TH 	fiikEF 	EQUATTOIJS 	ARE 	FOR 	THE 	TRANSFORYATION 	USUG 	NORTHERN 
C 	5' 	LTc.àill-EA 	FFF:0 	OFFSET 
C 	 . 	 • 

	

1 	FPX(1):''.(EL*1!)01-fflO*SINCOPTÀ)*S1N(REFA1)/  

	

-,-; 	SI''-(931RAD+fiRTREFAi...THEO/RAO))*TANCREFA2) 
rr 	r 	 117r0.1 1-'; 	 tife(t-tt 
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FPRI)Ién..*1004 - (RHO*SIMOPTA)'ASIM(REF1))/SINC90/RAO+ 
7, 	0E-ITA-EFA1-TFiE0R41D)  

GO 	TO 5 
C 	 . 
C 	Fi- 	SUUTHEi;:;'; 	4 1 -4TENNP 	FEED 	eFFSET  

, 	C 	___  , .1 	FPX(I)=.....(FL*100- 	U 

	

c. 	 (PHO*SIMPTA)*SIM(RErA1)/ 	 _. 
* 	SU(q0/RAP+CPT[1-PEFAI-THEO/PAD)))*TAN'(REF/12) 	 . 

FPY(i)=C-kHO*COS(OPTA)*SIN(REFA1))/SIN(90/RAL4 
;)PTA...REFiAl-THEOLRAD)__  
EPi(1)=FL*100-CRHO*SINCOPTA)*SI(REFAI.))/SIN(90/RAD+ 

7: 	OPTe“-REF.A1-THFQ/RAO.1__  
GO 	TO 5 

C 	
. 

CSTEr:1 	FEED 	OFFSET 	 . 
C 

	

3 	FPx(I)=(-PHO*COS(nPTA)*SV(PEFA2))/SIM90./RD+ 
k 	UPT 1 7REF7RTOEQ1Fn) 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	... 	_ _ 	_.. .. 	.. 	........ 	__ 	. 	.... _ . 

FPY(1.)=.»(FL*100^(MO*SINCOPTA)*SINCREFA2) 	 . 
* 	SIP(90/PAD+OPYA"'RE2';THEO/PAD)))*TAREFA1) 	 . 

FP 7.(1)=FL*100^(1O*SIN(OPTA)ASIM(REFA2))/SIN(90/,R40+ 
* 	OPTI-,.REF.A?7-ThE:Q/P4P), , 	. 	_  

GO 	Tgi 	5 	 . 
C 	 • 	. 	... 	_ 	_ 	_ 	......._ 	___ _ _ 	...._ 	_ . 	. 	. 	.. 
C 	F ,., ? 	FS'I•Ei-, - 	FFEE.' 	OFFSF.T. 	 . 
C  

	

Li 	FPX(1)=(-RHO*COS(OPTA)4SVI'JCPEFA2))/SIN(901RADt 	 . : 
(PTA-F.E,Fil2-THAQ) _ 	 . _ 	___  
FPY(I)=-(FL.1)0+(9I-10*SIN(OPTA)*SIN(REFA2)/ 	 . . 
Slu(9 0 /RADI- OPTF2-TmEO/PAP))).*TAN(REFA1)  
FPZ(I)=FL*10+0 .*SINCOPTA)*SINCREF2))/SIM90/RA0+ 

k 	OP1 4 -PEFA2-THE07-?A0)  

	

5 	 FPX(I)=FPX(I)/10;) 	 . 
FPY(T)=FPY(T)/1e.., 0 	 _ 	 _ _  
FP7(1)=FPZ(1.)/Q 	 . 

	

13 	coTINUE 	_ 	 . 	 _ 
1.1!?:!'; 	 . 	 . 

: 

C 	 . 	. C 	• . 	> FT_ 	Fu•CTIO 	ASI , (71) 	 , 
./.2=-SR1(A3S(1-ZI*7rn 	 . 

. 	 . 	 . 
,. 

r".1- 11.) ;"" n ' 
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C 
C  

s;_iii-ci t.cf DiF 	Gew..iLCFL, 1_,P,AZ,E1_,14,AzO,E1-0,NIME3,X0,E3v.30) 	- 	 . 
cr, HviOtt_ P T., RAO,. i:F'n'r t KBDO .. 	 . - 	- 	 . 
' 	Ii'ITEGEP. 	P,RES,r,!IYI.E3 
ken 	FL,sIO,r»:'i,_Di.,*( Ag,l...GAIN,AZ(N),EL.(N),AZO,,ELO,D. 	 . 	. 
Pzo 

C  
Ciq- L 	DiSM 	(AZ, 	FL, 	No 	AU, 	FLO, 	P o i\JUM6 o 	MAX) 

C .  

	

....... 	__ 	__. 
L1 	= 	2*X ) ,i- 	U 

›= 	iNld/(.0143 	f 	.71.6*((FL/DF)**?)) 
C 	- 	 . 

	

.1.67E..2*X 	4, 	2,67E...3*X*X 	 . 	. 
C 	 ..._ 	 ' ... 	,_._ _ 	_ 	. 	._ 	.. 	. 	. 	_ 

; 	r. i TF_ (KHOO ?  1 ) 	LGAI, 	 . 	 . 
1 	rOFC. At('THE 	ESTITED 	LOS5 	OF.GAIM FOR .MAXIMUM FEED.OFFSETF. 

-e 	,/,'F:qnr:2; 	ThE 	FoÇUS 	Js:',F10.3,' 	dB',//)  
, PITF(K8D0 o 2)  

2 	FeRwAT('TO 	kEDUCE 	LOSS 	OF 	GAIN 	CHOOSE 	ONE;',//, 
-- i)ECRASE--,..OFFST 	Ai\g;LF 	(0,/,   

i‹ 	"CiECREPSÉ 	REFLECTOR 	HALF 	AAGLE 	(RHA) e ,/, 	 . 
clieJt;E 	REPUIREO 	(N (J)',./4/) 	_ 	_ 	. _ 	... 	_._ 	_ 	_ .. ____ 	__ _ ._ 	._. 	.._. 	- 

kFAO (<3DI e 3 ) 	F ES 	. 	. 
3 	FOiATCA1)  

IF(RE5.E.Q.1R0) 	F=40 	, 	. 	 , 
1F(RES.FU,1HR) 	P7...- 50 	.._, 	, 	_ 

C.i 	;:-_Il.JN 	 . i j'.. 	:n. 	i') 	 . 	__. 	'.  
C 
C  

:5 -..ffliT1HE 	GLST(FL,D F RIPLE,n,P) 
CLIWq 	F),RA1 o Rel o 1)0 - 	 . _ 	. 	_ 	. 	._... 	. 
akTEG;YZ 	PESor 
'FEL 	Gi.pFL o P o PIFLL . 	 _ 	... 	. 

IF(FL/D).LF..25.0R.(FL/D),GT ..1.21 	GO 	70 	. 4  
C 

. . 	
. 

C 
"igTE(ie,fiflO o l) 	GL „ 	. 	. 

1 	i- OT('THE 	ESTITEO 	GAIN 	LOSS' o /o'DUE, 	TO 	SURFACE', 
,.. 	- 	,,, 	...—rc 	n o:• 	cl, 	c 	• 	.4,IP 	'11 

L. 	1 , 	L' , e )0 
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Om am um am um ma mu 	 mu ma am am 	im 	mu am 

TC.:(;!Pr 

2 	FORIO(''TO 	P±DUCE 	LOSS 	'3F 	GAI; ,; 	CH(L)SE 	ONE ;',//, 	 ' 

	

k 	*DLCEASE 	SI.FCE 	vAi1i‘.11:0Î.; 	(SV)f,/,  
'1;;C0TSE 	FOC.U. 	LE: ...GTh,1 	(FL)',/, 

	

* 	'1 ,!:J 	C.Ili-J1.GE_RE..LAE..rj 	(0)',///) 	. 	 . 
(KSnip3) 	'r';'S  

3 	FOPr'ATC(1)_... 	2: 	.. 	._ 	_ 	. 	• 
-IF(Fq ..S.E0,1h3) 	P=90 
IF(RES,EQ.1hF) 	'p=20 	.  

41 	..'ElUP» 

, 	. 	............ 	,..._ 	_____ 
C 

SUtfflUTINE 	EFFF(THF (),TIJF5Jfe1 __ 	_ 	_ 
Crve,,101 	PI,PAD0KBDI,KFP)0 	 . 

	

. 	1.1'.1TEGF.-_R 	RES•P ' 5,T  
!-EAl.. 	E.FeTHEO,THEST 	, 

LirzU 	 , 

... 	. 	. 	. 	. 
f,F(TmE.O.LT,30..OR*Ti'lE"GE"6") 

	T:41 1F(THF3T.LT.U..(M.THEST.GE .6 (  .) 	S:1  
IT(T.E ( .1.0R.S.EG.1) 	GO 	T. ° 	4 	, 

C 

	

	_ 	. 	.. 
EF=1° 0 -(3*TmE0-80)*(5.33E-5*THEsT*1.E-*(THE3T**2)+ 

c. 	 . 
•Rirr- r.Kt.mn,li 	FF 	 , 1 	FoRmATC'THE 	EsTriATEo. EFFCIFPOY 	FACTOR 	• r i e  

	

i, 	'DI.e- 	rP 	DEPÇILARTZATIo 	JS:"./Fli.),?.../n_ 	. 	 .._ 	........... 	___ 	..., • 	. 	_ 	. 	 . 
-F,ITE(K0Dot2) 	 . 

2 	F-0C'TO 	1 ,;(..Ejà,'.-', E 	TE 	ErFICIEcy 	FACTOR 	OHOosE 	ONE;' 	//,  

	

À 	'nf- ci n EAsE 	msFLECT0 	ijiALF 	IVJGLE 	(RHA)',/, 
'UECO.Ee+SE 	oFFsET 	;\:.:GLE 	(3A)',/, 

	

A 

	

• 	'0 	CH1\i4GE 	REQUTREü 	(U)',///) 	 . . REu(Ka).T.,3) 	i ES 	, 	_ 	 _ 	. 	. 	_______ 	__...... 	„..... 

	

.._... 	_ 	. 	. 	_ 
3 	ummid(Al)• 

tr- (i?ES.F0,1HR).. 	P.= 50 . 

	

.  	. 	_ 	. 
IF(RLS,F.:.@.1H(J) 	P=40 	 . 

4 	cETUi-;iJ 	 . 

C 	 . 	 . •
. 

:;!ffli:ulo -fIr.r.F. 	coi/AL(EL,L),a'»., ) 	AZ,EL, ,,I,AZodILQ,q0é43,P,),(0) 	 .. 
c,n,-,1 	• 	- 

LI , JGUL.7. 
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„.1.!... 	. 	,,..iti,i.,...,.:,, ,, , ,t....i,,;,-I r A. 	 . 

,F.1-(:q),!WA/F-LO 

C 
C 	r.) 	FT (.4.).,Tiei''A'4:ft.tY 	FEEn 	r. F. F. SE!” 	CALL ..DISm 
C 	 , 

C4LL 	DI.S.1“AZe.E.I . ,15,AZO. 0.ELO,J,Met, pqAX) 
C 

H 	= 	2)‹ .xD 	+ 	D  
u ., 	7.7. 	 i'.!AX/iîkqo 

..2.' 	'hN/(.01 43 	+ 	_.....7.1,(1*((F_L/P1)..:2)) 	 . 
C 

oLzs4kr(10.27*At14.7),25.53 	_ 	_ 	_ 
C 

1.TENBI.)0,1) 	CL  
1 	FORAT('THE 	ESTI ,/âTED 	c0 ....1A 	LOBE 	LEVEL 	•r/p 

i.-. 	FEEp 	OFFSET 	F. Om 	FOCUS.IS: 	...,,F10.2,' 	d6',//) 
, 	,RfTE(KBOO,2) 

, 2 	FOiWT,T(•TO 	DEÇEASE 	TITIE 	COmb).LOB.E_LEVELE_e_HDOSE 	OME;!,//, 
. , i'cçqEAsr-.. 	ToE 	FO,CRL 	LEmGP! 	(FL)',/, I 	

. , “Ha 	CHe, :IGE 	iREteIPE) 	(0)',///)  
i -:!EAD(K6I,3) 	f. ES 

3 	,Fc 1 ( 1).. 	 . 	....„ 	, 	...,... 	, 	. 	_. 

	

_ 	, 
IF(RES.EQ'.1HF) 	P=20 	 , 

zi 	Efijki ,J 	 _ 	__ ___ 	. 	_ 	. 	_... , 

, 
_ 

_ 
, 

. 	 . 	. 	. 	. 	_ 

, 

. 	. 
1 

, 
, 
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i7 

C 	11-1 	i- d1..10THG 	(4RE 	PIE 	vAPIA;3LES 	REn 	FfMm 	THE 	FILE 	HRW.1T 
C 

II , 	TEGEP; 
C 	 . .- 
C 	- 	IMF3ER 	OF 	HOPi43 	 ' 
C 

 iE...-4. 	HMQ9)01-1E()(;) 	 _ 	 _ 
C 	 • 
C 	- 	H 	.0,JD 	b 	DUEl,)STOS 	OF 	I 	TH' HORri 
C ..... 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	._ 

PEAL 	i,/h(10()),EL.14(100) 
fEiq.. 	r-n .;P(100),E1H(100)  
REL. 	P(1C0),PH(100) 	' 
t. :7-iL 	x-1(102),YH(1p0),ZH(10p)  
REAL 	X ,, ,Y4,7A 	. 	 . 

;2L4FOEYILIEZpo!jX, 0 ,f.)HZ 

TEU, 	TN  
Ti,iTEGER 	uA 	 . 

C 	 , _ 	...,. 	_ 	_ 	_..... 	......... 	, 	_..., 	......... 	__ 	. 
C 	 . 

Krpïz1 0 5 	 . _ 	........ 	.. 	.....___. 	......,.... 
!f3i2J0=1,0i; 	 . 

C . 	 .  
C 	i 	1-i le 	irndt 	,as 	create 	in 	the 	rain 	Pronram 	smot). 	and 	' 
C 	i, 	ified 	to 	trans 7fer 	tne;_num 	 .ner 	of 	m)rns, 	location, 	- 	_ 
C 	i 	,csions, 	normal 	ann 	oirection 	vectors, 	Power, 	and 
C 	_ 	 . 
C 	r 	...i.. 	'rile 	logical 	unit 	foir 	this 	file 	›4i 11 	be 	501 	. _ C  

100) 	I.11-i 
F0!“, Ar(1), 	 , 	..._ 	_ 	_ 

c 	 , 
00 	l7,0 	

, 	 , 

i?E.) (5i)1,15()) 	HII(I),0E(I),XH(1),YH(I),ZH(I) 	 . 

	

15 0 	F Q ':.• 	IA T (5F)  

	

105t; 	coi,ri , Ji2 
C 	 . 	 . _ 

i.:;p 	100 	I=1,1-1 	. 	 , 

kL/;DC501,151) 	,,,?,7i(J.),Epq(5..) 	 . 

	

151 	Fi:PIRT(2F) 	' 
.'.• r, - 	 ,r7 	lir_ 

, 
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., 
i')C.', 	1..) 	X=.1,01 

Pt:.AU., (50152.) 	AZHCT),ELH(I)  

	

152 	FkAT(2F) 	' 
10 7 	CC...:TI'd,IF_, 	. 	. 	.._ 	, 	_ _ 

C 
_ !»..J 	1 ) e) 	I.r.1,r.,Pd_ 	_ 	. 

PEAO(501,153) 	Pil(1) e Ph(I) 	. 

	

. 	153 	FCPi.1 AT(2F)  

	

1(i3t; 	CUPTIM' 	. 

	

C 	• 
11=5 
PI.7.3.1 4 159265 	 . _ 	_ 

15()/PI 

.0/1 

_ 
C 

	

C 	 _ . 	 - 
;AlTE(5o2,20o) 	NA 

	

20n. 	FLAT(I)  

	

C 	01)TF. 	LOOP 
C 

50 	40 	I=1,Mi 
11...1_ ,J(I)FI(I)/RAD 

 
P. 	''!(.1)=AZN(I)/0 
ELH(I)=Et_h(I)/Re) 	.  
H(1)=AZH(I)/RA 	. 	

, 

,, L.-=COS .(ELN(I))*STN( 4 7..M.1)) 	, 
P, H=SELPJ(1)) 
A=COS(EL(I))COS(A7N(I)) 	 .. 	, 

	

C 	irection 	of 	E 	hied 	is 	calCulateo 
C 

 i..1_=COS(ELH(I))*SIN(AZMI)) 	 . 
Fv.-esTri(EL„H(T)l 	 _ 

	

. 	 . 	 . Ei.:COS(ELd(I))*CSCAZH(I)) 

	

C 	_ 

	

' 	 . 

	

C . 	:irectior 	of 	the 	h 	:fielc 	is 	calculated 
C  

Ef.P.,= E,!*AL-EL*Am 
Ei'Jis-:=FL*A_FL 	. 

	

C 	 , , 

	

C 	-,. 	si 	es 	od 	clerture 	eiement 	rieces 
r 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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• PF--;.P , (I)*9o0*PT*DP*PE/Tr.!  
C 	- ...v 	He 	looP, 	ster.::s 	are 	in 	H 	dire ction 
C 	 . 

UO 	i.in 	J=1, 11 : 	 ., 

AfJp.=SC,;RT(P;,'RINt(SIN(CJJ -t1)*PIN)...SINC(JJ••1)*PIN))/(FI*2))) 	 . 
C 

 C 	i , .i .). 	.- 	an , plitude 	cf 	the 	wave 
C . 	....._.. 	....._ 	. 	, 	._ 	_ 	. 	. , 

(.;f-r-AmP*EL 

;).:-40,.P .*F', 
i,....:P*E -'11_ 

 OHY=At, P*Etqw 	 .  
---.--- -- 

	 . 	 . 	 ._ 
PHS=Pi-( I) 	 .. 
ç)t.-1,3F.JJ*Dil 	 . 

C 	. 	. 	. 
C 	i • ,..er 	loop, 	steps 	in 	E 	direction  
C 

i' 0 	/1 0 	,,: =1 	, 1 T,! 	, 	.  
KK=21(k^.1IN 	 , 	 . 
D 	KK*DEFK=  . 	 .. 

C 	- . 	, 	 , C 	(7.,,r ,» inates 	or 	centre 	of 	horn 	eleent  
C 	 , 

:, =XH( 1.,71-DH4ENL.1-DEK*EL 
Y;kr-VH(1)-1-01EtüFK*Em 	 , 

:H(T)+DHJ*EN-FDF.Em 	. . __  C 	. 	 , C 	..i -,. 	, ritten 	'int0 	the 	file 	HORN1 	are 	: 	coordinates 	
. 

C 	:.-., 	t. ,, e 	centres 	of 	each 	horn 	element , 	the 	xryrz 	comodnents 

	

_ 	_ 
C 	•' 	t, -.e 	radieind 	Oectric 	field 	vectors 	(É,H).and 	the 	.. 	. 	. 	. 	,.... 	._ 	. , C 	!-.. 	i.,-; 	Of 	each 	horn. 	 . 
C .. 	 , 	. 	,.. 	... 	... 	, 	i 

1 
 . 

H-UTE(Su20 9 7)XA,YA,Z,c;,0EX,nEY,Of:ZrOHX,OHY,OH7_,PHS 	 . 	, FTPJF. 	• 	 , 
C 	 r 	 . , . 	 . Cmrr, 	:-_.—i 	outer e 	.-; , idOe 	and 	inner 	loon. 	 . 	 . 
C 

, STATEUIrS****************.**, 	 . 
C 

— 



:iTCP 
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tv;u1 	.- 	J0,--)e 	01.,./crt_LuÂ.L!e.lonbc 

C*******************************************************************  
C 
C 	i'VF1:1SE_-__  
C 	ipliS 	PRoGRAv 	TAKES .A 	GIVEN 	SET 	OF 	DIMENSIOr,,S 	OF 	THE 
C 	PIFLECTI1..,AD 	HREAKS Fr 	INTO 	ELEIYENTAL 	AREAS 	(DEFINED), 
C 	IT 	THE! 'J 	ORE,!UES 	TO 	FILES 	DI SH1 	AND 	DISH?.  
C 	• . .T.SH1 	- 	GIVES 	THE 	LOCATION 	OF 	THE 	CENTRE 	PoltJTS 	OF  
C 	 THE ELEVENTAL 	AREAS FOUND 
C 	 nTSH2. - 	 fil- S_ atTqAL_Ell 	OF 	FACH 	ELEMENT 	AS 	OPPOSED 	_ 
C 	 TO 	THE" PROJEtTED 	AREA 	AND, 	IT GIVES 	THE DIRECTION 
C 	 COSINES_QF 	FAC.h..A.REA.,_ 
C 	CALLING 	SE(1 UENCE 	- 	PU,REFU,LU 	' 
C*** *******************)t*e*********************************************  

	

iErll_. 	CL (9)i'i),Cm (0 ),C>,1(900 ) .AREA2 (900) 
C 
C. 
	 . 

CL.pU'eCN 	- 	these 	are 	the 	irection 	o'"f- 	the 	normal 	to 	each 
C 	 , 	. 	_ 	point 	on 	the 	relecor..4urface_ 	_ 	_ 
C 	' 	f%REA? 	- 	is 	the 	erea'o rÉ 	each 	refleçtor 	Piece 
C 	-these 	can 	be 	founçj 	in 	te 	data 	'file 	'DISH2"  
C 	 , 

	

REAL 	XR( 9 ur'jeYR(9e)ipiR(9)P) 	. 	_ .. 
C 	 ' 

' 	, 	• C 	XPe"Mr 7 R. 	- 	location 	Qi 	eadh 	noint .0n_thç 	reLlecto.r_tirqace 
C 	-tilese 	can 	be 	fpund 	in 	the 	data 	-file 	'DISH1' 
C  

	

i ,:AL 	FLex(, g() 
C 
C 	FL 	- 	focal 	leddth 	of 	the 	dish 
C 	YCJ 	''' 	offset 	distance 	of 	the 	reflector , 

C 	P 	- 	-, re)ecte:_i 	diameter 	. 
C  

	

.i - Ei L 	C.:XikCy 	 . 

C 	
. 	

— 
C(-.,x,CY 	- 	x,Y 	djmensions 	o :f 	te. 	dish 
C 	 . 

XC,YC,ZC 
C  
C

. 
xC,YC 	- 	coordintes 	of 	the 	reflector 	centre 

C 	2c 	- 	the 	Z 	coordinate 	of 	te 	Paranolcid 	anex 
C 

	

- L :L 	I,YT 
C 	 , 
r  À1,Y1 	sl.e or eacn 	enerateo elerren 
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t- t.. 
.-is.., L. 	DU 	 . 

C  
C 	 L.:1A 	- 	area 	o'--f 	each 	generated 	element 	 , , 
C _ 	_,_. 	.__ 	_ 	..._ 	. 	. 	. 

i, k._ 	ARE.pAREA 
C 
C 1-,),,I, 	- 	sum 	of 	all 	elements 	on 	disn 
C 	cu-- C.:4 	- 	actual 	area 	of'anerture  
C 

1 	TEGFR 	HXt, ,ItT0P(5). 	. 	..._ 	......._ 	 . 
C 	 • , 
C 	,. t . ,:iY 	-= 	r. l u er 	af 	ele!rents 	in_the 	X - Y 	direction 
C 	 into_wmich•the 	reflector 	is 	divided 
C 	J 	- 	num'ner 	of 	cenerattH 	elements 	= •C*NY  
C 	 U'of 	off 	gish 	Points 	if 	ISP=1) 
C 	- 	is 	no 	set 	at 	3p 	-..3), 	30 	for 	.11 	.çases 	_ 	_  
C 	 : 

: 
C 	 , , . 	. 	. 	_ 	___,. 	.  

-I« l'EGER 	TYPE,SOFF 	 . 
C 	 . 	

• 
C 	 TYPE 	- 	is 	the 	odlarizatqon ,(norizontal 	or 	vertical)  
C 	SCFF 	- js 	the 	setellite 	anenoa 	offset 	(1017t.hf.SP,uth,east.twee.).. 	 . 
C 	

. 	_ 	, 

C, 
	

_ 

	

_ 	__ 	_ 	. 	_ 	_ 	___ 	0._ 
C 	j.:1 1. 	PROGRI4A 
C 	************  
C 	 . 

LJGicAL 	'.5n 	 .. 

	

. 	__ 	_ 	...... 	. 	_ c 	- 

	

_ 	. 	. 
C 	T- , 	.;ile 	'inouts' 	is 	oeing 	oPened 	50 	that 	the 	prolected 	diameter  
C 	t- : 	e 	read, 	and 	the 	0i;-!Iersi0nS 	('/) 	,Jill 	be 	set 	to 	tti.at. 	The  
C 	r . 	'z..‘t 	distance 	anri 	tme 	:focal 	lenth 	are 	also 	be4o 	re?a ..  
C 	'T'-' 	1 0 ,..;1Cdi 	unit 	for 	this 	file 	is 	S00, 

C 
U.L1_ 	POSFC(50'..42) 

. . 	 _ 	
- !-E(5;31),p) 	D 	 . 

ç.:L..L. 	P;1SFC(50,i,1)  
2 	fAT(F.1 	. 

,C...=.0 	 • 

3 	i-i.:!-,'ihl(F.) 	 . 

C 	 , 
r .. 	_ 	- 	_ 	- 	. 	• 	" 	.. 	. 

ratell n e antenna otTset ls ree1 here so that tle coordinates 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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reTuInr 	Leorrec 	can 	. )t-e 	put 	in 	ule 	Proper 	perspective 	• 
C 

!;-',-.r.)(5 , !0,1j) 	TYPF,FF  
4 	i -OÀ -1(2i) 

1. ;(..: 	T0(1 (',11,12,13) 	S(,)FF 
C... 	_ 	...... 	. 	_ 	 . 	. 	. 
C 	Pr-nted 	here 	are 	the 	cases 	for 	the 	reflector 	centre 	coordinates: 
C 	1) 	CiikTH 	- 	o'-iset 	is 	in 	the 	neative 	Y 	directinn . 	 _ 
C 	2) 	f..)LI -Pi 	— 	offset 	is . in 	the 	Positive 	Y 	direction 	

, C 	--) 	Ei%ST 	— 	Offset 	18 	in 	.the 	1.1,c ,40. 	4 	direction 
C 	,;) 	v%EST 	- 	off- set 	is 	in 	the 	positive 	X 	direction 
C 	, 
10  

YLr--x0 	 •  
C) 	TO 	14 	 . 

11 	:..C.74 1 0 	,  
vÇ=x0 
GO 	1cl 	14 	 .._..... 

12  
YC=0.0  
GO 	TO 	14 

13 'xf- 1.—l(v 	• 	 . 	__  
) 

14 	i;Eifsn 	5n(;  
i;Ei/i50Q,.5) 	F 
is4.,,C,(510,5) 	Fl 	 1 

5 
,_ 

P1z7 3.111592h5 	 _ ' 
_ 	il_r-- FL*2 

,fax=u+i?cx 

Hi.x.-:.Ycl-cy 	. 

(I=CY'vAX-YIN)/ 
.:. 1:, T=XT,Y1 
J=I 

A 7- ()., 

,Q 	3 ,.,; 	l'..=10N, 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS COMPUTER SERVICES 
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30 	1.=1,»-..?Y 
i>:w.i=x1*YI  
A=kr'-li'i -Ffg:-0.5)*XT 

C: 	(j)7,..0, 

C;;=;_"). 	__ 	. 	_. 	_ 	_ 	. 	. 	 • 
31 	. 	 . 39 	IFfni-1) 	Gr.; 	Tn 	-3(  

IF (0) 	[)AI(.  
41 	e**2 -4- YA**2  	_ 	,...___ 	 , 

7P.=0,5*RP/FL+2:C 	, 
&(j)=)PI 	. 	_ 	_ . 
cA=cMJ)/FL 
1•PEror-IPE/ 1  
vFL/SIP:U(rPi-FL**2) 

. 
CL(J)= - X*CX. 	 _ 	_ 	 • _  
u. , (J)z-YA*CX 

	

J)DAI/Vi, 	 . 	_ 	. 	. 	._ 	_ 	_ 	.... 	_ 	, 
',<PCJI:XA 

, 
'  

7P(J)= 7 ,q 
TF(jeGT,900)GU 	TO 	996 	.. .... 	...._., 	,......  

• 	Jz:J+1. 
30 	CO;' , TImUE 	 _ 	_  

3=J-1 
i4',%REA=Pl*PCX*CY  

(APEA/APEA) 
C 	. 	. 	, 	 : 
C 	7•--- 	•.:reation 	of 	the tvC) 	'f'ileS 	DISH' 	and 	DISH2 	tak,es 	nlaoe 	here 

i C 	T .--7, 	l 	file 	.ill 	he 	under 	lilicel 	unit 	50 3 1 	and 	dish2 	..... 	. _ 
C 	ii; 	: e 	under 	the 	unit 	SOLi 
C  

ITE.(53,100)J 
C 	. 	 _ . 

t.m.) 	10Gi.; 	.1=1,j 

	

:*[TE(5o3,1,06) 	'XR(j.).eYMT),ZR(1) 	. 	_ 

	

- -ITEC5 (!4,117) 	CL(1) e Cil(I),CP(I),AREA2(1) 
1000 	CL...

Gr , 	Tu 	'2)99 
C 	*e*A'AA ,tA 	F0 ,- T 	STATEA:NTS 	rif:'; 	ERW7) 	'-:F_SSAGES 	******** 
100 	i7•Cf-10(1-.1 
106 	F- ,_,T(3F.4) 
107 	Fr.T(iifs.a) 
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(- 996 

121 
999 

• 	, I ..I . E(;121) 
X(J). ETC OVERFLOO, ED, PROGRr.sM ASOKTEDe) 

1 	2 
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:-,/, 	%'r-. 

C 	 -  
C 	REFU: CIL L: 	SF4cF. 	CUrYREI\TS 	Pr:OGA'AP 	. 	r',A,STOTT 	26 	MAY 	197 0 , 
C 	CtLLf 	(7 	St.„.ift4RSC4,LIJ._ 	. 
C 

-, teL 	JX( 7 ),JY(7-5j),J2(750),JVX(750),JKY(750) 0,jMZ(750) 	 . 
C 
C 	Jx,JY,J7.. 	- 	are 	the 	ro , nnonents 	(vé 	the 	radiatino 	alectrc _ 	. 
C 	 field 	vectors 	(E 	direction) 	. 
C 	0 ., X,J.Y,JrlZ 	- 	are. 	the 	comPonents 	of 	the 	radiating 
C 	 electric 	flelc 	vectors 	CH 	direction) 

C i:I. 	XA(75:0),YA(75j),ZA(750) 
C 

 C 	'c,,YA, 7 4 	- 	ti, ese 	are 	the 	centres 	of 	each 	horn 	element 
C 	as 	read 	from 	the 	file,'HORN1' 	. 
C 	 ( 

•r. , L. 	PHS(750) 	 . 

	

. 	_ 	 . C 
C 	PHS 	- 	tnis 	is 	the 	ahase 	of 	each 	individual 	horn  
C 	 . 

xR0YP,ZR,PL.P' -',RA,XV,YVIZVtRV 
C 	 - • _ 	, 
C 	sAR,Y1.;;ZR 	- 	centres 	Of 	each 	re'lector 	element_ 	_ 	. 	. 	__, 	. 

	

- 	direction 	cosines 	for 	each 	reflector 	element 
C 	qs1E:t 	- 	tne 	actual 	area 	of 	each 	element 	(nOt 	orolected)  
C.,-.1,Y,LV 	- 	the 	vector 	distance 	detween 	the 	reflector 	element 
C 	ano 	a 	horn 	element 	 _ 	, 	. 
C 	- 	the 	madditude 	of 	the 	a:.ove 	vector 	' 
C 	 . 

H7. ,il 	PX,HY,P7,PS0,PRXP,PRYP,PR)CJ,PqYM,PRAP 
C 

 C 	̀R,PYrP7 	- 	:fv,z 	rpoers 	(d6) 
C 	PSrl 	— 	snillovr 	loss 	(r.J!-3 ) 	- 	. 	. 	_ 
C 	i'(-(xp,Ppyp 	- 	Jo,er 	loss 	at 	the 	d.a" ,:imum 	x 	and 	Y 	PdsitiOnS 	(dB) 
C 	Pi:.)(; ,;,Pi;Y.: 	... 	)10 , Pr. 	inSS 	at 	the 	HOirnum 	X 	and 	Y 	o0SitiOnS 	(dB)  
C 	rimP 	- 	ac.nrture 	po,er 	(d!3) 	 . 
C 

 i:(,-PLEX 	HX,r-iY, 412,cPX,JX,>.CJY,PJZ. 
t_ 	p 1i-hr:,(5) 

HU- 	PO 	EP 	/5*0. ( /, 	P -1AK// 

	

5',n,r2U0) 	F 	 . 
, 
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C 
C 	1-.1 	in 	horn 	hate 	-. r.n:1! 	file 	PHOP.19 	. 

C 	 . 
'.:A!..;(592.,1'3)!'1_4. 	... 	__ 

C 	-: 	radiatird 	elements 	tne 	aperture 	E,H 	planes 	were 	divided 
C 	•He.- e.  

LC' 	500 	I=1,NA .  
1-EA ( 5OP,94))(ACTI,(11,ZA(T),J.Y(1 ) ,,IY(1 ) 1 JZ(I),  

1 	j'x(I) -p..WY(I),(I),PH5(I) 
C..._„ 	. 	„_. 	_ 	,...._ 	, 	... 	.... 	. 	.._ 	. 

C 	t•:— 	'ile - contains: 	the 	centres 	ot 	each 	horn 	element, 	the 	XIVIZ 
. 0 	ce:, . 	nents 	of.the 	raciatinQ_electr..i.c _field 	vectOrs 	(E,H), 	and 	... 

C 	t-, 	.. - ase 	of 	each 	inoividual 	morn 
C  

,540 	UrisTINUt.  
C ' 	 _ 	____. 	.. 	........, 	___ 
C 	c ,—:-. 	reflector 	ndut 	data 	files 	'r.')ISH1' 	and 	'DISH2' 	 . 

C 
C 	r ,:- , ,- 	in 	muh;ber 	of 	reflecter 	elements, 	}JE 	 . 
C  

C 	__.....  
C 	Cr,-àt ,r, 	reflector 	surface 	currents 	cutout 	data 	tile 	'RFIF1 
C 	 - 

.11392 ,', 5 	 1 

i.:-y=i,•,. 	 . 	
_ 	..._ 	. 	.,... 	.. 	._ 

- 1-=27 -?3/F 	. 	_ 	. 	 . 
';:=-10.Et.3 	. 
:„..:.-ri,::10.E.'3 	 ' 	•  
Y 	i:,--:-.1 ,:, .E8 

._ 	... 	„ 	. 	.._ 	. 	. 	... 	_ 	._ 	... 	..„ 	__ 	„... 	... 	... 	_ 

. 	 ..__ 
uç; 	<1 	,.JE 	 . 

C 
 C 	r-1 	Jt. 	of 	tee 	file 	'ffl.S.H1.', 	location 	of 	reflector 	centres 	 , 

	

D(503,97)kr,.,yr?,Z; 	 . 
C 	 , 
C 	r..:-:. 	eut 	of 	the 	file 	'nPiti?', 	direction 	cosines 	of 	e4ment, 	 . , 
r .. 	. 	_, 	_ 	__ 	.c 	n.. 	. 	. 	, 	_ 	_ 	_ 	.. 	

: 
area of eacn 
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4 	 . 

	

5 4,96)RL,U,PRFA 	- 	 . 
4;..::(0 	.n.),  

, 

"=( 0 .r).) 

D c: 	50 	Jz..1.,MA 
C . 	___. 	. 	_ 	_ 	_ 	_ 	. 	_ 	. 	 . 
C 	Fir 	(listance 	vector 	fror 	a 	re :flector 	element 	to 	a 	horn 	element 
C 

 Xv."7-XR,-XA(3) 
. 	 . ,..._y . Y‘1=-YP-YA(J) . 

	

__ 	..-- 	 . 
V=C-ZACJ) 

C . 	. 	. 	_ 	 • 	 . _ 	. 
C 	Ci.l..»_.late 	the 	r. , aanitude 	of 	that 	vector 	.. C  

J=S(Y.U(XV*XVtYV*YV-F7.V*Z.V) 
C  
C 
C 	C,-.:.:late 	amolitu ,Je 	and 	phase 	of 	ilorn 	OementAXArYA.ZA) .t 	_ 
C 	rr.p 	reflector 	element. 	A.JO 	to 	total 	:for 	reflectOr 	element, 	C 	iound 	in 	memor'y 	et 	HX,MY 	I _ 
C  

vlzx ,f/ rkv 

	

. 	. V'vzYV/PV . 	. _ 	7 , 
U/PV 	 , 

_ 	___ 	_ 	____ 	___. 	. 	._ 	
. . kE, ,.,=PI*2*(.4G-AINT(ARG)) .., 

CP:-(=CPLX(ÈOS(E: 1 )e-STN(EM))/RV 	 ,  
4X .:.:(j)*VL-1-j12 YG.1)?1/4VH+JHZ(3)*.VN 	 . 
HX 7,:hx+CPX*WX(J)04*VI-tiY (J )*JZ(3)*VM)  
HY=HY+CPX*W('Y ( ,1)-k*Vi'4 +3Z(J)*V1,-,JX(3)*VP) 	 . 
h , zh 74- cPx*ÇJZ.(J)-i:,XVNtjX(J)*0--JY(j)*VI.,) 	__ _ 

C 	 . 
C 	I...., 	ronram 	does 	.pacle 	anh 	,,,icks 	t.u; 	another 	horn 	element 	to  
C... 	•arel 	with 	the 	reflector 	elem. ent 
C 	 . 	, 	. 
50  , 

(-...ix=(2)(q-HY*/(1rl_*?) 	 , 	. 	_ 
-' ,Per:(HX*r?Pp.H7*L)/(AL'eà) 

. 	PlY=PEAL(RJY)*FAG(RJY)**?)/AA 	 . 
Pl;-..“PAL(RJ7)**2-1-AIAG(PJZ)**2)/AREA 	 . 1 = r,  T X + p T Y + P T Z 	. 

1 	IF(P'v, M.LF.TPL) 	GO 	jin 	b 	 . 

'" • 	• 
COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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ia  

' 2 	7F(xQ.cu.Ytilm) 	Gn 	Tn 	3  

P!. v EP (h_r•P ,:ki 	_ _ 	 . 
3 	IF(YP.LT.YvAX) 	GO 	TC 	4 

PrcEP( 3 )=P leRY 	 . 
4 	IF(YF..U, T.YIP) 	Gr: 	Tü 	5,  

Y'Ir= 	 , 

5 	1F(P ,ÇP11LT. 	Pr-AA)GO 	TO 	u 	- 
___ 	. 	_ 	_ 	_._ 

	

FF(5)=PuRI 	 , 
6 	P(=PYI-PTY .  

P4=P - i.r17 
P>=PXtPTX  

C 	. 	. 	 _ 
C 	''.a ,---' 	into 	the 	filP 	' 1 FIF1' 	te 	total 	$4rface_cwrrent 	Of_each 	 • 
C 	-y'i‘::, ctor 	oleffent  C  

4 ', ITE(505,95).1X,JVIRJZ 

C 
C 	t 	roçram 	no ,e 	ooes 	ann 	,:, icks 	uo 	another 	reflector 	centre 
C 	.- 	, r-inate 	 . 	,  
C 
40 	it 	Tit UE  

ur-f--x-I-Py+pz 	, 
C 	 , 
C 	c 	,re 	t o t a l 	ro,er 	of 	borne 	(1) 	to 	inteqrated 	reflector 	power, 	 , _ 
C 	c..- - 	lation 	of 	s:Dillover 	loss/PS° 	 ...... 	. 
C 

7 bC::-.1.*Li--.C1o(PR/(Tur*24..(,*PT))  
P.  ,!--ziu.*LCG 1 0(PurEi-( 	1 	)/PR) 
, , ,..:„irt.*LOGio(P01, Er-( 	2 	)/PR)  
;-.; 'hz- ir.x,OG11;(PC;EM 	3 	)/PPa 
;.}..Y 	7-1;., .*LP,G10(PEEs( 	LI 	)/PP) 
, i'i=1 ,, -*1.0G1CfPn?Eq( 	s 
1);=1(.110(Px/P7, 1  

L, .*LUrilii(PY/P;..) 
:L=1,-..*Ii*G10(P7/PF) 	, 

-T1E(iV,131 	P.S.,),PX,PY,PZ 
• t'iTE(i1')/1)Pk.eP 	 . 

, 	tIF( 1 ,1;f5)P 1,' )"' 
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2" C.! 	 r111,  

ti...,,-, , u(Jr- r- ,  

	

:* 	i ili ( 1 Ob , li..18)PRAP 
, 9 14 	iTi..;-;;• “(1 ( 0) 	 . 

95 	fl•i-n.  PT(6n.4) 
96 	Fi•! 	!T.( 1-tY, ./ 	_ 	__. 	..._ 	 .. 
97 	Pi:Pl:ATC3F) 	 ) 
99 	Fi.1-TCF) 	....__ 	....._ 	_ 	_ 	. 	_ 	' 	 • 
100 	F0. T(I) 	. 
101 	F:(;P , J,T(5X,'FFFLECTrIP 	suRFIàCF 	CPRPFNTS 9 1/.  

103 	FT(' 	SPILLOVF 	.1.....s(m...+:91u ...3_,/,'.x 	Powucm  

	

l e 	'1 	P(.1. ..., E1.(Da) 	' 	:',F8.3,/,' 	Z 	POOER(DEn.  
104 	F(2kiHr.T(//r . 	tX 	P.f..1 Er«Df_31 -__.. 	. 	. 	'_:.,E10,5,/) 
105 	Fairc' 	-X 	P0i,iER(OP,)  
106 	Fr.'4,àT(• 	-1-Y 	PCE, q(D2, )  
10 7 	Fç.,k're.T(' 	-Y 	POEF(Oe) 	=!,F10,5,/) 
10b 	f-P ., T(' 	4,PEPAT14PE 	PUER(D)=',F10...5,/)... 	_ 	 , , _. 

• 	GC 	TO 	99 9 	 , 
758 	, i-;.I1EC10 8 ,759)  
759 	Fc, p14 T(..H)T 	POSITIVE 	A 	VALUE, 	LOGIC) 	viILL 	NOT 	WORK', 	9,3,/) 	, 

U.i. 	10 	9 9 r)  
. 	999 	STOP 	3 	 . 

i...i. 	c., 	 .. , 	. 	........ 	,. 	..... 	...._. 	. 	_.... 	• 

_ 	_.... 	_ 	, 	...... 	___ 	. 	...... 

, 

. 	.:.. 	, 

. 	. 	. 	.. 

. 	. 

, 

COMPUTER SERVICES DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATIONS 
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snr 	!.1 	.% 	 f 	 r t: r, 	 t 

4 , . ,1 	11 - . 	.I.UIF 	'- ' ,.T 	ULfrMOL -, ' ,,A11 ,i7U..7D4 

C  
C 	f.U.Ir;:t 	Pp,TTEi., 	PRf,; ! :.. ,' 
C 	 • _. 	_._ 	,. 	__.  
C 	develoedrat 	Canadian 	Astronautics 	Limited. 
C 	2b 	SA.?.. 197'. 	j 	.". 	.i.,1IKE 	STOTT 	 , 
C 	modified 	suillmer . o --f 	81 	by 	 . 	

/ 
C 	t'ornera 	Coil 	(CAL) 	-1. 	M. 	Zanichkowsky 	(CRC) 	•  
C 
C 	PPr..CA', 	1.‘E....7- 	PATERN 	 • .. 	...._. 	. 	_ 	 . 
C 	 , 

. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 . C 	'Hie, 	ersion 	nuts 	the 	gain..m.atriy. 	notp .diec. 	This 	ooeration 	. 	 . 
C. 	t- ,,, 	,..s 	about 	15 	, . , inutes 	of 	the 	users 	time, 	The 	end 	result 	 . 
C 	-', 	t,e 	creatinn 	o 7f 	tne'file 	'PATRN 	which 	1s 	used 	in 	8 	cnntOur 	 . 
C 	c. ,ttinn 	routine. 	 .. 	 . 	 . 
C. 	_ 	____ 	..._ ___ 	_ 	_. 	 .. 	

. 	
• . 	 . 

XR(720),YR(720),ZR(720) 	 . 
, 	 . 

_ 	_ 	. 	.  C, 	 . 
C 	,\R ( YP,ZP 	— 	these 	are 	the 	coordinates 	of 	the 	centres 
C 	 'of 	each 	reflector 	element 	

_ 

C 
-.L.Li.. 	S\IR(.421.5UP(42). 	 . 

YXC(9),YxD(P),INC 
PLEX 	EX,EY.,EZ.CPX/AX/R,Vi. 	_ 	_ 	_ 	____ 

	. 	. 	. , 	. 
CU'TLEX 	4X(720),HY(720),HZ(720) 

C 	 . 

C 	flx,HY,1I7. 	- 	these 	are 	the 	total 	sUrface 	current 	for 	each 	reflector 	 . 
C 	. 	elerPent 	. 	 :._ 	__.  
C 

L'TE-[;Er' 	IGhq(120U,IGVT(1200),IQR(5) 	,  
F.',Give,LEHÇE. 	CIGHP(1),H.X(1))/(IGVT(1),11Y(1)) 	. 

C 	 . 	 . C 	c..;:,', , 	-Hoe 	data 	file 	'DISH1', 	which 	n,as 	created 	in 	the 	Program 	9 REFLC0', 
C 	,-. 	or.,teins 	the 	centre 	r.,Qints 	pf_t,1,1e 	reflePtOr_elemental 	sreaS..0._  
C 	tL, 	.is , .1 	that 	•ere 	determined 	also 	in 	the 	progren 	1 REFL,C0f. 
C 

:.i_)(5C3,98)R 

	

.C.,:i 	550 	1=1,! , R  
C 	 . 
C 	.,i:,.(s 	lo c ati'on 	'of 	centres 	o.f 	re :flector 	elements - 	frot 	.1.11SH1' 	-iile 	. 	 _ 	. 	_ 
C 	 . 

E412:, ( 5 03, c)5) 	. 	xR(I)pYR(T),ZR(I) 	. 	_ 
55;.-, 

r 
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I 	.! 

	

ir ,...w 	Ti e 	:lie 	r.rirl 	',, hiun 	Jas 	create° 	in 	the 	program 	. 	. 
C 	'RE.-.FSC'• 	and 	contains 	the 	surface 	current 	(complex) 	cl -i 	çach 	reflector 
C 	,.i..  

C 	 ' 
1 ,7 	562 	5;141:Pl_.  

i.177.i0..*;("-“,!5,90 	NX(I),HY(I),HZ(I) 

	

5i.) 	Cf-i , ,T.P,'JE,._._. 	____ 	. 	... 	 . 

C C 	T'ro,rolout 	th, 0 	procram 	the 	total 	oner 	0.i 	All 	horns 	h a s 	npç..n 	spt  
C 	i: 	0.-.e, 	and 	the 	:ireuenc\, 	is 	fourc 	in 	the 	flle 	'IMPUTSf_which 	was 
C 	, ,.7rreo 	in 	the 	wain 	Program:7SAMOD.e.._ 	The 	maXimury 	and 	minimum. 	 . 
C 	c,tions 	in 	67/EL 	of 	the 	contour 	are 	also 	read 	in 	so 	theY.can 	be 	, 
C -.-:.z.— 	to 	Ove 	the 	user 	an 	idea 	0:f. 	the_area 	that 	shOuld 	be 	looked 
C 	Fi r. 	ofi 	te 	contour 	plot, 	, 
C 	 .  

P171, 	-- 
i..,1,1_) 	500 	. 	_ 	, 

' 	;0(500,21) 	F 

	

21 	i,ifmAT(F) 	 _ 	. 	__ 	_ 	_ 
CLL 	RUSRFC(500,3) 	 , 
Fo (56,22) 	XIT1 ,'Ml-Aq,XMAX,Y04X 	, 

	

FO1A1(4F) 	 . 
C 

.'"1.TE(1t18,70) 	xtfwxtf,,\X,YHIN,ymAX 

	

70 	1 OPPT('IN. 1 7IPUTH 	Ar) 	ELFVATIP 	COORDINATES 	O.NTHE.EARTH",/,- 	-- 	, 
.•"THL 	MIO.MtW 	AZ 	IS; 	',F5.2,4X,'THE 	MAXIMUM 	IS; 	',F5.2,/, 
w - II-if; 	nrHiMUr,' 	EL 	Ts: 	',Ç5.2',4X,'THE 	MAXIt/le 	I 8 1' 	e,F5 ...2,//,  
.'Fr, lEi-Zir,ÏJTH 	VIF1',IG 	R4i,jGE 	FOR 	PLOT 	(START,FINISH)') 	, 

	

(1')5, 	71) 	AZST, 	47 FI 	„ 	....  
TPLJT 	'TE.P. 	ELF ,/ A T irq.!' R,',,,JGE 	(START,FINISH)* 

	

(19S, 	71) 	ELST, 	ELFI 	 .. 	•, 	. 	. 

	

71 	i",,iT 	(2F ) 	, 

C  
C 	U .f,.. 	,,, unroutine 	FXIrC 	,i;ill 	set 	the 	incrementatiOn 	of 	the 	scale 	. 
C 	,. ri. 	, ae sure 	that,the 	1iits 	ch9sen 	are 	divisable 	hvthe 	. 	. 	. 
C 	increentation, 	this 	may 	reSult 	in 	the 	scale 	beinç 	sliqhtiv 	 . 
C. 	i?,',reit 	than 	-;, , at--peis 	reueste.:;.- 	the 	user.. 	--..:. 	. 	. 	. 
C 

r“L 	F:vINC 	(T.ZST,AZFI,rdINC)  
c;LL 	FxpiC 	(ELST,ELFT,r.Lii.'1C) 

C 	. 	. 
-;ITE(U)808) 

	

3() 	1H)5.7(//,'THE 	RPOGR , ', ' 	IS 	Nil. 	GUIF,RAT15 	TI-.1g. 	CflT1UR 	DATA 	MATRIX.f, 
iY,':, 8UUT 	15 	IMUTES 	CP4'LETIOP TUT:,SO 	GO OAVÉ 	A COFFEEçetfn 	. 

r 
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41,Cseee .7e^T_A -/C71/71,,  • 4 n 

.1...- 1..,- ((ELF .NELST)/EONC)+1.1 	 . 
C 

 C 	Cr&-te 	output 	data 	file 	'PATQN' 	and 	w rte 	AZ-1, EL 	range 	info. 
C _. 	__..... 	____ 	. 	.... 
C 	Ts 	is 	tie 	creation 	of 	the 	iile 	 n . 'PATRM e . 	It 	will 	contai 	the , 	. 	_ 
Ç 	-..,,t. 	-;atrix 	.0.1.al1. 	t5e.cai.culated 	,_;ains 	over 	the 	sPeci :iied 
C 	i'.:11 	e. 	Two 	watrices 	,,ill 	j';e_created,. one 	is 	coPr5ole 	. . 
C 	a , 	cne 	is 	the 	cross - fpolp, 	in 	the 	r.lot 	routine 	the 	uspr 	is 	given 	. 
C 	r•-,zi oe 	of 	w c h 	h e 	,ould 	lirce 	to 	clot, 	. 
C 	 . . 	. 	 _ 	_ 
C 	'1":, -, 	si'e 	of 	te 	file 	is 	varia1,51e 	der, endant 	on 	the 	nunt-)er 	cr-i 

i.;th 	anc.i 	elevation 	increments 	..(.2 	Aords 	each),, the 	first 	two 
C 	1 i - es 	of 	the,file 	(4hiCh 	re 	the 	azimuth/elevation 	ranges), 	and 
C 	t -,,,, 	enc 	of 	file 	line 	( 1 28 	characters).  
C 

C 	U.Ii•, TT:'IliE 	GEF.S4TIUN 	OF 	'PLOTDATA. 	FILE: 
C 	PCSITIH 	YOUPSELF 	IN 	1 7. 	F.11.., 	AND 	TOEN.GET IFIE.PQ,OF_SIEF.S  
C 	1 , 	IHF 	AZ 	- 	EL 	DIRE,CTIOS 	. 	. 	. 
C 

 C 	2Et,D(601/6 ()03) 	UnIi,JTER 	 . 
C603 	URATU) 	. 	. _ 	_. 	___ 	_ 	_____ 	. 	____ 	__. • 
C 	(..,1..L 	POSREC(601,IPOITE) 	 . 	. C 	›fc.:à0(à01,6003) 	UnIPTO. . 	_ 	.___ 	_ 	____ 	_____ 	....._ _ 	. 
C 	Ci, LL 	PO!3EC 	(bet, 	'POINTER) 	 , 
C 	[li,'ITF(6 (ir,6:“:4) 	JA7,JEL 	 ,  
Cb0Cia 	FC)RAT(1X121:7), 	 . 
C 	 , _ 
C 	L'..2'1 	Cr_iTIN 	(FOP 	TNF 	FILE) 	THE 	START, 	FINISH, 	AMP 	STEP 	VALUE 
C 	!- r:;F 	iTAUTH 	ELFVTTO'l 	f'SPF-CTIVFLY 	,.. 	. 	, 
C 	 . 
C 	. F- 1TEU1,60(15) 	AZST,::C/FT,AZINC 	 . 
C6t.)G. 	F il!r-'»v!(-1 T (3 ( 1>s, F .2) ) 
C 	; 	•;I:IE ri.,(1 1 1 60(,)5)  
C** .,,7** ,,,k*A****************** ,******************************************** 
C 	4; 	

, 
1 	Constaril;$ , Piravelngth! 	... 	 ..._ 	... 	. 	.... 	. 	,.. 	_ _ 	. 	.. 	. 

F ;:-- 3,, 1 ill5q265 	 . 
•1._=?99. 7 c1 3/F 

 - 
all 	reaees 	intn 	r -jienS 	 I 	. 

153.T=ii . ST*PAO 	 . , 	 . E!SizELST*P!") 	, 	. 
, LF.1=A.(FIlePAH 	. . 	 % 
VLF). .....r1-riXr:AU 
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MI MU 11111111 Sill Mall OM MI IIIIIII MI Mall OM BM INS OM OM IIIIIIII • MN OM 

• 	 .,. . .7.1'l, I iILW P. Li 	 ) 

ir.-J.C;OYI. 
C 	

. 	
.. 	. 	 . 

C 	Thp 	'ollowino 	lines 	will"; 
C 	3«!ect 	an_al.(111_and'el_ 	(KK) 	.Jalues 	for 	a 	far 	field 
C 	.eint. 	Select 	reilect;or 	mnint 	(J), 	Calculate 	4istance 
C 	'r0 ,- 	the 	far 	field 	boint. 	It 	•ill 	tnen 	calnùlat'p 	 . 
C 	te 	iori , ontal 	and 'vertical 	cdfr.flonents 	of 	the_electric 
C 	' 	 due 	to 	elemenJ.,..Add_to_total 	for 	horizontal 	_ 
C 	;., -(1 	vertical. 
C.  __ 
C 	531.- 	in 	increments 	of ,a?iTutn, 	outer 	lOOP, 
C 

 17q.'; 	6 	11=1,J.AZ 
. 	T=1  

C 	 . 	_ 	. 	 .  , 
C 	St 	,• 	in 	increments 	of 	elevation, 	inner_tooP m. 	_....  
.0 

/15 	KK=1,JEL  

, FL=i- LST+(l‘Kr1.)*.ÉLV:C  
FL=c0S(EL)*3Ah 	 •. 

FM=SIMEL) 	 . 	_ 	___.  
F;q=COS(EL)*COS(AZ) 	 1 	' ‘ 
E._,X=U 	•0.3 	 . 

17..Y=C0.•j.) 	 , 	 .• 
.F,.. --:(0. f ':) • 	) 	 . 	•  

c 
C 	f-te.rate 	far  •f- ield 	ef4cts 	Of 	surface 	currents.  .. 
C 	ts 	in 	EX,EY.E2, 	inner - inner 	lcool 
C 	 . 

. 	
(;(). 	35 	J=1,m 	 . 

	

IFC(X(J),GT.1,E7).OR.CXP(J).LT.-.1•E7)) 	GO 	TO 	35  

1.-(xR(J)*FL+YR.(J)*FtZR(J)*FNj 
. 

, 	 . 	... 	. 	. 

CPx=CmPLx(CQS(E4.),-SICREP ,1)  
i'xx(j)*FL .I. HY(J)*FH 7 (j)*F 
F,x. r.ExtcPx .e.(HX(J)-AX*FL) 

	

EY=EY+CPx*(HY(J)-AX*FM) 	 . 
, 	. 	 . 

C 	Firis) 	of 	inner-inner 	lno--':. 	 . -. 	„ 	, 
"ZG 

	

-r -Jr  
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aut .  r emu 	r 	al. as sou 	fle 	MIS 11111 	OM um an 

C 	17.1;,1ate 	r*? 	.c 	V**2 	and 	compare 	to 	1 /4*PI*RM;*?c2 	to 
C 	- 	té-iio 	isotroric 	c,ains. 	 1 

C 

1-GF:...-sisiT(peo.*pne, L*R'NG 	 . , . 	 , hR=EXtCuSLAz)riEytsP!(AZ) _ 	• 	 . 

	

. 	 , 
vT=-Ex*stmEL) .*sIhOlni-EYtCos(EL)-EZ*sINCEL)*coS(AZ) 
sf, P(I)=2c:.*LoGlnucAr'.1 srHP1)/RGFI-FFF 

 svP(I)=20,*i_G1oc(CAS(vT))/RGF)-FFF 
_ 	. 	_ 	• Im'CSPPM.GT.GAX.).Qi.Cx.i.FiP(J)....__ 	._, 	. , 

IF(SVPCI).Gf.GAX)GmA s4=SVP(1) 

45 	Cn -TrquE 	 . 
C  
C 	F5h.  of 	inner 	loop' 	lonP 	back 	te 	get 	a 	new 	value 	0 .--f 	EL 
C 	. 	will 	Store 	the, 'norion_ta_1 : _ma.tr_.4..in 	a 	file 
C 	c,:,lied 	paternl 	under 	the 	logical 	unit 	506, 	the 	program 
C 	ill 	store 	the 	vertical 	oain 10 	a . ,-.1.e_çalleci,Patern22:____ 	_ 
C 	,-ier 	the 	Idoical 	unit 	507. 	. 
C 

 TF (50o,155) 	(SHP (K),K=1,JEL) 	 . 
ITE(597,155) 	(SVP(K),K 171,JEL) 	.. 	.„ 	. . 	. ......... 	, 	. 	____ 	, 	....._ 	.._._ 	. 

46 	rupJTILJE 	 _ 
C ....., • 	. 
C 	Fi,in 	of 	outer 	loop, 	loon 	bacX 	to 	çiet 	a 	new 	%ielue 	of 	AZ. 
C 	 ,  
C 	rite 	omt 	the 	maxin , um 	Pain 	that 	.4 as 	found 	ih 	the 	coverage 	area. 
C_ 	

, ' - ,TF(10i3,250)G n ,, A'x 
25) 	FOAT(/1"Xim!.) 	GAI. 	= 	',F7.2 e 	ei8e,//1 • 	„ • ...._ . 	_ _ _ __ 	_ 
C 

. 	 *..;k*o,***-** -********e*k*A-********************************************* 	.  
C 	Eii-ISH 	cREArrom 	OF 	'PLOTDATP.' 	FILE BY 	INSEJiTING 	THE 
C 	'm.x.i's'U'. 	GI!I 	FTGIAE 	. 	'. 	..- , 	 , . 	_ 	.. 
C 	 . 
C 	' 	, IFF.- (6()1,6u06) (,;i,'Ax 	.. 	. 	. 	_ 	.._._ 	...... 	. 
C6/iib 	FU , 1(1X,F.2) 
Clcx****W***********************************************************  

C 
C*Jskt*-x 	FOPvaT 	STATErESTS 	********** 
C 
q5 	FriA1(3F). 	 . _ 
c.) , 	rriT4O) 
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• 

605 	STU 	i.', 
r.id.)  

c 	 . 
c 	 . 	 . _ 	_..._. 	....._. 	. 	.._ 

suPsouTieqE 	FxIu(: 	(ST,Fi f INC) 	 . 
L 	INC,ST,FI,RILT 	_ 	. 	,_  

ITEGEP 	1 
C 	 . 	. 	.  
C 	i 9 	increents 	chOpen 	are 	based on 	the 	allowable 	memOrY 	of 
C 	r , , 	• , rcuraM. 	••••__ 	_ _ 	.. 	__ .._ 	 _ 
C 

'IIII:z(Ai3S(FI^ST))/ILi 	.•_.• 	•  

1".F(kIT.GE..75 	INCe, 1,0 
frupP.:T.GF..35.P.ND.T! ,;T.LT..75) 	T.NC=,'.4  
IFP,.UT.GE ...15.Ae!O.in:NT.L.T..35) 	INICg.2 	 . 

TF(filPT.LT ...15) 	INC=.1 	_ 	.. 	. 	.•• 	 _ 
C 	. 	. 
C 	Ch a i,l, 	'lax 	and 	mins 	SO 	theY 	will 	':..',e 	dieded .eventy. by 	the...incl. 	• 	_ 
C 	 . 

 GO 	TO 5 	 • 1F(p.r1HD(ST,IMC).50.0) 	 . 
izirix(sT/INc) 	 . 
Tr(I.LT. ,)) 	1..-;i‘7.1 	_._ 	., 	.• 
7F(I.t;T.) 	1=I+1 	 . 
sT=Fuoikr(i)*INc 	_ 	•__ 	. 	. 	_ 	___ 5 	TFUO'la(risINC).EiD.0) 	GO 	TO 	6 
f. --zr , (FT/Th;C)  
r.F(i..LT,^) 	j.=I-1. 	 . 

TF(1.GT,r1) 	1=1171  
FI=FiJ:IA1(1)*I:k 	 . 	. 

• 

• . 

	

. 	

. 
‘ 	 . 	

. , 	
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Optimum paraboloid aerial and feed desi 
. Herbison-Evans, M.A., D.Phil. 

Synopsis ' • 	 - 	 ' 

A Computer sttidy Was  made of 	SpilloVer,...çrèssPolarisatiori  and illumination  effieiencY Of Parabéléids*.: 
of varihus Ifocal-lerigth/parabOloiddiameter (F/P);raticiS, ,fed," by, rectangularYsqùàrè, and  Cireülar 

, giiides in their  lOweSt-cirdermOdes:1The feed radiatibri•Pattérns used were those derived' by,siniple  diffraction  
theory frOnt;the incident  'WaVeguide.MOdè'fieléudistribiltiOn..•The apPrOXimatiOnS  made in  thiS'deriV:ation:,' 
give unnaturally iciWisPiliovers -,fOr .yery 'sniaW aperture feeds, and thi4 favour: short J.FIJ):Systems,•which 
would ` ,uSe:rsued • feed$:...The,feed'..clitnénSiOns Were  optimised to giVe  a maximum figure of  'Merit ,.(gairir 

.:: t'otal -': ndiSe:terriperattiré) fèr"_each:céinbinatiOn  of  fee& ieeeiVer nOiSe,,i:terriperature aricl,P11)  ratio  Some 
 of the optimum  hOrb: dimensions and  resulting : illumination  taper•S:cess aerial  noise  ; temPerattirèS'; 

gain efficiencies and  figures of 'merit produced;by  the computations  are'erésénted, The résilit's show, among 7 ' 

éther thingS,: that the figure of  Merit, of  a lOW-Ftb-ratici:systern is abOtiù0.:•'ll,c1B less : thab that  of  a. large-
F/D-ratibsYsterd They also'shé .W 'that, if the  syStém has a .lickW receiVer temperature, the.:feect-diMérisiOnSq.',, 
should' be  larger than cdnventional design procedures inClicate, to  give' tit) tà _3 dB'mrire,:edge-illumiriatiOn .  „ 	„ 
taper. 	, 

, List of symbols 	• ::•••.:h 

a = Eplàne 'haifWidth  of  .reciangular feed .aPerture, 
• radius of circular-feed aperture Or .halfwidth of „ 	 . 

	

square-feed aperture • 	 • 
b = //plane halfwidth of rectanglar-féed aperture •••.', 
D = diameter of paraboloid reflector 	̀••  

Ee ,  E  -= components of electric field: radiated bY, feed , in • 
spherical Co-ordinates with oiigin aufeed • 

E,  E,  components of electric field ;radiated by : feed  in  
' rectangular co-ordinates With origin at feed - 

F =- focal length of paraboloid reflector 
G = gain of aerial.relative'to isotropie 

J 1 (x)=  Bessel  function of first kind and order one with 
argument x 

M = 10log 	10log 	= figure ' of. merit 

- 

	

	 relative to dish with,100% effiCiency and •under- 
graded receiver ternperature: 

Poo  -= power radiated per unit solid angle by feed along 

P, =- total power radiated by-feed 	 ; 	, s• , • ' 
T total equivalent noise temperatùre at: aerial  term- 

inais 
TR = equivalent noise temperatur e . due to receiVer and 

Ts  =-. equivalent -noise temperature of feed spillover past: 
paraboloid  

y = 27r/guilde wavelength 1. 
, 1' = reflection Coefficient at waveguide mouth'„: 

- aperture illumination taper. efficiencyH 

	

7) = efficiency : factor duc to crosspolarisation losi' 	• r 	 - efficiency factor due to spillover loss . • - 	, 
--= component-of spherical co-ordinates aboùt feed  

• =-- free-spacé Wavelength 
p-= distance from point on•parabOloid:tO'focus 	•  

component or spherical co7Ordinates alit:nit feed : 
• 4>  = cone  scmiangle subtended ,by paraboloid at  its 

focus - 
„ 

1 	Introduction 
One• of; the simplest 'methods :of „obtaining ., aerial ,,:. 

• gains in excess of 30d.B.' is the hom-fed-paraboloicl of  revolu- , • 
` tion. The efficiency of-this aerial depends on the focal-lengthf, 

i aperture-diameter (F/D) :•radio' of the , paraboloid  and  " the ,. . 	 . 
:. noise temperature of the .receiver; as well as the design. and . 
: dimensions of its feed. ' •.• , 	. ..: ' : ...- - .; ..>: 7' " : '...›.,` . ' ' - ' ' 	. 

. Previoùs' general design: •probedureS for OptimiSing  pàra- 
boloids  have  asSiimed eithèr a long fbeal lengtht. 2  or approxi-
mations  to the feed  radiation  pattern which lend themsélves,; - 

 : tà integration.3, 4 	 - 

- The ' optimum  design  `.of the feed-paraboloid combinatiOri , 
for a maximum signal-power/noise-power ratio  depends on , 
the particular  application.  • Féer_raclar, scatter and line-of-..": 

:sight links and passive-Satellite communication  links the . • 
received Signal is ProportiOnal :to. the square  of the aerial 
gain, so that the aerial May be designed. for 'Maximum e/ 

- total-noise7power ratio, 'Where G, is the gain above isbecipic. 

•kin 95 . (1) 

	

, Piper 5428 E,first  received 29th June and in revised form,I lth August 	 (gka  sin  0  9PS'l 
, Dr. Herbison-Evans  was  formerly Witit'lhe -iblinistrY  of TèchnologYy  

	

. Signals Research & Development Establishment, Christchurch, Hints., 	 : 	' 	sin (kb sid•B  sin. 

	

England, and is now with the School of Physics, University'ofNewSetith 	 ' 	 • 
kbsinOsin  

..'•.' 'For active-satellite cornintiniCatiôhgrourid,•systerns,• where .the, ,-• 
,••-::,dowrilink is 'inpre critical  than  the  uplink  as in 'tile: preserit.:.::: 

generation of sySterns," the signal  is•propOrtiérial .tà the  gain 
and the . aerial >;:should' "give:•maihrium ::Gitotal4ibise 7pOWer ••••• 

figure of  merit • 
The  tOtal. noise -power  can :be:eonvenièritly .  expressed . as. an 

 .equiValent'.nciise' tempèrattne . and  split into  the  Sum:: of  
•1•.'::con-Mcnierits dué.tO the:receiver, .'aerial tnainlieam,'.diffiactiOn 	• 
• Sidelobes,''defeets  in  the paraboloidal 	 •surface •.  feed  support 

 ,bloCkagé'and 'spillover ,bY :the,feed ontsideithe'cone.'subrendécl.::•::'-•-. 
'by.the 'dish at :the:feeeT4i.s ist•ccimpofletit is  important in 

 this Stiidy; as  it is the one  Whieh is'iraded' for gain  by'alteridg 
the •fe,ed, - dimenSions., • ASsurning',thé,noise:S • due •io 	 ' 
Ponent are .-relati velY.  ineoherent;.their ::PoWers•-,can , 

.;:sunimed.•,ln this  study all  but the'spillOver will .be' lumped 
•: together.and referred.  to•caS - rtiè' 

optimum  feed-paraboloid  configuration  depends  on  this,•• 

•this study, thé"..effects"of..Paraboloid•Ètp›.. , ratio 
. 	 • -, 

receiver-Inbise: teréperature . 'on : the optimum design Were - in-
vestigated with More  realistic  approximations  :"to  the  feed 

digital .:computerS'..:ThÏ'study wa directed': tO"the.•desigdOr:.'•::`::: 
:. :.: -•ground-terminal':aerials for an  acti‘;e-Saiellite..coramonication . 	„ 	. 	 .. 	• 	.. 	.. 	• • 

••'the:-• figùreof -;.:'rrierit•-••-•-cir ••gainitotal-noise: • • • 
,••.:'.,•teiriperatùre ratio,V'eas..inaxidirsed:With :the:aerial •preStun'ècl,-tO:::: : :•:. 

be directeriat hive eleVatiOn 	When,"satellites - tend 
maxiinum:rangeatx1 their 

.Three feeds which.  lend themselves .  
were investigated: rectangular -, square  and cireularveavegt1ides :.•:- 	„,. 	. 

- 
 

in  • their:fun datnental • 'mOdes..-":The. radiation  patterns' cir.the::::•-î.•,'-' 
feedS,.• were ::taken! to ,,,béttipse derived bY>SCalar .diffraction  

..tlièô6i*:2frotii:thé.tratisvèrSè7field.eistribtition'of.i4 modes
Forthe rectarigular and square  feeds •••• 

• 0 
é 

Reprinted with "permission :from.: Proc InstElec Eng.;:- Vok 	 Jan 1968  ,,Copyright  CI. by 'fflie British t,rown. Reproduced leMh. 
' permission of . the'coritrollerxif Her Britannie Majesty's Stationery Office. 	.• 	• 	- 

i6 



noe 
nn• + cos 0 

and for the circular feed, 

t. 

g • 

; . 

'where,  E -2=, ..E8  sin + E. : (15):. r• 

16) 

' - 
cos (ka sin 0

, 
 coiçb) 

2k0 sin 0 cos9S 2  

sin (kb sin 0 sin 4.) 
kb sin 0 sin 

..: Thé  aperture-illum ination efficiency was found 

x  p2  iiii Oec/Ol ' 

le' 1272 ed4ei 	f 27  (Ex) 	e dçtd0 

Ji (léa sin 0)  si  
' , .ka sin 

.T 1 ' (ica 	0)  
+ cos 	ka Sin 0 

cos 0 

, In both cases, the reflection ccefficient Lappearing in 
equations in keference 5 has been'apProxiMated by that- due 
to the change in refractive index implied bY  the  change in 
phase  velocitY. A more exact 'cernplex expréSifon ,  for the  

. reflection coefficient is derived in Reference 5; but : the:extra , 
complexitY of its  use  Was not considered to be justified at 
this stage. Thns the reflection cdefficient: was taken as 	„.. 

r = k  
k 

The calculation of the figure of merit of a particular combi-
nation of horn, paraboloid FID ratio and receiver noise , 
temperature, fell into three parts: spillover, crosspolarisation 
and illumination efficiency.'  

The spillover is the proportion of power radiated by the 
feed not intercepted by the paraboloid. 11 defines .an  efficiency 
factor *V. 

5 

n 	n " 
E2) sin 0 dcka0 f  

(4 + ED sin 0 440 

•where (I) is the semiangular aperture of the paraboloid: The 
•denominator should be equal to the power leaving the wave- 
• guide aperture. So as to avoid the wiggly integral involved in 

its direct evaluation, the analytical formula for the gain was 
used to find it indirtly: 	, 

47rPoo  
r = (7) 

where 
, = 	14 + 4) sin Bite) . 	, . 	(8) 

7=  axial gain of feed over isotropic radiator 

and Poo 	+ :Eifat 	7-9 	: • .":- . 	(9) 

In our  case ,6  for the rectangular and square feee:,:,.:  

-21-2 

-I + (10) 

k 2ae---8 
= 1: 

2 
(il)  

and for the' circular feed 

(12) 

2 

(ka) 2()• 8368; 13) 

The crosspolarisation efficience.wasloùnd by, integration 
, across the focal plane of the  wanted linear component: 

o 	o 
: 	sin 0 dckde 

,(14 
+ Ei,) sin 0 d 

where , 

F focal  length  of  paraboloid  

' The  crossPolarisatiOn was ,assurried --,,Ig..,:givé rise:,,:,to  a final 
 crésspolarisation pattern With:Most-of its radiation near- the 

Was: aiSurned not to .•:àdil,to  the noise  tern7? 
Per-at tire - , but  'only to....;:ditniniSh thef .....gain::. The  total noise, 
temperature Was takeri - as' 

771 	Ts(1 	 : 

Where Tk, is the receiver ,temperature AsSiiniing.that  one 
 ' half Of the spillOyer is absgrbéd by `a=black ground at 300 ° K 

	

and-that the other half Sees the sky ..at 	7 3. was taken 
; 150°K: The  results 'lean, be: expreSsed SimPlY  for  other'. dish 
' ..:..grientationS and ; sky and grotind: ternperatiires by „ linear .  

'arid 

The.figure.of merit hf of thecombination:,was apprOximated. • 

10 108 {p 7/1 	150(1 — ) 
(18) 

relative tg a:uniférritlYnatedàpert, ute;éf:::. 
, 	..„ 

the  parabOlOid ..,.diarnèter:. With no s'...ekess - aeriaf-, noise No  
...account was taken  of  feed .J.blocking;ritiSmatching-9r-,gther. , ,,,.. 
effects • 

the  circulan.-feed case, the ,integra—iions, Were .dOne ..aria, 
lytically,:and only single. integrations .were.perforrned

• „...computer...For the .rectangular...and'square .-feedS"; .,,:the doubie 
..integrations -Were :done ..by. 'computer:: IntegratioriS were 
using  an imprOyed 'version,. of .,the`radaptive' ;:Simpson,L,pig 

,.cechire 6  tci à relative, accuraey Of .bettei ..than  0 001 ' , • 
•• . • The: approximations  .made in deriving the .  feeçl radiation 

: -patterns .inake them invalid in -  the - range  of.  feed; dimensions,.  
' used..This was bronght Out clearly by:the spillgVe .r . integraticii. 

This  revealed that more, energy- waSradiated -Linio: thetone  
. subtended,.by tbe.• Paraboloid. than Was . tranSrnitted., through 

 the waveguidé aperture  when the aperture transverse  
Sion dropped below .  about -0-9 À... Tints the iestilts' are biased.--. 
in  faVour . of ',low FID . ratiosv ,  by 

-- 

,„. spillovers  for  small feed. aperttires. 	 .1 
...The optimum 'horn 'dimensions ,Were foiindf,by' 

• - search procedure for. -.each .  TR' and :FID.  'The golden  search 
:. - ..maihniseS:à . :functign....4Of a: Variable over ,  aL;limited. range of 

that:variable. ' This  : it :dgeS:by -exarnining.  thé.r. funCtion at  the  
• 'golden Points of -the:range ; 	at 4-.,W5 	4.  (3 

ofthe . range) ..:Whicheyer is loiver is takeii às.  the boimdary -cif 

brackets  the '..rnaZimiiiif; of the  function  more and more 
 :ClOsely;.  iintil,ajdesired'acetiraCY is  atiainec1:- ::• • 

-foéci- éf, the Maximititi . fignre.:Of. ,..'... 
merit  are :sh .owri; in  Fie  1  with  the ...Hpiarie: illumrnations 
requiree:at...the:edge : ipf-ttiç.  pâraboto5d.rel4iiii.é:. 
.apex-::(ineléding space  taper due  to the; different:. diStanCeS, 

the'edge and  the apex of the:;Parabôloid)':.. 

noisef.iemperaitirés .  àoWn 

:6  and  • .. 	• 	. 	. 	..• 	 . 
ànstilat and Square .feedS ... Fig.. - 8 ..shgwa.figure.ofinerit against 

f0i.F./p.+:0 :4 and .1.; 5for allthreefeeds  . 
The  sCatter on -rriany. of  

the  resUlt."of  the  finite.  iceiiracy of:tne'inteiii -,àfibri and .scarch 
procedures  

	

The 	
• 

isyniptétic Varties..6b .tairied::1-Or  a  ii:Ctatighlar''feec1:4•:: : - 
 FID  tends .'to:infinity..for. 30à) °K 

of . Milne and.:RaabfOr...a. , Single-holit ..:feed;• , 	. 
and ...'gainfexCeSS 

E,è Cos . 	-- .E.,*  sin .16... 
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different environment models) agree closely, but the optimum 
• horn  dimensions derived here are slightly larger... 

A point that arose in the calculations was that no optimum 
fecd produced more than 2% of crosspolarised energy. This 
factor depends on the effective electric/magnetic dipole 
moment ratio at the feed aperture, and this is sensitive to the 
form taken for the reflection coefficient, since the mismatch 

• at the feed aperture augments the electric field but diminishes 
the magnetic field there. 5, 

• • 	The following general conclusions  can be.  made  from• 
the  results  , 

(a) All three feeds giv.  e similarly shaped curves of figure of 
merit against FID or TR .. However, the curves for rect-
angular and circular feeds are identical to'w-ithin  01 dB and 

 show an advantage over a square feed of 0.2-0.4dB. For 
circular polarisation, the square and circular feeds can  • be , 
uscd directly, but a rectangular feed has to be synthetised 
from a square one, with internal fins at the edges of the 

• aperture to constrict it for each linear-polarisation com-
ponent separately. However, the difference in performance ' 
between the optimum circular and rectangular feeds is 
probably less than the excess conduction losses that this fin 
loading would entail for a rectangular feed, and so a conical 
hom is the indicated feed for circular polarisation.' 
(b) The usual feed-design procedures specify the size of the 
feed by the illumination occurring in the direction of the edge 

- of the paraboloid relative to that in the direction of the apex. 
The present work shows that, for most values of FiD and for 
all three types of feed, reducing the receiver_ temperature 
from 3000 to 300°K requires an increase in the optimum feed 
dimension to give an extra —0-7dB edge illumination in the 
Hplane. Reducing the receiver temperature from 3000 to 
30' K requires an extra —3dB. • 

(c) Despite approximations leading to a bias in favour of - 
low FID ratios, the results show an advantage in gain of 
about 0.8dB for large over small FID ratios for all receiver 
temperatures. This advantage would also hold for Cassegrain 
or Gregorian systems with a short-focus main dish but high 
magnification, as the spillover, crosspolarisation and aperture 
efficienCy will be those apertaining to the long-focus equivalent 

• paraboloid:7 , However, for these this advantage  must be 
balance against extra losses due to blockage by the sub-
reflector and diffraction effects due to its finite size. 	. - 
(d) For all three feeds and over most FID ratios, there is 
little change in the design for the optimum GIT ratio between 

• receiver temperatures of 3000 and 300°K. Small changes in 
aerial temperature are swamped by the large receiver tem-
peratures, and the resulting designs are virt ually for maximum 
G alone. Thus the conclusions-about optimum horn type and 

dimensions, and paraboloidF/D ratios, are also true, for  
applications requiring  maximum  G2/7' for this range; of '- 
receiver .temperature. The ,,similar -  ekcess aerial noise tem-

, peratures -  in this range for  rectangular -and. cirCular *feeds -• 
indicates'a spillover of about  15%. However;, With -a  30°K 

 receiVer , temperature; the edge, illumination:- should be. - 
tapered  by  a further 2-4dB.-The rectanghlar and 'circular 
feeds give excess aerial noise temperature.s of. 18 and .16°K, -- 
respectively. These are nearlY,_,constant With-respect to FID 

• and indicate a spillover for the optimum clesigns.of approxi-
mately 12 and 10.5 %,:respectively. 

4 	, Conclùsions 
The graphs of figure of  merit against F/b - enable a 

syStem designer who is intent on using a horW-fed parabOloid, 
:. to choose an FID  ratio for the .parabbloid he  must use.  He 

can trade the losses  in the  neceiSary Wavegnide run:to g front  
feed, or the subrefiector blocking and truncation 'fosses' of a . 
Cassegrain feed, for the ment  Joss, as thé FID ratio . of the  - 
paraboloid iS reduced. the Curves presented here guide the 

 choice of feed and give the Optimum feed-aperture' dimen-
sions. A small point iS that the  designer must enstire that there 
is room for the length of the.iiare of the feéçl from normal-H: 
waveguide dimensions to the - required feed-apertUre 
sions, giving -lesS than a A/8- phase error -..acrOss ,,the feed  
aperture 

He still has many other problerns in the  design of the aerià1 
for the system. It is hoped that : the results prèsentee.here can ' 
enable him to concentratei,properly upon them: - 	, , 
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•  Optimum Design of Horn . Feeds for Reflector Antennas 

WILI,IKM M. 'TRUMAN AND CONSTANTINE A. BALANIS 

Abstract—A method of determining the oPtiinum dimensions of a 
horn feed for à parabolic reflector using the power transferred to 
the feed  as a criterion is described. To reduce the computation time, :- 

 . 

the focal plane and feed-horn aperture field distributions were ex-
'an 	panded into finite power series whose coefficients were determined 
• using collocation techniques. The paper extends previous work to 

•include horns with flare angles greater than 10 and contains useful 

TI  

design curves. • 

INTRODUCTION

thOugnherns have-been ,'usneas -f eeds fdi'-'reflect Ors-  for  ,ManY 
. 	. 

..,.years, it was not' Until reCently •that a" technique to 'determine  the 
 horn diniensions:that producéd. ma>dmum  power  tranSmiSsicin id :the 

-- 'feed or to maXiinize thé aperture efficiency was réported: Rudge  and '  
.. Withers [1] developed the technique  bYntilizing a theorem repôrted 

by Midgely [21 The equation developed giv -  a meaSure  of the 
 power transferred to the 'feed as a function of the reflector local 

plane  field and  the , feed-horn 'aperture  field: Rtidge .  [3] fnuncl an 
' integral :equation  for  the focal 'plane 'field  of  the •- refieeter for any 
. f /d ratio. However, his 'approximations leading to the integration 

of the focal plane field expression are  not  very accurate for the more 
practicial arrangements  of  reflecter systems (0.25 < 	< 1.0, or 
900  > 	> .30'). Also, his assumed .feed aperture field does, not 

, 1 takeinto account the divergent phase  front of the horn field. - In'this 
,paper techniques are presented. t•o eliminate the above shortcornings, 
'reduce the computation time; and present:useful  d esign  curves. 

THEORY 

For two antennas with linearly polarized fields in the same direc-
tion,  the power transmission is giyen [2] by 

P,  k E1E, ds 
is  

• :APERTURE 

 • 

44, be  
FOCAL'  

iieflector'anii feed ESIlielia coordinates ..' 

The Coefficients were determined : using collocation and are valid in the 
range 0 G tint < 9. With this expression' f9i:Jocv,iy, (2) can be in- ' 
tegrated in a closed form, the accuracy of  which Will be - discus.sed'. 
later  

In the horn aperture, TEio mode field is assumed of the form .. 

Ez (X ,Y) = 92 exP •
. 

where X = 	Y 	 1.77 = 	is'half the horn b.eight; 
is 	

: 
half the horn width, p. and p„ are, the horn-lengths (in' wave: 

 lengths) in the E- and H-planes,'respectively, and  G  = G21/(2P) 1/9  
is a normalization factor. ' ' • • 

To perform the integration of -,(1)-  using (2) and: (5), with reduced 
computation time, it, waS decided to expand the exponential and 
cosine terrns of (5) into finite series and evaluate the cOefficients . 
as was done for (3). A detailed description of the expansions is given ' (1 ) 

4x-p„ 
•cos 	(5 

E1(41,) = (.J0  gru) du 
0  (1 — u 2 ) 11 ' I 

• where, using the coordinate system of Fig. 1, u = sin 0, = sin O...., 
Tfr 

 
Ici = k (x2 	y 2 ) 112,  and G1  is a constant. 

-• 	In order to integrate .(2), (iPu) was expanded in a finite power 
' 	series of the form • 

= + Ai (tku)' +131(teu) 4  + (,u)1 

+ W4 9 	(tint)" 	(tint)" 

• where EI;E:  are the scalar fields created by each antenna individually 
on a common surface 8, and K is a constant of proportionality. The 
expression is' derived using the Lorentz reciprocity theorem [2]. In 
a reflector system arrangement, E l  represents the reflector focal 
plane field, E2 the feed-horn aperture field, and 8 the horn aperture •  
used as the eommôn surface of integration. To find the optimum 
dimensions of the horn for a given reflector, the power transmitted 
b3- the horn is kept constant while the dimensions are varied until 
P, is maximized. ' 

Referring to [4, fig. 2], Rudge [3] expressed the reflector focal 
plane field as 

o find the optimum dimensions shown in Fig:2, the horn height • 
and width were varied until P. 'of (1) was- Maximized. A typical 
variation of P, as a functi6n of thé horn dimensiona is shown in 
Fig. 3 for et = 0.25. This figure gives an indication of thé sensitivity . 
of P, to a change in the horn dimensions 	- z , . 

:Manuscript received May 29 1973* revised January 17 1974 	 It should also be pointed out that although the techniques were 
The authors are with the Department of Electncal Engineering, West 	. 

Virginia University, Morgantown, W: Va. 26506. 	 aPPlied to a pyramidal feed-horn with a TEio 'field distribution, the., 

AI -= —0.2499275 
/31  -= 0.1557649 X 10 -1  
• = —0.4255879  X , 10  
• = 0.6194299 X 10-9  
• =  —0.4867434 ' X  10-7  
• 0.1 635705 X 10-9. 

(2) 

, 
When  i2'= 1, (2) can be integrated into a Closed form solution, r•• 

and when et is small the aPproxirnate closed form solution Used by 
Rudge and Withers [1] can. 'be -obtained as diicussed: in [5]. To 
check the validity of the côllocation method used in the computations  
presented in thiS paper, 'we Compared the serieS .e.xparision technique 
against nnmerical integration and the special closed form sautions - 
mentioned above. ' • . - 

For rt = 1, the numerical integration and  collocation  -methods: 
agre.ed with the exact closed fôrm solution to within  one percent. 
over the needed range of tb. For small  2  (et = 0.4);.the collocation 
method agreed with the numerical integration to within onepercent 
where the approximate closed forin solution, used by nudge and, 
Withers [1] in their design, agreeçl only io within 15 percent with - 
the results of numerical integration.' An expanded diacussiôn of the 
accuracy of the results is presented in [5]. The:performed ecimpari-' 
sons gave a degree of confidence in our series expansion Method 
employed for our computations., r, ' 

• In Fig. 2 we plotted the. optimum horn dimensions versus  f id 
ratio for various horn lengths. The stars on the plots are the dirnen-
sions calculated using the method -of nudge and,Withérs [1], Which 
apply for  hems of infinite length. With  the  curyes shownin Fig. 
one . can find the optimum dimensions of a horn foi  a  reflector of 

•practical lid ratio and, by interpolation, for . any„ practical horn - 

RESULTS AND Coi,:cipsIoNà :  
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be tised for any other feed with  any  desired field methods can 
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Abstract--Although .  used for . sime decades, the offset-parabolic- 

I reflector antenna's electrical properties and performance were not . 
 accurately modeled and optimized until the 1960's.' This paper reviews, ' 

- ;., . in .a tutorial fashion, the state of the art of this important antenna for 
l'---- :i- readers who are not necessarily experts ih.  antenna theory and tech- . 

nology. After a dis' cussion of fundamentaLs, the performances of both * 

I ' single- and double-refiector configurations are treated and compared, 
' and practical primary feeds are described. - Commenta are given on the 

-, , 	present status of analysis and design andon problems to be solved. 

- 	I. INTRODUOTION .' •... -:-:: . -:. - - 
.. .. 	 . 

À: Fundainental Advantages and Disadvantagef:" . . 

T
HE OFFSET-parabolic.  reflector has found applications as 
an antenna for many years and was certainly receiving 
some attention during the .1940's. HoVrever, it is onlYin 

.coniparatively reeent times that .analytical and numeriCal 
models have been developed for this device which can provide 
reliable predictions of its eleetrical properties. Although the 
:basic analytical techniques were available at the end of the 
World War II, the offset-reflector geometry did not readily 
lend itself to analysis without the aid of a digital computer. 
Hence, it was not until the 1960's that development in digital-
computer teclmology provided a readily available and con-
venient means for accurate modeling and opthnization of the 
offset anterma's electrical performance. r. • . . 

Since the offset-parabolic reflector is a somewhat more corn-, 
plicated structure io deal Veith both structurally and analytically, 
it will be as well  to briefly review its principal advantages and 
disadvantages as an antenna. First and foremost, the offset-
reflector antenna reduces aperture-blocking effects. This fact, 
vehich is illustrated in Fig. 1, represents a very significant ad-

: vantage for the offset configuration over comparable axisym- 
•metric counterparts. Aperture blocking by a primary-feed or 
a subreflector, with their supporting struts, leads to scattered 

..radiation which , restilts in a loss of system gain on the one 
hand and a general degradation in the suppression of sidelobe 

:Land cross -polarized radiation on the other. These latter effects 
• are becoming hicreas' ingly important  as  antenna 'spurious radia-
tion specifications tighten:and frequency reuse' requirements 

..-demand higher levels of isolation between Orthogonal hands 
of polarization.. ;.., 	: 	' - .1.•-•, : i7.;' -.: 	,-..-,, '.'*;;: 	 -;  

A second major advantage of .  the  offset  configuration is that 
the reaction' of the reflector upon' the primary-feed can be re-, 

. :duced to a very low order. The excellent isolation between re-
: flector and primary-feed which ,can be achieved_ implies that 
the primaiY-feed ,VSWIi ' can be ». :.made lo be essentially, inde-
pendent'. Of the reflector. • When multiple-element  or diial- 

.. 	.. 
Manuscript received April 8, 1978; reised May .31, 1978.` 
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1---- F 	 PiiiMARY FEED 	' 

Fig. 1. Basic single-offset-reflector configuration. 

polarized primary-feeds  are  to be employed,:the mutual cou..; ' 
piing occurring,between feed elements via the reflectorcan 
reduced to an insignificant level. 	. 

ComPared to an axisymmetric paraboloid, the 'offset corifig- 
uration leads to the use of largerfocallength to diatneter ratioS 
•(Fld) while maintaining an acceptable structural rigidity. As :- 
a consequence, the offset-reflector Primary-feeds :employ rela 
tively larger radiating apertures which, in the caseOf  muitiple-
element  primary-feeds, will result M lOwer direct niuttial, cou- f 
piing between adjacent feed " elements. The»use of _larger' 
aperture primary-feed eleinents in certain 'cases .eart.'4so pro- : -  
vide an opportunity. for improved shaping of the primaiy-feed 
radiation pattern and better suppression of the cross-polarized 
radiation emanating from the feed itself: 

The offset-reflector configuration also:has ità:diSadVantages. 
When illuminated by a conventional linearly polarized primary-
feed, the offset reflector will generate a cross-polariZed corn-, 
ponent in the antenna radiation field. When circular polaiiza-
tion is employed, the reflector does  not depolarize 'the radiated 
field; but the antenna beam is squinted from the electrical 
boresight. For small offset .reilectors this:Squinting effect has..  . 	„ 	. 
aLso been observed with linear polarization. • 

Structtirally thé asynunetry of the  offset:reflector might be 
• considered.as a. major drawback, although there are,inany 
plications where its structural PeCulianties çan be used.to good 4 
advantage. In the design Of spaCecraft antennas- , for example; r: 
an Offset configuration can, often be 'aCcorrunodated more sat-
isfactorily than  an axisymMetric design,' partimilarly when it 

necessary to deploy the reflector aftérlaunching: 
less, it is clear that the offset geornetrY is More diffiCult to deal 
with and generally, more costly to impleinent.;;For these rea; .; 
sons its use in thé past haitended to be restrietèd . to applica ; 
tions where electrical performance, specifications have been ' 
severe. The rapid growth in the Use of Offset. antenna systems:7. 

0018-9219/78/1200-1592800.75 © 1978 IEEE 



RUDGE  AND  ADATIA.: OFFSET-PARÀBOLIC-REFLECTOR.ANTENNAS 

I . in more recent times iS an indicatiàn of the inereasing demands' 
, being made upon antenna performance. _ . . :. 

‘.- Single- and Dual-RefleCtor SYstems i 

Similar to it,s axisymnietric coimterpart,-the offset-parabolic 
reflectàr can' be utilized as a single-reflector fed frOin the 
vicinity of its Primé-focus'or arranged in a dual-reflector' sys: 
tein Where the main offset reflector-is illuminated by the com-

. bination of a prirnarY-feed  and subreflector. ,By this means 
'offset Cassegrainian  and  offset Gregorian systern.s can be de-
signed., A further  dual-teflector-System Will bédéalt with here:,  

I in Which the -primary:feed illuininates  an  offset -section of  a - 
hyperbdloid;, and the' : cOinbiriatiOn feed: :.àn offset Parabolié-, 
reflector. The geometry Of this ccinflguiàfion Can be adjusted::: ' 
such that . no blocking of the optical path occiirs either.by  the 

 primary-feed or the subreflector. ' The primaryfeed  in  this> . 
case iS located below the : Main parabolic refleCtor. • Thii:ar-: 
rangement contrasta with the open Cassejprainian configura-
tion originated by Bell Laboratories in which the primary feed 
protrudes through the *main reflector. To distinguish betWeen 
these configurations; the no-blocicing casé will be:termed a 
double-offset  reflector.antenna, while the general case will be. 

111  referred to as dual-reflector offset antennas. Fig.:2 illustrates .' 
some of thè configurations which are of particular interest 

, here. 

C. Background 

. . Much of the initial difficulty in dealing. with the offset-
parabolic reflector can be attributed to its asymmetric geom- 

I etry.. This geometry is the key to the analysis of the -offset 
•antenna and to ultimately understanding its electrical prop-
erties. One of the best analyses of the offset-reflector ge-
omètry can be found in a monograph issued by the Bell Tele-
phone System [1].  •This  work by Cook et al., :which was 
concerned with the analysis Of a dual-reflector open Cas-
segrainian system, was publish.ed in 1965 [2]. Much of 

the subsequent analysis of the offset reflector either inakes• 
use of this geometry or, if performed independently; f.417  
lows a siMilar approach to that established by these authors.. 

The depolarization preeperties of asymmetric antennas have 

II deservedly received considerable attentiOn .in the Literature. 
While  the  'polarization characteristics of the offset reflector '‘ 
were stibject to the independent study of a number of authors, 

fire published detailed -graphical data and . pro- . . 
1 including the original work by CoOk et al. [2]; Chu and 
TUrrin [3]  . 
vided, a clear insight into the .beam-squinting properties, of ' 
the, circularly' polarized' prime-focus-fed offset reflector, The - 
radiation properties of Offset-reflector antennas with , off-axis -.. 

- feeds were studied by Rudge et al. [4]—[7],_while Dijk  et  al., 
[8], '.[9] -  performed an in-depth analysis of the polarization 
losseS of  offset paraboloids: , The low  cross-polar-radiation.  

I achievable with large. Fld ratio - offset ,reflectors . vvas con-
finned bY Gans and Seniplak  [10]..-   ...; - '  

The optimization of the geometry of. dual-reflector offset ' 
antennas, tO reduce or eliminate . cross-polarized radiation ,was - 

I first demonstrated by ,i Graham 1111 and . confirmed, theoreti- 
; cally by Adatia [12] in the U.K. Worlcing independently, 

Tanaka , and Mizusawa ' [13] established a simple- geometric- .' 
optics-based fonnula for:this optimization 'Process.. .'...: :  •: 	::.';.: 

,  The  reduction of :Offset reflector  cross  polarization by -use 
•of a field:matching p rimary-feed technique was proposed. and ' 

'  
I 

 demonstrated by Rudge and Adatia 1;14], [15): Jacobsen [16). 
has made the point thai, in principle, similar results could be 

(c.) 

Fig. 2. Dual-offset-reflector çonfigùratiOns. ,(a') Double-offset system. 
(b) optimized double: offset.. (c) Open .Cassegrainiaresystem, •  Para-
boloid  vertex  at 0 and feed phase center lôcated at 

achieved with an àrrày  of  HuYgen  sources  directed: .'tôward the 
vertex of the parent Paraboloid 'and.' phased to'. direct the energy 

' intO the 'cone  of  "angles 'sülitendeçl.1y` the offst:j Portion ,of: 
. the' refleetor 'A coniparison of, the.,radiationaPattern  and 

 impedance, prOperties. ... of. OffseteasSegrainianand.leffset-
drégorian—an' tennis ',i,iith:their '.Syminetrical ConnterPar' ts has .;': 
been perfermed ''bY DragOne and Hogi. [17]  Trseir results 

•::.confirm the 'anticipated- 'adVantages  of the  -offSet : :.'struCtures 
with regard- to, :beithsidelObe .radiatiOn .:leveLS 
The use . - of::offset-reffeetor ;:antennaS 
very qow 1-sidelobe - radiatiOn- 'ils,mandatOrY,'is'aisb reeeiVing 

.i attention  [18],  [39 ] . 	 . 	. 
The, aVOidance ~ f  atnerturelileCkg .e. Thiiplie 'that offset re-

: flectOrs,Should offer good IPOtential aainultiple-beàinantennés. 
This''pOssibility. has 'been'inVeStigàteçl by a- number, of  wôrkers.. 

19] [20] havé studied :  the 'use  of sine 
clusters of  feed element -a; both .lirieaeânci'ch-ep4ri:pelaiiied, 
in conjuction'with  single offset reflediors:  :Ifigérs: On[211..has 
also iriveStigated thé off axis  scan ' :eharaCteristie Offset re-7 
fl edt ors , and , Kaufmann  and  Cï.osWellf 221,11à1;,e eenzi'd ered the 
effeCt  of large .; axial  ':' .c1i,si31a'c'enients.,:of:' the  'Cift'ét-teflectot .  

beam earthl station based..iipOrt `a. dital7reflectbr offsets' sYstenr.. 
The' use "Of.offaet-reflectesy .stemSIO`Previde shaped -  eir con 

toured beains . f6r, satellite: =Ccimmunieations' has ids° received:: 
, attention-  Shapeçl beams  lave  been achiev,ed :either -by de 
forming . the :toffset-. 'reflector surface; as deacribed by  Wood  
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D. Scope and Method 

'  , The purpose of thi s paper is to provide a tutorial review of 

l 
the state of the art in offset-parabolic-refleCtor antennas. Al-

-. though the information is intended to be of value to readers 
. who are not necessarily familiar with this particular technical 
- area, the authors have assumed a familiarity with basic antennà 

1  .technology and a reasonable understanding of antennatheory. 
The offset parabolic reflector antennas treated included both 

. - single- and dual-reflector configurations. However, Space con-
straints do not permit attention to be given here to the various 

II structures with one-dimensional parabolic curvature, such as 
. the parabolic cylinder and the parabolic toms, all of which 

can be designed in offset' configurations.' - 
The paper commences by describing some basic techniques 

which can be applied to predict the vector radiation fields 
scattered from single-reflector structures with two-dimensional 
parabolic curvature and provides some indication of theyalidity 

I  and accuracy of those most commonly used. The geometry of 
- 	the offset reflector is considered, and the authors' preferred 

definitions for the copolarized and cross-polarized radiation 

I fields are stated. The formulation of a relatively  simple ana-
lyrical model for the offset-reflector antenna -is then described, 

-: based upon the physical-optics approximation. Techniques 
for computing the two-dimensional integrals, which comprise 

II e core of the mathematical model, are briefly discussed, and th 
guidance is eiven . on the choice of analytical môdels for the 

: . prirnary-feed radiation. 

I
The electrical performance of the single-reflector offset- an-

tenna is then examined by comparing predicted and measured 
ta. 	 th The particular problems arising from e choice ck da 

polarization and the reflector dimensions are highlighted, and 
- some applications involving multiple beams, shaped beams, I 

contoured beams, and monopulse tracking are briefly reviewed. 
- Practical primary-feeds for offset-reflector antennas are dis-
..., cussed . and the matched-feed concept for offset antennas *is 
I . 	outlined: To clarify the matched-feed technique, .the general 

. 	characteristics of the focal-plane fields of the offset seflector 
are examined, and the matching of the -electric fields in the 

' primary-feed  aperture  im  to the reflector focal fields is illustrated. 
1 ' 	The proved performance potential of offset reflectois with 

matched feeds is then considered by examining their use in 
antennas for communication and for monopuLse tracking. 

I 	
. 

The advanta.ges and disadvantages of, dual-reflector  offset 
antennas are then examined, with particular emphasis upon 
the open Cassegrainian configuration devised by Bell Lab- 

. oratories, and the . optimized double-offset configuration 

.'Aiisymmetric parabolic antennas  have  recently been 
; detailed review bY Clarricoats and Poulton PO]. 

et al. [24], or by the use of a Weighted array or primary-feed 
elements, as favored by Han - [25] and his colleagnes foi the 
Intelsat V communications satellite. ' . :• . . ' 

:Although their low sidelobe potential makes offset-reflector 
antennas attractive for many, radar' applications, difficulties I were experienced *in the past when a precision .tracking capa-
bility was reqUired: These difficulties, which arise as a result 
.of the offset-reflector depolarizatiOn; are now well understood, : 
•and the means of . cempensating for these -effects by use of 
impr 

I 
: 	oved monopulse primary feeds have been recently demon- . 

I. 
 

which offers, in principle, both freedom; frorn blockage and 
low levels of cross-polarized radiation. 

The paper concludes with  -some cornmentS on the existing . 
 state of the art in offset-reflector analysis and design and the 

problems which remain .to be solved in 4.1iis area of antenna 

_ 
. II. SINGLE-OFFSET-REFLÉCTOR"ANALYSIS - 

A. Basic Techniques 

A nuMber of well-established techniques exist which can be 
applied, te predict the vector radiation fields scattereçl from 
offset parabolic reflectors. 1 The  banc techniques are well 
de§cribed in texts by Silver [27], Collin and Ziicker [28], 
and Rusch and Potter,[29], and a wide range of general • 
plications have been reported in the literature. The best 
known of these techniques are those based upon variations 
of the aperture-field and Current-distribution methods. In .1  
practical applications both methods Make use. of the phySical-
optics approximation, whiCh essentially demands that the re-
flector surface be large relative to the operating wavelength. 

Referring to Fig. 3, the current-distribution method can be 
applied to determine the acattered field at a field point P from 
a knowledge of the electric-current distriblition on the reflec- 
tor. surface, when the reflector is illuminated by a prima*, . 
radiator. Invoking the physical-optics  approximation,  the - 
electric current on the illuminated surface of the reflector 
(Is) is taken to be 

where Hi is the incident rnapietic  field - of the primary radiatOr 
at the reflector surface, and  ei-„ is the surface unit normal; 

Similarly, for the aperture-field method, the source of 
secondary radiation can be taken as the tangential eleciric-
field distribution on an' infulite . plane immediately in front 
of the reflector and perpendicular to the axis of the parent 
paraboloid: This is illusttated in Fig.- 3. The tangential 'elec-
tric-field  distribution  Within the: aperture plane Of the reflec7  
tor is obtained apProxiinately by ,aiSuming that the incident 
field of the primary, radiator is refleeted oPtically into this , 
plane. The electric field reflected frOm the reflector is given 
by 

= 	
. 

where ri  iataken 'as the radiation field. of the.primary-feed _at • 
the refleCtor surface.  
-In keeping with the PhYsieal-optics approximation,:Which is .1 
applied in, both of these niethods, _it- is 'assumed that hi the . 
shadowed regions of the reflector the fields and currents are 
assumed to be zero. In the current-distribution method this 
refers t6 the back of the reflector,‘ while irithe apertura-field 
case it implies a -zero -.tangential electric" field on the infinite ,r 
Plane outside Of the reflector pi-ejected aperture., To satisfy 
Maxwell 's - equations at  the botinclaries-- between the zero and 
nonzero - field regions, a: line distribution of electromagnetic ' 
charges  Can be 'introduced :along thel,binidary curve in:either 
of the above cases. Th net effect Of this boundary charge 
distribution is to ensure that the predicted radiation fields 
satisfY the radiation: conditions and :thus:'do not include 'a , 
radiated field component in, the direction:of propagation. 

TO determine the scattered field at the field point it is neces-
sary to integrate the effects of thaelemental currents or fields 

(1) 

ax  
5( 
ria  
tstw 

: 21 
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Fig. 3. Surfaces of integration for surface-current current technique 
(S, ) and aperture-field method (S 2 ). 

employed. On this basis the, aperture field Method,: which in-: _ 
_volves an•  integration °ver a planar surface, results in generally 
more simple mathematical expressions ànd . thus offers .some . 
saving in computational effort; . .. • 

Offset-Reflector Geometry 

The geometry of the Single-offset-Parabolicreflectoris shown 
in Fig. 4: The basic parameters of the reflecter are shoi.vn as 
the focal length F of the parent parabolOid, the offset angle 
0 0 , and the half angle 0* subterided at the focus by any point 
on the 'reflector rim. With 0* inaintained constant, a rotation 
abolit thé inclined z  axis wiul generate - a-  right circular- cone 
with its  apex  at the reflector geometric focuS. If the boundary 
of the parabolic surface is defined -by its intersection-with the' 

« cone,  then the resultant refleCtor will have an elliptical «  con-: 
tour, while the projection of this contour onto the x i),  plane 
will produce a true circlé;  

To deal with titis offset geometry it is  désirable  to obtain a 
coordinate transformation . frein the' primary sphericalr co-
ordinate syStem of the Symmetrical parent paraboloi «cl to an 
offset spherical coordinate system about the inclined z axis. 
The reflector paramèters which are readily expressed iri terms 
of the symmetrical primarY coordinates . can then be «trans-
formed into the offset coordiriate systein. If the symmetrical 
coordinates are defined conventionally as p', 0 ' ,b'  with as. «  

«sociated Cartesian coordinates y', ,  then their relation- ' 
shipi to the unprimed offset coordinates  p, 0,  0 and x; y, z ,  
are obtained by simple geometry as: 

over the relevant surfaces S 1  or S2 as shown in Fig. 3. For 
offset reflectors with projected aperture diameters exceeding 
20 wavelengths, the two techniques provide virtually identical 
predictions for the copolarized fields over the main lobe and 
first four or five sidelobes. At wide angles from the boresight, 
the predictions differ and these differences tend to increase 
with increasing 'reflector curvature. For the cross-polarized 
radiation, the two methods differ signifïcantly only when the 
peak levels of this radiation are very low (i.e., less than -50 
dB relative to the peak value of the main beam copolarized 
field). The electric-current method is genera.11y considered 
to be the more accurate of the two methods, but for most 
practical 'purposes the differences between the predictions 
tend to be insignificant For small offset parabolic reflectors 
(i.e., projected aperture diameters of less than 20 wavelengths) 
the discrepancies between the predictions of the techniques 
become more discernable. «  Boswell  and Ashton 130] have 
recently shown that a beam-squinting effect can occur with 

• small linearly polariZed offset reflectors. This effect is pre-
dictable using the surface-current technique but not with 
aperture fields. In théir exarnple à beam squint of 0.03 of a 
bearnwidth occurred with a reflector of 6-wavelengths diam-
eter... This result is particularly interesting in that it iS a com-
paratively tare example of experimental confirmation of the 
accuracy of the.surface-cUrrent technique for small parabolic 

• reflectors. 
In dealing with the radiation from large offSet-parabolic-

reflector antennas in a moderate cone of angles about the: 
, antenna boresight and over a dynarnie range of the °Mer of 

50,60 dB, there for'most practical purpOses; little sig-
nificant variation between the predictions obtained by the 
two methods. Under these circumstances the techniqùe which 
is more convenient analytically and computationally can be  

(4)  

(5)  

(6)  

and these equations provide the basis fer, the transformatiens. 
Some dimensions of particular relevance are given here and 

in Appendix A, while [ prevides ah excellent source of 
further information. The distance (p) from the reflector focus 
to a point on the parabolic surface is given by: - 

The diaineter of the Projected aperture of the offset reflector, ' 

ometry we - 

•d = 4È sin 0*/(cos 0 0  + coS 0*) 	• 	- (9) 
. 	 - 

and similarly the distance (4) from thé axis of the parent 
paraboloid to the centre of the projected aperture is obtained :« 
as 

C. Copolar and Cross-Polar Définitions  . 

The radiation fields from an. antenna ,can be -  completèly 
-specified in terms Of two vector components. «  The definition ' 
of the two components :at'  &point in space and their, identifi-
cation in terms of a copolarized and cross-polarized compo- 

cos 0' = cos 0 COS 00 sin 0 sin 0 

sin e sin 0 i  sin 0 sin '~ 

sin 0' cos 0 1 = sin 6 cos 0 0 _ cos 0 + cos 0 sin 0 0  

• tan 0 -= sin 0 sin 0/(cos 0 sin 00 + sin 0 cos 0 0  cos) 

(d) is best obtainel (d) is best obtained in the principal x'z' Plane. From the ge- 
- 
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reflector 

focal point 

(a) 

67.5? 

12.5' 

157.5' .  

Fig. 4. (a) Single-offset-reflector coordinate sysiem. (b) Constant 6, (1) contours on projected-aperture plane. 

nent is somewhat, arbitrary. Ludwig [31] clarified and dis-
cussed some of the popular choices in his 1973 paper. For 

 Offset-reflector antennas which are operated in a predominantly . 
linearly polarized mode, the definitiOn which is preferred by 
the authbrs is the third definition presented by Ludwig in the  

:

referenced paper. ,With.this choice, the principally polarized or 
copolar field is that which would be measured by Conven-
tional antenna,range technique With  the polarization of the 

.È  distant 

 distant sOurce ir.iitially aligned mdth that of the test antenna on : 

iboresight and remaining fixed while the test antenna is rotated 
in,the normal way to produce the measured radiation patterns 

' (e.g.; see [27, ch. 15]). If the pàlarization of the distant 

Isource antenna is : then rotated, through,90° , and the radiation:- - 
pattern measurements repeated, then the recorded data repre- , 
sents a measurement of the  cross-polar field components.' .  

. . In the primary spherical coordinate system' p, 0, çb shown in 

IFig. 4 the primary-feed spherical-coordinate fields will:be de-., 
fined as E0 , E.i;. If the primarY-feed antenna' has its principal : 
electric veçtor along the y axis then the feed copolar measured, , 	, 

l
field çoinponent(e p) and the cross-polar  component (eq ) earl, 
be simply eefined by, [7],  [31]''  

- 	. 

(11) 

Similarly, in terms of the secondary' coordinate system,'r, 
clp; the overall radiation fields from the antenna will be defined 
as Eq, , E4,, and the copolar (Ep) and cross-polar (E) can be 
obtained from the right-hand side of (11) with ‘lf, cl) replacing 
O,  çb, respectively. 

It is worth noting that.a zero cross-pôlarization primary-feed - 
by the définition of (11) will produce a purely linearly polar-
ized field in the projected aperture Planeof. san axisyminetric ,> 
paraboloidal reflector. This condition will in turn result in a 
low level of cross-polarized radiation in the overall antenna far 
field, providing that the reflector aperture is largewith respect 
to the wavelength and that  the  blockage effects are small. 
However, the field distribution in the mouth of the priinary 
feed will not be purely linearly: polarized but . niust. 'exhibit 
some field-line curvature to estab lish this desired radiation 
condition [32]. 

D. Projected-Aperture Fields 
, 

The tangential electric.-field .  distribution in the aperture 
plane of the offset reflector (Ea ), can be determined approxi-';. 
mately by assuming an optical- reflection . of the incident 
primary-feed fields and thus making use  of (2). Since, after 
reflection, the wave travels as a plane Wave, the tangential 
eleztric field in the projected-aperture plane is obtained by 

•1 

r ep]  [sin çb 	1 

L e 	cos 0 sin oi 

n- 
ti  
pl 
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malized copolar' (E pr,) and Cross-:polar (Eq„) radiation patterns 
of a linearly polarized offset:reflector antenna can be ekpressed 

• the projection of (2) into the xj,  plane. Hence 

Ea  = exp fk(p - 2F) 

where k = 27r/X is the wavenumber. - • If the incident primary 
field at the reflector is taken as the radiation field of the _ 
primary-feed, then this•can be expressed às 

(22) .A.0(0,, 0) do) 'exp.  (-1kp) 

where  À 0  , A 0-  are thé riornialized spherical poordinate compo-
nents of the primary feed  radiation  pattern. ., 	• 

Substituting in (12) from (2) - and (13) and making use of the 
•. relationships derived in Section II-B aboVe, the offset-reflector 

prOjeeted-aperture electric4iéld distribution  can be eXpi-essed 
in Cartesian components (E„, Eay) as . 

' rEcy (0, r:byi 	r_s, 	rA,(0,,?)-1  
(14) 

• LE(0, 0)i 	1.,C 1 	S i  ji_A 0(0, qb)i 

xp (-j24)) 
where 

F p (% I -1; cI)) 

F (x1r, 4)) 

where Fp , Fa  are the spatial Fourier transforms of the copolar 
and cross polar  tangential electric-field  distribution  in the 
projected-aperture plane of the offset. reflector, and t = tan 

Similarly, for a circularly polarized antenna the far-field 
radiation pattern can be expressed in terms of its normalized - 
right- and left-hand components by [7] , 

FERre, cP)1 •- 1 + cos III,  Ti 

LELn( 4`, QD)i 	2 „ ty- 

S 1  = (cos 00 + cos 0) Sip 0 	 (15) 

C 1  = sinO sin B o  - cos 0(1 + cos 0 cos B o ) 	(16) 

1 

K exp (-2kF)12F. 	 (17) 

Or for a Circularly polarized primary feed 

lexP 	2)  -jexP(/- 21r  A o(0,0)1 

LEai, (8, 0)] 	P LeX1) (-in)  j  exP (-in)  J  [ A(0, 0) 

(18) 

where 

where ÉR  and FL  are 'the spatial Fourier transfOrniations of 
the right- and left-hand çomponents *of the projected-aperture , 

tangential electric field . ,  
The general form of the transform in terms of the geomet 

rical parameters specified* in (10) and Appendix A is given by 

exp 	(x' , , 4)) dx' d),  

(19)  

a normalized 

where 

R'(x t  , y) = (x'o - x) 	cos, 	y sin sin 4) 

and Ea  is the tangential aperture field  as specified.;by either 

, 
••• To predict the offset 'antenna  radiation pattern it is neces-
sary to set Values for the reflector parameters (F, 0 0 `„and19*);  
to specifY the primary-feed radiations fields at thè reflector 
(Ed, E,e ) and to then compute the two-dimensional transform 
integrals -. Having calculate.d the transform functions the corn- .s 
putation of the ràdiatirig„ ;field by means of [22] or [23] is 
trivial. For acairate predictiOns  the  Choice of .piimary-feed 
model is critical, while the evaluatiOri of  the  two-dimensional . 	- 
integrals , clearly represents the' crux cif the- cOmputational „ 

, problem. 
„ 

F. Numerical Integration 

There is a ,Wide :variety' - of nunierical teclinicrties which Can 
be applied tO the evaluation,' of twO-dirnensional ,  integrals of 

.'- the type given in (24): '116wever any definition Cif .anOptimum 
technique will be dependent upon thé partiCular type and range . - 

: of applications which arenvisaged: --The criticà factors of ac-- 
curacy Nersus', çomputaficinal time and:storage:requirements „ 
will favor different techniques under different Conditions and 

el(0 , 0) = arctan 8 1 /C 1  . 

If the circularly polarized primary-feed has 
radiation-patterri of the forni 

	

-}"i„(19, 0) = (4 (0)  (0) 7,9  - jA 0(0)10) exp (-j0) 	(20) 

where .the functions  À0  and t 1 0  are independent of 0, then the 
offset-reflector aperture-plane fields have the form 	; • 

, 
2FK 

	

= — (A 0 (8) ± A 0(0)) exp (- j0 ± S2) 	(21) 

where M is either .1Z or L and L takeS the upper sign. 4qua-, _ 

tion (21) can be satisfied by many practical types of circularly 
'Polarized conical horn, including fundamental .mode, dual 
mode (Potter), and corrugated types [32], [50]. It is apparent 
that when  A0(0)  =À 0(0) which is the condition for zero cross-
polarized „radiation from the„coniCal feed, then the reflector.  , 

1  aperture plane will be purely copolarized with a beam-squhiting - 
phase distribution given by q5+ .. . , ,  

This can be çontrasted: with the linearly polarized case in 
, . . 
which the introduction of a zero cross-polarized primary feed 

_ 
, 	 . 	 . 	. 

fails to reduce the projected-aperture, field to a single ilinear , - 
polarizatio.n„unlessithe offset angle B o  is put to zero.  

.' X .fathernatiCallIfdels -  for -0 ffsé -t-R eflectbr Àniennas  

Making use of the physical-optics approximation and well- . 
established vector-potential methods, Mathematical models 
can be eitablished for offset-reflector antennas. For example, 
employing the tangential aperture-field approach, the nor- 

›, weightings. 'No one technicpie appears to .be superior in all 

In a study of computational techniques',performed in 1973 
[4] in connection r,with offset-reflector Modeling, it Was con-
cluded that high-order • quadrature  techniques are not well- 
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Fig. 5. Radiation patterns in diagonal plane for 0.92 X. X 1.11 k pyram-
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§ suited to this problem since they introduce excessive round-
off errors. Of the low-order quadrature methods, the repeated 

, application of the one-dimensional Romberg' method [33] was 
found to be the most efficient in that it required the least 

I number of .hitegrand evaluations ,to achieve a . specified ac-
curacy. The principal interest -here was the computation  of' 

T : the main lobe and the first 4 or 5 sidelobes. Direct two-
dimensional integration techniques were foùnd to•be inferior 

1  to the preferred one-klimensional Romberg aPproach, both on 
the grounds of their efficiency and their general flexibility 

' . [34]. 	- 

I Lessow et al. [35] described a comparison made betweens. 
number of numerical integration techniques, including the 

- Romberg method and a method devised by Ludwig [36]. Their 
conclusions were that for the main lobe and the near-in side- 

II lobes of the radiation pattern, the repeated use of the one 7  
dimensional Romberg method .was preferable. For computa-
tions but to the wide-angle sidelobes, they considered that the 

I well-known Simpson method provided a preferable choice, 
particularly where extremely high accuracies are required. The 
Ludwig method was found advantageous for far-out sidelobe 
predictions where the phase factor in the integrand was vary- 

' ing very rapidly. 
Ludwig's method is based upon the assumption that over a 

differential surface element with dimensions of the order of a 
square wavelength the amplitude and phase of the integrand 

I can be expanded into linearized Taylor series form. This 
expansion allows the resulthig expression to be integrated in 
closed form for each differential surface element. The total 

I field contribution is then obtained.  by merely summing over 
, 	the contributions from the constituent elements of the surface. 

It has been established that with incremental areas two thirds 

I
of a wavelength, for example, the absolute errors are more 

 than 40 dB below the main field maxima. 
The Romberg integration method employs the trapezoidal 

integration rule with successive interval halving and a mathe- 
! matical correction technique known as Richardson's extra-

polation. It offers the advantage that the number of iterations 
can be automatically adapted within the program to satisfy 
a specified accuracy. However, since it employs interval 

I halving, it is not well-suited for use with a fixed integration 
grid. 

G. Primary-Feed Models 	- 

/ Techniques for theoretically modeling parabolic reflectors 
have received considerable attention in the literature in the 
•past •[1]—[7].. The need for accurate yet ,  mathematically 

I simple-models for the primary-feed -radiation has tended to 
be somewhat overlooked. However, this aspect of reflector-
antenna modeling is •critical can raise more difficulties and 
produce more serious discrepancies than many of the dif- 

111  ferences observed between reflector-modeling :techniques. 
The accuracy of primary-feed models becomes particularly 

' critical when predictions of cross-pàlarized radiation are of 

Il For the prediction of radiation fields from microwave horns 
. it has been found. that analytical 'models based upon an as- 

sumed tangential electric-field distribution in the horn mouth 

I can provide.  reasonable predictions• of both the copolar and 
cross-polar radiation fields over the range. of angles subtended , 
by a typical reflector [4], [32], [37]. In, its shnplest forrn, 
this approach, which has been termed the E-field model, es-
' . sentially-  involves an assumption that the horn mouth is sur-

• 
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Fig. 6. Copolar and cross-polar radiation fields from a circularly 
polariied fundamental-mode conical horn with aperture diameter of 
1.25 X.   Predicted (E-field model). —•—•--- Predicted (Chu 
model). -.-.-. Measured data. 

rounded by an infinite flange. The expressions for the model ' 
in this form are identical to (22) or (23). The tangential 
aperture fields in this case can be taken' as the Waveguide 
modes in a cross section of an infinite waVeguide; and thé 
model can be improved  for  larger horns by multiplying the 
aperture-field expression by a ,phase distribution function to 
account for the sphericity of the phase front in the horn 
mouth 

Studies have shown that for horns having aperture dimen-: 
sions exceeding about 1 wavelength, good correlation can be ; 
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tion with an offset main reflector, when the combined com-
putational effort may become excessive. 

, 	III. ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE SINGLE , 

OFFSET-REFLECTOR ANTENNA. 

. A.  Linear Polarization 

- obtained between the E-field model and horns with  finie 
 flanges. Some typical results arè shown in Figs. 5-7. It is « 

noteworthy that the E-field model provides improved predic-
tions over the method due to Chu 1 27] when applied to rec-' 
tangular or conical horns of either the smooth-walled or cor-
rugated varieties (32). The differences between the predictions 

I
obtained from the two methods can be very significant when 
cross polarization is of interest,  

, For horns having aperture dimensions of less than'l wave- 

1 
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—40 

Fig. 7. (a) Peak cross-polar levels occurring in diagonal planes of funda-
mental-mode conical horns of diameter dh. (A): Predicted Chu model. 
(B): Predicted E-field model with superimposed measured data from a 
variety of conical horns. (b) Peak radiated cross-polar level .in the 
diagonal plane of a fundamental-mode square-aperture waveguide 
horn with side dimensions b wavelengths. 

:length the radiation pattern becornes increasingly flange de-
'pendent, and for small or nonexistent flanges the E-field model 
is not reliable. Hovvever, its validity can be extended intolhis 
region by using. the E-field model in conjunction with the 
geometric' theory of diffraction (GTD). The GTD can be ap-
plied to predict theadditional contribution of the finite 
flanges to the radiation field,' and this hybrid inodel can pro-
vide ,significantly improved predictions for the vector radia-
tion fields from sinall horns. À more rigorous solution for the 
,vector. radiation .from sniall .waveguide horns can be obtained 
by an application of the method of moments [38]. However, 
this technique is more appropriate .  for the analysis of elec-
trically small waveguide horns alone, rather- than in conjunc- 

DEGREE' S ., 

Fig. S. Radiation fields from a K-band offset-reflector antenna. 
Copolar radiation in (a) plane of asymmetry (c1) = 7/2) and (b) plane 
of symmetry = 0). Cross-polar radiation in (c) plane a asym- 
metry. Measured 	 

The literattire proViçIes evideneé;of à riiiMber of analYtie'àl 
models, -  largelY -baSed upon physieal-cipties i'éCitniques; which 
have been apPlierl to study...the radiatiOn:charnctetistics Of the',' 
offset:parabolic reflectOr: :,PreCi -se experimental data is some-
what more sParse, but 'sufficient ;inaterial'has been published 
to validate  the main çoriehisiona çlraWri ,  from  the. analytical 
studies 

= Whén fed hy  a  PirelY 'linearlyPâlariiedprimary feed  (as  
fined by  (11)) the  offset-parabcilicreflecteexhibita à Cliar'ac 
téristiç :depolarizing effect : Nviiieh :restilts' in the  generation ofir 
two 'principal crOaSpolariied 1i:dies :hi' the plane Of asymMetry:,.:, 

plane or cl) = 71"12' Plane' in, :x 
of Fig.' 4)  Fig 8'-'shOwS Measured da4:Obtained with a pre. 
cisely'Machined offset refleetor fed' bY  a  fundaniental-inode 
rectangular horn'vVitha ;l27-caj. illumination taper at the re 
flector rim [5]; [7]: Predictecl data Obtaiii'ed frOm a numerical 
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Fig. 9. Peak copolar sidelobe levels in planes of symmetry (S) and 
asymmetry (A) for offset reflectors with 00 O ." + 5 ° , fed by uni-
formly illuminated circular aperture feeds producing —10-dB (sub-
script 1) and —20-dB (subscript 2) illumination tapers at 0 = 0*. 
Peak cross-polar levels (C) occurring in plane of asymmetry are also 
indicated. 
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Cassegrainian antenna, offset angle 9 0  being a parameter, illuminated by 	electric dipole oriented alông x' and y•  axis and — — — — Huygens - 
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Fig. 11 (a) Radiation fields frorn offset reflector  (F.  30.4 X, 
transversely along y axis by 0, 0.83 X, and 2.5 X, respectively. (b) 
0 0  = 4-4° , 0* = 300) with scalar-horn feed offset transversely by 0,  1. 

=35 ° ,  8 = 30° ) with linearly polarized pyramiclilhorn primary feed  offset'  
Copolar radiation field from Circularly.polarized offset reflector (F = 22.7 X, 
4 X., and 2.8 X, respectively. Measured. Predicted.. 

2 , 

DEGREES 

(1:1 )‘ 

I model has been superimposed, and, in general, an excellent , 
con-elation is observed. The cross-polar con-elation is slightly 

. , inferior; and, in fact, better correlation was observed with 
later unPublished results. These radiation patterns are charac- 

I teristic of 
results have been published by Cook et al. [1], In Chu and 

the linearly polarized offset reflector, and similar 

' Turrin [3], and others. The cross-polar lobes which arise as a 
consequence of the reflector asymmetry have peak values in I the vicinity of. the  -6-dB contour of the main copolarized . 
beam, and the next subsidiary lobes are typically a .further 
-20 dB down beloWthe peaks. The copolar sidelobe radiation 

s has the forrn of a well-defined diffraction pattern, with _a coin-
paratively rapid decay of sidelobe levels with increasing' angle 

. frbm boresight. . NuMerical models of the  type discussed ' 
above reProduce these characteristics reliably and can be used 
profitably in performing parameter studies. For example', 
Fig. 9 illustrates some general sidelobe trends for fully offset 
antennas in which the reflector parameters are chosen . such - 
that the primary-feed hardware does . not protrude into. the I, Projected aperture of the reflector. . 	. ,, 	.. - 	. 	• 	. 

It is evident from Fig. 9 that the peak value Of the reflector 
.cross polarization is dependent very largely upon the param- 

I oeterS 0 0', 0* -- and - is  relatively insensitive to.the >feed-imposed 
illumination taper. -  It is also clear that large values' of '0 0  and 
0* result in higher peak levels Of copolar and  cross polar 

 radiation: ' However these results should- not he assumed to 
, indicate' the low-sidelobe limitations of the. offset system,,  

since at iow levels this is strongly'clependent upcin the illumin-
ation taper' introduced by . the primary7feed antenna. In the 
example shown, the primarY-feed comprises a tirkiforrit.1Y- ex-
cited circular .aperture which does not 'Produce a good illuMinL-
ation characteristic when low sidelobes are a major Concern. 

Thé loss-of-aperture effiCiency,:arising from offset-reflectors' 
depolarization, tends to be small  for values of 0 0 '; 0 *; less t,han: 
45 ° , but can become significant for larger:angles.' Some corn.: 
puted data due  to Dijk et al. [8], [9] , are showri in Fig. 

Fig..11 shows the predicted and measiired radiation patterns 
of a linearly polarized offset reflector fed ,by an off-aXis:pri. 
mary feed [4), [ 7].. These.results provide:further -confidence 
in the quality of the analytical predictions and also  serve  to , 
illustrate the comparative  insensitivity of the .peak cross-polar 
lobes to small transverse offsets in:the pritriary4eed location. 
The formation of the copolarized corna lobe is the most evident „- 
source of pattern, degradation. Studies:have shown that the 
loss of gain suffered by an offset-reflectoi -antenria,with, offset . 
feed is eksentially independent of the transverse plane in  Which 
the feed is Offset However ;  the general  radiation  Pattern deter 
rioration appears to bè more -pronounce(' when feèds  are  off: 
set in the plane Of symmetry rather. than  the plane  Of -asyrri 
metry [19] 7 [21J. -  SOrne relevant comptited  dataon  gam anct:" :  

-SidelObe' performance  frOin [19] is  shown in Fig. 12 
 ever  no  distinction .as to  thé Plane of offset is Made for  this 

 data The off axis performance  of  :an offsét-reflector antenna 
is dePendent' upon the offset angle 0 0;  and is inferior :  to an. 
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I Fig. 12. Beam-scanning gain loss and coma-lobe levels. Illumination 
tapers  0f-6 dB (colurnn I) and -10 dB (column II). (A): 0* =30°  , 
0 0  = O. (B): 0* = 45 ° , 0 0  = 0. (C): 0* = 30° , 0,  o 45°,  (D): 8* = 
45°  ,O,  = 45 ° . 

Fig. 13. Peak cross-polar levels radiated in the plane of asymmetry 
= 7r/2) as a function of the offset-reflector parameters 0, and 

0*. 0*. 

1 
1 

1 

1 

ideal . (unblocked) axisymmetric antenna with the same serni-
angle 0*. Approximate formulae for the beam deviation char- - 
acteristics of offset reflectors have been derived which illus-
trate the role played by the offset angle 0 0  [19] ,[20] , [48]. • 

The cross-polar characteristics of the offset-parabolic re-
flector are not unduly sensitive to small reflector profile er-
rors. Small  profile errors do not themselves generate a sig-
nificant cross-polarized .contribution to the radiated field 
but rather act as a phase-error distribution in the reflector 
aperture plane. As such, these errors will redistribute the 

, existing copolar and cross-polar radiation in the far field of 
the antenna. However, like the main copolar lobe, the two 
main lobes of the cross-polarized field are relatively insensi- • 
tive to the effects of small phase errors; and, although some 
increase in levels will occur in the subsidiary cross-polar lobes, • 
the peak lobes will remairrsubstantially unchanged [40]. • 

The principal cross-polarized lobes radiated from a linearly •. 
- polarized offset-reflector antenna are in phase quadrature: 
with the main copolar beam and are essentially contained 
within the copolar beam - envelope. The polarization Over 
the main beam varies frOm linear at the beam center to an 
elliptical polarization in the region of the cross-polarized 
lobes. In some applications this will not constitute a serious' 
drawback; but, if linear polarization is required over the main 
beam region, then the inherent limitations of an offset pin-

, bolic anteana with a conventional primary-feed 'are' obvious. 
The peak levels, of the cross-polarized lobes 'can be reduced to 
low levels (Le., below -35 ilB),.if the offset angle is made very 
small. This is evident from examination' of Fig. 13, and Gatti 
and Semplak • [10] have  described an antenna' of this 'type 
with peak  cross-polar  levels of belov.,  737 dB. 'However, if 
aperture blocking is to be avOided, , then 0* <0 0,  and this . ' 
implies.' a long ‘ reflectOr . structure which m'ay be impractiCal 
in many cases. it is Worth noting, however, that a 'dual lin- 

tion diversity is feasible even with a conventionally fed offset 
parabolic refleCtor. However, the pointing accuracy of the 
antenna must be maintained to a high order of accuracy if 
the use of a fast-operating adaptive polarizer is to be avoided. 

B. Circular Polarization 

With a. purely cireularly polarized primary-feed  illumination, 
the offset parabolic reflector does 'not. depolarize the signal. 
Although each of the Linearly polarized components .of the 
incident wave effectively 'generates . ..a cross=polariz.ed compô-
nent when the phase-quadrature relatiOnship is introduced • 
between the linear Components, it is found that the combina-
tion of the twci .orthogonal cOpolarized vectors•-and the phase-
asymmetric pair of cross-polaniied VectOrs haire' the  saine direc- . 

 tion of rotation.' Hence the sum.  of these two.  signals results.  in . 
a purely circularly POlarized radiation,-but thesum Of the'syrn-
metric and asYmmetrie 'components • results.: •in a squinting. of 
the radiation pattern from its boresight  axis. '• The beam-sciiiint 
effect acts to move the beam' either forward or away frorriithe 
axis .of .symmetry. The direction of the movenient is dependent ..„ 	_ 
upon the hand of polarization. --- • 	' 	• 

Chu and Turrin.[3] first Puhlished Computed graphical  data' 
'showing the effect of the reflector Parameters 00, 0* upon the'. ' 
magnitude of the beam squint,  -and,  some key results - are shOWn. 
in, Figs. 1 4 15.; Adatia and Rudge [42] have •derived  an ap-, 
proximate formula •which.. gives.s. the, beam-squint angle. (qrs. ) 
simplyas . , 

This formula has been tested against computed and measured 
data and has been found, in all cases, to be accurate within 1.0 
percent of the'antenna half-power beamwidth.-- 

Mil. - _ 
early polarized offset antenna can radiate tWo orthOgonal C.Practical Applications .  
elliptically polarized signals Which are resolvable into' their' 	The fully offset parabolic reflector is attractive for manY ap- 

I orthogonal compèntents by r suitably elliptically polarized plications, in that it offers the possibility of improved sidelobe 
receiving antenna [41]. Hence frequency reuse by polariza- performance and higher aperture .efficiency. Some typical 
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app lications are considered below. In these cases, unless stated 

otherwise, the primary-feed has been assumed to be of conven-

tional design and with good polarization properties. 
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DUAL-GRIDDED OFFSET-IED REFLECTOR 

0.10 Fig. 16. Illustrating a dual-polarized offset-reflector antenna employing 
polarized grids. 
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Fig. 14. Beam displacement as a function of the offset -reflector param- 
eters 0 0  and 6*. zo is the angular squint of the beam in radians. 
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Fig.  is. Measured radiation patterns of an offset-reflector antenna 
operated with circular polarization at 18.5 GHz (F = 9.4 X, O. = 45° , 

1) Point-to-Point Communications: With circular polariza- . 
 tion the boresight-gain reduction arising from beam-squinting 

effects need not be a major problem. For sYstems employing 
a single hand of polarization the beam squint is simply «  com-
pensated in the antenna alignment. For dual-polarized applica-
tions, where the direction of squint it reversed for opposite-
hands of polarization, the boresight-gain loss can be readily 
reduced to less than 0.03 dB per beam by suitable choice of 
the reflector parameters. This loss corresponds to a b.eam-
squint angle of less than 10 percent of the anterma half-power 
beamwidth. 	 • 

With linear polarization, a very, exact alig:nment of the ra-
diated beam is called for to remain within the boresight null of 
the cross-polarized radiation pattern. Practical dual-polarized 
operation, therefore, demands the use of a moderately large 
reflector Fld ratios [10]. Alternatively, good- cross-polariza-
tion suppression can be achieved for a single linear polarization . 

 by . use of a polarization 7selective grid, either. in the aperture 
plane or at the surface of the reflector ,[431, [66]; A dual-
polarized system can then be formed by interleaving two 
orthogonal polarization-sensitive reflector surfaces .with 
separate foci. This is illustrated in Fig. 16 [431, [49]. 

2) Shaped or Contoured - Beams:"  For, certain spacecraft 
applications, where circularly polarized area coverage - is re-
quired, even a 5-percent beam-squint can produce significant 
changes in the gain at the edge of the coverage zone..,. This 
problem is simply overcome for a single hand of.  circular 
polarization,  but for dual-polarized applications the .Flcl of 
the reflector  must  be-.  made as large as. possible, consistent 
with ,the volumetric constraints. When  the offset-reflector 
profile is deformed to provide a shaped or : contoured beam,. 
the -beam .squint compounds the design difficulty; numerical .  
techniques are virtually essential to achieve a desired beam-
shape. Wood et al. [24] have described, the design and evalua-
tion of a dual circularly, pola'rized' offset antenna intended for 
the European Coinmunication Satellite System. The reflector 
surface was' deformed • in • one  : plane. to Provide .an elliptical 
coverage pattern -of 8.6°  X 4.9°— • A copolar/cross-polar ratio 
of better than 33 dB  was predieted over the coverage zone.- . 	. 	 • 
Limitations in the Corrugated-horn primary-feed performance 
reduced this : figure to .30 dB over 95 percent of•the zone on 
the experimental 'model. The .tolerances upon .  the reflector 
profile and the location of the-ptimary .feed are also likely to 
be more critical in these 'designs, and the bearn shape and gain 

• can be very sensitive to small feed misalignments [44]. ' For 
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I Fig. 17. Variations in the peak gain of the offset antenna (Fld = 0.52) 
with primary-feed displacement by A t  wavelengths along the y axis. 

11  example, Fig. 17 which is taken from [44] shows the varia-
tions in the peak  gain of an offset reflector with small primary-

, feed displacements. This reflector has an F/d ratio of 0.52 
and is shaped in the plane of asymmetry to provide an elliptical 

I beam with an aspect ratio of approximately 1.8 :1. 
, For linear polarization, the effective phase error introduced 
by the departure of the shaped reflector from true parabolic 

.  results in a spatial redistribution of the cross-polar lobes gen-
erated by the reflector. Unless the re flector offset angle is 
made small , the antenna will exhibit very poor polarization 
purity in the coverage zone. Fasold [45] has described a 

I linearly polarized Offset-reflector system in which the perim-
eter of the reflector was contoured to provide an elliptical 

• beam shape. However, the Cross polarization from this an-
tenna was predictably high with peak levels close to -20 dB. 
For a single linear polarization, good polarization purity can 
be restored by use of polarization-sensitive grids; for dual 
polarization, a larger Fld ratio is necessary. 

I 	Contoured beam shaped can also be-achieved by-the use of- 
•' 

	

	offset parabolic reflectors with multiple-element feed clusters. 
The feed elements are combined in amplitude and phase to 
generate a desired footprint over the coverage zone. Ulti- 

I mately this technique offers ccinsiderably more flexibility in 
that the beam can be reconfigured to a variety of coverage 
patterns by changing thè relative excitation coefficients of the 
feed array. The implications on the offset-reflector design 
are as for the previous cases, and a relatively large Fld ratio ' 
must be employed for dual-polarized applications. For appli-
cations demanding good polarization purity there are addi I - 	tonal complications in that the feed array must itself:exhibit 
good polarization properties. The combining network for the 

' 	multiple elements Will also be complex and is likely to be a 
I critical feature of any practical design. ' 	• 

A rnultiple-feed offset antenna of this class is under develop-
' 	ment for the Intelsat V spacecraft. The circularly polarized 

system described by Han [25] employs an offset parabolic •
I  reflector with an Fld ratio of approximately unit-y. ' The feed 

cluster has 78 square waveguide horns and produces 4 hemi- 
. 	spheric-shaped beams, two having right-hand and two left- 

', 	hand polarization'. The  • axial ratio of these beams within 
I their tespective coverage zones is less than 0.75 dB and, the 

' 	isolation between beams is better than 27 dB. The power , 
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(b) 

Fig. 18. (a) Breadboard model of a multiple-element contoured-beam 
antenna for satellite communications. (b:) Required coverages for 
Intelsat V hemi/zone antenna. 

distribution networks for  each bearn employ low-loss :air 
stripline with switches to provide- some  reconfiguration of 
the beams fer different subsatellite locations. Fig. 18  shows.  

: a breadboard model of the antenna with a contour plot of thé 
required coverage zones. • • ' 

3) Multiple Spot Beams: The performance of the-single off.:  
set reflector' as a multiple-spot-bearn: ,ariterma was studied in 
some detail by Rudge et al. [19],-[20-1_ In this investigation . 
a three-beam circularly polarized configuration Was deSigeed 
and optimized using numerical techni.q.,ues; and a detailed ex-
perirnental evaluatiori was performed  on a precisely made 
breadboard Medel. Since frequency reuse within each beam 
was not required, the antenna design' made use of the beam-
squint' effect to reduce the beam  spaicing between the most 
closely spaced pair of bearns. These 'beams were orthogonally. 
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(c) 

Fig. 19. Copolarized and cross-polarized .  radiation patterns of multiple-spot-beam antenna at 30 GIrtz. Measured 	. Predicted' • 
(n) Cut through beams 1 and 3: 43= 90° . (b) Cut through beam  2:4  = 23.5 ° . (c) Photograph of breadboard spot-bearn antenna_ 

polarited and had a minimum beam spacing_of 1.1 HPBW 
with a beam efficiency of 60 percent. The feed elements were 
conical-horn elements with optimum dimensions for cross-
polar suppressiàn (see Fig. 7) and exhibited  an isolation be-
tween beamports of better than 40 dB: Fig. 19(a) shows the 

predicted and ineasureçl 'radiation patterns for the two beams. 
Fig. 19(b) shows the radiation characteristics of the third 
beam. A beam to beam isolation of better than 30 dB in the., 
coverage zone was achieved for this antenna  which .,is shown 
in Fig. 19(c).. 
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Fig. 20. Radiation pattern of a single-offset reflector fed by a 4-horn 
static-split monopulse feed (shown inset) in its tracking mode. • 
Copolar 	. Cross-polar 	. 

4) Mono pulse  Tracking Radars: This application, in partic-
ular, is one in which the offset-reflector depolarization can be 
a serious handicap. The predicted copolar and cross-polar 
radiation fields of an offset reflector fed by a 4-horn static- 

Isplit monopulse feed in its tracking mode are illustrated in 
Fig..20. The cross-polar field can be seen to have a peak on 
the boresight axis. Randomly polarized signals from a radar 

F.  get will result in an output from the tracidng channel in 
ich the boresight location appears to shift sporadically. Its 

precise location at any time will be dependent upon the rela-
tive magnitudes of the orthogonally polarized components in 

Ithe returning signal. This boresight uncertainty, which is 
.. sometimes termed boresight-jitter, can impose serious limita: 
' 	tions upon radar tracking accuracies. 

Since the cause of boresigh.t-jitter is the reflector depolariza-
tion, its cure (with conventional feeds) is to employ larger 

: 	Fld ratio reflectors. Alternative approaches will be discussed 
in  following sections of this paper. 	• 	 . 

5) Low-sidelobe antennas: One of the major attractions of 
the offset-reflector antenna is the possibility of lower sidelobe 

. radiation. This feature has become increasingly important in 
' ' recent years as a consequence of the 'pressure upon the avail-

- able frequency spectrum and the need to avoid interference 
' from both friendly and unfriendly sources. .. .. 

- Dragone and Hogg.  [171 have shown theoretically that the 

ry offset parabolic reflectors offer significant advantages 
r their (blocked) axisymmetric counterparts. Improve-

, ments of up to 10 dB in near-in sidelobe . levels can be inferred 
. from their results given in Fig. 21. The data shown in Fig. 9 
I ' 	indicates that first sideIobe levels of the order of -30 dB can 

' be realized with illumination tapers of the order of -20 dB. 
› . In fact more favorable tapers than those provided by the feed 

'employed in Fig. 9 can reduce these levels considerably. Using 
. corrugated horn feeds, pencil beams can be produced with first 

sidelobes at the-33-dB level coupled viith aperture efficiencies 7. 
of 70 percent. An example-of an antenna with this order Of 
performance is shown in Fig. 22. Lower- sidelobes are also: 
feasible with 	more sophisticated primary-feed design, 
though some reduction in aperture  efficiency will be implied. 
Elliptical beams can be generated by offset antermas in which:": 
the first sidelobes in a specified critical plane can be sup- 
pressed below the -40-dB level [39 ]. 	 - 

The illumination asynunetry in the principal plane of the - 
offset reflector does introduce an undesirable shoulder on the 
beam when larger offset angles are used. --, This effect can be 
detected on the data shown. in Fig.' 9 and cannot be côm-
pletely obviated except by the use of larger.Fld ratios or more - 
sophisticated primary-feeds. •-; . '• -; 

Linearly polarized offset antennas will, of course,  generate 
significant levels of cross-polar radiation u.nless the refleCtor 
has a large Fld ratio. However, for most applications if is 
found that the reflector depolarization lays below the 
copolarized sidelobe envelope. Hence, the offset-reflector 
depolarization does not preclude the use of this antenna in a 
low-sidelobe role. For smaller offset reflectors, primary-feed 
spillover constitutes the main limitation on the overall sidelobe 
performance. These effects can be alleviated by gbocl primary-
feed design and some Use of shields or blinders about thé 
antenna aperture. 

IV. PRIMARY FEEDS FOR OFFSET-REFLECTOR 
ANTENNAS 

A. Offset-Reflector Focal-Plane Fields 	 ' 

The offset parabolic reflector haS many obvious advantages, 
but the depolarizing beam-squinting phenomena clearly repre-
sent a major limitation in many applications. .However, since 
analytical insight has provided us with a good understanding 
of the causal factors,  it 'can also,indicate the necessary cure. 
To follow this vein, it will be useful to consider the form of the 
electromagnetic fields set up in the focal region of the offset 
reflector when à plane wave is normally incident upon the 
reflector aperture plane. 

Bem [46] has performed an analysis of the focal-plane fields 
which, although limited to normally incident waves, has the 
particular merit that the transverse focal-plane fields Ex , Ey 

can be expressed approximately in a simple closed form.. 
Valentino and Toulios [47]  confirmed Bem's results by 
extending them fo include incident waves making small  angles 
with the reflector boresight and comparing:their results with 
measured data. Ingerson and Wong [48)  have  also employed 
a ", focal-region field analysis .to determine beam-deviation 
factors for offset-reflector antennas. For offset-reflectors With - 
long focal length and polarized in the plane of symmetry, we 
have frOm Bem's analysis: •, . 7- - • 

2.11 (u) fd sin  0 0  ..r2 
Ex(u, Sbo) - cbs 00 , 	(26a) 

- id an Oo  J2 (14  ) 	• 
Ey(u, Sbo) 	 sin 	 (26b) 

, _ 
wheré 7) , çbo are polar coordinates hi the reflectOr focal plane 
with origin at the geometric focus, u (r') is a normalized 
parameter representing the: distance' )2  to a point in the  focal', 
plane, and all multiplying constants have been suppressed. 
J(u) is the Bessel function of order n. The solutions for the 
. wave polarized in thé plane of asymmetry is achieved from 
(26) by interchanging x and y and replacing çb o  by 27r- 00 . 

• 

„ . 

. 	 • . 	 . 

• 

• 
. 	 . 	 • 

• 
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Fig. 21. Effects of aperture blockage on the radiated sidelobe levels and the reflection coefficient at the primary-feed for symmetrical and offset 
antennas. (a) Radiation pattern of blocked aperture  (a 2 /a 1  = 0.2). (b) Radiation pattern for marginally blocked aperture  (a 2/a 1  = 0.2) in hori-
zontal and vertical planes. (c) Reflection coefficients for illumination taper of 13 dB at subreflector edge. 

u ka sine . 

Inspection of '(26) and (27)' reveals 'that the crosspolar 
• component (E,i). is an asyMmetric function with a magnitude 
• , increasing with the offset angle O 0 and in phase quadrature 

- with the principal -  axisymmetric copolar component. The 
axisymmetric copolar term is also modified by the presence of 
a quadrature component which is identical to the cross-polar 
term in all but its dependence upon 	'Fig. 23 shows a 

simplified contcUr plot of the amplitude Of the focal-plané 
field in the vicinity of the geometric focus. 

B. The Offset-IZeflector Matched-Feed Concept 

If the primary-feed is„ to provide an optimum conjugate 
match to the incoming field, then its aperture fieUs •rnust 
exhibit similar polarization characteristics. Conventional high-. 



(a) I Fig. 22. Radiation patterns in principal planes for an offset reflector 

(b) 
DEGREES '  

(F = 22.7 X, 0 0  = 44° , 0* = 30 0 ) fed by a circularly polarized corru- 
gated horn with a —18-dB illumination taper at 0 = 0 * . Frequency = 

I 30 GHz. Antenna efficiency 70 percent neglecting ohmic losses. 
(a) cl) = ir/2 (b) (I) = 0. Measured . Predicted --*----. 
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Convenience  are designated TEL and TEL.* S'Tlie:  transverse 
field components of these  modes (E , can be:_ 
readily derived from the solution of the vector Wave equationH; 
in the circular pipe  [27). In terms of 'a nénii' alized. ' distance:: 
parameter u' and a polar angle .0 0  and omitting .•inultiplying 
•constants, these components can be expressed. 	• 

, 00) = K t. 	(u t ) cos 0.0  4..r3(u t ) cos 3001 -  . 	 . „ 
Ej,(u` , 00) = - 	EJ (1,/ ) sin 04.) - 3( 1'  ) 	-300 ] 

"- • 

Sbo ) K 	(u 1 ) sin 0i)  -FJ3 .(u".) sin 300l - 

, 00 ) = K. " [J1 - (u')  cos 00  - J 3(u . ) cos 300] 

nvhere K-t :  and K"  are constant - factors- préP >ortional 
complex coefficients of the two TE21  modes.. 

In the principal planes (çb 0  = 0 and 7r/2), (27) reduce to 
„... 

E;(ut  , 0)= 4K' 	, 	. 

• 

J2 (u') 
El  (u s  7112) = 4K' . 	. - Y 	

U 

CoMparing (29) with the asymmetric terms in (26), it can be 
seen that the coefficient of the TEL mode can be selected to 
provide a perfect match to both the copolar and cross-polar 
asymmetric components when the reflector is polarized in the 
plane of symmetry (-x axis). For operation with the principal 
polarization along the y axis (plane of asymmetry) from (28), 

mode gives in the principal planes: 

4(u l  ,  O)' 0 

Ej,(u t  , 0) = 2K" (us  ) 

(u s  ,  7r/2) 2K"J 12 (11 1 ) 

, 7r/2) = 0 

(27a)  

(27b)  

(29b)  

(29c)  

(30a)  

(30b)  

(30c)  

(30d)  

• 
Fig. 23. Approximate contour plot of typical focal-plane field distribu-

tion of an offset parabolic reflector uniformly illuminated from a 

I 

distant linearly polarized source. , 

performance-  axisymmetric feeds (such as the corrug,ated horn) 
provide a conjugate match to the copolar component only, 

1  which results in the apparently poor polarization properties of 
the offset reflector. 	 . 

The focal-plane field distributions described by (26). and 
(27) can be matched very effectively by making use of higher 

I order asymmetric waveguide modes. Recently, Rudge and 
, Adatia [14], •[15], [26] have proposed a class of new pri-

mary-feed designs employing mode combinations in cylin-
drical, rectangular, and corrupted waveguides. To illustrate 

I . the general principal of this approach, Fig. 24(a) illustrates the 
nature of the symmetric, and asymmetric components which 
make up the offset-reflector focal-plane fields for two linear. 

 polarizations.  
To adequately match this  characteristic in a smooth-walled 

cylindriCal waveguide, the required asymmetric mode is the 
TE21 . ' Fig. 24(b) shows the field distribution in the conical- 

Ihorn mouth for the two orthogonal TE 21  modes, which for 

where 

.1(ut )
d 

 - J2 (21). 
du 

Equations (30) can be compared with the asymmetric 
components of the reflector focal-plane field for -  a wave  S.  
polarized in the plane of asymmetry. Making the necessary 
simple transformations in (26), the asymmetric components 
(E') are given by: 

ec (u,  0) = 0 

E;(u, 0)  jd sin61 0  J 2 (u) 

71-12) L 
	in  6'0  J2 (ù) 

Td2) 0. 

Comparisbn of (30) with (31) indicates a nonideal match. 
However, the Bessel differential functions /2'  (U) have very 
similar general characteristics to the (J2(u))/ii distribution; - 
and, by judicious choice of the constant K", the two functions: 
can be closely matched over the aperture of the feed 

The differences in the principle-plane distributions of the 

(31c) 

(3Id) 

1 

fS  

Va 
CC 



orthogonal TE21  modes is a consequence of the boundary 
'conditions imposed by thé smooth-walled cylindrical struc-
ture. The boundary Conditions have 'similar implications with 
regard to the lack of axisymmetry in the copolarized radiation 
provided by the fundamental TEn  mode. To provide this 
axisymmetry it is necessary to add a component of the TMii 
mode. This technique  is  well-established and forms the 
basis of the well-krzown dual mode or Potter horn [50] . 

For cylindrical corrugated structures in which the fields 
satisfy anisotropic boundary conditions, it can be shown that 
the corresponding (HE21) hybrid modes have identical distri-
butions in the principal planes. Combined with the funda-
mental HE n  mode, these structures can provide a close to 
ideal match in the two hands of principal polarization. ' 

In Table I the modes required to provide focal-plane match-
ing with threejlifferent feed  structures are summarized. The 
cylindrical structures are aLso suitable for use with two hands 
of circular polarization. The corrugated rectangular case, 
although equally feasible, is not shown since the mode designa-

tion,s for this structure are not standardized. 
Efficiency -optimization techniques, such as those described 

in a recent review paper by Clarricoats and Poulton [50] can 
be app lied to optimize the performance of the offset antenna. 
If E l , Tfi. 1  are the offset-reflector focal-plane fields and E2, 7/2 
the fields created at- the aperture of the primary-feed when 
unit power is transmitted, then the efficiency can be obtained 
from an integration  of  these fields over the aperture plane of 
the feed (s). -' . . ' . • 

. 	.

• + HI X E2 ) ' di'. 	(32) 
S 

, 
Optimization of this n parameter wi ll  lead to the optimum 

I values of the mode coefficients, but the optimum efficiency 
• condition will not be the desired condition for all applications. 

1 
D 

*Superscripts denote orthogonal paur-  of modes with otherwise 
identical mode designation. 

i 
- 
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(a) 

PEAK CROSS- 
REGIONS 

(b) 

Fig. 24. (a) Field configurations of symmetric and asymmetric compo-
nents of the offset-reflector focal-plane fields with the incident wave 
polarized in the plane of symmetry and in the plane of asymmetrY. 
(b) Required field configuration in the aperture of a circular horn for 
focal-plane field matching in the orthogonal linear polarizations. 

TABLE: 	. 	 -• . 	. 
WAVEGUIDR MODES FOR OFFSET-REFLE=OR FOOAL-PLANE ,MATCHING „ 

lisveguide nodes 

	

Peed structure 	 l'x-incipal polarisation 

plane of ay:use-nay (-x) 	plane of asymmetry (y) 

Smooth-v.11.a cylindrical. 	7211 * Tmli 	.141 	‘TE 1 + 	* 

,,,,,1 	 2 
Corrugated cylindrical.. 	

... 
—11 	' 	21' 	 , 	liEl 1 . 	1 

Smooth-walled 	ecan 	 TE _ 	TE  r 	tgular 	 + - 11/Te.,31 	 + TE26 tu 

25. Prototype trimode offset-refirector matched-feed device. 

Alternatively and more simply • tn . this case, the 'antenna 
copolar performance can be optimized independently to what- - 
ever criteria is relevant, and .the cross-polar performance 
simply optimized by use of the higheu: Order mode coefficients.  
The interaction with the copolat citaracteristic will  be small,• 
and generally favorable in that  the  higher order, modes  act to 
compensate  for the asymmetricspacie-attenuation factor intro-
duced by the offset reflector. . , .r: 

The optimum :  values of the cOmplex coefficients._ of the . 
modes can be determined by using the'mathematical models ,' 
described in the early sections,  with  the introduetion of 111.odi-, 

 fied primary-feed : models which. include the higher order-, 
modes.  By  examining the cross-poIm-  radiation' pattern Of the 
offset antenna, for a range of values of the mode coefficients, 
the optimum characteristics  can  be readily determined. The 
close similarity between the value' Of the first  cross-polar lobe 
peaks .and the required level  of-the  higher order mode 
be found to be  an excellent  guide in manY .case- a. 

Trimode device's' based uporE:the .n.iatched-feed prinàiple 
 have been Constructed in smoot>wall cylindrical guides, -  

and dual-mode rectangular feeds:have also; been demOnstrated. 
These prototype-,devices were conspructed'for operation with a. 
single linear polarization. A fully- àual-polarized version of the 
trimode cylindridal , *structure . ha  a been  recently developed 
[51]. The practiCal aspectsof thOunatched-feed aPproaçh cari..: 
best be realized_ by examining:,the design of the prototype 
trimode device introduced in 1975.  [14]. The basic configura-» 
tion is illustrated  in  Fig. 25. 

ee 
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C. Prototype Trimode Matched Feed 

I The trimode primary feed is essentia lly a small flare-angle 
conical horn with two steps or discontinuities. The first step 
region (d3 /d2 ) is asymmetric and generates the TEn mode. 

I The diameter (12  cuts off all higher modes. The second step 
' '(d2 /d i  ) is axisymmetric, and the guide dimensions cut off all 

modes above the 'Mu  . The symmetry of this discontinuity 
/ avoids the further generation of the TEn  mode. The ampli-

tudes of the modes are governed by the ratios d3 /d2  and 
d2 /d 1 , and the relative phases of the modes are adjusted by 
the constant-diarneter phasing section which follows each dis- 

I continuity. The mode amplitudes required are a function of 
the offset angle 0 0  and the semiangle 0* of the offset reflec-
tor. Typically, the required mode amplitudes lay in the 
range -20--30 dB below the fundamental. The diameter of 

8  the primary-feed aperture is selected in the usual way to 
satisfy the illumination requirements of the reflector. The 
overall lengt.h of the feed is between 0.25 and 1.0 wavelengths 

I greater than a conventional axisymmetric dual-mode feed of 
the Potter type. 

Predicted and measured radiation characteristics of this feed 
are shown in Fig. 26. The feed has an aperture diameter of 2.8 

:

X, and the measurements are made at 30 GHz. When used 
with a precision offset reflector with parameters F = 22.7 X, 
0 0  =44° , and 0* = 30° , the matched feed provides a significant 

ii improvement in cross-polar suppression over a conventional 
feed. Typically, feeds of this particular design can provide a 
minimum of 10 dB additional suppression of the reflector 
cross polarization (relative to a conventional primary-feed) 

I over a 4-5-percent bandwidth. At midband the additional 
cross-polar suppression can approach 20 dB. Typical radia-
tion pattern and bandwidth characteristics are shown in Fi.  
27 and 28. These characteristics should not be interpreted as 

1  defining the fundamental bandviidth limitations of multi-
mode matched-feed devices. A number of techniques can be 
applied to improve the bandwidth of the feeds, and band- 
widths of airnost 7 percent have already been achieved [51 ] . I 
D. Matched Feed for Monopulse Radars 

I The undesirable effect of offset-re flector depolarization 
upon prècision tracldng monopulse radars has been mentioned. 
Rudge and Adatia [15) , [26) proposed that the matched-feed 
principle could be applied to this problem by incorporating 

I the necessary higher order modes in a 4-horn static-split feed. 
The questionable features of this application were identified 
as: 1) the level of cross-polar suppression which could be 
achieved by an essentially off-axis rectangular feed element, 

II and 2) whether the matched-feed condition could be main-
tained for both sum and difference excitations'of the mono-
pulse feed. • . 

I The proposai  was investigated by mathematical modeling of 
the offset reflector with its multimoded feed elements and the 
construction and evaluation of one element of the 4-horn feed. 
Fig. 29 shows the computed  cross-polar  levels for a 4-horn 

I matched feed and a conventional 4-ho rn  device. The differ-
ence-channel radiation pattern in the principal plane (E1) = 0) 

•has zero cross-polar radiation and is not shown in the figure. 

I
•
Fig. 30 shows the rectangular feed element, and Fig. 31 

summarizes the measured radiation pattern and VSWR band-
width performance of this K-band device. It was concluded 
that significant reductions in boresight jitter can be achieved 

8 by matched-feed techniques. 

-30 
0 	-36 

DEGREES 

Fig. 26. Predicted and measured radiation characteristics for the 
30-GHz prototype matched feed. Predicted (H plane) 
Measured (H plane) 	. (E plane) — - 

Fig. 27. Measured radiation patterns in plane of asymmetry for off-
set-reflector antenna (F = 22.7 X, 0 0  = 44° , 0* 30° ). (a): Conven-
tional Potter-horn feed. (b): Matched feed (initial measurement) 
(c): Optimized matched feed. Copolar . Cross-polar 

29.5 	30.0 	30.5: 	31 -0 	01-12 

Fig. 28. Measured cross-polar suppression  bandwidth of K-faand 
trimode matched feed (I). • (A): Nominal cross-polar level witlit con-
ventional feed (reflector with 0 0  = 44°, 0* = 3e). (B):  1D-dB 
impraved suppression level, defining bandwidth Q. 
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Fig. 29. Predicted performance of offset reflector fed by 4-horn mono-
pulse primary feed with matched-feed elements. (a) Sum channel 

= 0. (b) Sum channel cl,  = 7r/2. (c) Difference channel e = 7/2. 
Copolar  . Cross-polar Dashed lines indicate cross-
polar levels with conventional feed elements. 
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I 4 

Fig. 30. Prototype rectangular-horn matched-feed configuration 
showing asyrnmetric mode aperture-plane-field distributions (TE,,  
mode) in mouth of rectangular waveguide horn with fundamental 
mode polarization. Principal cross-polar regions are circled. - 

V. DUAL-REFLECTOR OFFSET ANTENNAS 

A. The Open Cassegrainian Antenna 

For applications involving complex primary-feed structures, 
the use of a Cassegrainian feed system has some obvious 
advantages. In particular, the Cassegrainian configuration 
allows the feed elements and the associated circuitry to be 
located close to the main reflector surface, possibly avoiding 
long RF transmission paths and the need for extended feed 
support structure, while the forward-pointing feed format can 
be a desirable attribute for applications requiring low-noise 
performance. 

Of the variety of offset Cassegainian systems proposed in 
the literature, perhaps the bes1 known is the °pm Cassegain- 

I 2 

30 31 
FREQUENCY (GHz) 

 

Fig. 31. (a) Measured radiation patterns of offset reflector fed by a 
rectangular matched-feed element. Lower trace is cross-polar level 
which has been suppressed from its nominal level of –23 dB. (b) Mea-
sured cross-polar suppression of prototype matched-feed element 
against frequency. Graph shows peak levels of lobes on either side 
of boresight. (c) VSWR of prototype matcheCaeed witli 2-step 
transformer. 

ian antenna introduced  in 1965 .  by' the Bell System Labora-
tories  [1), [2]'. The àri.tenna, which. is illUstrated in Fig. 
comprises an offset section' Of a paraboloid  'and  :an ,Offset 
hyperboloid subreflector; fed by a primary feed' which pro-

- trudes from an aperture in the main reflector surface.; 
With this configuration it is possible'to design the 'antenna' . 

such that the subreflector doe's noi block the  aperture of the 
main reflector.' ' 1-16Weir. 	as a -  direct conSeeence of the 

- tions of the prirhary feed; some aperture blockage, due to .  the 
feed system is unavoidable 

29  

(c) (c) 



which are similar to the single offset reflector. However, for 
applications where -these particular performance parameters 
are not of major concern, the open Cassegrainian configuration 
offers excellent potential for realizing high overall efficiency 
and low wide-angle sidelobe radiation. Fig. 33 shows an 

1612 	 PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 66, NO. 12, DECEMBER 1978 

Fig. 32. Subreflector geometry. 

The analysis of the complete antenna can be performed by 
means of the physical-optics-based current distribution tech-
nique  for thesubreflector and the aperture- field integration 
method for the main reflector. Referring to  Fig. 32, the 
current distribution on the subreflector ( s ) is given by (I), 
and the distant scattered fields arising from this current can 
be obtained from • 

= j 
47rR

exp  (-jkR) f X (-4 X ls) 

exp (j1:75 FR) dS 

where k is the wave number, and S is the subreflector surface. 
Expressed in spherical coordinate components  (E8, E),  the 

subreflector fields can be inserted into (14) or (18) to deter-
mine the tangential aperture fields of the main reflector, and, 
hence, via equations (22) or (24) to determine the far fields 

I of the overall antenna. Thus the analysis essentially involves 
the evaluation of four two-dimensional diffraction integrals at 
each field point. Under certain circumstances, use can be 
made of the axes of syminetry afforded by the subreflector 
geometry to eliminate the azimuthal dependent integrals, 
thereby alleviating the computational problem. Ierley and 

. ‘ Zucker [52] have also described a technique for reducing the 

I double integrals associated with the main reflector into a more 
convenient one-dimensional form. The technique, which is 
based upon an application of the stationary-phase approxima-
tion in the azimuthal part of the integral, allows more eco-
nomical predictions of both the near-in and the far-out side-
lobe performance of the open Cassegrainian antenna. 

In general, the basic radiation characteristics of the open 

I Cassezrainian antenna do not differ significantly from those 
of an equivalent single-offset-reflector antenna. To avoid aper-
ture blockage the open Cassegrainian antenna must employ 
large offset angles and. when fed by conventional primary 

8 feeds, exhibits beam squinting and depolarizing characteristics 

1 

(33) 

Fig. 33. 6-m open Cassegrainian antenna located at the University of 
Birmingham, England. 
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Fig. 34. Radiation patterns of a 60-GHz experimental model of the Bell open Casse-

grainian antenna with parameters F = 152 X 0, = 47.5 ° , (9 • = 30.5 • O = 7.5 ° , and a 
subreflector diameter of 40 X. 

example of an open Cassegrainian antenna' of the Bell Labora-
tories design located at the University of Birmingham. in 
England. Fig. 34 shows measured and predicted data made on 
a precision model of this design at the Bell Laboratories 
[1], [2] . This anterma had a computed efficiency of better 
than 65 percent(including spillover and scattering losses, but 
not ohmic loss). 

B. The Double-Offset-Reflector Antenna 	' 

An alternative dual-offset-reflector configuration, which 
offers a number of attractive features, is the so-called double-
offset antenna shown in Fig. 2. This antenna, which was first 
implemented by Graham [11], pfovides a cOnvenient location 
for the primary-feed hardware by use of an offset section of a 
hyperboloidal subreflector in a Cassegr. ainian arrangement. 
Two variations of the double offset are illustrated in the 
figure. A Gregorian version, in which the subrefiector com-
prises an offset portion of an ellipsoidal reflector, is also 
feasible and has been considered by Mizugutch et al. [53]. 
For either of the versions shown the overall antenna geometry 
can be designed to be ccimpletely, free of aperture blockage. 

Analyses performed by several workers [12], [13], [53], 
[54] has shown that the double-offset antenna can be 
designed such that, when fed by a conventional linearly  

polarized primary-feed, the depolarization arising frorn the . 
two offset reflectors  cari  be made to cancel, thus providing an 
overall low cross-polar characteristic. This performance is • - 
achieved by matching the scattered radiation fields from the 
subreflector to the main reflector. The principle is essentially 
similar to the matched-field approach previously described 
for single offset reflectors; and, in theory, the technique-  offers 
a greater potential for broad-band performance..: 

Approximate technique s.  based upon the use of geometric 
optics  [131,  [53], [54] indicate that a perfect match can be 
achieved (i.e., giving zero cross-polar fields in, the main reflec-
tor aperture) when the axis of the parent subreflector surface 
is depressed by an angle (a) from the axis of the. parent 
paraboloid. This condition is illustrated in Fig. 2. A mathe-
matical expression relating the depression angle a to the . 

 parameters of the subrefiector has been derived by Mizugutch 
et al.  [53). In its simplified forin this can be expressed as 

a 1 	‘Po 
tan — = — tan — 

2 M 	2 

where 
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plane of asymmetry. The broken curve-!shows the cross-polar distri-
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components of fields scattered from  the offset subreflector (A) sub-
re flector diameter 10 X. (B) subreflecttor diameter 20 X. 
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Fig. 35. The double-offset antenna geometry and parameters. 

and e is the eccentricity of the subreflector, lif o  is  the  feed 
offset angle, and the geometry is illustrated in Fig. 35. 

Structurally, the optimized geometry is not very compact, 
and this can be a drawback for applications where the volu-
metric constraints are severe. Èarlier experimental results 
described by Graham [11] and the rigorous diffraction anal-
ysis perforrned by Adatia [12] confirmed the general vali dity 
of the optimization forrnula, although the level of cross-polar 
suppression is not independent of the subreflector dimensions 
and curvature. More recent results obtained by Adatia [55] 
have indicated that the major limiting factor in the realization 
of polarization purity with double-offset antennas is the 
diffraction effects introduced by the finite-sized subreflector. 
Diffraction an alysis shows that the magnitude of the diffrac-
tion-generated cross-polar field component is primarily a 
function of the transverse dimensions of the subreflector 
wavelengths, the eccentricity of the subreflector surface, and 
the primary-feed illumination taper. For good cross-polar 
suppression, subreflectors with large transverse dimensions and 
high values of eccentricity (e) are favored. 

In Fig. 36 the copolar and cross-polar components of the 
fields scattered from an offset subreflector with a diameter of 
10 X are shown for .the plane of asymmetry. The associated 
phase characteristics are also indicated  in  the figure. The 
deviation from the ideal in-phase characteristics is a conse-
quence of the nonoptical scattering•by the finite subreflector. 
This phase deviation essentially limits the polarization purity 
of the overall antenna, since the cancellation of the depolar-
ized field generated at the main reflector is impaired. This is 
apparent in Fig..37, which also shows the residual cross-polar 
field distributions in the main offset-reflector projected 
aperture. The multilobe structure of this distribution is 
directly attributable to the nonuniform phase distributions of 
the subreflector fields. Fig. 38 shows the predicted secondary 
field characteristics in the principal planes for a double-offset 
antenna with the parameters given in Table II and a subre-
flector diameter of 10 X. The cross-polar fields are well above 
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TABLE 11 
PARAMETERS OF A DUAL•OFFSET-REFLECTOR 
ANTENNA WITH GEOMETRY OPTIMIZED FOR 

MAXIMUM CROSS-POLAR CANCELLATION" 

	

Main offset reflector 	 sub,reflector 

O.  = 52.3° ‘10  

er. = 24.8 ° . 

= 36l. 	 D 	= 

	

Magnification 	34 = 4.03 

the levels indicated by geometric optics and can be reduced 

I , 

 to below  -40 dB only by use of a subreflector diameter of 
greater than 25 X. 	. 	 .. . 	. 

An alternative approach to the elimination of cross polariza-
tion from dual-offset-reflector systems has been followed by 
Albertsen [57] , [58]. In this approach the two reflecting sur- 
faces are shaped to provide the desired aperture-field condi-

tions in the main reflector. The mathematical approach 

Ï
involves the solution of simultaneous partial differential 

equations with certain spedfied initial Conditions. The solu-
tions provide the profiles of the two reflector surfaces under 
constrahits which provide for , an in-phase cross-polar free-field 
distribution in the projected aperture of the main reflector. 
One of the principal attractions of this general approach is that 
the problem may be formulated for any presc-ribed position 

I
of the main and subreflector surfaces. Hence, at least in 

• 'principle, highly compact dual-offset configurations can be  

realized, although subreflector  diffraction effets  Will still 
limit the cross-polar performance when small subreflectOrs are 
employed. An additional advanta.ge that; by appropriate 
choice of initial conditions, the method can provide soltrâonS' 
for elliptically .  contoured beams of any aspect ratio: [57], ' 
[58] . Hence, state-of-the-art axisynimetric low- cross:polar 
primary-feeds, such as the cylindrical corrugated horn: [50], 
could be employed to efficiently illuminate a -dual-reflector.  , 
system generating an elliptical main beam with good poiaziz' a.; 
tion purity. .However, the full implications of this approach '• 
have yet to be 'investigated and confirmed experimentally... 

A further variation of the double-offset-reflector Configura
-tion  was considered by  (la et al. [59] . In this work the 

offset subreflector was designed as a frequency selective 
filter. The double-offset  antenna was thus fed from both the 
prime-  focus of the main reflector,  and via the subreflector, 
which comprised an array of conformal printed-circuit crossed 
dipoles. The Cassegrainian geometry was utili7ed  in thereso- - 
nant band of the subreflector surface: The published' paper• 
lacks detail but significant gain reductions were encountered 
(i.e., of the order of. 1 dB due  to the insertion loss of the 
subrefiector). An overall efficienCy of 50 percent was.esti 
mated for the Cassegrainian system, but the sidelObe iner-
formance was poor. .• 

C. Applications 

Dual-offset-refiector antennas can be designed to avoid: (or 
minimize) aperture-blockage effects and thereby offer a good 
range of compromise between high efficiency and low. side

-lobes.  The use of a subrefiector provides a mechanical 
advantage for some applications in that the antenna system 
can be folded to locate the primary feed either within  or 
below the main reflector. Electrically the dual-reflector 
system offers the designer some additional degrees of freedom, 
which can be employed to compensate for the depolarization 
effects introduced by the asymmetric reflectors. However., in 
this optimized configuration the dual-offset system is not 
especially compact. In addition, the very-low-cross-polar per-
formance (i.e., below -40 dB), which is predicted by geometric 
optics, can only be achieved if the subreflector dimensions are 
greater than about 20 wavelengths. 

Hence, when good polarization purity is desired, dual-offset-
reflector systems are best suited for appliCations where their 
dimensions can be made large with respect to the operating 
frequency. Earth stations, radio telescopes, terrestrial com-
munications, and ground-radar systems are likely examples.. 

The Bell System open Cassegrainian design [1 ], [21 1  lias 
been implemented with "a 6-rn main reflector and has been 
used in satellite communication experiments with the U.K. 
Post Office and the University of. Birmingham" (U.K.). The 
design has operated successfully although it exhibits the pre-
dictable poor cross-polar performance. Magne and 
[60] have described a 4-band dual-polarized double-offset 
antenna for terrestrial microwave links. The antenna cross-
polar performance is not given in their paper, but the de-
coupling between channeLs is specified as 35 dB. This figure 
presumably includes orthogonally polarized channels at the 
same frequency but gives no information on the cross-polar 
levels whicli may exist at angles off the»  antenna boreeght. 
The Magne and Bui-Hai design is illustrated in Fig. 39. One 
example of the use of dual offset reflectors in a radar antenna 
is that manufactured by MEASL, in the U.K. Perforraaance 
data on this antenna is not available; but the system, which is 

1 
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Fig. 39. (a) Photograph of a four-band offset Casseg,rainian antenna. 
(Photog-raph reproduced with the permission of Thomson CSF.) (b) 
Schematic diagram of a four-band offset Cassegrainian antenna. 

illustrated in Fig. 40, can be seen to make use of a fully offset 
configuration. Mizusawa et al.  f61] have described the geo- 

I metric-optics design and experimental modeling at 24 Gliz 
of a dual-shaped-reflector configuration for a circular polarized 
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Fig. 40. Dual-offset radar reflector antenna. (Photograph reproduced 
by permission of Marconi Elliott Avionic Systems Ltd.) 

shaped-beam antenna. The • design  was intended for a search 
radar and provided a very narrow beam in the azimuth plane 
with a cosecant-squared beara in the elevation plane. This 
fully offset antenna incorporated an axisymmetric primary-
feed illumination which was converted by the shaped sub-
reflector to feed the main elliptically contoured, shaped main 
reflector. The measured azimuthal-plane sidefolDes of this - 
antenna were only -18 dB down, and the axial ratio of the 
circular polarization was also poor. Both performance param-
eters were attributed to•a nonoptimum primary-feed horn 
design. 

More recently Semplak [56] has described measurements , 
(at 100 GHz) on a multiple-beam offset antenna which 
employs an 'interesting three-reflector configuration. Although ,  
the author indicates that the design is suitable for both satel-
lites and Earth stations, the structure has a prajected-aperture-
diameter of more than 200 wavelengths with an Fld ratio of 
1.9.. Without deployment this would be difficult to accommo-
date on a satellite for frequencies lower 'than the 30 GHz 
possibility mentioned in the text. The three-reflector design 
exhibits good wide-angle beam performance, but the question 
of the minimum-achievable beam spacing, which is also critical 
in many multiple-beam satellite applications, is not discussed. 

Much of the analysis of the dual-offset-reflector antenna has 
been performed in connection with either future Earth-sfation 
antennas  [13), [53], [54] or spacecraft applications [55]-
[58]. The spacecraft application tends to  be limited by the 
volumetric constraints imposed by the launcher' . Without 
deployment, the cross-polar performance of the antenna tends - 
to be limited by diffraction effects arising from the relatively, 
small subreflector. As an Earth-station antenna, however, the 
electrical performance of the optimized double-offset-reflector 
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antenna is very attractive. The increasing demands made upon 
the radiation performance of Earth-station antennas, and 
particularly the sidelobe and cross-polar specificalions, suggest 
that optimized double-offset-reflector antennas may well be 
necessary to satisfy the electrical requirements of the next 

- 

	

 
generation of large Earth stations. 	_ . - 

	

The more general  application : 	 the dual-offset-reflector 
antenna may be hampered by the considerable computational 

effort which is involved in performing design and optimization 
with physical-optics techniques. Approximate techniques, 
based upon geometric optics and the GTD, are adequate for 
large reflectors, but subreflector diffraction must be accurately 
modeled for other cases. Analytical techniques of the type 
recently introduced by Galindo-Israel and Mittra [621-[64] or 
the GTD methods under development by Pontoppidan [65 ] 
may prove to be useftil here. As an interim step it is worth 
noting that much of the antenna optimization can be per-
formed by examining the vector fields in the aperture plane of 
the main offset reflector and thus minimizing the need for the 

second (and costly) two-dimensional integration over the 
reflector surface. 

lobe and cross-polar radiation will be required to be suppressed 
to lower levels, and the condition maintained over svider band: 

, widths for many future systems. It is also 'worth noting that 
the full capabilities of dual-offset-reflector antennas have yet 

flainS to be done in this:: 
area. 	. 

Modern trends toward multiple beams, -contoured beams, 
and generally more complex and higher performanèe antenna 
systemS generally favor offset-antenna systems. With further 
development, it can be anticipated that  the  use of - offset-
parabolic-reflector antennas of all types will become increas-:- 
ingly popular in the future.  

_ 
APPENDIX A—OFFSET-YARABOLIC-REFLECTOR GEOMETRY 

Distances from the reflector focus in the 2' = 0 plane can be 
written 

p sin t9' 'cos 01  

1.5 (cos 6e sin 6 cos çb4 sin 6 0 COS 0) '• 

y = iy sin 0` sin çe 

p sin 0 sin 0. (A2) 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has presented a tutorial review of the state of the 

art in offset-parabolic-reflector antennas. The review has been 
concerned with offset antennas with both single and dual-

reflector configurations. 
The emergence, since the mid-1960's, of computer-aided 

techniques for the analysis of the offset-parabolic reflectors 

and the modeling of the vector radiation of primary-feed 
antennas has .  led to significant advances in the design of off-
set antennas. The modern trends toward conservation of the 
spectrum, lower sidelobe radiation, frequency reuse, multiple 

beams, and contoured beams have also provided stimuli for 
further investigation of reflector systems which avoid aperture 

blockage. This paper has reviewed the fundamental advantages 
and disadvantages of offset-parabolic-reflector antennas, their 
analysis, and the resultant predicted and measured electrical 

performance. 
In the past a major drawback to the use of offset-parabolic 

reflectors has been their in.herently poor polarization•purity. 
This characteristic impinges upon the performance of the 

offset antenna in both communications and radar systems. 

Analysis of the offset reflector has led to a more complete 

understanding of this phenomena and has indicated several 

means of correcting the defect. The Fld ratio of the structure 

can be made large, which is mechanically undesirable in some 

cases; an optimized dual-reflector geometry can be imple-
mented', which is particularly effective for larger antennas; or, 

the reflector depolarization can be compensated for by use of 

an appropriately designed primary-feed. Employing these 
techniques, dual-polarized unblocked reflector antennas can 
be designed which offer significant advantages over their axi-
symmetric counterparts. In particular, a better  compromise 

between high efficiency and low sidelobes can be realized with 
good polarization purity. - 

Further improvements in primary-feed design for bout 

single- and dual-offset- reflector systerns will be required if the 

full (dual-polarized) potential of -  these antennas is, to be 

realized. Good suppression of unwanted cross-polarized radia-

tion from the primary-feed is becoming increasingly .  important 

for high-performance communication and radar systems. Side- 

The Jacobian for a surface element :dx'dy can be obtained . • 
from the equations given as 

dx' dy =-- p2  sin 0 1  de r 	. 

• = p2  sin 0 d0 dçb. 	• 	- - 	(A3) 

The unit normal to the reflector parabolic .  surface (72„)' is 
given by 

= 	p' 	iz') 11( . 17 p.  

Since the unit vector along p is equal to that along p' 

p = sinO cos 07i, + sin e sin 0-  y + COS 0 

and from the offset geometry 

Tiz ,  =7, cos 0 	sin 80. 	- 	(A6) 

Hence we obtain 

= -N,/(p/4F) [(sin 6 cos 0- sin 0 0 ) Tix  

+ sin 0 sin çb -iy  + (cos 0 + cos 00)). (A7) 
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Depolarization Properties of Offset 
Reflector Antennas 

TA-SHING CHU AND R. H. TURRIN 

Abstract— The cross polarized radiation for lhaearly polarized 
excitation and the beam displacement for circularly polarized 
excitation have been investigated for offset reflector antennas. 
Numerical calculations are given to illustrate the dependence 
upon the angle B o  between the feed axis and the reflector  axis as 
well as upon the hslf-angle 0, subtended at the focus by the re-
flector. In the case 60 9, = 45°, measured results have been 
obtained for both linearly and circularly polarized excitations with 
a dual mode feed illrrninating an offset paraboloid_ 

The cross polarized radiation of horn reflector and open Casse-
grainian antennas rises sharply to rather higla values off the beam 
axis; however, in general, the maximum cross polarized radiation 
of offset reflector antennas can be made small by using a small 
angle between the,feed and reflector axes. The cross Polarization 
caused by offset is «Compared with that caused by an unbalanced 
feed pattern. The effect of the longitudinal current  distribution 
and of departure of the surface from a paraboloid on cross pol-
arization are also examined. The clarification of these cross 
polarization properties is found to be valuable in the design of 
reflector antennas. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IN ORDER to increase the communication . capacity 
 of a transmission system by using orthogonal polariza-

tions, it is essential to maintain the orthogonality, thereby 

3,ianuscript received October 30, 1972; revised November 24, 1972. 
The authors are with Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N. 3. 07733. 

preventing crosstalk. This requirement is easil3r fulfilled 
when the antenna is transmitting or receiving on the 
beam maximum. However poor pointing accuracy can 
rapidly increase depolarization in the vicinity of the 
beam maximum. In some satellite communication systenas 
the ground stations are distributed over the beamwidth 
of the satellite antenna; in that case any polarization 
degradation within the satellite antenna beamwidth will 
give rise to cross polarization coupling. 

The condition [1] that the directions of stationary 
polarization' and maximum gain coincide is satisfied by 
all center-fed paraboloids where the aperture distribution 
of the polarization vectors are symmetrical with respect 
to the center of the aperture. Since it is difficult to predict 
the effect of aperture bloCking on the sidelobe level and 
cross polarization properties, various versions of offset.. 
antennas such as the open Cassegrainian antenna 
havé been proposed. The purpose here is to discuss' the-
depolarization properties of offset reflector antenn-
which can be conveniently characteriz,ed by two ariglës-.7.:.'„, 
Section II 'will  calculate the cross polarization for linearle.e,' 
polarized excitation and the beam displacement -.;fe 

' Stationary polarization here means that the slope of the cross 
polarized radiation pattern is zero in the direction of the M : 

 beam maximum. 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Prapagat., vol. AP-21,  pp. 339-345, May 1973. 
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F. ularly polarized excitation. Section III will describe 
t measured results of an experimental example. Section 
re  will  discuss the comparison of cross polarization in 

ler-fed and offset paraboloids, the depolarization in 
t Cassegrsinian antennas; and other effects con-

Wibuting to depolarization. 
T nes [3] showed that there will be no cross polarization 

ithe aperture field of a center-fed paraboloid if the feed 
às  a plane veave source, i.e., a combination of electric and 
E  il : Lo etic dipoles at right angles to each other  with  ratio 
!_. .:1 to the plane wave impedance. The deficiency in 

.. lating this plane wave feed by a liorn may be at- 
r 
:_-trihuted to the questionable Validity of the Kirchhoff 
;:'s roximation for a small horn. Recently, corrugated 
'... [4], [5] and dual-mode horns [6], [7] with cir-
cularly symmetric radiation patterns have been recognized 

,F. apable of eliminating cross polarization in a center-fed Bi  
' 	a 	 di boloidal aperture. Theoretical prection based on 
t 

g 

ese feed patterns can be better realized in practice. 

r use balanced feed radiation (defuaed by (5) in 
II) with circularly symmetric patterns to calculate 
BS polarization properties of offset reflectors, in 

which_ case the cross polarizatiOn is only a consequence 
1 .:- the offset; it diminishes With a decrease in the angle 

: ween the feed axis and reflector axis. 

- 	I.I. CROSS POLARIZATION AND BEAM SHIFT 

t an offset reflector be illurnina.ted by a feed as 
shown in Fig. 1 vehere 00  is the angle between the feed 
lis and the reflector axis, and 0, is the half-angle sub-
jaded by the reflector at the focus. In this section we 
will calculate the cross polarization properties of the 

Iector as a fu.nction of these two angles. The far-field 
ression of the feed radiation can be written 

2 f = Be'e + Bo'e' . 	 (1) 

le reflected field from the paraboloid is 

• 
1

É--- rs.  - Éf  + 2ii, ef  . fo ( 2 ) 

ere ii. is a unit vector normal to the reflector surface. 
Substituting (1) into (2) and using the transformations 

,e,e) -, (i , ,y,e) --› , -Y,i) (see Appendix) and the 
5mai vector ri = - (r) + î)/(201/2 for a paraboloidal 
surface, one obtains the following forrn: 

lEsin* O' sin 60 ^ COB çb' (1 + COB 8' cos 00)3E8' 

-I- sin  4)' (cos 0 '  + cos 00).E,1 

-
t 

{ - sin  4)' (cos  0' + cos 00).Ee' 

+ [sin 0' sin 00  - cos 4)'(l 	cos 0' cos 00)]E'} (3) 

t = 1 + cos 0' cos 00 - sin 0' sin 00  cos çb'. 	(4) 

Fig. 1. Geometry of offset reflector. 

The L  component is absent in the aperture because of 
the unique focusing property of paraboloid [8]. However 
z component currents flow on the reflector surface. 

Let us consider a balanced feed radiation which can 
be written in the following form.: 

cos çb' 	sin çb' 
xP- e ( - ikP)  

F(6'14/) 	ê' 	 (5) 

corresponding to two principal linear polarizations along 
the x and y axes, respectively. An important special 
case of (5) is a circularly symmetric radiation pattern 
where F (0' 4') is independent of 49'. The principal polariza-
tion component of the reflected field becomes 

M = 	- F(8'4')  [sin 0' sin 00  cos ei — 	e 
• tp 

• (cos Bo + cos ei) — cos2 çb' (1 	COS Bo COS e t): 
(6) 

vehile the cross polarization component is 

N= 	= 	F (0' 4')  Din C' sin 00 Bill q51  
tp 

- sin çb' cos çb' (1 - cos 0')  (1- cos 00)] (7) 

where M 2  -1- . N2 = .P2/ p= and N vanishes when Bo = O. 

One notes that the rotation of the polarization vector 
due to offset in a paraboloidal apèrture has the same 
magnitude and is in the same sense for any orientation 
of the incident linear polarization. It follows that the 
reflected field of a circularly polarized wave will remain 
circularly polarized but in opposite rotating sense, and 
with a phase shift tan-2  (N /M). If the feed radiation 
is circularly polarized everyvehere, no cross polarization 
will  appear in the radiation from the reflector; however, 
a small beam displacement will occur because of variation 
in the phase shift across the reflector. 

The projection of the intersection of a circular cone 
(with vertex at the feed) and the offset paraboloid onto 

[MIZE 

sin çb' 	cos çb' sin çb' 	Cos 0' 
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the xy plane is a circle [2] with center 

2f sin 80  
cos 6, + cos 00 

and the diameter 

4f sin 0. 
d - 	 (9) cos 6, -I- cos 00 

where f is the focal length of the paraboloid. The relation-
ships between points on the paraboloid and their projec-
tions onto the zy plane are 

= p (cos Bo  sin 0' cos çb' ± sin 00  cos 0') 	 (10) 

y = p sin 6' sin e' 	 (11) 

2f 	 2f  
P 1 + cos 0 	1 + cos 6' cos 60 - sin 0' sin 00 COB 49 1  

(12) 

'Then the far-field pattern of the antenna is given for 
small angles by 

r LF 	27ru 

j—r 	
—p  exp j —

d 
[(x - xc)  cos,  ± y sin ]1 

•p2  sin 0' d0' dçb' (13) 

where r = sin 0./ (X/d) and L is a factor for the polariza-
tion component being calculated. The aperture surface 
element can be reduced to p2  sin 0' de de [2]. Assuming 
the circularly symmetric feed pattern to be the H-plane 
pattern of an open-end circular waveguide excited by 
TE n  mode 

F (8' ) = f[l - 	
)2]1/2 

+ cos 6'1 .1- 1 1 (u sin 0') 
(14) 

(u  sin O'y 

where  11  is the circumference of the waveguide in -wave-
lengths, and un  is the first root of J1' (u) = 0. This is a 
good representation of a small aperture dual mode feed 
[6]. Substituting_ (6) for L in (13) yields, for the principal 
polarization component, 

e, 	277-v 
P = 2 f f Ilf 	e xp [ 

. —

d 
(x - x.) cos (1).] J 0  J0  

9 

e0B L 7- -1  y sin 	p sin o' do' de. (15) 

For the cross polarization component, substituting (7) 
for L in (13) gives 

C = 2j f
. 

r N 
exp 271-v 

(x - x,) cos çb.] 
0 	0 

•sin (2:-e  2
d 

y sin çb.) p sin 0' d0' de. (16) 

40 
	 I  

-1.2 -0.8 	-04 	0 	0.4 	0.8 	1.2 
sin 44 

Fig. 2. Radiation patterns of offset paraboloid (f /D — 0.25). 

Putting L = exp [j tan-1 (N/M)], (13) will give the 
displaced radiation pattern for circular polarization as 

r 	27rv 
K = 2 f f exp [ 	j - 	x c ) cos 4,01 

00 	L 	U- 

N 27rv 
•cos [tan- 1  —

M 
—

d 
y sin cpo l Fp sin 0' de de. (17) 

Owing to cancellation by symmetry, the cross polarization 
will vanish when 00  = 0°. The numerical calculation will 
be made for 0, = 90 0  where maximum cross polarization 
is expected. The pararneter u in (14) is selected to give 
a 10 dB taper for the feed pattern. For example, when 
0,  = 60 = 45 0 , numerical integration for (15)-(17) results 
in the plots in Fig. 2. The cross polarization has a 
maximum located beyond the -3 dB point of the main 
beam; however, at the -3 dB point it is only slightly 
below the maximum. In the far field of the main beam, 
the cross polarized and principally polarized components 
are in phase quadrature whereas they are in phase at 
the aperture of the reflector. The offset reflector is also 
characterized by a lack of polarization stationarity at - 
the beam maximum, consequently the cross polarization 
rises sharply off axis. 

The beam displacement 46, as defined in Fig. 2, is - 
the shift of the circularly polarized beam with respect 
to the physical plane of symmetry. The direction of the 
shift is towards the right for left-handed circular  polarisa-
tion  and towards the left for right-handed circular polar-
ization.' Since the half-power beam-width 2ei of the linearly 

2  Circular polarization sense by IEEE definition: Vifave receding 
from observer having clockwise rotation of the electric field iE 
right circularly polarized. 

x. - (8) 

1 
un un 
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lg. 3. Cross polarization and beam displacement versus fID 
ratio (00  = 6c ). 

po arized pattern equals that of the circularly polarized 

etstern, AS = i31 — 02 where 02 is the angle between the 
and the half-power direction of the circularly polarized 

tern. The beam displacement for circularly polarized 
excitations results in some sacrifice of power if two 

Iposite circular polarizations are used simultaneously 
thin  a specified angular region. The cross polarization 

of linearly polarized excitation for an offset reflector 
a be regarded as the consequence of the differential in  

' of its two opposite circularly polarized components. 
! 

his interpretation is analogous to the depolarization of 
' cularly polarized excitation for a pyramidal horn, 

ilconsequence of the difference between the patterns of 
two linearly polarized components. 

Numerical data on the maximum cross polarization 

"r linearly polarized excitation and the beam displace-
nt for circularly polarized excitations are summarized 

in three  figures. Fig. 3 shows the variation with respect 

I f/D ratio (or the angle 00) for the case of 00  =  0.  
is seen that oifSee reflectors .%vith large f/D ratios of 

the order of imity will introduce little cross polarization. 

os
ing 00  as abscissa and 0, as  parameter, their effects on 
e  maximum cross polarization and the beam dis-
acement are presented, respectively, in Figs. 4 and 5. 

A feed pattern of 10 dB taper has been used in these 

Ilculations.  Computation  also shows that increasing 
e taper to 20 dB reduces the maximum cross polarization 

only about 1 dB. 

I The previously Computed cross polarization of —23 dB 
r an open Casseg-rainian antenna [2] with Co = 47.5° 

and Be = 30.5 °  checks very well with our results. It is 
lso interesting to compare these cross polarization data 
ith those of the pyramidal and conical horn reflectors 
9], [10], where Bo  = 90°. One recalls that cross polariza-

tions are present for both linearly and circularly polarized 
xcitations of the horn reflector because this antenna I 

15 	30 	45 	60 
80  (DEGREES) 

Fig. 4. :Maximum cross polarization of linearly polarized excitation. 
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Fig. 5. Beam displacement of circularly polarized excitation 
(no circular cross polarization). 

is not only offset but also has different aperture distribu-
tions for longitudinal and transverse polarizations. The 

aperture distribution of the :horn reflector is a result of 
single-mode excitation of the horn. 

III. MEASURED RESULTS 

This section describes an 18.5 GHz experimental test 
of the cross polarization properties of an offset reflector 
antenna. The refiector consists of a paraboloidal section 
which was molded with Ultracal (a nonshrinldng molding 
plaster) on a standard spun aluminum paraboloid -sv-ith 
an f/D ratio of 0.25. This partial paraboloid corresponds 
to the case of 00  =  0, = 45°, and its projection onto the 
plane normal to the axis of the paraboloid is a circular 
aperture of 12 in diameter. 
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Fig. 6. Measured radiation pattern of offset fed paraboloid antenna 
linearly polarized at 18.5 Gliz. Aperture diameter is 12 in, 
f/D = 0.25. 

«A dual mode feed of circularly symmetric radiation 
provides a pattern taper of —10 dB at the periphery of 
the offset paraboloidal section. Because of the geometrical 
difference in path length from focal point to the para-
boloidal section there exists an amplitude asymmetry of 
6 dB in the aperture distribution for the case f /D = 0.25. 
These conditions of illumination are the same as those of 
the theoretical calculations. 

Radiation patterns were recorded for various polariza-
tion combinations in a plane transverse to the plane of 
symmetry of the offset paraboloid because this plane is 
ex-pected to show maximum cross polarization for linearly 
polarized excitation and maximum beam displacement 
for circular polarization. Since the cross polarization 
patterns in the symmetry plane çbc  0° are theoretically 
null patterns, no attempt was made t,o measure them. 
Fig. 6 shows the in-line and cross polarized patterns with 
the principal linear polarization oriented in the plane of 
symmetry. The patterns were virtually identical with 
polarization either in the plane of symmetry or orthogonal 
to it. 

Fig. 7 shows a composite of two measured patterns 
for the two senses of circular  polarisation,  respectively. 
The angular displacement betveeen the two patterns of 
opposite circular polarizations is twice the displacement 
of ea,ch circular polarization beam relative to the physical 
plane of symmetry with the direction as expected from 
the calculation in the prec,eding section. The maximum 
undesired circular  polarisation,  which ideally should be 
zero, has been measured to be less than —38 dB relative 
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Fig. 7. Measured radiation patterns of offset fed paraboloid 
a.ntenna with circular polarization at 18.5 GHz. Aperture 
diameter is 12 in, f/D = 0.25. 

to the beam maximum. This residual depolarization can 
be attributed to the effect of the longitudinal current 
distribution (see Section IV-C), the experimental environ-
ment, and the imperfection of the feed. 

To compare with the calculated results, the measured 
maximum cross polarization and beam displacement 
for the case of O =  Oc  = 45 0  have been plotted in Fig. 8 
where agreement is within about 5 percent. No elaborate 
efforts have been made to improve the imperfect sym-
m.etry of the cross polarization lobes in Fig. 6. The low 
sidelobe levels in both Figs. 6 and 7 can be ex-plained 
by the nonorthogonality between the plane of the re-
flector edge and the plane of the measured patterns. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Comparison of Cross Polarization in Center-Fed and 
Offset Paraboloids 

The cross polarization discussed in the preceding 
section originates entirely from the offset between the 
feed axis and the reflector axis. This Idnd of cross polariza-
tion vanishes"- when the angle of offset approaches zero- _ 
It is well known that cross polarization can also *occur 
without offset when the feed radiation is unbalanced 
and does not satisfy (5). The chara,cteristics of these two 
cross polarization mechanisms are enumerated in Table I. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the cross polarization characteristics 
in the paraboloidal aperture for offset and unbalanced 
feed, respectively. In the offset case, the two principal 
linear polarizations rotate in the same direction at a given 
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TABLE I 

rOMPARISON Bi..rWEEN Two 

Offset Paraboloid with 
Balanced Feed 

CROSS POL..iRIZATION MECHANISMS 

Unbalanced Feed 
[(5) invalid) 

POLARIZATION VECTOR 
ROTATES IN THE 'SAME 
DIRECTION 

(a) 

POLARIZATION VECTOR 
ROTATES IN OPPOSITE 
DI RECTI OHS 

circularly symmetric feed pattern will result in an 
elliptically shaped far-field radiation pattern with the 
same cross polarization properties as an offset cireulqr  
aperture. However some sacrifice in gain will occur due 

1. Stationary .  (saddle point) po-
larization tit beam maximum. 

2. The polarization vectors ro-
tate in opposite directions for 
two principal linear polariza-
tions in the paraboloidal aper-
ture [Fig. 8(b)). 

3. Cross polarized radiation in 
phase with principal polariz-
ation. 

4. Cancellation of cross polariza-
tion in both principal planes. 

5. Maximum cross polarization 
in the 45 0  planes. 

6. Equal cross polarization lobes 
in all planes for circularly • 

polarized excitation. 

It• If the feed phase centers of the E-plane and the H-plane do 
 coincide, there will be a phase difference between cross and 
cipal polarizations. 

1 

1 

1 
1 

(b) 

Fi 

 

• (a) Cross polarization due te offset. (b) Cross polarization if 
due to unbalanced feed. 

'oint of the aperture and the cross polarizations are 
ymmetrical with respect to only one principal axis. n11 

) he other hand, for the unbalanced feed, the two 
near polarizations rotate in opposite directions, and the 
rpolarizations are antisymmetzical with respect to 
o 
1 

principal axes. These differences in the aperture 
istributions lead to the different properties of the cross 
o 'zed radiation. 

con_sequences of both mechanisms of cross polarize-
o emain the same if the shape of the aperture on the 

, 
-raboloid is made arbitrary but retains symmetry about 

rincipal axes. For example, illuminating an ellip-I 
a ' shaped section of the offset paraboloid by a 

to spillover. 

B. Depolarization in Offset Cassegrainian-  Antennas 	- 
A Cassegrainian antenna has an equivalent focal length 

much longer than that of its main reflector [11]. Thus 
an offset Cassegrainian antenna ma3r have a large effective 
f/D ratio and hence a small angle between the feed axis 
and the main reflector axis. The lirniting case is that of 
two partial paraboloids, confocal and coaxial, which forin 
a near field Casseg-rainian or Gregorian antenna without 
aperture blocking. Bisected near-field Cassegrainian 
te]escopes have been used in infrared propagation experi-
ments [12]. In that case the feed axis is parallel to the 
main reflector axis, and there will be no cross polarization 
in the aperture of the main reflector provided no cross 
polarization illuminates the subreflector [13]. In other 
words, the combination of a plane wave feed and a 
confoca]-paraboloid subreflector gives an effective balanced 
feed radiation which satisfies (5) in spite of the asymmetry 
of the geometrical configuration: This exarnple illustrates 
that balanced feed radiation is not necessarily circularly 
symmetric. 

Some versions of offset Cassegrainian antennas are 
expected to have poor off-axis polarization discrimination 
(of the order of 20 dB) because of the relatively large 
angle between the feed and reflector axes at certain 
orientations of the antenna. This poor polarization 
performance is the price paid for the mechanical ad-
vantage of the feed location in the open Cassegrainian 
antenna [2]. It is tempting to introduce additional - 
subrefiectors to bring the feed axis parallel to the re-
flector axis for open Cassegrainian antennas. 

C. Other Effects Contributing to Depolarization 

1) Longitudinal Current Di,stribution: The cross polar-
ization contributed by the longitudinal current distribu-
tion on a reflector antenna is expected to be of the order 
of the isotropic level. Therefore neglecting the longitudinal 
current distribution, as done in this paper, is only valid 
for a large reflector with high gain. In particular, for 
a center fed paraboloid uniformly illuminated by a feed 
radiation pattern which satisfies (5), the reflected field 
(obtained by geometrical optics ray tracing) contains 
no cross polarization in the paraboloidal aperture. How-
ever, it can be deduced from the radiation integral [14] 
of the current distribution on the reflector surface that 
the voltage ratio of the maximum cross polarization to 
the isotropic level is approximately D/8f. 

2) Nonparaboloiclal Surface Shape: In the design of a 
multibeam or scanning antenna, one often lik-es to use 
spherical or torus reflectors which are slight perturbations 
of true paraboloids. It is of interest to investigate the 

The cross polarizations caused by the subrefiector and the 
main reflector cancel each other. 

I . %stationary (cut.ip) polariza-
tion at beam  maximum. 

 2. The . polarization vectors ro-
tate in the same direction for 

I two principal linear polariza-
tions in the paraboloidal aper-
ture [Fig. 8(a)]. 

3. Cross polarized radiation in 
phase quadrature with prin- 

I cipal polarization. 
Cancellation of cross polarize-
tion in one principal plane 
only. 

'

Maximum cross polarization 
in the other principal plane. 
No cross polarization but 
beam displacement for circu-
lar] y polarized excitation. 
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contribution of such changes in the surface shape to the 
cross polarization. 

The reflected field Er  from a perfectly conducting 
surface can be expressed in terms of the 'incident field Ei  
and the unit vector normal to the surface by geometrical 
optics as in (2) which is rewritten as 

= —.Ei 	 (18) 

If the surface deviates slightly from a paraboloid, i.e., 
= 	then the reflected field becomes 

= —Éi 	 (19) 

Subtracting (18) from (19) and taking its component 
along the direction of cross polarization, one obtains 
(.Ér, — Er ) -± = 2(7/..±) -E i) 

2(.3,..e)(â.É i). (20) 
It is obvious from (20) that the cross polarization will 
be reduced to a second-order effect if the i  is nearly 
perpendicular to both  1 and E. This latter condition 
is eertpinly satisfted by a reflector with large .f/D ratio. 
In the case of a multibeam reflector antenna a large 
f/D ratio is often required in any case for reducing the 
phase error. 

It is also evident from (20) that the cross polarization 
vanishes when both  ñ and 2i lie in, or parallel to, a constant 
plane of incidence. This observation is simply a rediscovery 
of the fact that no depolarization is produced by a 
cylindrical reflector. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The cross polarilation of linearly polarized excitation 
and the beam displacement of circularly polarized excita-
tion have been presented in Figs. 4 and 5 versus two 
characteristic angles for an offset reflector with a circularly 
symmetric feed pattern. An ex-perimental example has 
verified the theoretical calculations. The nonstationary 
Polarization at the beam maximum of an offset reflector 
implies strin.gent pointing tolerance. A larger effective 
f/D ratio always reduces the cross polarization. Some 
asyrametrical configurations of a multireflector antenna 
such as the combination of two partial confocal parab-
oloids may keep the feed axis parallel to the reflector 
axis and hence avoid cross polarization due to offset. 

APPENDIX 

With reference to Fig. 1, the transformations for the 
unit vectors —> —› ,i) are the stand-
ard relations 

A' = sin e Cos 	-I- sin 0' sin çb'Y'' + cos 0'.î' 

Ô' = cos 0' cos çb'X' ± cos Ce sin ciS'Y' — sin O's' 

— sin 	+ cos 0'9' 

and 

="X cos 00 	k' sin fi0  

-= 

= sin 80  +  L cos O. 

The position vectors in (x,y,z) and (x',y',z') are identical 
to each other; i.e., p  as  p' and 1.5 as Y. Representing both 
aides of the last equation in terms of ("X,Y4) yields 

sin 0 cos çb = sin 0' cos çb' coS  0  + sin 80  cos 8' 

sin fi sin 4  = sin 0' sin srb' 

cos 0 = —sin 0' cos çb'  in  60  + cos 00  cos 0'. 

Using the preceding transformations, one may obtain. 
(4) by lengthy but straightforward algebra. 
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Abstract—Most Cassegrainian and Gregorian antennas have axial 

1  symmetry, in which case the subreflector and associated supporting 
members partially block the aperture. Consequently, relatively high 
sidelobes appear in the radiation pattern, and a reflection is pro-
duced in the transmission line of the feed. These undesirable 

I effects can be largely eliminated using asymmetrical configurations. 
Here we compare axisynametrical and offset near-field Casse-
grainians and Gregorians; expressions for the reflection coefficient 
and increase in sidelobe level are given. The offset designs are 

!found to have superior performance in both respects. 

I.-Nlanuscript 	
' 

received June 1, 1973: revised November 12 1973. 
The authors are with the Crawford Hill Labor-atory. Bell Laboratories. 

Holmdel. N. J. 07733. 
r To obtain low cross polarization, Chu 131 has pointed out that the 

axis of the radiation pattern of the feed must be parallel t.o the axis of 
the main reflector. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Axisyrnmetric antennas of the near-field Cassegra.in [1] (or 
Gregorian) type consist of two confocal paraboloids (Fig. 1) and 
a feed which illuminates the subrefiector through a centrally located 
aperture. The field produced by the feed, approximately a plane 
wave, is transformed by the subreflector into a spherical wave which, 
neglecting diffraction by the supports of the subrefiector (not shown 
in Fig. 1), is transformed by .the main reflector into a uniforrn 
phase front. Hoveever, a portion of the spherical wave from the 
subreflector is intercepted by the feed which partly absorbs and 
partly scatters the radiation; thus some of this energy represents 
impedance mismatch. Also, the interference forthcoming from high 
sidelobes generated by blockage imposes limitations in sharing of 
frequency bands by terrestrial and satellite communication sys-
tems [2]. 

Blockage can be minimized at the expense of symmetry, as in the 
offset antennas of Fig. 2. In Figs. 2(a) and (b), blockage is elimi-
nated completely; in Fig. 2(c) there is sorne blockage, but the effect 
is small since the intensity over the blocked area is very low. In all 
of the designs, the field distribution over the aperture of the main 
reflector is essentially a replica of the field over the aperture of the 
feed. 

The polarization properties of offset antennas are discussed in 
[3] where it is shown that antennas discussed here will have very 
low cross polarization, 1  provided the feed has perfect polarization 
properties and a large effective focal length, which is characteristic 
of the near-field design. 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propaget., vol. AP-22, pp. 472-475, May 1974. 
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(b) AXISYMMETRIC GREGORIAN 

Fig.  3.  Conventional axially symmetrical antennas of Cassegrainian 
and Gregorian type. 

II. REFLECTION COEFFICIENT! 

In Fig. 1(a), the plane tangent to the vertex of the subrefiector 
is illuminated by a linearly polarized field El. The field E,' produced 
bv the wave reflected from the subrefiector is polarized in the direc-
tion of E,.. At a point in 152, 

E2' 	exp (—j,k) 	 ( 1 ) 
where 

= (I? — ) 	 (2 ) 

R being the distance of the point from the focus and f:  the focal 
length of the subrefiector. If the vertex of the subrefiector is the 
origin of a coordinate system with the xy plane tangent at the 
vertex 

k x2  + y2  

2 

The reflection coeffi cient on the feed transmission line (produced 
by the reflected wave) is given by 

r I = 	E,E2' dx dy! 	f I Edsdy! 

= 	E:l exP ( 	dx (211 1 / f 	dz dY1 • (4) 
s, 

The principle of stationary phase can be applied to obtain an esti-
mat of I r I for large k, the major contribution arising from the 
area in the vicinity of the vertex. If EN) denotes the values of E2 at 
the vertex, then 

exP(—jt)dzdy  is: 	2  

= I En f f eXP 	+ 	 dx dy (5) 
J 0  0 	fr. 	2 

convergence being assured if k has a small  imaginary component. 
Then, for large h, 

f. 

'The  good match obta.inable with a bisected Ca-,segralnian (Fig. 
2 (C.)) was recogniz,xi when used as an infrared tela'çeope. 14) feeding 

111 high-gain amplifiers. 

F 

(c) essacrsn CAMEGRAti 

Fig. 2. (a) Cassegrainian configuration without blockage. (b) Gregorian 
configuration without blockage. (c) Bisected Cassegrainian Con-
figuration with some blockage. 

valid provided the vertex is within S2. If the vertex is on the bound-
ary of S2, as in Fig. 2(c), 

I .E2 exp 	dz dy = 1-(-3*Xf: I BID 1!)• 	(7) 

For Figs. 1 and 2(c), (4) becomes 

20 
— 	(symmetrical) 	 (8) 
a 

lrl- 
(offset) 

= ka,'/f2 , a, being the su' breflector radius. The quantity 

'Fac' I Be)  
— 

ft32 E2 
C1Z  ClY 

is the ratio between the power density at the vertex of 82 and the 
average power density over S2.. 	 - 

Consider a circuLarly symmetric field distribution with quadratic 
dependence on the distance p, from the center of SI, i.e., 

E, =1  — A (123)2. 	 (11 

Let A = 0.7763, which corresponds to a feed with a —13-dB illumina- - 
tion. Then in the cases of Figs. 1 and 2(c), (10) results in 0 = 2.355 
and 0.1177, and, from (8) and (9), 

4.71 

a 

iri= 

(offset). 

(3) 

(6) 

L 

where a 

(10), 

(symmetrical) 



SYMMETRICAL'  

— STATIONARY PHAef METHOD 

OFFSET 

1  -----  
180 

Fig. 3. Reflection coefficients for cases of Figs. 1 and 2(c), assuming an 
illumination taper of 13 dB at edge of subreflector. 
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Fig. 4. Radiation pattern of blocked aperture of Fig. 1 ((i,/ai 	0.2). 
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Fig. 3 shows curves of I' versus a calculated from (3), (4), 
and (11), as well as  curves given by the principle of stationary 
phase. In the offset. case the reflection coefficient is <-40 dB, 
negligible for most practical purposes. The asymptotic relation (8) 
gives accurate results for a of practical interest.' In an experiment 
[1] at. 6 GHz, on an axisymmetric 5-m near- field Cassegrainian 
with a 1.8-m focal length using a subreflector with a2  = 0.381 m, 

= 0.287 m, and e 2.2 (corrponding to an average illumina-
tion of 7 11 dB at the edge of the subrefiector), the reflection co-
efficient was —22 dB; the calculated value, from (8), is —21.5 dB. 

Although ray tracing in Figs. 2 (b) and (c) shows that the latter 
involves some energy captured by the feed and the former  does not, 
(9) formally applies to both cases. In the case of Fig. 2(a), r I is 
near zero, since the difference in phase between the two waves E2 

and E2 ' has no stationary point over the aperture of the subrefiector. 
It is intere.sting that the reflection coefficient accounts for only a 

small fraction of the total power int,ercepted by the feed aperture. 
Using the aperture distribution of (11), one finds that. the ratio 
between the power intercepted by the feed and the total power in 
the spherical wave reflected by the subreflector, is, for configurations 
of Figs. 1 and 2(c),  U  = 0.09, 0.024, (-10.46 dB, —16.2 dB), re-
spectively, using a —13 dB taper and atia, = 0.2. The difference 
between U and r I 2  is power not accepted by the feed which is 
radiated' thereby degrading the radiation pattern; this depends on 
the particular scattering  properties  of the feed and will not be con-
sidered further here. 

III. RADIATION PATTERNS 

The field distribution over the aperture of the main reflector in 
Figs. 1 and 2(c) is assumed zero within the blocked region S2. By 
superposition the overall antenna radiation pattern is approximated 
by the combination [5] of the fields from the unblocked and block-
ing apertures. 

The envelope of the sidelobes of an unblocked aperture with a 
circularly symmetric field distribution typical of illuminations pro-
duced by dual mode [6] and hybridmode feed systems is shown in 
Figs. 4 and 5 by the dash—dot lines. By ex-pressing the aperture 
field as a polynomial it can be shown that the largest increase in 
sidelobe level raused by the blockage is given by the simple expres-
sion 

10 log»  [(I + 1.032£'47) 271] 	 (12) 

where e = a tia). • is the ratio between the field amplitude at the 
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For Fig. 2(c), convergence 1 r  i  to the asymptotic relation (9) is much 
slower: this is because the stationary point is not a point of maximum 
illumination. as in the symmetrical case. 

• Some of thiF pou te is act.in radiated toward the subrefiector, result- 
ing in multiple bounces between feed and subrefiector: this gives rise 	Fig. 5. Radiation pattern for irtarginally blocked aperture of Fig. 2m) 

to a poor transmission characteristic for broad-band signals. , 	 (s2/01 	0.2). (a) Horizontal plane.. (b) Vertical plane. 
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center of S t  and that at the edge of 8  (thus 7 E (0)/E (1) for 
central blockage). .0 is the ratio between the (power) gain of the 
aperture without and with blockage (for the cases of Figs. 1 and 
2(c), 10 )ogy, = 0.68 dB and 0.25 dB, respectively). As seen in 
Fig. 4, both the exact computation and the approximate (12) result 
in "largest increase" in sidelobe level of 10.7 dB. 

Now consider the marginally blocked aperture of Fig. 2 (c). 
According t,o (12) the increase in sidelobe level is much lower since 
y is now given by 

E (1  — e) 

' 

For the assumed illumination, (13) gives y= 1.679, which accord-
ing to expression (12) with E = 0.2 and 10 loglon = 0.25 dB corre-
sponds to an increase in sidelobe level of 5.23 dB. Fig. 5(a) shows 
the exact radiation pattern in the horizontal plane; the increase in 
level is 5.35 dB, close to the value given by (12). The pattern in 
the orthogonal plane is shown in Fig. 5 (b). The increase in level, for 
all sidelobes, is less t3aan that given by (12), a consequence of the 
asymmetry. 

The patterns of Figs. 4 and 5 were calculated for —13-dB illumina-
tion at the edge of S I ; for a —16-dB taper the maximum increase in 
siclelobe level has also found to be given accurately by (12). 

The offset Cassegrainian and bisected Gregorian (FIgs. 2 (a) and 
(b)) are unblocked antennas, thus the envelopes of the patterns are 
given by the dash—dot lines in Fig. 5. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
Comparison of the properties of asymmetrical with axisymmetric 

antennas where an illumination taper of —13 dB and a blockage 
ratio e = a2/ai = 0.2 are assumed, shows: the antennaaof Figs. 2(a) - 
and (b) have gain higher by about 0.7 dB, the level of near side-
lobes is lower by about 10 dB, and their reflection coefficient is lower 
by 25 to 30 dB. The configuration of Fig. 2 (c) has similar adv..
tages: the gain is higher by about, 0.4 dB, sidelobes lower by 5 dB, 
and reflection coefficient down by 25 to 30 dB when compared with 
the axisymmetric case. An important advantage of the various offset 
antennas is that they can be constructed without use of spars (or 
struts) which produce aperture blockage in the symmetrical case. 
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FOCAL REGION CRARACTERISTICS OF OFFSET FED REFLECTORS 'e 

P. G. Ingerson and W. C. Wong , 
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Redondo Beach, California 90278 

Abstract  

The focal region characteristics of offset 
fed reflector antennas have been investigated both ,  
analytically and experimentally. In order for 
offset reflectors to have analogous focal region 
properties to those of front fed parabolic re-
flectors, an offset axis and an offset focal plane 
are defined. The definitions of the offset axis 
and offset focal plane are essential  for  satis-
factory operatiOns of offset reflectors illumi- 
nated by a cluster of feeds. Numerical result 
using physical optics  approximation are presented 
to show the dependence of the beam deviation 
factor of offset -reflectors upon the edge angle 

(- Gr ) and the orientation of the feed axis (Go ). 

Introduction 

. 	. 
-The offset fed reflector antenna has become 

increasingly attractive for satellite communi-
cations where low sidelobe levels are essential to 
achieve good isolation between adjacent high gain 

beams operated over the same frequency band. To 
meet these requirements, the use of offset re-
flectors is becoming desirable since the severe 

limiting effects of aperture blockage on front fed 
paraboloid reflectors can be entirely removed. 
The focal region behavior of offset reflectors 

them becomes of major interest in dealing with 
scanned beams and multiple beam antennas (or a 
shaped beam antenna) involving a cluster of feeds. 

The focal region properties of front fed pa-
raboloidal reflectors have been extensively inves- 

tigated [1-4) in recent years. Although a few 

papers on offset reflectors have appeared in the 

literature [5,6,7,8), the general focal region 
behavior has never been discussed. A few authors 

have presented data on laterally scanned beams, 
but the analysis was restricted to the ¢ = ±90 0  
plane (see Figure 1). It will'be shown that feed 
movements along the axis of the parent paraboloid 

(the paraboloid from which the offset section is 
described) causes the beam to scan vertically in 

the ¢ = 0 °-180 ° ,plane. Similarly, lateral feed 
motion in the focal plane of the parent paraboloid, 

except in the ¢ = ±90 °  plane will not produce the 

familiar results: 

• Beam scan proportional to feed displace- 
ment (i.e., a beam deviation factor). 

• Equi-phase plane of secondary beam peaks. 

• Maximum* gain plane for lateral scanned 

beams. 

*For small angles of scan, Reference [4).  

It has been found, however, that by redefining a 
new focal plane and axis, the analogous properties 
are restored. 

Offset Axis and Offset Focal Plane  

For a front fed reflector, the axial defocus-
ing curve is obtained by displacing the feed along 
the reflector axis. The secondary beam remains 
symmetrically disposed to the reflector axis, inde-
pendent of the axial feed displacement. For an 
offset fed section àf the parent reflector, how-
ever, the direction of the axis of the secondary 
beam is a function of axial defocusing  as-  shown in 
Figure 2. This is because axial defocusing by AZ 
in an offset reflector antenna produces in the X-Z • 
plane a non-uniform phase that changes monotoni-
cally from G2 cosel, to AZ cosEu, where Ou  and CI 
are the angles subtended at the focal point by the 
edges of the reflector in X-2 plane. To insure 
that the direction of the axis of the secondary 
beam is always along the reflector axis, the feed 
must be moved along a direction Go  so that the 
phase variation across the aperture in the X-2 
plane is symmetrical with respect to that direc-
tion. It can easily be shown that the path length, 
from the feed phase center to the focal plane, cf 
a typical ray is 2f - /12. 1  cos(0.-G0 ) where f is the 
focal length of the reflector, AZ is the distance 
through which the feed is displaced along the di-
rection- G0 ,  and Gis the acute angle between the 
typical ray and the reflector axis. Clearly, the 
typical ray is an even function of G about Go  for 
et É 8 s (Du if Go is given by: 

eL)  

Defining the offset axis as the direction Gc„ and 
AZ.' as the defocusing along the offset axis, a cal-
culated offset axial defocusing curve along with 
some measured data are plotted in Figure 3. In 
both the measured and calculated results, the pri-
mary feed is oriented so that the feed axis coin-
cides with  G.  The close agreement between the 
measured and calculated results is evident. 

If the offset axial defocusing is produced by 
feed displacement along the offset axis, then the 
equi-phase surface (offset focal plane), using the 
parallel ray approximation, is the plane contain-
ing the focal point and perpendicular to the off-
set axis.* Calculations show that this is indeed 
the case if the reference phase center is chosen 
as the projection on the parent focal plane of the 
intersection of the offset axis with the reflector 
surface. 

*Dr. J. W. Duncan, TRW Systems Group, Private 
Communication. 

(1) 

Reprinted from 1974 Int. 1EEE/AP-S Symp. Program & Digest, June 10-12, 1974, pp. 121-123. 
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Beam Deviation Factor  

Figure 4 shows the measured and calculated 
beam squints in the principal planes due to later-
al feed displacements in the offset focal plane. 
Good agreement between the measured and calculated 
results is apparent. It is•of interest to note 
that thé beam squints in the principal planes cor-
responding to equal lateral displacements in the 

two planes are practically the same, indiCating 
that the beam deviation factor (BDF) is indepen-
dent of the azimuthal position of the feed. Fig-
ure 5  shows the  calculated BDF as a function of 
the edge angle.OE  (measured with respect to offset 
axis  ®) for various ea . The primary feed is as-

sumed to have a cosn type voltage pattern with n 
adjusted to give a -10 dB edge taper (exclusive of 
space loss) .  We see that for a given  ®, (or el); 
the BDF decreases with increasing%  '° ®). 
This is to be expected, as either increasing 6E  

for a given 60  or increasing 60 for a given 6E de-

creases the f/D, which is given by 

thus decreasing the BDF. 

It has been found that for a given set of 6E  
and 6 0  the ratio of the BDF (from -Figure 5) to the 

f/D (from Equation 2) is constant for a given 6E. 
This means that the BDF of an offset reflector can 
be calculated from that of a front fed reflector 
with the same edge angle using the following equa-
tibn: 

(BDF) offset (f/D) front fed 

(BDF) front fed 
(f/D) offset 

Conclusion  

An offset axis and an offset focal plane have 
been defined for offset reflectors so that the 
general focal region properties are analogous to 
those of front fed paraboloids. The.theoretically 
'predicted focal region behaviors of a particular 
offset reflector are also experimentally verified. 
The depefidence of the BDF upon eo. and (DE  is pre-
sented for offset reflectors illuminated by a cosn 
voltage illumination function with n adjusted to 
give a -10 dB edge taper. 
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Figure 1. Offset paraboloidal reflector antenna. 
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• 	The Polarization Losses of Ofiset Paraboloid Antennas 
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LAMBERT F. G. THURLINGS 

Abstract—In this paper the electric field in the aperture of offset 
front-fed paraboloid antennas and open Cassegrainian antennas, 

excited by an electric dipole or Huygens source in the focus, is com-

pared with the fields of front-fed circularly syraraetrical paraboloid 

reflector antennas and classical Cassegrainian antennas. The aper-

ture field forms the basis of expressions to calculate the polarization 

efficiency of ah four types of antenna. Computed results are given, 
showing that offset antennas can corapete with front-fed paraboloids 
if they are excited by an electric dipole; the classical Cassegrainian 
antenna, however, shows better results. If offset antennas are ex-
cited by a Huygens source, the result is very unfavorable compared 
with the symm.etrical antennas which show no cross polarization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
• 

TT HAS BEEN known for several years that, if a 
paraboloid reflector antenna is fed by a linearly polar-

ized electrical dipole, the a.ntenna system will radiate 
energ3- not only in the main polarization, but also a fair 
amount in an unwanted polarization Called cross-polariza-
tion or depolarization. 

Condon [1] was one of the first to give a detailed analy-
sis of this phenomenon. It appears that cross-polarized 
lobes, also called Condon lobes, are formed having a maxi-
mum in planes at 45 0  to the principal plane. Silver [2, 
p. 42:3] also mentioned this cross polarization, mainly as 
an abstract of Condon's work. 

Cutler [3] gives a physical explanation as to the rela-
tion between aperture electric field lines and the polar-
ization of the dipole feed, and explains the very unfavor-
able situation that occurs if the focus of the paraboloid 
falls between the aperture and apex of the paraboloid. 
This work has been continued by Jones [4], who investi-
gated the radiation characteristics of paraboloid reflector 
antennas excited in their foci by a short electrical dipole 
feed, a short,. magnetic dipole feed, and a plane wave 
source, being a combination of an electric and a magnetic 
dipole. If this dipole pair is represented by dipole fields 
of equal intensity, commonly known as a Huygens source, 
it has been proved that the cross-polarized' component of 
the aperture illumination could be made to disappear [5]. 

Koffman [5] has extended this work by considering 
other conical sections of revolutions as well as the parabo-
loid. The cross-polarized pattern of the reflector excited 
by any arbitrary feed system may be calculated, using 
the methods of Afifi [6], while Potter [7] has found an 
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analytical expression for the polarization loss or polariza-
tion efficiency. It is the latter expression that will also be 
reviewed in this paper. Potter [8] has also found a similar 
expression for Cassegrainian antennas, which will be in-
cluded in the present study. 

Watson and Ghobrial [9] have investigated the cross-
polarization isolation at off-axis incidence for classical 
Cassegrainian antennas and front-fed paraboloidal reflec-
tors. It was shown that the Cassegrainian antenna was 
much superior to the equivalent front-fed antenna. 

Not much is known so far about offset paraboloids and 
open Cassegrainian [10] antenna.s. Hanfling [11] has 
shown a stereographic mapping method that contains the 
aperture field lines of an offset antenna excited by several 
field sources, but without further details. Graham [12], 
[13] describes the polarization of offset antennas and 
states that an offset Cassegrainian antenna can be designed - 
to have low cross-polarization losses, which was experi-
mentally discovered by letting the axis of the main and 
subreflector differ only a few degrees. No calculations 
have been mentioned. 

Since plans exist for frequency reuse, above 10 GHz, 
by polarization diversity, the interest in cross-polarization 
problems has recently increased considerably. 

Ludwig [14] has published a paper on the définition of 
cross-polarization, and Kinber and Tischenko [15] calcu-
lated the current distribution of various reflector antennas 
Nvith different, illumination. Unfortunately no numerical 
resUlts are given. Chu and Turrin [16] have discussed 
the beamshift of offset. antennas with circular polarization 
and have calculated the level of cross-polarization side-
lobes. The poor polarization performance of the open • 
Casgegrainian antenna has been predicted. 

It is the purpose of this paper to obtain a more detailed 
insight into the cross-polarization losses of offset antennas. 
For this purpose we shall compare the front-fed parabo-
loid, the true Cassegrainian antenna, the offset front-fed 
paraboloid, and the open Cassegrainian antenna. In all 
the cases we shall use a short electrical linearly polarized : 
dipole and a Huygens source as a primary radiator_ We. 
will compare the aperture electric fields, define the polar-': r 

 ization efficiency, and calculate this for different con-.  ; 
figurations. Finally, .we will show a practical example. 

II. APERTURE FIELDS OF REFLECTOR 
ANTENNAS ILLUMINATED BY AN 

ELECTRIC DIPOLE 

Let us consider a short electric dipole of length / [2, 
p. 92], lying along the x axis of a Cartesian coordinate 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-22, pp. 513-520, July 1974. 
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Fig. 1. Electric dipole oriented along positive x 
coordinate system. 
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system (Fig. 1), with a current / flowing in the direction 
of the positive x axis. Expressed in p,11,,,= coordinates, the 
far zone components of the complex electric field are 

= E#à#  

or 

exp (—jkp) 
— 	 . 	(— a.".#  cos cos E: + cte  sin 	 t) 	(1) 

2Xp 

where 77 = 120 7 £.2,  Û.  and 	are unit vectors along the 
and ; axes, respectively, and k is the wavenumber. 

. 	x,y,z coordinates (1) becomes 

= 	(cos' V, cos'  E  + j 2 ;) 

— igsin2 sin 2; + 	sin V, cos t] (2) 

jiIi  exp (—jkp) 
E0 — 

2Xp 

If the dipole is oriented along the positive y axis, it is 
readily seen that the electric field becomes 

( —5,4, cos 1,(' sin t — (it  cos ;) 	( 3 ) 

Or 

Fig. 2. Geometry of parabolic reflector with incident and reflected 
rays and vectors. 

remains perpendicular to the surface, but its direction re-
verses. Therefore, 

£Er  = 

the index r indicating reflection. 
The vector E,,,cio lies in plane FGH and is perpendicular 

to the radius. To find out what happens with .E4,c1.# we 
will use Fig. 2 and define the indices n and r as the direc-
tions normal and tangential to the paraboloid surface at 
the point of incidence. We now resolve E in 4.,„ and 
.E,k,.„ resulting in 

E#  ,„= E„,, sin 3-V ,  

(6) 

= 	cos -bfr. 

After reflection, .E4,.„ is continuous and E# ,, retains its 
sign. Therefore, 

Eg, sin 4-1i 

= —.E,b cos 

E J. e  •"="" 

 

By means of the vectors  5.L and  ãi  (Fig. 2) and by resolv-
ing and E4„, along these vectors it is readily found, 
using (7) that 

!: where I 

(5) 

(7) 

E*  ,t  sin 	+ Er cos -Iv, 	—Et, = —.E0E-1;X-  sin'24,  sin 2t + g (cos' lp sin'  E  + cos' t) 

+ e sin 2V,  sin el (4) 

These fields will induce surface currents in any arbitrary 
reflector using geometrical optical techniques. 

Using the method employed by Jones [4], the aperture 
field rnay now be found by calculating the surface-current 
density of the reflector  K = 2(7i X ,  R ; being the 
initial field and 77. the unit vector normal to the surface at 
the point of incidence and projecting  K on the aperture. 

A simpler way to.find the aperture field may be followed 
by investigating what happens with the fields EA, and 
Etclz  at  the point of incidence. From Fig. 2 it is readily 
seen that the vector Ek cii  is perpendicular to the plane 
comprising the z axis, radius p from focus to the surface 
of the re fl ector, the reflected ray, and the yector 71. at the 
Point.  of incidence (plane FGH) ...After reflection this vector  

(8) 

E i  = 	cos ,+ 	sin 	0. 	(9) 

The unit vector may be written 

= cos.; + g sin e. 
If we use an electric dipole oriented along the positive 

x axis, the reflected field 2,0.  follows from (1), (8), and 
(10) resulting in 

	

..8#r  = E0 cos v, cos t (cos ;,sin ;,0) 	(11) 

and (5) becomes Ee' =  —E0  sin  Ecik . 
By means of (1), (5), and (11) the aperture field EA 

yields 

£.4 = 	(x,Y,z) = Eo cos cos t (cos t,sin ;.0) 

—E0  sin E(—sin t,cos ;,0) 
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Fig. 3, Offset paraboloidal reflector. 

Or 

É A = E0N1 	COS2  E (1 —  cos')  

— '1 sin 2;(1 — cos ‘b) '0 (12) 

where 

E
jjfl exp [—jk(F z o)] 

— 

2Xp 

Using the same technique we readily find the aperture 
field, if the dipole is oriented along the positive y or z 
axis [17]. 

The offset paraboloid is illustrated in Fig. 3. If the elec-
trie dipole is located in the focus of the paraboloid oriented 
along the positive x' axis of an x',y1 ,z' coordinate system, 
the aperture field appears to be 

ÉA = [E0 cos ‘1/0 11 — cos' (1 — cos 11/) 

• E0  sin "1, 0  sin 1P cos  

+ CB°  cos ‘1,0 1 — sin 2;0 — cos‘b)1 

E0  sin iro  sin 1,1,  sin 	 (13) 

The results for the case when the dipole is oriented along 
the y' or z' axis are found elsewhere [17]. 

The same technique used for the front7fed paraboloid 
may be employed to calculate the fields in the aperture of 
a Casseg-rainian antenna. However, there are some funda-
mental differences because the dipole field is reflected 
twice before it arrives at the main reflector aperture. 
Therefore, the components .F.; z  and £4, have to be known 
after this double reflection in order to calculate this aper-
ture field. If the electric dipole is located in focus F1  and 
oriented along the positive z axis (Fig. 4), the aperture 
field is 

— cos' ;(1 — cos ‘1,1 ) }± 

— -1 sin 2;(1 — cos 1,1q) "O. (14) 

In (14) Eo' = je/ exp ( —jkr a)/24', where p' is the dis- 
tance between the primary focus and the surface of the 
main reflector. It is readily found that r. = f/e F 	Zo  
and p'-.---2F/(1+ cos I)) 	f/e, where f is the distance 
between the two h3-perboloid foci, e the hyperboloid eccen- 

Fig. 4. Geometry of classical Ca.s.segrainian antenna. 

Fig. 5. Geometry of the open Cassegrainian antenna. 

tricity, and Zo  the depth of the paraboloid. If the dipole 
is oriented along the positive y or z axis similar equations 
may be found [17]. 

The calculation of the aperture field of an open Casse-
grainian antenna is much more complicated than the 
previous ones. The geometry is presented in Fig. 5. In 
general, the planes KGH (with the z axis) and FiKG 
(with the z' axis) will  not  coincide. Therefore, the ray 
from the primary focus F1  to the subreflector and the 
ray reflected from the paraboloid (GH) will generally 
not be located in the same plane. The calculation of the 
aperture field leads to long algebraic equations..The reader 
is referred to a report recently issued [17], where a de-
tailed description of these 'equations is given. 

III. THE APERTURE FIELDS OF REFLECTOR - 
ANTENNAS ILLUMINATED BY A 

HITYGENS SOURCE 

A combination of an electric dipole and a magnetic - 
dipole of equal intensity and crossly oriented is often 
called a Huygens source [4]. If this source is located in 
the focus of a paraboloid antenna in such a way that the 
electric dipole orients along the positive  z axis and the 
magnetic dipole along the positive y axis, the aperture 
fields are rea,dily found by superposition of the aperture 
fields caused by illumination with electric and magnetic 
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Fig. 6. Polarization loss efficiency factor of parabolic reflector. 

dipoles. The reader is referred to a report [17] recently 
issued for the aperture fields of reflector antennas fed by 
a maznetic dipole. 

In accordance with Jones [4], we find 

E0(1 + cos  t/'). 	(15)  

positive y' axis, or by an electric dipole oriented along 
the positive y' axis and the magnetic dipole along the nega-
tive z' axis. As will be noticed, the cross-polarization 
component does not disappear. 

If we try to find the aperture fields of an open Casse-
grainisn antenna, it appears also that no simplification 
-takes place. Therefore, it is of little value to rewrite the 
equations found before. As will be noticed, the cross-
polarization component in the aperture does not disappear 
either. 

IV. THE POLARIZATION EFFICIENCY 

In accordance with Potter [7], the polarization effi-
ciency of an antenna is defined by the ratio of antenna 
gain including the effects of cross polarization, to antenna 
gain if the cross-polarized energy were zero everywhere. 
Thus 

• 	 (17) 

where 	represents the electric field in the aperture 
with principal polarization and Ec,(\li,.) that of the cross-
polarization. By means of (17) and the equations for the 
electric field in the aperture found in the previous para-
graphs it is now possible to calculate the polarization 
efficiency. 

In the case that a front-fed paraboloid is investigated, 
the distance p between paraboloid and focus is p = 
2F/(1  + cos V.), and because all the fields involved  are 

 proportional to exp (— jk(F z o )/ p, (17) may be re-
placed by 

r2T  
 tan  .bp 	e" Eo  Jo Jo 

f2. 	riE)Y (E.p(,Z)  Y1 1" tan Fp dt 

 o fo 	 J 	E0  JJ 

2 

In the same way if the electric dipole is oriented along the 
+y axis and the magnetic dipole along the 	axis 

.F: = E0(1 +  cos '). 	(16) 

It appears that in both cases the cross-polarization compo-
nent disappears. A classical Cassegrainian antenna shows 
similar results and the cross-polarization component dis-
appears as well. 

The aperture field of an offset antenna illuminated by 
a Huygens source may be found by combining the aper-
ture fields originated by an electric dipole oriented along 
the positive z' axis and a magnetic dipole oriented along the 

If the paraboloid is illuminated by an electric dipole ori- 
ented along the  +z axis, the aperture fields to be used are 

Emp = Eo[l — cos2 (1 — cos G)] 	(19) 

Ecr, = — .1E0  sin (1 — cosI,G) 	(20) 

where 

jIi exp [—jk(F zo)] 
E0 =  

2),p 

It is  possible  to simplify (18) by substituting (19) and 
(20), but this does not increase the insight into the prob- 
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1 

1 

lem. An approximation of this equation as carried out by 
Potter [7], ha.g the drawback that it gives only reliable 
results for very shallow paraboloid re flectors with sub-
tending angles of less than 60°. The results of (18), com-
puted without any approximation, applied to front-fed 
paraboloid reflector antennas are presented in Fig. 6. 

In the case of a classical Cassegrainian antenna (Fig. 4), 
the integration is carried out over the angles E and 4,2 . We 
can now replace (17) by 

If the subreflector is illuminated by an electric dipole, 
oriented along the positive z axis, the aperture fields to 
be used are 

—= —1 + cos2  ; 1 — cosE 
ED ' 

fe 
•2 arctan 	— 	1  tan (.2)}] (22) le + 1 

~ = sin 2; 1 — cos ; 

• 9  arctan 
e — 1
{— tan (2)}] • • e + 1 

— — arccos 
(cos  ‘Ir  — cos  gro  cos 

— 

sin 4,0  sin 4, 	
(24) 

(cos —  cos nPo  cos I 
sin Niso  sin 1,1,  

where N1,0  is the offset angle and the ang-ular aperture of 
the rnainreflector. (In the open Cassegrainian antenna 'If 
is called NI,2). Equation 18 is then written as 

	

sk 	f

0

sk
tR Emp(P)  

	

r 
	tan 	c2'P e Eo  1 L  

'fi'u+sf" 
(E”+p2 	E`13.2)"2 	d4'e 

II  

 

L E0  

where the main and cross polarized fields for the offset 
paraboloid and open Ca.ssegrainian antenna have been 
discussed in the previous sections for various illuminations. 

In the case of an open Cassegrainian antenna the effi-
ciency factor becomes a little more complicated. It is 
readily shown that the factor .E0  in the aperture fields is 
equal to that of the classical Cassegrainian antenna and 
that the integration limits are the same as for the offset 
antenna. Fig. 8 shows the polarization efficiency of an 

offset paraboloid illuminated by an electric dipole oriented 
along the positive z' axis and positive y' axis, respectively, 
as well as illuminated by a Huygens source. The results 
obtained with an open Cassegrainian antenna are given 
in Fig. 9. The eccentricity of the hyperboloid subreflector 
was 1.5. For both offset and open Cassegrainian antennas 
the offset angle served as a parameter. 

V. A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 

In the previous section a. Huygens source was presented 
With equal intensities of a magnetic and an electric dipole. 
However, many feed patterns may be divided in electric 
and magnetic dipoles with unequal intensities. In this sec-
tion we work out. a practical example. 

A popular feed system used to illuminate a reflector 
surface is the open veaveguide excited with the TEE, mode 
described by Silver [2, p. 343] and Jones [4]. The field 
components of a rectangular waveguide excited in the 
TE,C, mode and the electric field vector oriented along the 

axis is, in accordance with Silver, represented by 

_ cs 	, , 01 
u —

o 
 [i —

0 
 cos]  F(SP,E) exp ( 

• sin 
 —c— r —io + cos ‘Pi F 	exP —ikP) •Cif 

P 

(27) 

where 

cos  [(rci/X)  sin  /i  cos 
F (1P — [(7a/X) sin 1,1,  cos .02  — (r/2) 2  

sin[(71-b/X) sin sin  Z] 
• 

(71-1)/X) sin  1' sin  e 	• 

In this equation it is assumed that the reflection coeffi-
cient at the opening of the waveguide is zero. The symbols 
a and b are waveguide dimensions, and C is a coefficient 
depending upon the wavelength and dimensions [2, p. 
343]. Further, a m  stands for the phase constant for the 

(23) 

Fig. 7 shows the computed results, where the polarization 
efficiency is given in relation to the subtended angle of 
the main reflector with the magnification ratio M = 
e + 1/e — 1 as a parameter. 

When an offset paraboloid antenna is investigated (18) 
may still be used, however, the integration limits will 
differ. As explained before [17], 4, will have to be inte-
grated between \Po — •Ir and x1,0  + ‘If . The integration 

I limits of ;, 4, and b? are 

(25) 

2 

(26) 
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Fig. 7. Polarization loss efficiency factor of classical Cassegrainian 
antenna. 

TE10 mode, and k the propagation constant, equal to 
2r/X. 

The polarization vector is 

cos „ sin 	, =  —(1  + cos ,k) — — (cos 11/ 1--  —) 
k 

(28) 

If the dimensions of the waveguide are such that fin/k = 1 
the polarization vector reduces to 

el ;  = cos es, — sin eik 	(29) 

which is equal to that of a Huygens source. However, in 
practice this cannot be realized as normally 
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[181 and Tartakovski [191 as it simplifies the compli-
cated mathematical work considerably. If we want to 
studY the cross-polarization properties of antennas illumi-
nated by this feed, we must Imow the waveguide dimen-
sions, frequency range, and cutoff frequency. 

If we study a rectangular waveguide in the X band 
(8200-12 400 MHz) the dimensions a and b are 0.900 X 
0.400 in and the cutoff frequency is 6560 MHz. The pro-
portions of the lowest and highest frequencies to the cutoff 
frequency are 1.25 and. 1.90, a relationship that is also 
found for waveguides in.other frequency bands. Let X1 (be 
the longer wavelength) = 3.66 cm and X2 (the shorter) = 
2.42 cm. The wavelength in the waveguide for XI is then 
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where X,. is the wavelength in the guide [2, p. 205] 

3.66  (30 ) X010 — El 	(3.66/4.57)2]112 
— 6.11 

and for X9 

CM. 

X010 — [1 — (X/2a) 2-1 1 /2  

for the TE10 mode. Therefore, 010 = k only for X «  a. 
Nevertheless, this polarization vector is very popular 

and is used by several authors such as Afifi [61 Carter 

2.42 
	  —2.85 
[1 — (2.42/4.57) 2] 1 / 2  

From (30) we then obtain for 

010/k= X1/X910 = 3.66/6.11 = 0.60 

C111. 
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Fig. 9. Polarization loss efficiency factor of open Cassegrainian 
antenna, offset angle o  being a parameter, illuminated by — 
E dipole oriented along z' and y' axis and - - -Huygens source. 

and 

e lobk 	X2/X,„ 	2.42/2.85 =  0.85 

The polarization vector for X I  is now 

cos; 
et ;  —(1  + 0.60 cos lib)de  — 

(32)  

and for X2 

cos; 	 sin; 
— (1 + 0.85 cos 1,/,)eil. — — (0.85 + cos IP)eiz. 

(33)  

The polarization properties apparently depend on the 
frequency. If such a feed is used to illuminate a front-fed 
paraboloid antenna, it is readily found by means of the 
theory developed in Section II that the aperture field 

cos e 
LA  = E0 	

± cos 4, 
(1 + M. cos gi) (cos E,sin  ;,0)x 

sin  ; 
— Eo 

+ 	
(nt + cos 1,1, )  (— sin  ,cos ;,0) 

1 	cos 1,/,  

SubLondoc1 cr 391. yi  In doe. 

Fig. 10. Polarization loss efficiency factor of a circularly sym-
metrical paraboloid antenna illu_minated by open waveguide exci-
ted with the TE 1 0 mode. 

or 

E0 
E A — 	 [{ ( 1 	M COS 4/) C082  

1 + COS 

COB V/) sin' ; }f + { (1 + m cos 4, ) cos sin 

— (ni + cos 4,) cos e sin ;1g] (34) 

where m is any value between 0.60 and 0.85. EC)  is the 
amplitude factor of the feed system and is in accordance 
with Silver [2, p. 343] 

E 	
cos [(7a/X) sin1,1,  cos ;] 

o — • 
[(ra/X) sin gi cos ;) 5  — 1/2r] 

sin [(7b/X) sin  %,t,  sin E] . (35) 
(eb/X) sin g,  sin ; 

The results for three different values of m are given in 
Fig. 10. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been demonstrated that by calculating the aper-
ture electric fields of antennas with a paraboloid (main) 
reflector, expressions may be derived for polarization effl.- 

sin ; 
— (0.60 + cos ‘b)ei t  
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ciency or polarization losS. These expressions are found not 
only for front-fed paraboloids, but also for classical Casse-
grainian antennas, front-fed offset paraboloids, and open 
Cassegrainian antennas. Both electric dipole excitation 
and excitation by a Huygens source are investigated as 
they give a good insight into the problems and facilitate 
comparative sttidies. Moreover, there are a number of 
realistic feeds, such as a rectangular horn excited in the 
TE01  mode, having polarization properties close to the 
Huygens source. An example of this kind has been worked 
out, showing that the pOlarization los.ses decrease ,con-
siderably if the polarization vector approaches that of a 
Huygens source. If investigations are required for feeds 
with polarization properties different from those discussed 
here, the same techniques may be used. 

After the electric aperture field has become known, an 
expression may be found for the polarization e fficiency 7?,, 
Carrying out the computation, it is readily seen that the 
front-fed paraboloid has very bad polarization properties, 
becoming worse for deep paraboloids. In the case in which 
the focus falls within the aperture plane (q, 2  = 90°), the 
polarization efficiency falls to 89 percent (Fig. 6). On the 
other hand, the. true Cassegrainian antenna has much 
better properties, which not only depend upon the sub-
tended angle by the main reflector, but also on the mag-
nification ratio M = (e 1)/(e — 1), which has been 
introduced as a parameter (Fig. 7). The result becomes 
worse for low M values and deep main paraboloids; how-
ever, for M = 2 and ‘if = 90 0 , the true Cassegrainian 
antenna still retains a polarization-efficiency of 99 percent; 
which is considerably more than in the case of front-fed 
paraboloids with equal N1/2. Offset paraboloid antennas 
show an increase in the losses at increasing subtended 
angle and increasing offset angle. If we compare the 
front-fed paraboloid with the offset paraboloid, it appears 
that  the forn-rer shows better results for equal subtended 
angles than the offset antenna with an electric dipole 
polarized along the I.! axis; e.g., a front-fed paraboloid 
with a subtended angle of 600  hP-s a polarization efficiency 
of 98.5 percent, while an offset paraboloid with subtended 
and offset angles of (50° shows an efficiency of only 91 per-
cent (Fig. 8). If the dipole is polarized along the y' axis, 
the efficiency even drops to 89 percent. 

If we study the results obtained with an open Casse-
grainian antenna illuminated by an electric dipole, it ap-
pears  that  not much difference is noticed if the dipole is 
oriented along the .r" axis or y" axis. At offset angles and 
subtended angles of about 60 degrees it appears that the 
effi ciency drops to 90 percent, which is of the same orçier 
as for offset front-fed paraboloids (Fig. 9). The results 
obtained by illumination by a Huygens source, for both 
offset antennas and open Cassegrainian antennas, are 
similar to those obtained by illumination by an electric 
dipole. The results clearly depend on the offset and sub-
tended angles rather more than on the polarization of 
the feed. At offset angles and main reflector subtended 
auglos of about 00° , an efficiency of about. 90 percent i s  
noticed again. 

We also investigated the losses of open Cassegrainian 
antennas in relation to the eccentricity of the  hyperboloid-
subrefiector. Using eccentricities of 2.0 and 2.5, the results 
are very similar to those. with eccentricities of 1.5. 

Compared with the symmetrical front-fed paraboloid 
antenna and the classical Cassegrainian antenna, offset 
a,ntenna,s are very unfavorable when illuminated by a 
Huygens source. The Huygens source gives zero polariza-
tion losses for symmetrical paraboloid reflector antennas, 
but the losses of offset antennas are of the same order as 
those calculated for offset antennas illuminated by an 
electric dipole. This conclusion is supported by the fact 
that for eccentricities differing from e =  1.5 similar results 
are obtained. 

More study is required to find out -whether feeds may 
be designed having polarization properties that may im-
prove the polarization losses of offset antennas. However, 
the present study makes the use of offset antennas for 
purposes where a polarization discrimination of more than 
30 dB is required, very questionable. 
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Multiple-Beam Antennas: Offset Reflectors 
with Offset Feeds, 

ALAN W. RUDGE, MEMBER, IEEE 

Abstract—Two simple mathematical models are described for the 
prediction of the vector radiation fields from offset parabolic reflector 
antennas with offset feeds. Experimental support for the predictions 
obtained from the models has been obtained by comparisons with measured 
data from antenna systems operating at 30 GHz. The principal radiation 
characteristics of the offset-reflector with offset-feed configuration are 
discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IN THE DESIGN of antennas with a frequency reuse 
capability, an offset portion of a parabolic reflecting 

surface used in conjunction with either a single or multiple-
element primary-feed offers a number of advantages. 
Compared to its full-paraboloidal counterpart, the offset-
reflector avoids aperture-blocking effects, reduces the 
reflector reaction upon the primary-feed, and offers a 
reduction in astigmatism for off-axis feed locations Pi [2]. 
For practicable designs the offset structure leads to the use 
of larger effective focal-length to diameter ratios, with 
hifzher gain primary-feeds and a subsequent reduction in 
mutual coupling between adjacent feed-elements. Although 
these advantages are significant, the asymmetry of the offset 
configuration raises certain questions regarding the vector-
radiation characteristics of the overall antenna. In a 
multiple-beam application, which may include polarization 
diversity, the asymmetry is compounded by the off-axis 
location of the primary-feed elements. In such cases the 
beam cross-over levels and the levels of coma-lobes and 
cross-polarized sidelobes are of particular interest. 

•  The vector-radiation fields from offset parabolic reflector 
antennas have been previously considered by Cook et al. [3] 
and more recently by Chu and Turrin [4] and Rudg,e et al. 
[5], [6]. The electric field distribution in the focal region 
of offset-reflectors under conditions of a normally incident 
plane-veave has been studied by Bem [7] and polarization 
losses for offsèt—refiectors with dipole and Huygen-source 
primary-feeds have been calculated by Dijk et al. [8]. 

In the work described here two simple mathematical 
models are described that . provide predictions of both the 
principally polarized (copolar) and cross-polarized (cross-
polar) radiation from offset parabolic reflector antennas 
veith either linearly or circularly polarized primary-feed 
elements. The theoretical approach adopted here differs 
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Research Organization and the Royal Radar Establishment, Malvern, 
England. 

The author was with the Department of Electronic and Electrical 
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now with the ERA-IITRI RF Technology Centre, Le-atherhead, 
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from that employed in [3] and [4] in that  the predictions  are 
 not inherently limited to a small angular range about the 

antenna boresight. In addition, the theoretical models 
developed can accommodate small offsets in the location 
of the primary-feed relative to the reflector geometric focus 
and can thus be employed in the study and design of • 
multiple-beam antennas. The models have been developed 
with the prime objective of producing sufficiently accurate, 
yet comparatively simple, expressions that when pro-
grammed are suitable for repeated use in a design-optimiza-
tion mode. 

Experimental support for the mathematical models has 
been obtained by comparing their predictions with measured 
data obtained from antenna systems operating at a fre-
quency of 30 GHz. The models have been applied to examine 
the radiation characteristics of the offset-reflector with 
offset-feed configuration and some of the principal features 
are reported. 

II. GENERAL APPROACH 

The geometry of the offset reflector is shown in Fig. 1. 
The basic parameters of the reflector are shown as the focal 
length F of the parent paraboloid, the offset angle 00 , and 
the half angle 0* subtended at the focus by any point on 
the reflector rim. The physical contour of the reflector is 
elliptical but its projection into the x'y plane produces a 
true circle. 

The far-field radiation arising from a known tangential 
electric field distribution in an infinite plane can be deter-
mined exactly, as shown for example in the text by Collin 
and Zucker [2]. In dealing with the offset reflector, the 
infinite surface is chosen as the x'y plane and the electric 
fields outside of the projected aperture region are assumed 
negligible. An electromagnetic field distribution is in-
troduced around the boundary of the projected aperture to 
satisfy the continuity criterion, and thus the predicted 
radiation fields satisfy the radiation conditions in the forward 
hemisphere. The neglect of the electric fields outside of the _ 
projected-aperture region' is acceptable providing that the, 
dimensions of the aperture are large relative to the electrical« 
wavelength (2). The tangential electric field distribution 
within the projected-aperture region is determined by use of  
the physical optics approximation. That is, the electric' 
field Er  reflected from the offset reflector is obtained froni f. 
[1], [2] 

Er  = 2(a„ • Ei)a —  E. 	 (1) 

where Ei  is the incident electric field at the reflector and a, 
is the surface unit normal. The incident field E.  is taken as 
the radiation field of the primary-feed. 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP• 23, pp. 317- 322, May 1975. 
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where the functions Fr  and Fq  are the spatial Fourier 
transforms of the copolar and cross-polar components 
of the tangential electric field in the projected aperture 
plane and t = tan 0/2. 

The Fourier transforms  are the transverse Cartesian 
components of the vector 

F(,(1)) = y) exp [jkR'(x 1 ,y,t,b,(1))] dx' dy (4)  JJ x. y 
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The physical-optics aperture-field method was selected 
in preference to the surface-current method after com-
parisons between the two techniques indicated that there 
were no significant differences between the far-field pre-
dictions obtained from the methods over a Cone of angles 
subtending a half-angle of at least 30 0  about the antenna 
boresight. Since the aperture-field method leads to the 
more simple mathematical expressions, it offers a significant 
reduction in the required computational effort. 

The distant radiation field from a linearly polarized 
antenna can be completely specified in terms of two spatially 
orthogonal  vector components. The definition of these 
vectors in terms of a copolarizzd and cross-polarized 
component is, to some extent, an arbitrary one and at least 
three different definitions are commonly used in the litera-
ture. The definition employed here has the particular 
advantaee that the predicted field components at any point 
in space, correspond directly to the components measured 
usine standard antenna- range techniques [1]. This definition 
has been discussed in a useful paper by Ludwig [9] and 
has found favor with a number of authors in reCent pub-
lications [10], [11]. Employing this definition, with the 
antenna havine its principal electric vector along the y axis, 
the copolar (Er) and cross-polar (Eq) "measured-field 
components" can be related to the field components 
in a classical spherical coordinate system r,0,0, by the 
matrix expression 

Fig , 1. Offset reflector geometry. 

general point in the projected-aperture plane to a far-field 
point. The transform functions can be conveniently 
expressed in terms of an offset primary spherical coordinate 
system (p,0,0) with origin at the reflector focus, i.e., with 8 
measured to the inclined z axis, and q5 to the x axis, of 
Fig. 1. Ignoring multiplying constants the transform in-
tegrals can be written 

2n F.  
FiOP 	 exp [—jkR sin Vl]p 2  sin 	dçb (5) 

0 	0 

where i is either p or q, k = 2n./2 

(2) R = p[(sin  6 cos  00 cos  (1) + sin 60  cos 6) cos  CD 

— sin B sin 0 sin 0] (6) 

-I 
, 

III. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR 
LINEARLY-POLARIZED ANTENNAS 

The model employs a conventional spherical coordinate 
system (r,11,0) with origin at the center of the reflector 
projected-aperture, and makes use of the spatial Fourier 
transform formulation for the radiation from an infinite 
surface [2]. Usin (2), the normalized radiation patterns 
of the offset antenna may be expressed directly in terms of a 
linear copolar field component (Ep„) and a cross-polar 
component (4„) as 

1 +  cos 0 11 — t 2  cos 2c1:1 	t 2  sin 2c1) 
2F(0,0) L t 2  sin 2(I) 	1 + 1 2  cos 20i 

rFp(lfr,CD)1 (3)  

LF,(lP,(D)J 

and the distance between a point on the reflector surface 
and the reflector geometric focus (p) is given by 

(1 + cos B cos 00  '—sin sin 61 ,)  cos 0)
. 	(7) 19  — 

The geometry involved in arriving at (5)—(7) from (4) is 
straiehtforward but somewhat leng,thy. Relevant details 
of the geometry of offset parabolic surfaces can be found in 
[3]—[5] and will not be repeated here. 

When the phase center of the primary-feed is located 
in the general vicinity of the reflector geometric focus, the 
incident fields at the reflector can be expressed in the form, 

E 	
[A e(0,0)ao  + 4045)4 exp [jk(R i  — p)]  (8)  

, 

rPE,1 

2F --  

ïlli :.».  ,)-,-. 1 1! 
ilfl 

1  
iiin :.  I:j 
r! g. 
'Ill: 

where Ao and A4,  are normalized functions describing the 
radiation pattern characteristics of the primary-feed 
radiation, ao  and ao  are the associated unit vectors, and the 
function R 1  is a phase-compensation term that accounts for 
small offsets in the primary-feed location, from the geometric 
focus. In the approach adopted here, the effect on the overall 
antenna radiation pattern of the amplitude variations in the 
field at the reflector, due to a small feed offset, have been 
assumed to be negligible. Thus if A, is a small transverse 
offset, a small axial offset, and the angle 0 0  (measured 

where E is the tangential electric field distribution in the to the x axis in the xy plane) denotes the plane of the offset, 
projected-aperture plane and R' is the distance from a then providing A, and A, are much less than F, it can be 
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ci 

_ exp ,[jk(R — 2F)] 
2F 

= (cos 00  + cos 0) sin çb 

=-- sin 8 sin 80  — cos ck(1 

(11b) 

(11c) 

+ cos cos 00) (11d) 

= K [
s — c 11  1,41   e 	(11a) 

si  LA4J 
r:P1 
L 9-1  

(12) 

However, it will be both informative and useful viith 
regard to minimizing computational effort, to express the 
normaLized radiation patterns in the form 

[EERi 	[11 	Eg  [Ep] 

1 + cos  r 	1 	t 2  exp [j2(111 
2F0 	11 2  exp  [—j2] 	1 

[Ezni 
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shown that [5], [12] 

R I 	A, sin 0 cos (0 — çbo) + A cos 0. 

The unit normal to the reflector surface (an) can be 
expressed in terms of the offset primary coordinate system 
(with unit vectors a a y ,ax) as 

, 1/2 

an  = — 	[(sin 0 cos — sin 00)a, + sin 0 sin Oa, 
4F 

+ (cos 0 + cos 0 0)aj} (10) 

Hence making use of (1), (8), and (10), and assuming that 
the primary-feed has its principal electric vector in the ay  
direction, then the Cartesian components of the tangential 
electric field in the projected-aperture plane can be resolved. 
The ay  directed, or copolar compcMent of the aperture 
field (4) and the a, directed, or cross-polar component 
(en) can be related directly to the radiation characteristics 
of the primary-feed by the matrix expression 

P/.  COMPUTATION OF THE MODEL 

The mathematical model for the offset reflector with a 
linearly polarized feed is effectively given by (3), (5), (9), 
and (11). To predict the overall antenna radiation it is 
necessary to specify the primary-feed directivity charac-
teristics (A 6,214,) and to compute the two-dimensional 
integrals given by (5). Expressions for a wide variety of 
primary-feed types are available in the literature [1], [2], 
[4], [5], although the cross polarization characteristics of 
the feed models are not always adequate and must be 
examined carefully [13]. Having calculated Fy  and Fg, 
the computation of the radiation fields by means of (3) is 
trivial. It is apparent that the evaluation of the two-
dimensional integrals represents the crux of the computa-
tional problem. 

The computational problem can be alleviated by imposing 
a minor constraint upon the primary-feed functions A 0,A4,. 
Providine A, is an odd function and ,44, an even function, 
with respect to the variable phi (0), which is certainly true 
for many practical primary-feed types, then (5) can be 
readily reduced to a half-range form with respect to phi 
with a subsequent saving in computation time. The two-
dimensional integral can be accomplished numerically 
employing a variety of techniques including fast Fourier 
transforms. A Romberg integration technique was adopted 
for the models described here [5], [14]. This method in-
volves the use of trapezoidal-rule integration with suc-
cessive interval-halving and an extrapolation technique 
to remove increasing orders of error. 

V, CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNAS 
The right- and left-hand components of the far-field 

radiation from a circularly polarized antenna can be simply': 
defined in terms of the linearly polarized components as 

. rFi
J  

t  (13) _ 
LF, 

where the subscript n denotes the normalization, FR,F1, are 
the Fourier transformations of the right- and left-hand 
components of the reflector projected-aperture tangential 
electric field (sR ,eL), and F0  is the normalizing constant. In 
this form the circularly polarized aperture-field components 
can be related directly to the radiation characteristics of the 
primary-feed (A 0,46) by 

[c 	— (1 + cos 0) 
2FK [exp 

Lexp [—in] 

where 
= arctan (s 1 /c 1). 	 (1 5) 

The numerical integration time of the Fourier transform 
functions can again be reduced by imposing a constraint 
upon the primary-feed radiation. For example, (5) can 
aeain be reduced to a half-range integration with respect 
to phi if the normalized circularly polarized primary-feed 
radiation (En) takes the form 

= (A (0)a, — A 2 (0)a s) exp [—.43 	(16) 

where the functions A „A2  are independent of the phi 
variable. This expression is satisfied by the radiation fields 
from many practical types of circularly polarized feed 
including fundamental-mode conical-homs, dual-mode 
horns [15], and corrugated horns [16]. In these cases the 
reflector aperture-plane fields may be obtained from (14) as 

2FK 
— (1 + cos 0)(A 1 (0)  ± A2 (0)) exp —jkb ± 1-2] 

a 
where JVI is either R or L, and L takes the upper 
It is apparent that when A 1 (0) = A 2(0), which, 
circularly symmetric feed, is the condition for zero croSs"..:..t: 
polarized primary-feed radiation [9], then the reflectOrf: 
aperture-plane field will be purely copolarized with 
"beam-squinting" phase distribution given by  f1 + çb. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

The measurements reported here were made over a 
period of many months at the University of Birmingham: 
The  antenna  range  was investigated using field-probing • 

(9) 

—j exp [in] 
exp [— jC2]1 

* 
(14) 

LAJ 
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Fig. 3. Cross-polar radiation field in plane of àymmetry 	= 90°) 
for offset antenna of Fig. 2; — measured; ---.--- predicted. 
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Fig. 2. Copolar radiation fields from offset reflector antenna (F =- 
22.72, 0,, = 440,  9 = 30°) fed by linearly polarized rectangular 
born with aperture dimensions 1.572 x 2.142,  — measured; 
--.-- predicted. (a) Plane of asymmetry, (1) = 900. (b) Plane of 
syn-unetry, = 0 0 . 

techniques and the perturbation level for linearly polarized 
waves determined as --40 dB. The isolation between co-
polarized and cross-polarized signals incident at the test 
antenna was measured as better than 37 dB employing a 
pyramidal-hom probe. 

In Fie.  2 the copolar radiation patterns are shown for an 
offset reflector fed by a linearly polarized TEI , mode 
rectanular born with aperture dimensions of 1.572 x 
2.142, which produces a —12-dB illumination taper at 
+30°. The reflector surface was precision machined to a 
tolerance of better than 0.1 mm and has parameters F 
22.72, 00  = 44 6* = 30°. The predicted radiation patterns 
in the principal-planes are shown superimposed upon 
experimental data obtained with a 30-GHz antenna system. 
The correlation can be seen to be excellent although the 
cross-polarized results shown in Fig. 3 are slightly inferior. 
The cross-polarized data is shown for the plane of asym-
metry (yz' plane), which contains the peak levels of the 
reflector generated cross-polarized radiation. In the plane 
of symmetry (x'z' plane) the reflector generated cro'ss 
polarized radiation is zero. 

ln Fig. 4 the 30-GHz copolar and cross-polar radiation 
patterns are shown for a second offset reflector with F = 
30.42, 0, = 350, and 0* = 30°. The reflector was again fed 
with the linearly polarized rectangular horn and the cases 
shown are for transverse primary-feed offsets of 0, 0.832, 
and 2.52, respectively. The feed offsets are along the y axis 
and correspond to an E-plane array of 4 beams with cross-
over levels of —5 to —6 dB, a maximum coma-lobe level 
(on the outer beams) of approximately —21 dB and a peak 
cross-polar level of —26 dB. Reducing the primary-feed 
spacing (and hence the feed aperture dimensions) to 
provide a —3 dB beam cross-over level, results in an outer-
beam coma-lobe level of approximately —18 dB with a  

—25 dB peak cross-polar level in the plane of asymmetry. 
Fig. 5 shows the copolar radiation field of the first 

reflector fed by a circularly polarized corrugated scalar-
horn feed with a diameter of 2.82. Employing circular 
polarization the offset reflector does not generate a cross 
polarized component and, since the scalar-feed produces a, 
very low level of cross-poIarized radiation, only the copolar 
result is of concern in this case. The scalar horn produ ces a 
—17 dB illumination taper at + 30° and thus the sidelobe 
levels are significantly' lower than previously. In Fig. 6 the 
radiation pattern is shown in the plane of asymmetry with 
the horn moved transversely along the y axis by distances of 
0, 1.42, and 2.82, respectively. For this case the coma-lobe 
levels have been reduced to better than —27 dB but the 
larger  primai y-feed hom implies a minimum beam cross-
over level of approximately —19 dB. 

VII. FEATURES OF TEE OFFSET CONFIGURATION 

Having gained some confidence in the quality of the 
predictions obtained, the theoretical models were employed 
to examine the principal features of the offset-reflector 
configuration. A few of the many points of 'interest that 
emerged during the course of•  this work will be briefly 
mentioned. 

,For focused primai-y-feed locations the cross-polarized 
radiation generated bythe reflector veith linearly polarized 
illumination is primarily a function of the parameters Oo  
and 0*. The peak level. of the cross polarized radiation 
increases with increasing values of 00  and 0* and is com-
paratively insensitive to the amplitude taper of the primary-
feed illumination. The peak values of the reflector-generated 
cross polariza.tion occur in the plane of asymmetry (yz' 
plane) at the angles corresponding approximately to the 

6-dB levels of the main copolar beam. In the plane of 
symmetry (x'z' plane) the reflector-generated cross polar-
ization is zero. Using reflector parameters of the order of 
0 0  = 350  and 0* = 30 0  the peak values of the copolar 
and cross-polar sidelobes can be reduced below —25 dB 
using simple primary-feed types, which provide an illumina-
tion taper of at lea.st —13 dB. To reduce the peak cross 
polarized levels to below —30 dB, the offset angle must be 
reduced to 30° or less. When a circularly polarized primary-
feed illumination is employed, offset reflectors of this type 
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Fie. 4. Radiation fields from offset reflector (F = 30.4)., 9 = 35°, 
e 	30°) with primary-feed offset transversely by 0, 0.832, and 
2.52, respectively; — measured; 	predicted. 

DEGREES 

Fie. 5. Copolar radiation field from an offset reflector antenna 
(F = 22.72, oo = 44', 0* = 30°) fed by circularly polarized scalar 
horn with aperture-diameter 2.82; (a) Plane of asymmetry, cl) = 90°. 
(b) Plane of symmetry, cl) = 0°. 

DEGREES 

Fig. 6. Copolar radiation field from circularly polarized offset 
reflector antenna (F = 22.72, 00  = 44°, 9* = 30°) with scalar 
horn feed offset transversely by 0, 1.42, and 2.82, respectively; 
— measured; predicted. 

do not generate a cross-polarized component and the only 
sipaificant cross-polarized radiation that occurs is due 
directly to the primary-feed. However, the beam forrned 
by the antenna exhibits a small squint, the angle and direc-
tion of which is dependent upon the reflector offset-angle 
and the hand of polarization. When a duplex dual-polarized 
configuration  is utilized, some Joss of gain will occur in the 
boresight direction due to the squint-angle difference of the 
two beams. The results obtained for this focused configura-
tion are in eeneral agreement with those obtained by Chu 
and Turrin [41 which are valid for small angles about the 
antenna boresight. 

For a linearly polarized multiple-beam application, a 
small transverse offset of the primary-feed results in the 
expected spatial shift of both the copolar and cross-polar 
distributions. However, it is significant that the peak levels 
of the cross-polarized lobes remain essentially unchanged 
and that these lobes are cOmparatively insensitive to phase-
errors of the type introduced by small offsets in the prinaary-
feed location. For offset feed locations, the formation of the 
copolar coma-lobe remains the most evident source of 
pattern deterioration. The results described earlier provide 
an indication of the tradeoff between beam cross-over levels 
and copolar and cross-polar sidelobes, which is available 
using an E-plane array of rectangular feed elements. 

With circularly polarized multiple-beam antennas, the 
lack of a reflector-generated cross-polarized component is a 
useful attribute, although the beam-squint problem may be 
significant if polarization diversity is required. For the 
circularly polarized reflector described here, the squint of 
each beam from boresight is of the order of 0.07 of the 
antenna — 3 dB beamwidth and the resultant loss of gain 
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in the boresight direction is approximately 0.03 dB per 
beam. These figures could be improved to 0.05 and 0.02 dB, 
respectively, by reducing  the offset angle from 44 0  to 35°. 
Although the reflector does not contribute to the cross 
polarized radiation the contribution from the circularly 
polarized primary-feed may not be negligible, particularly 
for multiple-beam applications. Fundamental mode conical 
horns, for example, which are a possible choice of feed-array 
element, radiate a very significant cross-polar component. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

TWO theoretical models have been described for the 
prediction of the far-field radiation from offset reflector 
antennas. The models can accommodate small offsets in 
the primary-feed location with respect to the reflector 
geometric focus and can thus be usefully employed in the 
study or design of multiple-beam antennas. The models 
are based upon the physical-optics approximation and 
employ a knoven aperture-field approach, the validity of 
which is not inherently restricted to angles» close to the 
antenna boresiaht. Experimental verification of the models, 
and comparisons with the surface-current technique, have 
indicated that reliable predictions of the siznificant co-
polarized and cross-polarized radiation can be obtained 
by use of these methods over a moderate  range of angles 
about the antenna boresidat. 

The models have been employed to examine the radiation 
characteristics of the offset-refiector with offset-feed  con-
figuration and some of the principal features have been 
briefly discussed. A particularly interesting result is that 
the maximum levels of the reflector-generated cross 
polarized radiation are comparatively insensitive to small 
offsets in the primary-feed location from the geometric 
focus. 
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NEW CLASS OF PRIMARY-FEED 
ANTENNAS FOR USE WITH OFFSET 
PARABOLIC-REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 

Indexing terms: Antenna feeders, Reflector antennas 

In  many practical applications the performance of an offset 
parabolic-refiector antenna is limited by the offset reflectors' 
depolarising and beam-squinting propenies. The letter 
describes a new class of primary-feed antennas which OVCITOMe 
these limitations. The new primary-feed types offer a signi-
ficant improvement in the crosspolar and beam-squinting 
propenies of the offset reflector antenna, without adding 
significantly to the complexity or mass of the primary-feed 
system. 

In many antenna systems where high gain and very low side-
lobe radiation is required, the offset parabolic reflector offers 
a number of significant advantages over its axisyrnmetric 
counterparts. In particular, since the primary feed and its 
supporting structure need not protrude into the optical path 
of the incident or reflected wavefronts, spurious scattering, 
and the associated  gain  loss due to blockage effects, can be 
avoided. The avoidance of blockage is a major factor in 
achieving high overall efficiencies and low sidelobe per-
formance). 2  

For many practical applications the offset reflector  con-
figuration  has a serious disadvantage, however, in that the 
refitor has undesirable depolarising properties when 
illuminated efficiently by a perfectly linearly polarised primary-
feed radiation. The overall radiation field from such an 
antenna typically exhibits a pair of crosspolarised lobes. with 
pe.aks close to the —6 dB contour of the antenna main beam, 
in one of the principal planes of the reflector. In the other 
principal plane the crosspolarised field is zero. 3 . 4  The plane 
containing the peak crosspolarised lobes will be referred to 
here as the plane of asymmetry. When similarly illuminated 
by a purely circularly polarised primary feed, the offset 
reflector does not introduce a crosspolarised field, but the 
main beam of the antenna is squinted from the antenna bore-
sight.' These depolarising and squinting phenomena are 
often undesirable in high-performance antennas, especially 
when frequency reuse is required. In many cases these effects 
constitute a major limitation on the application of the offset 
reflector, regardless of its other desirable properties. 

To overcome these limitations in offset reflector antennas, 
v.ithout adding excessively to the complexity or mass of the 

copoloi; contours, dB 

Fig. 1 
Contour plot of typical focalislane field characteristics fol an offset ['embolic 
reflector. Crosspolerised field peak level typically —20 to —30dB below peak 
copolarised field 

b Aperture•field distribution of overmoded waveguide horn 

Reprinted with permission from Electron. Lett., vol. 11, pp. 597-599, Nov. 27, 1975. 
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feed radiator, a set of novel primary-feed devices have been 
devised and are under development at the RF Technology 
Centre.' This letter briefly describes the principle behind 
these feeds and shows predicted and preliminary experimental 
data for a prototype of one of the new feed types. 

The general concept behind the improved feeds can be 
understood in a simple fashion by a consideration of the 
nature of the focal-plane electric-field distribution of an offset 
reflector operating in its reception mode. Fig. la shows an 
approximate contour map of the electric-field distribution 
with a distant source located on the antenna boresight. To 
provide a conjugate match to this incident field distribution, 
the primary-feed aperture-plane fields must exhibit similar 
polarisation properties. In Fig. lb this general aperture-field 
characteristic is approximated by cylindrical waveguide modes 
in which a particular higher-order mode provides the necessary 
crosspolarisation characteristics. This waveguide mode is the 

TE21  in a cylindrical smooth-walled guide or the HE2, 
hybrid mode in a cylindrical corrugated guide. A similar 
effect can be achieved in a rectang-ular waveguide structure, 
and, in this case, the crosspolarisation characteristics are 
matched by the addition of the TE 11  mode to the fundamental 

mode. For the corrugated cylindrical structures and the 
rectangular structures, the use of the fundamental mode plus 
the one higher-order mode is sufficient. For the smooth-wallcd 
cylindrical structure, a third mode, the TM 1 ,, can be employed 
to improve the axisymmetry of the feed copolar radiation 
pattern, and to remove crosspolarised fields which otherwise 
radiate into the diagonal planes of the feed far-field pattern. 
This technique is well known in axisymmetric reflector design'. 
Although all three feed configurations are of interest, in view 
of space constraints, only the trimode cylindrical configuration 
will be discussed further here. The general structure for this 
feed is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Fia. 2 Experimental trimode offset reflector conical-horn feed 
Asymmetric discontinuity introduced by two small posts at right angles  

Fig. 3 Predicted and measured copolar and crosspolar charac-
teristics for 30 GHz trimode feed 
Predicted (H-plan —41— 
Mcasurcd( H-plane): 

(E-planc): - - - - 

Fig. 4 Measured radiation patterns 
in plane of asymmetry for ,orecision 
offset reflector 
F 22 •74 	44., = 	red by (a) a con- 
ventional axisymmetrk Potter horn with 
diameter  28.t . (b) the trimudc feed with 
diameter 281. Curves/4 and  b1  refer to the 
measured crosspolar levels before and aftel 
temporary experimental modifications to the 
amplitude of the  TE, mode 
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Briefly, the trimode primary feed is essentially a small-
fiare-angle conical horn with two discontinuities or steps. The 
first step (d3 /d,) is asymmetric and generates the TE21  mode. 
The diarneter d 2  is chosen to cut off all higher modes above 
the TE21 , which is the first propagating mode above the 
fundametal. The second step (d2/d,) is axisymmetric and the 
guide dimensions cut off all modes above the Th4 31  mode. 
The symmetry of thin discontinuity avoids the further genera-
tion of the TE2  I  mode. The amplitudes of the modes generated 
are governed by the ratios d 3/d2  and d2/d 1 , and the relative 
phases of the modes are adjusted by the constant-diameter 
phasing section which follows each discontinuity. The mode 
amplitudes required are a function of the parameters of the 
offset reflector; in panicular, the offset angle 00  and the semi-
angle 8* subtended by the reflector rim at the geometric focus. 
Typically, the mode amplitudes are of the order of — 20 dB 
below the fundamental mode. The diameter of the primary-
feed aperture is selected in the usual way to satisfy the 
illumination requirements of the reflector. The overall length 
of the feed is between 0.25 and l .0 wavelengths greater than a 
conventional axisymmetric dual-mode feed of the Potter-horn 
variety. The new dual-mode corrugated and rectangular feed 
types referred to above can be even more compact. 

The predicted radiation pattern of a trimode feed with 
D = 2.8). is shown in Fin. 3. The TE23  mode amplitude for 
this case is — 20 dB below the fundamental TE„ mode. The 
TM, '  mode amplitude is as for a standard Potter dual-mode 
horn. This feed would be well suited to feed an offset reflector 
with Bo = 35'  and 0* = 30'. The required pair of cross-
polarised lobes are genera.ted in one principal plane, and the 
crosspolarised field is zero in the other principal plane. In 
Fig. 3, measured data are superimposed for a prototyp a  
trimode feed operating at 30 GHz. Some spurious cross-
polarised radiation is evident around the — 30 dB level in the 
E-plane of the horn, but the correlation is, in neneral, very 
satisfactory. 

In Fig. 4a the 30 GHz overall radiation characteristics are 
shoven. in the plane of asymmetry, for a precision offset 
reflector fed by a conventional low-crosspolar feed with 
diameter 2.8).. The offset reflector has parameters F = 22.72, 
(30 = 44 0  = 30°, and the large crosspolar peaks are predict-
able for a reflector with this relatively large offset angle. in 
Fig. 4b the radiation characteristics in this plane are shown 
when Inc feed is replaced by the trimode feed. The reduction 
in the crosspolarised radiation (to the curve  b 3 )  is very 
significznt, if not entirely complete. The imperfect cancella-
tion is predictable, and arises from the fact that the prototype 
feed is not optimised for the parameters of this particular 
offset reflector. By anificially modifying the amplitude of the 
TE 21  mode, the me2.sured performance is improved to that 
shown in Fig. 4b, curveb5 .  This result demonstrates the level 
of performance which can be expected when the mode  

amplitude is correctly chosen to match the reflector 80 , 
0* parameters. 

•  The smooth-walled and corrugated structures referred to 
here can be designed for use in circularly polarised offset 
reflector systerns. In such cases, the feed can be employed 
either to remove or to enhance the beam-squinting effects 
normally incurred in these configurations. Further develop-
ment of all three feed configurations is proceeding. 6  

The principal advantages of the new class of primary-feed 
antennas described here can be briefly summarised as follows: 

(a) The feeds are essentially optimised for operation with 
offset parabolic-reflector antennas. Used in conjunction with 
such reflectors, highly efficient antennas with low copolarised 
and crosspolarised sidelobe radiation can be constructed. 

(6) The feeds provide a very significant improvement in the 
crosspolar performance of offset reflector antennas by can-
celling the depolarising properties of the offset reflector. 

(c)The corrugated dual-mode and conical trimode feeds will 
also remove beam-squinting effects when used for circularly 
polarised applications. 

(d) The feeds are relatively simple to construct and do not 
involve any significant increase in complexity or mass over 
.existing feeds desinned for axisymmetric systems. 

; The authors gratefully acknowledge the 
Williams during the preliminary measure-
here, and the contribution of P. R. Foster 
iscussions. 
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On the Cross Polarintion of Asymmetric Reflector 
Antennas for Satellite Applications.  

JOHANNE.S JACOBSEN, SENIOR MEM  BER,  IEEE 

Abs -rract— lt is well known that focussed, axial symmetrical re flector 
antennas collimate the co- and cross-polar components of the primary 
field separately, i.e., the reflector does not create a contribution to the 
cross polarization of the far-field. By a simple extension of a classical 
physical argument it is demonstrated that this separability does not de-
pend on the symmetry of the antenna, and that it, therefore, holds 
even for off-set fed reflectors. A new mathematical formulation of the 
collimation is derived in which this is shown. Yet the separability does 
depend on how the co- and cross-polar fields are defined, and the cross 
polarization of feeds for asymmetric reflectors is discussed in detail in 
the litfit of this. It is further suggested how to design low cross polari- 

1.1anuscript received December 28, 1975; revised April 11, 1976. 
The author is with The European Space Technology Centre, Anten-

nas and Propagation Section, Noordwijk, Holland.  

zation feeds fer off-set fed antennas. AS a consequence of the separate 
collimation such feeds will lead to low cross-polarization of the second-
ary fields. Two simple exarnples are treated. The only limitations of 
the results are those due to the application of the aperture field version 
of the physical optics approximation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to save frequency bandwidth it is desirable to reuse 
the frequency by operating in two orthogonal polarizations 
either within the same beam or as a means of providing isola-
tion between neighboring beams operating in the same fre-
quency band. In such systems the isolation between channels 
depends on the suppression of cross polarization. In a typi-
cal system such suppression is required to be in the order of 
30 dB within the complete coverage zone. This translates into 
an isolation due to the antenna hardware of 40 dB as atmo-
spheric depolarization and other sources outside the on-
board antenna 'v,, ill also contribute to the interchannel 
coupling. 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat„ vol. AP - 25, pp. 276-283, Mar. 1977. 
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(2) 

(3) 

SUCCINCT PAPERS 

Off-set reflector antenna configurations offer several advan-
tages compared to center-fed systems. The blockage by the 
feed horn (or subreflector in Cassegranian systems) and the 
supporting struts which decrease the gain in front-fed systems 
is avoided; this is particularly important in multibeam anten-
nas, because the feed system is relatively large. The field scat-
tered by the struts also has a large content of depolarized sig-
nal and, therefore, causes a limitation to which polarization 
purity can be achieved in front-fed systems [1 ] ; this limita-
tion is particularly severe in relatively small reflectors such as 
is typical for on-board X-band antennas. Furthermore, in a 
rnultibeam antenna, the coupling between the feeds via the re-
flector is considerably lower in an off-set system since there is 
no direct reflection back into the feed. Finally, there are 
mechanical advantages in that more freedom is allowed in the 
choice of supporting structures and in the means of thermal 
control. 

Extensive literature has appeared in recent years dealing 
veith analysis of cross polarization and other characteristics 
of off-set reflector antennas, and references have been given by 
several authors [2)-[6] . It has been observed that such an-
tennas ustilly have a high level of cross polarization at least 
when operated in linear pola rization, whereas for circular 
polarization the two (mutually orthogonal) linear cross-polar 
components may add up to a co-polar circular component 
causing a beam squint as shown by Chu and Turrin [3 . 

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate that the 
cross polarization is not a basic and unsurmountable charac-
teristic of off-set reflectors. By using a definition of cross 
polarization, in which the reference is a Huygens source 
oriented orthogonal to the axis of the re flector system, it is 
shown that the reflector does not contribute to the cross 
polarfzation in the far-field as is sometimes stated, neither is 
it a necessary consequence of the asymmetry of the configura-
tion. The cross polarization of the far-field is shown to be 
merely the cross polarization of the primary field after co ll i-
mation by the reflector. It is suggested, therefore, that the 
cross polarization can be significantly decreased by improve-
ments in the feed, and there seems to be no physical limita-
tion to the extent to which this can be acheived independ-
ently of the type of symmetry involved in the antenna system. 
Two simple feeds for off-set illumination of elliptically con-
toured reflectors with low cross polarization are treated as 
examples of how the techniques work. 

II. ON. THE DEFINITION OF CROSS POLARIZATION 

Co- and cross polarization is usua lly defined by comparing 
the source under consideration with a reference source [71. 
The co-polar field of the given source is then taken to be the 
component of the field which is parallel to the field of the 
reference source and the cross-polar field is the orthogonal 
component. This means that the co-polar field of a given 
source is defined by 

«I'ref  
k-co 	2 cref , 

-cre f 

where -È = E(1i) is the electric vector field of the given 
source, --É„f Eref(U) is the electric vector field of the 
reference source (( I ) is to be properly mended in directions 

where -Éref  = 0), and the cross-polar field is obtained by (1) by 
replacing -Éref  with the orthogonal field. It should be clear that - 
the definition of cross polarization then depends not only 
which source has been chosen as the reference, but also on .‘ 
how it is oriented. 

Various definitions have been discussed by Ludwig [8] who 
named them 1st, 2nd, and 3rd definition according to the' 
reference field being 1) a plane wave, 2) the radiated E-field 
from a short electric dipole, and 3) the E-field radiated by a 
Huygens source, and recommended the 3rd definition be used 
in connection with feed systems because of the following 
essential merits. - 

a) Interchanging the co- and cross-polar fields as measured - 
in any direction corresponds to a 900  rotation of the reference 
source. 

b) The definition is logically associated with normally used 
primary feed measurement setup as described by Silver [9 ]  
and Hollis et al., [10]. It should be noted that the reference 
Huygens source is understood to be oriented perpendicular 
to the = 0 axis of the measurement coordinate system. 

c) When using this definition rigorously the collimation per-
formed by a focused reflector system treats the co- and cross-
polar components of the primary field separately. Thus no 
coupling is introduced by the re flector. This last charateristic 
will be dealt with in detail in the following sections. 

The recommendation of Definition 3 has been widely 
accepted in recent publications; yet, as will be pointed out in 
the following, the statement in item c) above holds only if the 
definitioh is used in a strict sense. Fig. 1, which corresponds to 
the relevant part of Fig. 1 of Ludwig's paper [8 ]  , shows the 
electrical field lines on a sphere surrounding a Huygens source 
which is orthogonal to the z axis and which has the electric 
dipole oriented toveards the y and x axis, respectively. For 
convenience this will be referred to as p- and q-polarization 
throughout this paper; 15 and a are supposed to be unit vector 
fields with directions defined by the ..É--fields from the two 
Huygens sources, so that the two polarization components, 
according to (1) are 

Ep  = Ê • 

EQ  Ê • 

where and 4 are related to ce,ip, coordinates by 

{ sin I» cos V/ }I 

4 	cos —sin V/ 

III. RADIATION FROM FOCUSED REFLECTORS 

A. Currents on a Focused Paraboloidal .Reflector Surface  = - 

Let a parabolic reflector be illuminated by a Huygens 
source which is located in its focal point and oriented with the 
electric dipole in the x direction and the magnetic dipole in 
the y direction (i.e., the source is q-polarized). The associated 
coordinate system is defined in Fig. 2. On the basis of the 
paraboloidal geometry and by the use of the physical optics 
approximation by which the surface current density 7 on the 
reflector is given by 7 = 2(A X 	vehere -11  is the incident 
magnetic field and 	is the outgoing unit normal to the sur- 
face, it has then been shown by Jones 1 11 j and Koffmann 

( I ) 
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Fig. 4. Coordinate system for focused paraboloid and prirnary and 
secondary field. 
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Fig. 1. 	and e vector fields on unit sphere. Fields are defined by 
field from Huygens source placed at origin and oriented orthogonal 
to y axis with electric dipole paralled to (a) y axis and (b) x-axis, 
respectively. This figure, and some of following, are drawn for stereo-
scopic- viewing. 

Fig. 2. Parabolic reflector illuminated by q-oriented linearly polarized 
source. Currents on reflector and q field lines on sphere surrounding 
feed are indicated. 

.— 
112] that the currents satisfy the condition ..1), = 0 at all 
points on the reflector. Briefly speaking, this means that the 
far-field radiated by the currents on the reflector will be 
linearly polarised in the x direction, and the Huygens source 
is, therefore, an "ideal source" in this particular sense. 
Obviously, any other q-polarized feed will excite currents in 
the same direction even if the amplitude distribution is dif-
ferent (e.g., asymmetric), and the same conclusion for the far-
field therefore holds. In Fig. 2 the currents on the reflector are 
shown, and a unit sphere with the q-field lines are shown also 
in order to illustrate the polarization performance of the feed. 

It is worthy of note that the condition .1), = 0 is satisfied 
all over the surface. This means that the polarization purity of 
the far-field does not depend on a concellation of cross polar-
ization contributions from various parts of the reflector. The 
secondary field therefore remains linearly polarized if some 
part of the reflector is removed or new parts are added. It may 
thus be deduced in general, that the polarization of the 
secondary field is independent of how the contour of the re- 

Fig. 3. Off-set parabolic reflector illuminated by q-oriented linearly 
polarized source. Currents on reflector and q field lines on sphere 
surrounding feed are indicated. 

flector is shaped. As an example an off-set-fed reflector 
antenna is shown in Fig. 3. Again, the vertical cun-ents and the 
unit sphere showing the feed polarization are shown. The con-
clusion drawn here is in contrast to the frequently appearing 
statement that cross polarization is created by the reflector or 
by the asymmetry of the antenna configuration; a statement 
which seems to have impeded straight forward design of off-
set reflector antennas for polarization diversity. A more 
rigorous treatment of the problem is given in the following. 

B..Mathematical Formulation of the Ref7ector Transformation 

In order to obtain the mathematical relationship between 
the primary and the secondary field for a focal-fed parabo-
loidal reflector the aperture technique will be used because of 
its simplicity. This technique is well established, and is used 
here as described by Collin and Zucker [13). It is worthwhile 
to note that the technique has been shown by Rudge [14) to 
work well for multibeam antennas as well. 

The coordinate system for the paraboloid and the feed is 
shown in Fig. 4. The feed radiation is described by 

eik p 
= -, 

where 

= E p i  U, 1,11 V3  Eci i 	 (5) 

Here b and 'q are the polarization vectors defined in Section 11, 
and in the following .6"9 1  will be referred to as the "co-polar" 
component essentially oriented towards the y axis, and Eg i  as 

(4) 
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1  phase term, the aperture field is expressed bY 
Assuming a physical optics reflection and neglecting a constant 

2(ri • 	"Éi. 	 (8) 

The aperture field will now be evaluated in terms of the co-
polar and cross-polar components of the primary field. First, 

as given by (5) is expressed in spherical vectors, by using 
(3); carrying out the multiplication in (8) in spherical co-
ordinates then gives 

1 
1 

ikeikr 
(12) 	Eq (k „,k y )= — 	 dtP. 

27rr 

This is the "reflector transformation" which expresses the co- 
and cross-polar components of the radiated field. It shows that 
when Ludwig's 3rd definition of polarization is used (in the 
present strict sense) then the co- and cross-polar components - 
are transformed separately for symmetric as well as unsym-
metric antennas. This is the mathematical proof of the more 
heuristic conclusion of the previous section. 

For simplicity, the present analysis has been limited to 
parabolic antennas, but the conclusion will yet hold even for 
compound focused re flector systems. It may be shown [1 5 ] 
that the curients which flow on an v. reflector surface 
generated by a closed conic section (i.e., ellipsoid or hyper- 
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the "cross-polar" component. Thsoughout this paper the time 
dependence factor exp (—iwt) is understood tb mUltiply all 
field quantities, and k = c.c\irte to be the free space wavenum-
ber. The geoinetry of the reflector is given by 

2f 
P 	 

1 + cos t cosz (/2) 

where f is the focal length, and its outgoing normal unit vector 
by 

= —cos (1> + sin 
•
1)k. 

2 	2 	
(7) 

- 	= —sin (sin 1,11Ep i + cos lk  Eu ')  
—cos (sin tji  E 1  + cos 1p Eg i)k 

—(cos E„i — sin 1,1) EQ i )1,11. 

13y further substituting the following coordinate transforma-
tion 

= sin cos tif + sin sin  iy + cos 

= cos cos 4, + cos sin V/ — sin 

1,U= —sin V) ; cos 19 

in (9). Taking the p-dependent term of (4) into account again, 
the following expression for r.'° in Cartesian coordinates is 
then foUnd: 

—1 

	

= 	{E g iQ,Vi); + Ep iU,O)Y}, 

neglecting a constant phase term. Here p is given by (6). 
The aperttire field is assumed (for physical reasons) to be a 

TEM wave and, hence, the radiation from the aperture is given 
in the coordinate system of Fig. 4 by  113].  

—ike ikr  

	

E0— 	(f„ cos 0 + sin çb) 
27rr 

—ik cos  O e ikr  
— 	  (fy  cos çb — f x  sin çb), 

1 7ir  

where 

= 	fy.‘Y1 

=11 ÉG (xl . ,Yi)e —il  dxidYi 
2,.p erture 

+ k y; 

k„ = k sin 8 cos 0 

k y  = k sin  O sin 

and 

r 

xi =«) 	• 

2f 
	sin E cos 1,1r 
1 + cos 

= — 17 • 3' — P15 

—2f 	 sin sin t». 
1 + cos 

Substituting the expression (11) for the aperture field in (13) 
gives 

1 

ap erture  P 

+ 	 dxi dyi, 	• 	(15a) 

where the change of, sign is caused by the change of coordinate 
system. By çhanee of parameters (which is a quite lengthy but ' 
straightforward operation) this expression may be rewritten as 

:f(kx,k y ) = f f rf—E g iQ,Vi)X1 + Ep i(Z,41 )3, 11e—ii;.F  e di  
(15b) 

where the integration is carried out over the range of  (ii)  
values subtended by the aperture. The expression of j.(k,„k y ), 
in (15b) is now used in (12) in order to find the far-field. 
Using also the transformation between ( ,'4) and (8. ,e) equiva-
lent to (3), the far-field in terms of co- and cross-polar com-
ponents turns out to be 

EOM = Ep (k„,k ) )f) + Eq (k„,k y )q 

	 (fy ll f), 
27rr 

whiCh gives 

f f . 	_ 
Ep (k„,4) —  	rEp 'Q,IP)e 	r  e chi' 	(17a) 

27tr 	. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

In the aperture the coordinates x1  and yi  are related to the 

(6) 
primary feed coordinates by 

(14a) 

(I4b) 

(16) 



1. 

Fig. 5. E-field lines for tilted Huygens source compared to q -field 
lines. 

b) 

Fig. 6. Patterns for p- and q-polarized fields radiated by ideal, circu- 
lar feed, which is tilted compared to reference coordinate system. 

sEq 
10.1 

t 
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: 
[ 	to carry out. Again, this conclusion is valid within the limits 
[ 	of the physical optics approximation. It is anticipated that 
[
I the analysis can be extended to cover the case where the feed 

[ 	is moved off the focus in order to steer the beam off axis [2) 
[ 	or in order to improve the polarization characteristics of a 
; I Cassegranian antenna  [16]. 

1 A. Definitions 

While the previous section .covered focused reflector anten-
nas irrespective of whether the configurations and feed pat-
terns were symmetric or not, it is worthwhile to look at the e
feeds for off-set antennas in more detail, because for these it is 
less obvious how to deal with . the 'definition of cross polariza- 

. 	tion than in the symmetric  case.  Consider, again, a linearly I 
polarized primary source with the'q-polarization as shown in 
Fis:. 1(b). If titis source is tilted, around the y axis, the polari- 

- zation of course remains polarization clean assuming that the 

li reference Huygens source is tilted together with the horn. 
„However, such a tilted polarization reference makes less sense 

in relation to the reflector system because the condition for 
—  
i

separate transformation of co- and cross-polarized fields is 
tnat the Huygens sources defining the p- and q-vector fields 
are oriented orthogonal to the axis of the reflector system. 

. Therefore, it is useful to find the field components of the 

s tilted feed horn in the p-, q-system defined in Fig. 1. In Fig. 5, 
the electric field lines of the tilted horn are shown iogether 
with the q-vector field from Fig. 1(b), and it is observed that 

l
— the field lines cross, This means that the tilted feed does have 

a cross polarized component in the reflector coordinate system 
although it was polarization clean in the coordinate system 
oriented towards its own axis. 

I A simple example will demonstrate the effect of a reorien-
tation of a feed horn. Consider an idealized circular horn 
situated in a set of coordinate systems as shown in Fig. 5. The 
associated (,tP,n) and (e i ,tr2 b i , t ) coordinates are defined in 

I  the usual mannef.- -Let the radiation pattern of the horn by 
given by  

,Ji (ka sin 
Er = sin 4/ 	 

ka sin 

Ji (ka sin t i ) 
= cos 1,1/ 1 	 

ka sin 

are 

IV. CROSS POLARIZATION IN FEED SYSTEMS FOR 
ASYMMETRIC REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 

where a is the radius of the horn aperture, and ./ 3.  is the Bessel 

'

function of first order and first kind. The co- and cross-
polarized field components in the same coordinate system 
then 

Ji (ka sin t') 
Ep ,  = 	 

ka sin e' 

1 

pole along the y' and the x' axis, respectively. The ce- and 
cross-polarised field components. Ep  and EQ , in the (x,y.z) 
coordinates may then be found by carrying out the appro-
priate coordinate transformations. The mathematical details 
of this are straightforward, and the resulting Ep  and EQ  pat-
terns are shown in Fig. 6. With the paramet2rs chosen (radius 
of the horn: a = 1.15 X. tiltangle: 0 0  = 45° ) the co-polar 
(Ep ) radiation pattern is almost unchanged in the new coor-
dinates, whereas, there is a significant cross-polar component 
(EQ ); the pattern of this is antisymmetric around the 0 = 0 
axis and has a maximum value of approximately 23 dB relative 
to the beam peak of E.  

If -the tilted horn is used as feed in an off-set reflector sys-
tem, the cross polarized field component found above trans-
forms into a cross polarized component of the secondary field. 
Such a cross polarized far-field component in off-set reflector _ 
antennas has been discussed by several authors based on 
studies of specific examples [2)-44), [6), and the conclusion 
has been drawn, logically, but not entirely correct, that a long 
focal length is advantageous because the tilt angle Oo becomes 
smaller, and the cross polarization thus decreases. Some 
authors [6] have even extended the conclusion to state that 
the use of off-set antennas for purposes where a polarization 
discrimination of more than 30 dB is required is very ques-
tionable. In view .of the separability of the collimation of co-
and cross-polar fields it is now clear that this conclusion is not 
correct: 

Bearing in mind that the cross-polarized far-field is merely 
E , . 0 
4 1 the near-field cross polarization transformed according to 

I. (17b), the author [17) suggested two other obvious ways to 
v,,here p' and q' refer to Huygens sources with the electric di- suppress it. One is a mode matching technique similar to_that 
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V. TWO EXAMPLES 

A. The Mode Matching Technique 
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used by Potter [181. In the so-called Potter horn, the sidelobes 
and cross polarization radiated by the TEi i mode of a circular 
aperture are partia lly cancelled by adding in opposite phase a 
small portion of the TMii  mode which has (almost) identical 
sidelobe and cross-polar patterns. Obviously this technique can 
also be used to cancel the cross  polarized radiation pattern in 
Fig. 6 by adding a suitable mode. This method will be referred 
to as the mode-matching technique, and an example in which a 
rectangular horn is treated will be given in Section V. 

The second method is based on the observation that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a plane' aperture field to 
radiate a far-field with zero cross polarization is that the 
tangential E- and H-field components in the aperture satisfy 
the plane wave impedance relation. This can be seen from the 
expressions for the far-field radiated by an aperture as given by 
Collin and Zucker [13]. The requirement that Et and El, are 
to satisfy the relation for zero cross polarization, Et cos 11/ = 

sin 1,1J, is easily seen to be equivalent to the requirement 
that J.', = — 4ex  where is the free space impedance for 
plane waves. This imPlies that the equivalent electric and mag-
netic currents should be related as in a plane wave; hence, the 
equivalent surface source radiating a far-field with zero cross 
polarization is a Huygens layer. An open ended circular wave-
guide operated near cutoff radiates a field with very low cross 
polarization, and a Huygens source layer may, therefore, be 
approximately realized as an array of open ended circular 
waveguides. This method will be called the Huygens source 
technique, and a very simple example with an asymmetric 
beam will be given also in Section V. 

B. The "Wedge Setup" 

. • The equivalence between the Huygens source definition and 
the standard antenna test setup discussed in Section II exists 
only under the assumption that the Huygens reference source 
is oriented o rthogonal to the = 0 axis. This means that if 
one wished to use measured results for a primary field directly 
in the reflector transformation (17) in order to achieve the 
secondary field, then the primary field must be measured in 
a test-setup in which it is tilted the same amount relative to 
the = 0 axis as it will  eventually be tilted relative to the axis 
of the reflector system in which it is to be used as the primary 
source. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 where a wedge is shown to 
provide the appropriate alignment. 

MOUNTING PLANES TO BE 	• 

SYNCRONICIUSLY POSITIONED 
FOR  EACH CUT-1 	. 

Fig. 7. "Wedge setup" for measurement of feed systems for off-set 
reflector antennas. 

low cross polarization (below 45 dB) is found when the pat-
tern is calculated in the (x`,y i,z') coordinate system, but when 
the p and q components are evaluated a peak level for the q 
component of about 25 dB is found, as in the example treated 
in Section IV, whereas the p component is almost the same as 
the original co-polar component. The p and q components are 
shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). The p and q component of the 
radiation from a TE20  mode excited in the same aperture are 
shown in Figs. 8(c) and (d). (The same theoretical model has 
been used.) 

A striking similarity between the q-polar cornponents of the 
T4 1  and the TE20 -modes is evident, which means that a 
proper combination of the two modes can  lead to a (partial) can-
cellation of the q component. This is shown in Figs. 8(e)and (f). 
In the 1//' = 90°  plane, the q component is below —41 dB in-
side the —10 dB points of the p Pattern, i.e., a 15-dB improve-
ment compared to the pattern of the TEormode has been •  
achieved in this plane. The cancellation is less perfect but still 
good in other planes, and a ratio of about —40 dB can be antic-
ipated for a reflector antenna illuminated by the present feed. 

It is observed from Fig. 8 that the q pattern of the TE20- 
mode is considerably broader than  the .qpattern of the TE01: 
mode. A better cancellation of the cross polarization could, ' 
therefore, be achieved, by equalizing the two patterns. This 
could be done, for instance, by adding a finned section to each 
side of the horn in the E-plane of the TE0i -mode with the fins 
in  the y' direction. This would not effect the aperture distribu-
tion of the TEormode but would give a broader aperture for 
the TE20 -mode and, therefore., serve to narrow the beam and 

a verY to match it to the TE01 -mode. 
248 

To demonstrate this technique a rectangular horn with a 
2.5 by 2.5 X aperture has been chosen. The aperture is situated 
in the (x i,/ ,2) coordinate system shown in Fig. 5 with its 
center in the origin and its sides parallel to the x' and y' axis 
and radiates in the direction of the positive z' axis. The aper-
ture is excited by the TE01 -mode where the first index refers 
to y' axis and the second to the x' axis; so, the horn is essen-
tially p-polarized. The radiated field is found from a model in 
which the electrical aperture field is assumed to be the TE0 1 

 mode-field and the magnetic field is assumed to be zero. This 
model is similar to that used by Silver [9] , and it is known to 
give a realistic prediction of the cross-polar as well as the co-
polar field [14j whereas a straight use of Silver's model leads 
to too optimistic values for the cross-polar field. 

Because of the relatively large size of the aperture, 



ID) 

Fig. 9. Radiation patterns for Huygens source array of two elements. 
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1) TE01 	 d) 	
TE 20 	 TE01.,TE20 

Fig. 8. Radiation patterns for rectangular horn excited by (a) and (b) TE01  mode; (c) and (d) TE 20  mode; and (e) 
and (f) combined TEcu.  and TE20 mode. 

b) 

B. The Huygens Source Technique 

An open ended circular waveguide operated near cutoff is 
known to raetiate a field with very low cross polarization thus 
approximating a Huygens source. A feed with two open ended 
circular waveguides has been discribed by Gruner and English 
119]. The waveguides were fed in phase in order to produce an 
elliptical beam for illumination of an elliptical reflector. As the 
coupling .between small circular apertures is very low  [14), no 
reason is seen to abstain from phasing the two waveguides rela-
tive to each other in order to squint the beam so that it can 
illuminate an off-set, elliptical reflector. 

As an example of this, the calculated p and q patterns for 
an array consisting of two open ended waveguides are shown 
in Fias. 9(a) and (b). The following parameters have been 
used: radius of the waveguide a = 0.321 X, distance between 
the centres d = 0,70 X, and phase difference dp = —2.2 rad. 
The beam maximum occurs at about t = 25° , = 0° , and be-
cause the axis of the waveguides remains oriented towards the 
z axis (i.e., = 0° ) the cross-polar component remains low. 
The element pattern has  been  obtained by using Chu's model 
as described by Silver [9] for the open ended waveguide. This 
model is known 'from experiments to give a realistic prediction 
of the co-polar pattern. For the cross-polar pattern, experi-
ments have shown that the predicted levels are far too pessi-
mistic when the waveguides are operated near cutoff  [14),  and 
in the present work -6 dB has been subtracted from the cross-
polar values predicted by the Chu model. This' is a rather 
arbitrary value, but is is considered to be conservative. 

The results show a cross-polar peak level better than —32 
dB relative to the co-polar beam peak inside the —6 dB con-
tour of the co-polar beam. Thus secondary patterns can be 
expected to give cross-polar peaks in the range of 35-40 dB 
below the co-polar peak. By adding more elements to the feed 
array a more refined beam shape could be modelled. 

The two examples shown here do not pretend to be opti-
mized feeds. Rather, they have been chosen because of their 
simplicity in order to demonstrate the priniciples outlined in 
the previous sections. Recently, an elegant feed design based 
on mode matching technique has been presented by Rudge 

Ep 

Ey 

[20] who used a Potter horn as basic configuration and added 
the TE21 -mode to cancel the cross polarization. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

It is shown that  cc- and cross-polar components of the 
radiation from a feed system are collimated separately hy fo-
cused paraboloidal reflectors, even for offset and for elliptical 
bearn antennas. However, the separability depends on a 
rigorous use of the Huygens source definition (Ludwig's 3rd 
definition) of cross polarization by which it is assumed that 
the Huygens source with which the feed system under con-
sideration is cômpared shall be properly aligned with the axis 
of the reflector system in which the feed is supposed to be 
used. A test setup which conforms with this definition is 
shown. 

The consequence of the above separability is that cross 
polarization of a reflector ante.nna system may be  removed by 
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using a clean feed system. Two different methods for design of 
clean feed systems have been pointed out, one based on mode 
matching technique, one based on array technique. A theoreti-
cal example on each of these techniques have been studied and 
a considerable improvement of cross polarization performance 
has been observed. An experimental verification of the designs 
has been beyond the scope of the present investigation, but it 
is believed that the very simple principles behind the designs 
will prove useful in many practical antenna systems. 

The proof of the separation of co- and cross-polar fields has 
only been carried out in detail for the parabolic reflector, but 
it has been pointed out that it holds also for compound, fo-
cused systems. The physical optics approximation has been 
used  in its aperture field version. This is a well established 
technique, and the limitations its use impose on the results are 
mostly well known. However, it should be mentioned that 
edge effects, not treated by the theory, may have an unknown 
depolarization effect, in particular for nonsymmetric con-
figurations. 
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Part VII 
Lateral Feed Displacement, 

Scanning, and Multiple 
Beam Formation 

I When the feed in a reflector antenna is moved away from the 

focus in a direction transverse to the axis, the beam is displaced 

1 
 in the opposite direction and is said to be squinted, or scanned. 

Because such a displacement of the feed produces higher odd 

- order, as well as linear phase terms in the aperture, the angle 

throuah which the beam is squinted is less than , the angle (mea- 

I sured at the parabo)oid vertex) through which the feed is dis-

placed. The ratio of the beam angle to the feed angIe is called 

the beam deviation factor, abbreviated BDF. The calculation 

I of this factor is carried out in the first paper of this part, by 

Lo, in which analytical arid experimental results are given as a 
_ 

function of fID ratio. 

I
" ACcompanying the beam squint due to feed displacement are 

beam broadening, loss in gain, and the incidence of coma lobes. 

These phenomena are analyzed by Ruze, in the second paper, 

and the range of validity is aiven for the approximations that 

I he finds necessary to use. Figs. 3-8 in this paper are useful 

- oraphical presentations of the analytical results that enable the 

designer to estimate the magnitudes of the various effects as 

1  a function of feed displacement or of the number of beam-

widths scanned. In general, scanning is limited to a very few 

beamwidths before the beam degradation becomes intolerable. 

I
In the third paper, Rudge and Withers present a method which 

has experimentally been shown to permit scanning through 

±15 beamwidths with little pattern dearadation and minimal 

, gain loss. Their technique is based on the use of a number of 

I feeds arrayed in the plane of scan and arranged to move on an 

appropriate locus in that plane. Basically, the feed array car-

ries out a spatial Fourier transform of the distorted focal region 

I fields which result when an off-axis plane wave is incident on 

the reflector. 

The correct locus on which a feed should be moved and the 

I
orientation of the feed for optimum scanning of the beam are 

the subjects of investigation in paper four, by Rusch and Lud-

' wig. The analysis is based on physical optics and results are 

given in relation to what is called the Petzval surface in optics. I One interesting result that-is not evident a priori is that a higher _ 
scan gain is obtained when the feed axis remains parallel to the 

reflector axis rather than being pointed to the vertex. This is 

true unless the fID ratio is very large, and it holds up until the 

point where spillover loss begins to dominate. 

lmbriale, Ingerson, and Wong have used a vector formulation 

I that is more accurate than the scalar approximation used by 

Ruze to investigate the effects of large lateral displacement of 

the feed in a paraboloid. Their results are given in the fifth  

paper, and quite reasonable agreement with experimental re-

sults is shown for displacements of up to 16 wavelengths, cor-

responding to a beam scan of about 29 half power beamwidths. 

At this point, the pattern degradation is severe and the loss in 

gain amounts to about 14 dB. One significant conclusion is that 

the approximate scalar analysis does succeed in predicting the 

scan angle quite accurately, even for the largest displacements. 

Although all of the above papers, and at least two in Part VI 

(those by Ingerson and Wong, and by Budge), have great rele-

vance for multiple beam formation in paraboloidal reflectors, 

they are incomplete in the sense that they are concerned only 

with the effects of a single feed when it is displaced from the 

axis. The formation of multiple, simultaneous beams reciuires 

the use of multiple, contiguous feeds in the focal plane, only 

one of which can be on axis and at the geometric focus. Thus, 

a new set of problems is introduced and new questions are 

raised. Is it physically possible to stack feed horns side by side 

to give adjacent beams with reasonable crossover levels; how 

severe will be the cross talk due to the sidelobes in adjacent 

beams; what is the nature of the matrix that is used to access 

the beams? Some of these questions are very briefly considered 

in the provocative short paper by Shelton. Many, however, 

remain unanswered at the present time, although there is a 

great deal of effort being expended in these areas because of 

the undoubted future importance of multiple beam antennas 

in satellite communications systems. 

The seventh and final paper, by Ohm, represents a good, 

practical approach toward solving some of the problems pecu-

liar to multiple beam forming antenna design. An offset para-

boloid is suggested for the practical reason that aperture block-

ing by the feed cluster can thereby be avoided. These notions 

have been successfully put tb practical test in an offset Casse-

grainian system at 100  GHz. The results are reported in a 

paper by Semplak which appeared after this volume was in 

preparation [11. 

Provided that spherical aberration can be either corrected or 

minimized, then spherical reflectors have great potential for 

the formation of multiple beams in space. These kinds of reflec-

tors comprise the subject matter for Part IX in this volume and 

will not be further mentioned here. If multiple beams are re-

quired to be generated only in one plane, then toroidal reflec-

tors have advantages, but aaain, the spherical aberration in 

that plane must be reckoned with. This approach has been 

adopted for an unattended earth terminal antenna and is de-

scribed in detail in a paper by Hyde, Kreutel, and Smith [2) . 
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P-1  

Fig. 1--Geometry of the reflector. 

and 0. satisfies the following equation: 

(R L  c) 35) 

= K 11, 

On the Beam Deviation Factor of a Parabolic Reflector* 

Y. T. LOt 

N a parabolic reflector antenna, the scanning can be --+H 
achieved for a range by displacing the feed in the 
focal plane without resorting to a costly steerable 

mechanism for the whole antenna system. It is well-
known that the range of scan by this method is limited 

by the increasing coma and astigmatism. However, it is 
still widely used in some specific applications. It is not 
the intention of this paper to investigate the aberrations 
of such a system, which may be referred to elsewhere, 
but rather to derive a formula for another character-
istic of interest, na.mely the beam deviation factor. Such 
a formula does not seem to appear in literature, although 
there are available some experimental results for specific 
cases. 

The beam deviation factor has been defined as the 
ratio of the beam deflection angle eb to the angular dis-
placement of the feed ef , both measured from the axis 
of the reflector with the vertex as origin. Let the feed 
be at F' at a distance d from the focus F and let d be 
much smaller than the focal length  f;  then with a certain 
plausible approximation, the field at F(R, Oil)), in Fig. I 
is given by 

z. 

I 	K f f, f(çb
r
,e) 

 cos lep sill sin eP sin çbj 

X cos [ep(sin e cos c1) — d/r) cos gi]pdcl)dp, (1) 

where (p, çb, z) or (r, 6 4)) are the coordinates of a typical 
point ig of integration. 

K is a proportional constant, including the inverse R 
factor and the phase delay function due to r and R; 
A is the aperture of the reflector, i.e., for p =0 to D/2 
(D = diameter), and 4=O  to 27r, 

r=  f  sec2 `6A2 , and 

f(c/D, 0) is the primary pattern of the feed. 

If the plane containing F' is defined as one for which 
0 and 7r, the maximum of  1 must appear in the same 

plane, since in practice f(0, 4)) is real and positive for g 
in A. Thus if the maximum of 1, I,,„ occurs at O,n , 

f(, e) 
cos [p(sin 0„, 	d/r) cos 4)]pdckdp, (2) 

" Manuscript received by the PGAP, February 8, 1960. This work 
was supported in part by Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, 
Md., during 1957. 

I University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. 

f(4), 6) 
 sin 10p(sin 0„, — d/r) cos çb]Op2 

 J4 	r 

• cos çbdçbdp = 0. 

Since for (p, yb) in  A, f(, 0)> 0, and 

sin [Op (sin 0„, — d/r) cos çbj cos çb 

is a continuous function of p and çb. This equation will 
be satisfied 

sin [f3p (sin Om 	d./r) cos 	0 

for some (p, ck) in A, by invoking mean value theorem 
for integrals. As d =0, the first condition can be met 
veith 0„, =0, as expected. Were r a constant the condi-
tion could still be satisfied with 0,„ =sin-1  d/r. Now 
r is a variable with a range from f to f +Zo  wheré 
Zo  = the depth of the dish. Therefore, it will be expectéd 
that in general there are many solutions of 0,,, to satisfy 
this second condition. For the maximum of the main 
beam, as shown in Fig. 2, the following inequality must 
be satisfied: 

(1 + Z 0/f) -1d1f < sin O o  < d/f. 

It is easily seen that for a shallow dish eb can be de-
termined accurately without going to the complicated 

(3) 

Reprinted from !RE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-8, pp. 347-349, May 1960. 
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It is seen that by the usual de finition tbe BDF, up to 
the approximations assumed so far, depends also upon 
(dif) 

Although k is a function of f, D, f (8, 95), its value is 
not critical, especially for large fID as seen from (5) and - 
(6). From one experimental point (or computation) it 
should be possible to predict the rest as a function of 
f/D with good accuracy. In Fig. 3, there shows the 

Fig. 2—The range of sin 49b which is a portion of the hyperbola d/r. 

integration in (3). Nov,,  we can write 

Z oil  
sin eh - d  ( 	 k 

f 	Z e/ J 
+ 

r 	1+ Zo/f) 

• 

A 	it = VS 

• 

A 

e/D  
Fig. 3—Beam deviation factor as a function of f ID. Experimental 

data: Silver and Pao: • ; Keller and Coleman: x20-db taper, 
10-db taper; computed curve: 

d 1+ kZolf d 1+ k(D/4f) 2 

 f 1+ Zo/f f 1+ (D/4f) 2  

where k <1. Or 

sin ®b 	1 + k(D/4f) 2  
tan e, 	1 + (D/ 4-D 2  

If the usual definition of the beam deviation 
(BDF) is used, 

[d 1 +  k(D/ 4f). 21 
sin-1  

f 1 + (D/4f) 2  

tan-3  d/f  

(4) computed curves and the experimental results by 
Silver and Pao,2,  and by Kelleher and Coleman.' For 
the former, there is no information available for f (0,  4,) 
function, and k =-- 0.59 is established by its point where 
f/D =0.5. For the latter, one case has a 10-db tapering, 
the other 20 db with  k= and 0.48 respectively. The 
extraction of the experimental data from Kelleher and 
Coleman's report is rather difficult because they meas-
ured for various values of Gb, those indicated here being 
for eb =2 X beamwidth.  Et  seems that one can conclude 
that the values of k are from about 0.3 to 0.7, and that 
k becomes larger with higher tapering, as expected. 

A second method to determine Ob is by assuming that 
the system is circularly symmetrical and f(0,4,)=cosn O. 

e, 
BDF — 	 

tan-1  d/f 

where 

B D F 0 { 1 + 1 ( dil ) ( B D F) + 1 + o (d/f) } 

1 ± k(D/4f) 2  
(13DF) 0  = 	 

1 + (D/4f) 2  

' K. S. Kelleher and H. P. Coleman, "Off-Axis Characteristics 
of the Paraboloidal Reflector," NRL Rept. No. 4088, Washington, 
D. C.; December, 1952. 

2  S. Silver and C. S. Pao, 'Paraboloid Antenna Characteristics 
as a Function of Feed Tilt," Rad. Lab. Rept. No. 479, Cambridge, 
Mass.; 1944. 

S. Silver, "Microwave Antenna Theory and Design,' Rad. Lab. 
Ser., McGrav.,-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., vol. 12, p. 487; 
1949. 
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J o 	+ (,)/2n2Ji [13P 	e b 

d/f  
1 + (p/2f)2) 

• p 2dp = O. 

r  D12 	cosn  0 

1,0: On the Beam Deviation Factor of a Parabolic Reflector 

In this case (3) becomes 

( 7) 

Since 

p' p/2f = tan 0/2, 

cos n 0 = (1 — p")'(1+ p")—n. 

It does not seem that (7) can be evaluated in a closed 
form. However, by using the series-expansion for the 
Bessel Function it can be integrated term by term since 
the integrand involves algebraic functions only. Sup-
pose that D is so small that only the first term is sig- 

nificant; then 

d 	2 Zo 	Zo  - - - + k' 
fL 	3 f 	f 
d 2 LD\ 2 	( D\4 1 ,  

= 	[1 — — 
f 	3\4f/ 	4f) 

where k' =1/2, 13/18, 15/18 for n=0, 2, 3, respectively. 
For small d/f, the first term corresponds to the reflec-
tion by a fiat sheet, and the remaining terms appear as 
a result of the  curvature of the reflector. If the result 
in (4) is expanded in Zo/f and compared with (8), it will 
be found that k=i, a value we obtained before. It may 
also be mentioned that the same method can be carried 
out if the illumination function  f(0)  be any polynomial 
in p, such as (1 — en, type. 

b 

(8) 
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Lateral-Feed Displacement in a Paraboloid 

JOI-Err RUZE, FELLOW, 3:EEL  

Abstract—The beam shift and degradation of a paraboloidal 
reflector with an offset feed is analyzed by the scalar plane wave 
theory. Higher order coma terms are included with the feed at its 
optimum axial position. The beam characteristics for a tapered cir-
cularly symmetric illumination are presented. The range of validity 
of the approximate analysis is indicated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE BEAM degradation due to a lateral feed dis-
placement in a paraboloidal mirror is part of the 
classical study of aberrations of optical systems. 

These have been extensively investigated by Nijboer 
and Nienhuis [1], Kingslake [2], and others. The text 
by Born and Wolf [3] provides an excellent presenta-
tion of the geometric and wave theor-y of optical aberra-
tions. 

However, these optical papers are not immediately 
applicable to antenna technolog-y. The reasons for this 
may be summarized as: 

1) In many optical instruments, we are primarily 
interested in the spatial distortion (ray aberration) of 
an image point from its desired or Gaussian focus; 

Manuscript received April 2, 1964; revised March 11, 1965. 
The author is with the M.1.T., Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, 

Mass. (Operated with support from the U. S. Air Force.)  

in an antenna, however, angular beam distortions, and 
factors such as gain, beam width, and side lobe level are 
of primary interest. 

2) Optical systems usually have a higher "f" number 
(f/D ratio) than antenna reflectors, where values as low 
as 0.25 are not uncommon. This lower ratio increases 
the importance of the higher order aberrations. 

3) The optical analysis is generally concerned veith 
uniform illumination of the exit pupil, whereas antenna 
apertures are invariably tapered or apodized. 

4) Optical systems further are many orders of magni-
tude greater in aperture  to wavelength ratio. They fol-
low much more closely geometric optics' behavior than 
antenna systems, vehere diffraction theory is mandatory. 

5) Sorne optical systems are limited by other factors 
than the phase aberrations, so that much larger wave-
length distortions may be tolerated. 

6) The expansion of the aberration function, in terms 
of Zernike polynomials [1], is useful when dealing with a 
single aberration, but becomes unmanageable when 
higher order effects and apodization are included. With 
modern computing machines ;  it is preferable to deal with 
the original diffraction integral than with its general 
evaluation in series form [4 ] . 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. Ar-13, pp. 660-665, Sept. 1965. 
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Unfortunately, the antenna literature is not very ex-

tensive. We have the original experimental work of 
Silver and Pao [5]; the theoretical derivation, limited 
to primary coma, and experbnental work-  of Kelleher 
and Coleman [6]; a paper on the beam deviation factor 
by Lo [7 ]; and a more extensive analysis by Sandler 

[8 ]. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present the proper-

ties of the offset fed paraboloid in the form of graphs of 

the signi fi cant characteristics. These are derived by 

means of the scalar plane wave theory, and series expan-

sion of the phase aberration function. The results have 
the same small-angle limitation as the on-axis patterns 
normally used. In addition, the range of validity of the 
expansion is examined. 

II. ANALYSIS 

Let us consider a paraboloid of diameter D = 2a, with 

a spherical coordinate system centered at the focus 

(Fig. 1). The field at a far-field point with a focal feed is 

a 
E(0  çb) = f 

f 
  f(r, e)eik( r---e; :170)rd 

0 	0 

where _f (r, e) is an effective aperture distribution, and 

where we have suppressed constant factors. The bars 

represent vector quantities, and the subscript "0" their 

unit values. 
. With feed displacement to the lateral point "e", we 

have 

21- 	. 
E(0 	= f 	f(r,  

u 	0 

where wellave assumed that the magnitude of the effec-
tive aperture distribution has remained unchanged.' 

We have the geometric relations: 

2f 

P  — 1 — cos et 

= p[cos çb' sin 6' + sin çb' sin 6' + cos 6%-] 	(3b) 

7R 0  = [cos 4) sin. 	± sin 4, sin By ± cos t7;.,.=] 	 (3c) 

1  This implies that the vertex ray is the principal ray, and that the 
optical stop is at the mirror-11G The feed should, therefore, be 
pointed at the vertex. 

= p + E.5; 	 (3d) 

2E 
= P {1 — cos sin e' + 	cos 6' + --2} 112 . (3e) 

P 	p2 

For feed displacements small compared to the focal 
length (small-field angle), 

E. 	E. 
< « 1, 	 (4) 

P f 

we can write the phase factor (2), neglecting terms 
higher than the square of this parameter, as 

p' 	•:Ko = 2f — E. COS (1) sin û  — coS e 

— p sin O' sin 6 cos (4,' — 4)) + ex  cos lb' sin 6' 
2 E. 

+ E. COS 0' — p cos 0 1  (1 — cos 0) 
2p 

2 ez  
— cos 2  çb' sin 2  . 	 (5) 

•  2p 

The first three terms are independent of the integra-
tion coordinates and may be taken out of the integral; 
they represent a phase pattern of the far field. Recalling 
that r = p sin the next term is the normal phase factor 
due to an in-phase aperture. The fifth term represents 
the beam shift and comatic aberrations. The next three 
terms are field curvature ,(terms proportional to r2), and 
higher terms of even power. The last term is the astig-
matism. 

The field curvature may be eliminated by axially 
refocusing the feed. This condition gives the Petzval 
surface in optics [9] which is defined as that locus which 
contains a sharp image when the other aberrations are 
absent. It may be obtained from (5), by setting all the 
field curvature terms to zero (including those hidden in 
the last two terms), as 

E. 2  

2f 

For small aberrations, (6) defines the feed locus for 
sharpest nulls, as another paraboloid of focal length 
"f/2" tangent to the focal plane. The Vertex feed dis-
tance must, therefore, be slightly increased as we scan 
off axis. 

de , 	( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3a) 
(6) 

Fig. 1. Coordinate system. 
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sin 6,  - 
1 	(r/2f) 2  

r/f 
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the exponential in the integral of (2a) may be written For this optimum feed position, the magnitude of the 
far field can be written, from (2), as 

E(6, g5) 1 = 	
f  G 

f(r, 
o 

	

. e•—ik am. 6  COB 	 ° i n  e)' °°5 	rdrdg5 1 , (2a) 

where, for the present, we have neglected the astigma-

tism. 
The second term of the exponential causes the beam 

shift and the beam degradation as it represents the 
phase departure from the nonscanned in-phase aper-

ture. 
Since 

kr [u cos (0' — 
u, cos el  

= Akr cos (41' — a) , 
M(r) (9) 

where "A" and "a" may be determined as 

tan a = 	  
u cos .;k. — u.,/M(r) 

The magnitude of the far field is: 

2u7c, 	24, 2  
A 2  = U2 	— cos 41+ 	 

.111(r) 	m2(r) 

u sin 
(9b) 

(9a) 

a 

E(0, 1;6)1 = f 
f 

  f(r, 41 t)e f.1/4rA  C."  ( rdrd41i . 	(2b) 
o 

= — [I. — (—) 	+

( 	

— • • • 1,. 

	

2 	r  4 r 	r 

f 	2f 	2f) 

this phase departure may be written 

é' = — urr cos çoi [1 — (-7-- -)
7 
 + (—r  ) — • • • 1, 	(7b) 

X 

2r  

21 	2f 

where 

= tan 0, 
jr 

is a measure of the feed squint. 
The fi rst term of (7b) is a phase shift linear with "x" 

across the aperture and causes an undistorted beam 
shift, equal to the feed squint. The second term, propor-
tional to "u,r3  cos 0 1 ", is what is k- nown as primary coma, 
and creates beam degradation and a beam shift in the 
opposite direction. The remaining terms are higher 
order coma terms normally neglected in high "f/D" 
systems but retained here. 

It is of interest to examine the ratio of the total coma 
aberration to the neglected astigmatism. We have for 
the ratio of the relative edge errors 

ASTI GMATISM 	2u1 (f/ D) 

[1 + (D/4f)2) 2  

We see that for normal parabolic antennas, the astig-
matism is a small quantity. However, for astronomical 
mirrors and Cassegrainian systems of high magnifica-
tion, the astigmatism becomes the limiting factor on the 
field of vieve. Dimitroff and Baker [10 ]  give the com-
parative image errors for an f/3 and f/10 parabolic tele-
scope. When the astigmatism becomes significant, the 
Petzval surface loses its utility and the feed focus will 
be poorly defined. 

With the notation 

u = sin O; 	M(r) = 1 + (r/2f) 2,  

For circularly symmetric illumination functions, the 
"çb'" integration can be performed with the result 

a 

E(0, 1)) = 27r f f(r)T o(krA)rdr. 	(2c) 
o  

By means of computing machines, this integral can be 
evaluated for a specified illumination. We note that the 
pattern is symmetric about the plane of scan (41 =0); 
for zero feed squint (A =u), it reduces to the normal 
circular diffraction pattern; and with off-axis feeds, it 
contains all the comatic aberrations (first order in 

Let us nove consider the pattern in the plane of scan 
(0= 0) where the major pattern distortions occur, and 
where 

O. 	 (9c) 

For small feed displacements, the position of the beam 
maximum, "um ," may be found as that value of "u" that 
minimizes the illumination  -weighted  squared phase 
error, or 

- -a  f 2T  f af(r)[krA cos 01 2rdrdçb' 0. 
au 0 	0 

Performing this operation, we have for the beam devia-
tion factor, • . • 

un, f

.f(r)f.' 
 dr 

o  M(r) 

u, 

This may be evaluated in closed form for various 
illumination functions, as has been done by Lo [7 ] . The 
field reduction, at the beam peak (u,,,), can also be ob-
tained from (2c). 

(7a) 

Ex  

14, = 

Total Corna 
(8) 

A=u 
74, 

M(r) 

BDF =-- (10) 

J 0 
 (r)radr 
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III. COMPUTED RESULTS 

For computational purposes, (2c) was put in a nor-
malized form and evaluated on an IBM 7090. 

E(tv,0) 

= 2(p + 1) f (1 	— 7. 2)7J0 [(e 	e8 
 M(r) 
 )ri rdr, 	(2d) 

where 

then over the region of interest the data was essentially 
independent of the f/D ratio. The factor "zu,n/2w0 " is 
the number of half-power bearnwidths scanned, a con-
venient variable. Figures 3 to 6 show these results. 

The curves permit expressing the scanning limit in 
terms of a simple formula. If we choose 1 dB loss of 
gain (the Rayleigh limit) as our criteria, then for the 
10 dB taper, X=22, and the number of beamwidths 
scanned is 

27ra 
= — tan  O,; 

 X 

27ra 
w = —sin O. 

X 
7v„, 

= 0.44 + 22(f/D) 2. 
22vo  

(14) 

Computations were made for the illumination func-
tion (1-7- 2)P, and for the 10 dB tapered illumination 
f(r) =0.3+0.7(1 —7.2), with f/D =0.25, 0.33, 0.4, 1.0, 
and 2.0. 

Figure 2 shows typical scan plane patterns.  We  note 
that the gain drops with scan, the beam broadens, the 
beam scan is less than the feed squint, the sidelobe on 
the axis side (coma lobe) increases; whereas, the first 
sidelobe on the other side decreases, changes sign, and 
merzes with the main beam and second sidelobe causing 
aciditional beam broadening. Complete patterns or 
image plane isophots may be found in Born and Wolf 
[3], Fies. 9.6 to 9.8. These are for primary coma only, 
and represent parabolic reflectors of large  'f/D" ratio, 
with no astigmatism. They are expressed in maximum-
edge coma error which, in our notation, is 

D 
iie (a) 	1 	1  . 	 (12) 

M(a) 4f 

The problem remained of expressing the large amount 
of computed data in terms of useful curves. It was de-
termined that if the pattern characteristics were plotted 
against the quantity 

ze„, 
—
221)0 (D/D2 

X- 
1  ± 0.02(D/f) 2  

This criteria may not be adequate for many applica-
tions as the coma lobe has increased to —10.5 dB at the 
scan limit. 

Figure 7 shows the beam deviation factor. To a first 
approximation (10), the beam deviation factor is inde-
pendent of the number of beamwidths scanned. The 
machine computation shows its dependence on X. We 
have indicated in the figure the small increase, by means 
of vertical bars, as our parameter X approaches 50. 

The question naturally arises as to the range of valid-
ity of the approximation made in going from the phase 
function of (2) to the truncated series expansion of (2b). 
As the two expressions are known, their maximum dif-
ference, or the phase error made by this analysis, can be 
calculated. This difference depends on the number of 
beamwidths scanned, the diameter in wavelengths, and 
the f/D ratio. 

In Fig. 8, we show the loci of quarter wavelength phase 
errors. Also the 1 dB scanning limit from (14) is shown. 
The use of this figure requires an example. Consider an 
f/D of 0.4; from (14) or Fig. 6 or 8 we can sCan 4 beam-
widths for a 1 dB loss of gain. From Fig. 8 we have, that 
for a half-power beamwidth of 1.9 degrees or less, our 
approximate analysis is within a maximum phase error 
of a quarter wavelength. For greater beamwidths, 
larger errors will be incurred, and more precise and 
laborious methods, based on (2), may be necessary [4]. 

(13) 
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New technique for beam steering with fixed 
parabolic reflectors 

Rudge, Ph.D., Mem.I.E.E.E., and Prof. M. J. Withers, M.Sc., C.Eng., M.1.E.E. 

Indexing term: Reflector antennas 

Abstract 

A technique is described which offers the potential of achieving wide-angle bearn steering with fixed parabolic 
reflectors. The technique involves a primary-feed device with an aperture field distribution which can be 
adapted to match the distorted field distributions resulting from a parabolic reflector when an off-axis plane 
wave is incident. To provide an adaptation without deterioration of the system signal/noise ratio, which 
requires only a movement of the primary feed along a given locus and an adjustment of noninteracting 
phase shifters, the primary feed carries out a spatial Fourier transformation of the intercepted fields. The 
technique has been implemented in an experimental Xband antenna and beam steering of +15 beamwidths 
achieved with negligible disto rt ion of the directional pattern and less than 0.5dl3 loss in gain. 

A. W. 

List of principal symbols 

f = focal lenath of parabolic reflector 
d = diameter of reflector 
6 = halfangle subtended at the focus by a point on the 

reflector 
9" = maximum value of 

= sin 0 
-= sin 6" 
= rotational angle in refiector-aperture plane 
= focal-plane polar co-ordinates 

x, y = focal-plane rectangular co-ordinates 
p = sin cos çb 
q = sin 6 sin çb 

= sin 6* cos 
= sin 6* sin cb 
-= beam-steering angle, from antenna boresight 

,e, = component of phase error referred to reflector-
aperture plane 

k = 27:-/À 
A -= wavelength 

1 	Introduction 

In the majority of present-day applications of large 
parabolic-refiector antennas, it is required that the antennas' 
directional patterns should be steerable over large angles. 
This is norrnally accomplished by mechanically steering the 
reflector structure. In a large antenna, the reflector and 
associated backing structure may have a deadweight of the 
order of hundreds of tons, and thus the steering requirement 
constitutes a major part of the antenna-design problem, par-
ticularly with respect to the economics of the construction. 
The steering problem becomes fu rther agaravated when 
the pattern-steering requirements demand rapid movement 
coupled with highly accurate positioning and maintenance 
of pointing under adverse weather conditions. 

To achieve a relaxation in the specification pertaining to 
the mechanical steering requirements, it would be advan-
tazeous if a moderate degree of beam steering could be effected 
by means of a suitable primary-feed design. While this may 
involve movement of a complex feed assembly, the problem 
compares favourably with that involved in moving the massive 
reflector structure. 

Farabolic-antenna radiation-pattern steering ca.n be achieved 
over a small range of angles by displacing a conventional 
primary feed radially about the reflector vertex. 3 . 2  However , 

 unless the reflector-aperture illumination is severely tapered, 
with a resultant reduction in aperture efficiency, the introduc- 
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35 Street, Chicago, Ill. 60616, USA, and Prof. Withers is a visiting 
profe-ssor of telecommunications at the Instituto Technologic° de 
Aeronautica,  São  Jose dos Campos.  São Paulo, Brazil 

tion of' phase-error effects restricts the range of scanning to 
veithin a few beamwidths of the boresight before the radiation-
pattern deterioration becomes excessive. 

A number of studies have been reported describing methods 
leading to the reduction of distortion of the antenna radiation 
pattern at small to moderate scan angles. For example, 
Takes'nima 3  has described a defocusing technique to achieve 
balancing of two or more aberrations, a compensatory phase-
error technique involving tilting of the subreflector has been 
developed by Hannan for Cassegrainian systems, and both 
Loux and Martin 5  and Assaly and Ricardi6  have described 
focal-plane-array techniques which carry out weighting, 
phasing and summing of the intercepted energy. 

The technique described here appears similar to the focal-
plane-array techniques meritioned above. However, here the 
location of the feed is not restricted to the focal plane, and 
the sine] processing employed is that of a spatial Fourier 
transformation of the intercepted electric fields. The advan-
tages of this approach lie in the fact that, with a movement 
of the feed array along a defined locus, only an adjustment of 
phase shifters is required to achieve aberration-free scanning. 
The technique described here7,8  is equally applicable to 
either transmission or reception, it provides a greater angle of 
scan than comparative systems, and requires no amplitude 
weighting of the intercepted energy to maintain optimum 
signal/noise performance of the antenna system. 

2 	Reflector electric-field distributions 

2.1 	N ormally incident waves 
It has been shown that the principal component of 

the electric-field distribution E in the focal region of a circular 
parabolic reflector can be related to the electric field Fin the 
reflector-aperture plane by a scalar equation of the form9,10  

27: 	cn 

E(1,9Y) 	 J  	 exp { jktu cos (sb — d'))ucludd 

o 	o 	 (1) 

where the geornetry is given in Fig. 1, 0» is the maximum 
halfangle subtended by the reflector from the geometric focus, 
u = sin 0, û = sin 0" and k 27r/A, where A is the operating 
wavelength. 

While this equation is an approximation, it has been found 
to provide reasonable solutions for the principal components 
of the focal-plane electric-field 'distribution for paraboloids 
of any focal-length/diarneter (fld) ratio. 30  

For parabolic reflectors with a rectangular aperture, which 
will be pertinent to the following discussion, eqn. I may be 
expressed in rectangular co-ordinates as9  

E(x, y) jk 	G(p,q)exp{jk(xp yq))dpdq (2) 

Reprinted vvith permission from Proc. IEE, vol. 118, pp. 857-863, July 1971. 
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ref lector -aperture plane 
containing rim of paraboldid 

0 

focal plane 

Fig. 1 
Co-ordinate system employed 

where p = u cos 4, 
q =-- u sin sb 
X  =  1 cos çb' 
y = r sin tib' 

For reflectors having Ed ratios greater than about 0-5, the 
transform relationship can be considered to exist directly 
between the reflector-aperture-plane field F and that of the 
focal plane. 

When a linearly polarised plane wave is normally incident 

lEi  05 

10 

1E1 0.5 

-1 1 	x  0 
o  

and the function G is defined as 

G = {
(1 — P2  — 4 2) -112F(P, 

0 

where fi = dcosand4= 11 sin i-,15 

The function G has been termed the 'modified' aperture-field 
distribution since it can be considered as an amplitude-
weighted version of the true aperture distribution. 9  

The existence of a spatial 2-dimensional Fourier-transform 
relationship between the modified-aperture-plane field distri-
bution G and the focal-plane fi eld E is indicated by eqn.  2. 

0 
xt), 

Fig. 2 
Predicted focal-plane electric-field distributions from eqns. 4 

ebeid c f/d 1.0  

on a rectangular parabolic-reflector aperture, the aperture 
illumination observed frorn the reflector focal point has a 
uniform amplitude and phase distribution. The electric-field 
distribution along the principal axes of the focal plane may 
then be obtained from eqn. 2, putting the complex function 
F equal to a constant. The solutions take the form 

2fi sin  kx .f, 

E(x)a 	kxfi { 	
fi < 0.5 

	

77.10(kx) 	fi = 1.0 
. 

	1 
. 	. 	. 

and similarly for E(y). replacing A with 4 by x and y. These 
functions are illustrated in Fig. 2 ,  

2-2 	Inclined incident waves 
Eqns. 1-3 are not restricted to the case of a normally 

incident plane wave at the reflector aperture and may be 
usefully applied to incident waves inclined to the antenna 
boresieht. However, for inclined incident waves, at a given 
angle of incidence, eqns. 1 and 2 express a relationship 
between the reflector-aperture plane and one of a set of 
transform planes which are normally inclined to the centre-
line of the angular cone subtended by the perimeter of the 
reflector aperture (i.e. the angle subtended at the new 'focal 
point' must remain constant and equal to 291. This relation-
ship is valid providing the original assumptions hold;9,1 0  in 
particular, that the spread of the energy in the transform 
plane is small compared with the distance separating this 
plane from the reflector-aperture plane, and that most of the 
energy is concentrated within the region about the new focal 
point. The locus of the transform planes is shown in Fig. 3. 

The mathematical description of the function G, for a given 
angle of arrival of the incident wave, has still to be determined. 
We will first discuss the general effect on the reflector fields 
of an inclined incident wave. 

Observed from the reflector geometric focus, the inclined 
incident wave effectively produces a reflector-aperture electric-
field distribution which is nonuniform in both phase and 
amplitude. The aperture phase distribution 13 can be 
expressed as a series of the formll 

P(a) =  Pi"  ± P2a2  P303  + Alet4  • 	(5) 
where a = u/ii and p„ is the value of the respective phase 
term at the edge of the aperture. p„ will be a function of the 
angle of inclination of the incident wave and the reflector 
fld ratio. The first four terms of the infinite series predominate 
and are commonly termed linear, focus, coma and spherical 
aberrations. Detailed analyses of these aberrations appear in 

PROC. IEE, Vol. 118, No. 7, JULY 1971 

IpIj5  lql < 4 
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the literature, 11- I 3  and it will be sufficient for  our  purpose to 
merely outline the effects of these phase deviations. 

A linear phase distribution is not, in effect, an aberration, 
since it does not distort the focal-plane field distribution, but 
merely shifts it along the transverse axis. At points along this 
axis, however, the system geometry introduces both focus and  

axis of the transform plane x', the electric-field distribution 
will be given by9,1 0  

co 

E(x') K G'(p) exp (kx'p)dp 	  
—co 

1-0 

(6) 

Fig. 3 

Locus of transform planes with associated (typical) electric-field 
distributions 

Circle diameter = /11 	(dI2f): sec t' • 

coma aberrations. The focus error tends to defocus the field 
distribution in a symmetrical fashion, while the coma error 
introduces an asymmetrical distortion, which results in a 
rapid increase in the level of the minor lobes of the focal 
field distribution on one side of the main lobe. 

To achieve even a small degree of beam steering in a high-
gain fixed-refiector system, it is necessary to move the phase 
centre of the primary feed from its boresight location to 
obtain the required linear tilt in the phase distribution at the 
reflected aperture. However, once the primary feed is so 
moved, the effects described above are incurred, and, in 

addition to the desired linear term in the reflector-aperture 
phase distribution, there appear additional terms owing to 
focus, coma and spherical aberrations. 

The focus and spherical terms are symrnetrical errors and 
can be minimised by reducing the spacing between the reflector 
and the primary feed, thereby introducing compensatory 
phase errors by defocusing the aperture illumination. In 
addition, a primary-feed location can be determined which 
provides a relatively uniform aperture-amplitude distribution. 
Consequently, it is the coma phase error which initially 
constitutes the major limitation to achieving wide-angle beam 
steering. 

To illustrate the effect of the coma phase error, consider 
a parabolic reflector curved in one dimension, with an fld 
ratio not less than 0-5. We will consider a wave incident on 
the reflector aperture at an. angle tk i  to the boresight and 
assume  a transform plane with a phase centre v.,hich com-
pensates for all but the coma aberration. Along the transverse 
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where K is a constant, and G' comprises a uniform amplitude 
distribution with a coma phase-error distribution of /3 3(tb 3 ) 
at the edge of the aperture 

G ,(p)  = exP {./33(p//5)3) JVj  < P  
. 	 . 	 (7) o 	IPI > 

Eqn. 6 has the form of an Airy fu.nction 14  which has been 
plotted elsewhere for another application.I 6  The function is 
shown in Fig. 4 with A -= 3.2cm and fg = 0-8 for several 
values of P3(0 1 ). 

3 	Beam-steering technique 
To design an efficient primary feed for a parabolic-

reflector antenna, it is necessary to achieve ,a best-match 
condition between the electric-field distribution across the 
aperture of the primary feed on transmission and that field 
produced at the same surface by the reflector when it is 
illuminated by a distant source. )6  Applying this condition to 
the beam-steering problem, it is evident that, to achieve 
wide-angle beam steering, it is fu -st necessary to move the 
primary feed to a region where it intercepts the energy from 
the reflector, and then effectively to adapt the primary-feed 
aperture field distribution, so that the required matching 
characteristics are obtained for the given angle of beam 
steering. 

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the variation in both the 
amplitude and phase distribution of the transform plane fi eld 
at different /3 3  (corresponding to different steered angles) is 
severe. Direct replacement of a conventional primary feed 
with a more extensive multielement array will thus demand 
an adaptive system with the capability of achieving combina-
tion of nonuniform signals. To avoid signal/noise-ratio 
degradation in the combining process, it is necessary to 
weight adaptively the gain of each array element with its own 
signal/noise ratio.I 7  

To avoid these complications, an alternative approach has 
been proposed. The method employs the existence of the 
2-dimensional spatial Fourier-transform relationship between 
the electric-field distributions in the modified aperture plane 

•G and a set of transforrn planes. The technique consists of 
carryine out a second spatial Fourier transformation on the 
electric- field distribution in the relevant transform plane, so 
that. at the output of the transforming device, the amplitude 
of the field distribution always has the spatial form IG1 (a 
constant for a given reflector), while the phase distribution 
in this plane is an image of that in the refiector-aperture plane. 

If the transforming device is followed by a suitable phase-
shifting network and a combining matrix, compensation for 
aperture-plane phase errors can be made by means of phase-
shifter adjustments at the primary feed, without adjustments 
to either the transforming-device or the combining-matrix 
components. 9  Beam steering can thus be achieved by a 
combination of movement of the primary feed along a defined 
locus with switching in preset values of phase in the phase-
shifter network. The basic primary feed can be constructed 
as a passive device and can be used for either transmission or 
recept iÔn  

Emplcieng an ideal Fourier-transforrning device, i.e. one 
having infinite dimensions, the spatial distribution at the 
device output would be that given by eqn. 3, where p and q 
now correspond to linear distances across the output. Use of a 
finite device tends to impose an amplitude weighting on the 
output distribution, vehich is directly related to the reflector-
aperture illumination taper produced by  an Y finite primary 
feed. Although this weighting represents a decrease in reflect or-
aperture efficiency, it has practical applications in providing 
a reduction of sidelobe levels in the overall antenna radiation 
pattern. The effect of the amplitude weighting provides an 
additional bonus, in that the spatial output distribution of 
the finite transformer tends to be uniform and is thus in 
convenient form for combining under optimum signal/noise-
ratio conditions. • 

A good approximation to the ideal Fourier transformation 
can be achieved provided that the collecting aperture of the 
finite device intercepts most of the energy in the transform 
plane. Examination of both Figs. 2 and 4 indicates that this  

can be achieved for both normal and inclined incident waves in 
the reflector aperture, with a primary-feed collecting aperture 
having dimensions of the order of wavelengths. 

• 4 	Operation of primary feed 
For simplicity, the operation of the primary feed will 

be described in terms of a reflector curved in one dimension - 
and having an flt/ ratio of the order of 0.5. Consider Fig. 3a. 
The circle diagram illustrates a parabolic reflector with a 
normally incident plane wave. The array primary feed 
situated at the focus of the reflector 'sees' a uniform phase 
and amplitude distribution over the angle 20*. The output 
of the primary-feed transforming device thus comprises a 
uniform phase and amplitude distribution, which may be 
sumrned directly to maximise the power output. 

Now consider a plane wave incident at .an angle to the 
reflector boresight. Viewed from the geometric focus, the 
reflector aperture has a nonuniforrn amplitude and phase 
distribution. The amplitude distribution is a consequence of 
the fact that, after reflection, the incident wavefront is no 
longer convergent in the immediate vicinity of the reflector 
geometric focus. If the primary feed is moved from the 
geometric focus along a locus which maintains the angle 20''' 
constant, a point on this locus can be reached where the 
linear and focus phase errors and the nonuniform amplitude 
distribution introduced by the incident wave are largely 
compensated. Fig. 3b illustrates the configuration. However, 
while the observed aperture/amplitude distribution is nove 
uniform over the angle 29e, the phase distribution will still 
contain uncompensated phase-error terms resulting from the 
asymmetry of the configuration. 

The electric-field diStribution across the aperture of the 
primary feed will now be of the form shown in Fig. 4, while, 
at the output of the primary-feed transforming device, the 
field distribution will bè that given by eqn. 7; i.e. a uniform 
amplitude distribution with a phase distribution containing 
a dominant coma term, which can be compensated by a phase-
shifting network prior to summation. In this fashion, the 
array primary feed is capable of achieving beam steering over 
a range of angles, limited only by the constraint that the 
spread of energy in the relevant transform plane should not 
exceed the collecting aperture of the primary feed. 

5 	Experimental system 
An experimental primary-feed system was constructed 

completely in X band waveguide for operation at lOGHz in 
conjunction with a I -dimensionally curved parabolic reflector 
having a diameter of I -Sm and an flt/ ratio of 0.5. The feed 
system, which has been described in an earlier publication, 9 

 is shown in block-schematic form in Fig. 5. The system 
comprises a linear array of eight waveguide feeds with an 
interelement spacing of A/2 sin e*, followed by an 8-port 
Butler matrix, to provide a sampled spatial Fourier trans-
formation. 9  Each of the matrix output ports is taken via an 
adjustable phase shifter to the combining matrix. The Butler 
matrix and the combining matrix are constructed individually 
as I-piece units by a dip-brazing technique) ))  Overall, the 
experimental feed system introduces an insertion loss of the 
order of I dB, this being largely attributable to the imperfect 
construction of the r.f. components forming the matrices. 

The primary-feed subassembly was mounted on a movable 
carriage, to permit the aperture plane of the array to be moved 
around the locus shown in Fig. 3, and the combination of 
reflector and primary-feed assembly was rotatable, to allow 
measurements of the overall antenna radiation pattern. 

For measurements of the electric-field distributions in 
the transform planes, the linear array was replaced by a 
single waveguide feed which was positionally coupled to an 
xyrecorder. The single feed was then mechanically scanned 
across the relevant transform plane, and the measured 
electric-field spatial distribution recorded. 

6 	Measurements 
The proposed beam-steering technique is based on the 

existence of the spatial Fourier-transform relationship between 
the electric-field distribution in the reflector modified-aperture 
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plane and that of a defined transtorm plane. in addition to 
measurements of the system performance, it was considered 
desirable to obtain experimental verification of the theory on 
this point. This verification was achieved by means of addi-
tional field measurements in the transform planes. The 

Fig. 5 

Aaaptire-primary-feed block schematic 

measured field distributions in the transform planes were 
compared veith the fields predicted in Fig. 4 and with the 
radiation-patterns of the overall antenna. An explanation of 
the radiation-pattern comparison follows. 

It is a well established fact that the far-field radiation pattern 
of a parabolic-reflector antenna (in sin tj, measure) is related 
to the refitor-aperture field distribution by a spatial Fourier 
transformation) Thus the antenna radiation pattern measured 
with a singlelement primary feed illuminating the reflector 
from a point on the 28 locus (with the feed aperture plane 
aligned with the relevant transform place at that point) will 
constitute the Fourier transformation of the refiector-aperture 
field distribution including the coma phase errors arising from 
the geometrical asymmetry. The main beam of the antenna 
will appear at an angle 0 1  to the boresight. If now, with the 
antenna aligned so that the target transmitter is situated at 
the saine angle th to the reflector boresight, a travelling feed 
is employed to measure the field distribution in the relevant 
transform plane (about the point at which the single feed had 
been located), for reflectors having fld ratios of not less than 
about 0 .5,-this distribution should be an identity ,  with the 
radiation pattern previously measured, the two distributions 
being related by,  a double Fourier transformation. 

Measurements of the system performance comprised 
antenna-radiation-pattern measurements and power-output-
level me2surements using the array primary ,  feed and steering 
the radiation pattern over angles of up to 4-15 beamwidths. 
The reflector system was positioned so that the target trans-
mitter made an angle of tit to the reflector boresight. The 
primary-array feed was moved along the 28* locus and locked 
initially at the point giving the best output power level. The 
array-feed phase shifters were then adjusted to maximise the 
output power. No sig-nificant interaction between the phase 
shifters was observed, as would be expected in view of the 
orthogonality of the beams formed by the matrix. The 
radiation pattern of the antenna was then recorded by 
rotating the complete antenna assembly. The array feed was 
then moved incrementally on the 264  locus, and the procedure 
repeate-d until the optimum radiation pattern with respect to 
gain and sidelobe levels was obtained. The power level at the 
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system output was calibrated by comparison with the output 
from a reference horn antenna. 

With the array feed removed, the field distribution in the 
relocated transform plane was recorded on the xyplotter by 
traversing the travelling feed in the plane defined by the 

output 

aperture of the array. Finally, with the travelling feed at the 
centre of the relevant transform plane, the antenna radiation 
pattern was again recorded by rotating the assembly. Measure-
ments were made at offset angles tit of 0, 5, 10 and 415°. 

Some experimental results are shown in Fig. 6. The critical 
results for çb = 0 and 15' are given, as these illustrate the 
range of the experiments. The results are shown for each 0 
in the form 

(a) antenna radiation pattern with a single-element primary 
feed 

(b) relevant transform-plane field distribution 
(c) .antenna radiation pattern employing array primary feed. 

7 	Experimental results 

The measure transform-plane field distributions were 
in good general agreement with these predicted by eqn. 6. 
In addition, the similarity of the relevant antenna radiation 
patterns employing the single-element feed and the associated 
transform-plane fi eld distributions, for,  all employed, pro-
vided further experimental support for the predicted double-
Fourier-transform relationship (see Figs, 2, 4 and 6). For 
refiectors of very small fid  ratio, the antenna radiation 
pattern and the transform-plane field distribution will be 
related by the 'modified'-aperture distribution. In such cases, 
the transform-plane field will be modified and will no longer 
be directly similar to the antenna radiation pattern. However, 
for the fld ratio of 0.5 employed in the experimental sestem, 
the curvature effect will be small, and, consequently, COD-

siderable similarity can be expected between the two 
distributions. 

The results obtained from the beam-steering measurements 
were very ,  encouraging. The antenna radiation pattern was 
steered over a range of 4-15° (or +15 beamwidths) with less 
than 0.5dB reduction in the system gain. Fig. 6 shows a 
redistribution of power in the sidelobe distribution at 15°, 
but the peak level of the sidelobe distribution has not 
changed significantly. The slightly higher sidelobelevels in 
the antenna radiation patterns in all cases involving use of 
the array feed are a result of the aperture-shadowing effect 
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of the array hardware. This would be reduced to a negligible 
level in a practical configuration involving a large reflector, 
since the dimensions of the primary-feed aperture are governed 
by the fld ratio, rather than the diameter of the reflector. 
Hence, to achieve +15 beamwidths of scanning at lOGHz 
v..ith a reflector having = 0 • 5 demands a primary-feed 
aperture of the order of 20cm diameter, regardless of the 
diameter of the main reflector. 
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8 	Conclusions 
The beam-steering technique developed shows con-

siderable promise with respect to achieving wide-angle beam 
steering of parabolic reflectors. While, owing to mechanical 
limitations, the experimental system did not exceed +15 beam-
widths of beam steering, this does not constitute a funda-
mental limitation on the technique, nor does it necessarily 
represent the maximum range obtainable with the 8-element 
array feed. Further work is planned to determine the funda-
mental limitations and to determine an analytical relationship 
between the dimensions of the collecting aperture of the array 
feed and the maximum obtainable range of beam steering. 
From a superficial examination based on the geometry of 
Fig. 3, the overall limits of the beam-steering technique 
appear to be given by 

	

--,- 90 — 0* 		  (8) 

where tis* is the maximum steered angle from the antenna 
boresite. Verification of this equation, however, awaits the 
outcome of further studies. 

Any fixed-aperture antenna system will suffer from a 
reduction of gain proportion to  cos  2  when the antenna 
radiation pattern is steered to an angle tk i  from the boresight. 
At 15 beamwidths, with the experimental system, this would 
result in a 0.3dB reduction in gain, which would, within the 
experimental tolerance, account for virtually all the 0.5dB 
gain loss measured. 

In many applications of large-reflector antennas (e.g. radar, 
radioastronomy and satellite communications), it is often 
desirable to have the facility of rapidly changing the direction 
of the antenna radiation pattern at electronic switching 
speeds. Early results of experiments aimed at the evaluation 
of purely electronic beam steering (i.e ,  by electronically 
controlling the adjustment of the phase shifters on )y) indicate 
that the range of such a technique is of the order of a few. 
beamwidths. However,  this  would be sufficient to achieve 
conical scanning of the beam. 

In addition to conventional beam-steering applications, the 
techniques described v,,ould be particularly suitable where an 
offset primary-feed configuration for a parabolic reflector is 
desired. Such a configuration would permit more than one 
independent radiation pattern to be formed by employing 
Iwo or more prirnary-array feeds on the one reflector. 

In the interest of clarity, the description of the beam-steer-
ing technique has been largely confined to reflectors curved 
in one dimension. Nevertheless, the basic technique may be 
applied similarly to the case of 2-dimensionally curved sur-
faces. Application of the spatial-transform technique to a 
2-dimensionally curved reflector demands a 2-dimensional 
Èourier transformer. In this case, the use of alternative 
methods of achieving the spatial transformation, and, in 
particular, the use of a second reflector or a microwave lens, 
appears attractive in offering a reduction of the complexities 
involved in the'construction of a large planar matrix. ' 
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Determination of the Maximum Scan-Gain 
Contours of a Beam-Scanning Parabo- 

loid and Their Relation to the 
Petzval Surface 

WILLARD V. T. RUSCFI AND ARTHUR C. LUDWIG 

Abstract—The scan-plane fields in the focal region of a beam-
scanning paraboloid are determined from physical optics. Amplitude 
and phase contours are presented, and comparisons are made v?ith 
the geometrical-optics results. Contours for maximum scan-gain 
are determined as a function of P/D and illumination taper and 
compared with the Petzval surface. -Unless the F/D is very large or 
spillover is excessive, a hig,her scan gain is achieved when the 
axis of a directional feed is parallel to the axis of the reflector than 
when the feed is directed toward the vertex. The contour of maxi-
mum scan-gain is a function of both illumination taper and F /D. 
In general, larger P/D values tend to have a marimum-gain contour 
close to the focal plane, while the smaller P/D values tend to have 
a maximum-gain  contour closer to the Petzval surface. Increasing 
the illumination taper moves the maximum-gain contour closer 
to the Petzval surface. Normalized maximum-gain contours are 
presented as a funcfion of bearowidths of scan. The frequency 
dependence of these results is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

PARABOLOIDAL antennas in radar, radio-astronomy, 
and microwave communication systems frequently 

employ lateral displacement of the feed to achieve a 
bearn-scanning capability. Features of beam scanning 
achieved in this  mariner  have been dealt with in [1]-[7]. 
However, the simple but important problem of determin-
ing the proper position and orientation of the feed to 
achieve maximum scan gain still remains relatively un-
rolved. This paper describes a numerical study of that 
problem. 

In the receive mode, a linearly polarized plane wave, 
incident from 'Ibme direction off axis, includes currents 
on the reflector which then give rise to a particular field 
distribution in the focal region. In the transnait mode, 
a linearly polarized directional point-source feed is con-
ceptually placed at some point in the focal region in order 
to scan the far-zone transmitted beam off axis. These 
two situations are related by the reciprocity principle 
[8], [9], which is particularly simple when the trans- 

"Manuscript received February 22, 1972; revised August 14, 
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raitting feed is an. infinitesimal dipole. For actual feeds 
the relationship is more complex, but it can be shown 
that the efficiency of an antenna is given by the correla-
tion (over any closed surface) betweeu  the focal-region 
fields of the reflector receiving an incident plane wave and 
the fields of the transmitting fee-d [10], [11]. Thus the 
focal-region fields correspond to the optimum feed aper-
ture distribution. This fact has been used with consider-
able success in the development of corrugated feeds, for 
example [10], [12]. Rudge has aLso applied this approach 
to the design of an array feed for a beam-scarming parab-
oloid, where the feed aperture fields are synthesiz,ed to 
match the focal region fields on a given surface [13]. 
The primary objective of this paper is to determine the 
optimum orientation and location of displaced feeds. This 
may be interpreted in term.s of correlation as moving the 
feed aperture until the fee-d fields in the aperture most 

 effectively match the focal region fields over that same 
surface. 

II. ANA.LYSIS BY Gnomrrnicm, Ormcs 

• Geometrical ray tracing has been used by several 
authors to determine surfaces of sharpest focus for scanned 
paraboloidal reflectors [14]-[19]. Fig. 1 indicates the 
reflected rays in the plane of scan' of a paraboloid receiv-
ing a plane wave from 16° off axis. If only single reflec-
tions are considered, two of these reflected rays will pass 
through a given point in the plane of scan. The envelope 
of these rays (AOB in Fig. 1) forms a caustic curve in the 
plane of scan [20]. This caustic will also defme a for-
bidden region within Which no rays will pass. Conse-
quently, the geometrical-optics (GO) field is zero within - 
this region. 

A second caustic, COD (sometimes referred to as a 
"ridge line"), also forms a bounds,my beyond which no 
reflected rays from out of the plane of scan will  cross the - - 
plane of scan. As a result, four rays will pass through 
every poin.t in the plane of sca.n below COD in Fig. 1, 
two rays from points of reflection in the plane of scan, 
and two rays from points of reflection out of the plane 

1  The plane of scan contains the incident wave normal and the 
reflector axis. 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-21, pp. 141-147 .  Mar. 1973. 
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II'g. 1. %fleeted rays in plane-of-f3can of paraboloid receiving 
plane wave from 16° off axis. . 

lof sca.n, one from above and one from symmetrically 
below. However, truncation of the reflector raay limit 

Ilhis number to as  few as one. 
Superposition of the contributions of each ray passing 

through a point -will give the total GO field at that point. 

rpt
e field intensity calculated from GO and physical 
ics (PO) • is plotted in Fig. 2 for the line LAI NO of 

Fig. 1. In general, the GO field is significantly larger 
the PO field. From L to .AI, only one geometric ray 

rosses  the path and the field shows a slow, monotonie 
 crease. Frorn M to N two rays cross the path and two 

-interference fringes are observed in both the GO and PO 

8  atensities. From N to the caustic COD four rays cross 
he path: the GO intensity becomes imrealistically large 

as the caustic is approached, while the PO field exhibits 

I primary maximum. Beyond 0 the GO field ces-ses  to 
st, while the PO field drops to smaller but nonzero 

values. Such results may be easily obtained using GO 
for a wide range of parameters v,lich are useful in locat- 1  

ing the general position of the most intense focal-region 
fields and for grossly characterizing these fields. However, 
the classical GO analysis is incapable of yielding useful 
intensity information on the focal-region fields. 

In. ANALYSIS BY PllYSICAL OPTICS 

The analytical PO technique has been used to produce 
the numerical results presented in this paper. PO assumes 
the surface currents on the reflector to be approximated 
by the GO currents; the free-space dyadic Green's func-
tion is then integrated over these currents to obtain the 
fields. Analytic justification for the use of this technique 
may be found in [21]. Only paraboloidal reflectors are 
considered, and such para,sitic effects as aperture block-
ing, surface irregularities, etc., are not included in the 
analysis. 

It has been pointed out in the literature that, except 
under special circumsta.nce„s, the PO approximation fails 
to satisfy the reciprocity principle [22]. One set of special 
conditions for which the PO fields do satisfy the reciprocity 
principle is the focused paraboloid and a distant observa-
tion point on the reflector axis [23] . However, the fields 
considered primarily in this paper arise from defocused 
conditions. The reciprocal properties of these defocused 
PO fields were examined numerically in the following 
manner: 

1) An infinitesimal unit-amplitude electric dipole was 
conceptually placed at point (m,y,z) in the focal region 
of the paraboloid. E (x,y,z,B,¢)), the resulting PO field—
exclusive of the (exp (—jkr)/r) factor—radiated to a 
distant field point in the direction (6,0), was numerically 
computed as described elsewhere [24]. 

2) An incoming unit-amplitude vector plane wave from 
the direction (6,0) then illuminated the reflector and the 
resulting field at (x,y,z), E (x,y,z,8,çb) was numerically 
computed. 

The reciprocity principle requires that' 

E (1,Y ,z ,c.b) = E (x sY 	,5b) • 	 (1) 

For all sets of parameters of the 34-waveleng-th paraboloid 
considered in this paper, the two fields agreed to within 
0.4 percent or better, usually to within 0.2 percent. Hovir 
much of this small difference is due to different numerical 
integration algorithms is unknown. It is felt that, on the 
basis of this  evidence, the PO solution and the computer 
programs used were sufficient for the accuracies required 
for this study. 

A.  Scan-Plane Fields in. Focal Region of 
Receiving Paraboloid 

Phase and amplitude contours in the focal region plane 
of scan of a. paraboloid receiving an incident plane wave 
are plotted for 3 different angles of incidence in Fig. 3. 
The electric vector is perpendicular to the plane of scan. 

2  A. complete statement of reciprocity includes the currents on 
the reflect or. However, the tangential E field is zero on the coriductz. r, 
and (1) results. 
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Fig. 3. Phase and amplitude contours in focal region plane-of-scan 
of receiving paraboloid. 

The origin is the reflector focus. The coordinate axes are 
the reflector axis marked in wavelengths toward the 
reflector (the vertex of which is 14.7 veavelengths from 
the origin) and a line at right angles to the reflector axis 
marked in wavelengths to the left of the focus. When 
the incident wave travels along the reflector axis, the set 
of contours surrounding the focus is generated. Tlaese 
contours are similar to re-sults for the normal-incidence 
Case [12], [25]. However, the phase is retained in its 
exact form [26], [27]. Consequently, the contours are 
not symmetrical about the focal plane, and closely agree 
with the ph:ysically me,asured values [28]. The maximum 
received field intensity occurs at the focus. The equiphase 
contours are separated by 180 electrical degrees. It is 
evident from the figure that, in terms of an equivalent 
wave travelling along the reflector axis, the effective 
wavelength is greater than the actual wavelength. 

When the incident field arrives from a direction to the 
right of the reflector axis, the phase and amplitude con-
tours shift to the left as shown. The maximum intensity 
points for 8° and 16° incidence are, respectively, 1.32 and 
4.28 dB belo‘v_the original maximum intensity for axial 
incidence. The amplitude and phase contours distort and 
disperse. At the maximum intensity point for each angle 
of incidence, the constant phase contour is approximately 
parallel to the aperture plane, i.e., perpendicular to the 
reflector axis. 

Reciprocity permit,s the contours in Fig. 3 to be inter-
preted in terms of an infinitesimal electric dipole feed 
polarized perpendicular to the plane of scan, transmitting 
to a distant field point. For example, if the distant field 
point is eight degrees on the right side of the reflector 
axis, the set of amplitude and phase contours for eight 
degrees will yield the phase and magnitude of the field 
observed at that distant point. Placing the dipole at the 
maximum intensity point will transmit the maximum 
possible field to the distant point; this field, however, 
will be 1.32 dB below the field radiated to a distant axial 

Fig. 4. Comparison of maximum field locus and Petzval surface 
for receiving paraboloid. 

field point when the dipole transmitting feed is at the 
focus. 

The Petzval surface, a term from classical optics, is 
the surface of best focus in an optical system in the ab-
sence of astigmatism [29]-[31j. For a single mirror the 
radius of curvature of the Petzval surface is one hall the 
radius of curvature of the mirror [31]. In the primary 
microwave reference to the subject, the Petz-val surface 
of a paraboloidal mirror is derived by Ruze [7] to be 
another paraboloid of hall the focal length, tangent to 
the focal plane at the focus, and described by the equation 

where F is the focal length, X is the wavelength, and X 
and Z are defined in Fig. 1. The Petzval surface is super-
imposed on Fig. 3. It comes close to, but does not pass  
through, the scan maxima. 

Plots of the scan  maxima,  without the corresponding 
amplitude and phase contours, are shown in Fig. 4 for 
F/D = 0.433 and F/D = 0.604. The remaining param-
eters are the same as for Fig. 3.  •The appropriate Petzval 
surfaces for the two focal lengths are also plotted. As 
before, these curves can be interpreted in either the 
transmit or receive mode. The plot for F/D = 0.433 con-
tains the same information as Fig. 3, except that addi-
tional scan maxima for 4°, 10°, 12% and 14° are included. 
For F/D = 0.604 the maximum-field locus remains rela-
tively far from the Petzval surface for scan angles as 
large as 16°, while the contour for F/D = 0.433 droops 
toward the Petzval surface more rapidly. 

For axial incidence the ma.sdmum field intensity for 
F/D = 0.604 does not occur at the focus but a small 
fraction of a wavelength toward the reflector. This effect 
can best be understood in terms of an infinitesimal elec-
tric dipole transmitting feed illuminating the reflector. 
By moving the feed away frorn the focus, perfect phase 
synchronism is lost for a distant point on axis. Howe-ver, 
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by moving the feed closer to  the  Tefiector, more power 
is intercepted by the reflector and becomes available for 
secondary radiation. Thus the phase loss is initially over-
come by a decrease in spillover, and the  maximum occurs 
closer to the reflector. This effect, which is exclusively 
geometrical, becomes less pronounced for the deeper re-
flector (F/D= 0.433). This example, however, illustrates 
the fact that the microwave problem is generally more 
complek than  the scalar-optical problem. In addition to 
phase effects, the vector nature of the fields, the direc-
tionality of the sources, spillover, etc., must be taken 
into account. 

For a paraboloidal mirror, the S (sagittal) focal sur-
face from third-order Seidel aberration theory [31] is 
the focal plane, and the T (tangential) focal surface lies 
betwe-en the focal plane and the mirror. The T surface is 
three times as far from the Petzval surface as the S 
surface r313, [33]. The best compromise focus, of an 
optical system is expected to lie between the 2 and T 
surfaces. In Fig. 4 the  maximum field locus for F/D= 0.433 
out to 12' and the entire locus for F/D =0.604-  satisfies 
this criterion. It will be shown later that at low illumina-
tion tapers and small scan angles the maximum field locus 
lies between the S and T surfaces. However, as the taper 
and/or the scan angle increases, the  maximum gain locus 
crosses the focal plane and droops toward the Petzval 
surface defined in (2). This difference between the third-
order op.tical and microwave vector diffraction theory 
results, is artributed to: 1) the bre,akdown of third-order 
aberration theory - at wide angles; 2) « optical systems 
usually have a much larger f value (FiD ratio) than 
antenna reflectors, for which values may be as small as 
0.25; and 3) the unique differences associated with the 
complete vector result not included in scalar optics, e.g., 
as illustrated in the previous paragraph. 

B. Orientation of Directional Transmit Feed to 
A c..hia.e. Maximum. Gain 

The rem.ainder of the paper is concerned with the 
problem of positioning a directional transmit feed to 
a.-.chieve maximum scan gain. The class of feed patterns 
to be considered_has a spherical phase front and a linearly 
polarized, axially symmetric voltage pattern of the ideal-
ized form cosn 6, -where 6 is the polar angle measured from 
the axis of the pattern Maximum. 

From a purely • geometrical point of view, optimum 
gain for a given position of the feed (when scanned) is 
achieved by orienting .the feed pattern to minimize spi.11 
over beyond the edge of the dish. Generally speaking, 
this is achieved by directing the feed maximum toward 
the reflector vertex. However, analysis has consistently 
revealed that unless spillover is excessively large (of the 
Order of dB's), a higher gain is achieved for moderate F/D 

when the feed  axis is parallel to the axis of the re- 
fir..c.;or than wh4.-..n the feed is pointed toward the vertex. For 
example, if FID = 0.433, D/X = 34.0, and a cos' 6 feed 
(14.5 dB taper at the reflector edge), a maximum sca.nned 

•ge'n at a scan angle of 20 0  (approximately 10 beam- 

0 
12 ,115 	10 	5 	0 	5 	10 

APERTURE RADIUS. wavelengths 

Fig. 5. Comparison of induced current density distributions for 
two orientations of feed. 

widths of scan) is achieved if the feed is positioned 5.8 
wavelengths laterally from the reflector axis (1/3 of the 
distance to the edge of the aperture): If the feed is directed 
parallel to the reflector amis, i.e., "straight ahead," the 
spillover loss is 0.19 dB greater than when the feed is 
directed toward the reflector vertex. Hcrçvever, the scan 
gain for the former orientation is 0.85 dB higher than for 
the latter orientation. For smaller scan angles the scan - 
gain is also larget for the straight-ahead orientation.  , 
although the magnitude of the effect is proportionately 
reduced. Kelleher and Coleman [3] haVe pointed out 
that, based on geometrical ray tracing, the straight-ahead 
orientation yields an aperture field centered symmetrically 
in the aperture. 

An explanation of the straight-ahead orientation yield-
ing maximum scan gain is based on the constant-phase 
contours in Fig. 3. The contours through the maximum 
scan intensity points are nearly perpendicùlar to the 
reflector axis. Consequently ;  by the reciprocity/correla-
tion principle, the scan gain will be maximized when the 
phase front of the feed is parallel to this. A more quanti-
tative derivation is contained in the Appendix. 

It is also instructive to examine the components of 
reflector current for the two orientations of the feed. 
The principally polarized components of the induced 
current density in the scan plane are plotted in Fig. 5 
for an H-plane scan with the two different orientations 
of the feed. The straight-ahead orientation yields a maxi-
mum current density that is 1.00 dB higher than the 
current density produced by the vertex-look orientation. 
(For an E-plane scan the difference is 0.95 dB). The two 
scan-plane stationary points (i.e., points of geometrical 
reflection) for that feed position-observation angle com-
bination are indicated by Si  and 82, neither being partic-
ularly close to either current maximum. Since the relative 
phases of the contributions to the total field by various 
parts of the current distribution is a complicated function 
of position, the interpretation of these relative maxima 
is not completely clear. However, they probably account 
for the fact that the straight-ahead orientation produces 
0.85 dB higher gain in spite of having 0.19 dB more 
spillover, e.g., compare 1.00 — 0.19 = 0.81 dB versus 

0.01 
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0.85 dB. Consequently, all maximum gain contours com-
puted in  this paper are for the feed axis directed parallel 
to the axis of the reflector.' 

C. Location of Transmit Feed to Achieve Maximum Gain 

Fig. 6 shows the maximum scan-gain contours for 
F/D = 0.433 and the four feed functions n = 1,2,3 and 
infinitesimal dipole. Fine structure of the order of 0.1 dB 
peak-to-peak has not been included. The dipole curve is 
identical to the maximum  receive-field contour in Fig. 4. 
The Petzval surface is also plotted in the figure. It is 
evident that the maximum-gain contours are slightly on 
the focal-plane side of the Petzval surface, although the 
difference is a relatively small fraction of a wavelength. 
As the Scan angle is increased, or the edge taper is in-
creased, the maximum-gain contours approach the Petzval 
surface. 

Fig. 7 presents the scan losses along the maximum-
gain contours. The abscissa is half-power beamwidths 
(FrPBWs) scanned for the 34-wavelength aperture. The 
scan-loss curves do include spillover loss, since spillover 
occurs as the feed is scanned laterally while pointing 
straight ahead. Also plotted in the figure, however, is 
the component of loss due exclusively to the decreasing 
fraction of the total power intercepted by the reflector 
as the feed is scanned. This spillover loss amounts to a 
fraction of a e:1B, while the remaining scan loss is due to 
phase defocusing and other effects. 

Fig. 8 prents a similar set of maximum-gain contours 
for the same class of feed.s but an F/D value of 0.604. 
Essentially, the same phenomena  take place as for the 
deeper dish of Fig. 6, but there is a larger and more sig-
nificant separation between the maximum-gain contours 
and the Petzval surface. For  this  value of F/D the con-
tours lie relatively close to the focal plane before drooping 
toward the Petzval surface at larger scan angles. These 
results are consistent with the limited experimental data 
of [3]. Fig. 9 is a plot of scan loss versus beamwidths of 
scan for F/D = 0.604 and the 3 feeds under consideration. 
For a given edge taper this shallower reflector is subject 

No  attempt wa_s made to find other orientations of the feed 
which would  optimise the scan gain. 
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I4  In the process of generating these curves, small variations of 
e order of 0.1 wavelength have been suppressed. However, these 
nations  were not present for the 20-dB edge taper, indicating 

perhaps, the existence of "edge-diffracted" rays in the focal region 

ir the le.ss tapered illumination. 
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Ito larger spillover loss but less total scan loss with scan 
angle. 

8  Fig. 10 presents the dB difference between the fields 
of the maximum-gain contour and the fields of the Petzval 
surface. For F/D = 0.433 the difference is only a tenth 

l
of a dB or so. However, for F/D = 0.604 the difference 
is a significant fraction of a dB. Since the reflectors with 
higher F/D values are generally used for beam scanning 
applications because of reduced scan loss, this effect is of 

8 practical interest in wide-•  angle scanning systems. 

IV. SUMMARY OF RES1TLTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

la I) Unless the P/D is very large or spillover is excessive, 
higher scan gain is achieved  when  the axis of a directional 

feed is parallel to the axis of the reflector than when the 
geed is directed toward the reflector vertex. 
le 2) The contour of maximum scan-gain is a function of 

illumination taper and reflector F/D. In general, larger 

Ir/D values (g-reater than. 0.5) tend to have a maximum-
ain contour close to the focal plane, while the smaller 

- F/D values tend t,o have a maximum-gain contour closer 

ir the Petzval surface. Increasing the illumination taper 
oves the maximum-gain contour closer to the Petzval 

surface. 
3) The maximum-gain contours in Figs. 6 and 8 are 

"

lotted on coordinate axes expressed in terras of -wave-
engths for two different  .F/D values. Similar contours 

are plotted in Fig. 11 for 10, 15, and 20 dB illumination ir  , ,ge 'taper. for the same class of feed functions cos. O. 

owever, the axial and lateral components of feed dis- 
placement are divided by the F/D value. Three solid 

11
s....n-ium-gain  curves corresponding to F/D values of 

.433 (60 0  edge angle), 0.604 (45 0  edge  angle), and 0.687 
(40° Kige angle) are plotted for e,ach edge taper.' Super-

,* , 'mposed on each figure are clashed curves to indicate the 
can angle in HPBWs. Normalizing the coordinate axes 
y the F/D values makes the maximum-gain contours 

considerably less sensitive t,o P/D value than the results 

Irxhibited in Figs. 6 and 8. In a sense, then, these curves 
e "nniversal" and can be used to select the feed position 

for rap-ximuin scan gain over a wide range of scan angle 

Ind reflector shape by simple interpolation. 
4) Because of limitations imposed by available corn-

puter time and the requirements of the program study, 

lil
results to this point were computed for an aperture 

a 'meter of 34.0 wavelengths. Data for two additional 
maximum-gain contours were also generated for twice the 
i

'  
equency (D = 68.0 veavelengths). This limited study 
elded the following results: 

a) For ' a given illumination taper and P/D, the 
lateral component of scan (in wavelengths) for a particular 

Ill[an angle (in HPBWs) was the sarne at both 34 and 68 
Ravelen gths diameter. If this resnit can be extrapolated  

li..karE 1973 

SCAN ANGLE I HPHW'S) 

MAXIMUM FIELD LOCUS 
FOR CONSTANT FID 

Fig. 11. Maximum transmit-gain contours versus beamwidths 
of scan; 10, 15, and 20 dB edge taper. 

to other frequencies, it implies that the lateral component 
of the curves in Fig. 11 are also "universal." 

b) For a given  illumination taper and F/D, the 
axial component of scan for a particular scan angle was 
the same at the two frequencies for small scan angles. 
However, for large scan angles, the axial component of 
scan was smaller at 68 wavelengths than at 34 wave-
lengths. 

c) For a given illumination taper P/D and scan angle 
(in HPBWS), the 68-wavelength gain  underwent consider-
ably le,ss scan loss than the 34-wavelength gain, 

APPEND)/ 

The correlation between the focal region field É3  and 
the feed aperture field E2  is approximately' 

where IS is the feed aperture. Considering only the prin-
ciple polarization, 

r  2 

	

.E1 •:=2- 1 — ("--) 	 (A-2) 
a 

2 

	

[ 1  — a 	
exP ( ede cos ti5 sin S) (A-3) 

where 

r,4) circular coordinates of the feed aperture 
a 	the feed aperture radius, wavelengths 
S 	the tilt of the feed aperture relative to the focal- 

region field phase front 
keff 	/keff. 

6  The true correlation involves both .E and 	fields [10). 
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Then 

7) I fr  [1 (7L)
21

j

2 
exp ( jkeffr cos 41. sin S)r dr dçb 

o 0 a  

[47a2  (ke f  fa sin 6)1 
(keffa sin 6) 3  J 

For the example considered in Section 	Xelf = 1.23X 
(cf., Fig. 3). If a = 0.53X, the field of a circular aperture 
closely approximates the assumed cos2  0  feed pattern. If 
a = 0.71X the received field contours are closely matched. 
For the purpose of evaluating (A-4), an average value of 
a = 0.62X was used. If the hypothetical feed is pointed 
toward the vertex of the paraboloid, it veould be rotated 
by S = 21.5° relative to the focal-region phase front, and 
equation (A-4) g-ives a predicted loss (relative to = 00 ) 

of 0.74 dB. This value is in reasonable agreement with 
the computed value of 0.85 dB. 
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Abstract—The radiation patterns of a parabolic reflector with 
large lateral-feed displacements are computed utilizing both the 
vector c-urrent method and scalar aperture theory, and compared to 
experimental results. The theory is general enough to include 
asymmetric primary pattern illumination. The scalar and vector 
solutions are derived from the same initial equation so that the ap-
proximations used in obtaining the scalar solution are clearly dis-
played. Results from the vector and scalar theories are compared 
and the range of validity of the approximate analysis is indicated. 

L INTRODUCTION • 

S..  THE TREND toward multiple beams in spacecraft 
antennas continues, and in particular wh.en multiple 

beam systems are obtained utilizing multiple feeds in a 
parabolic reflector, the evaluation of the performance of 
reflector systems when there is large lateral feed displace-
ment becomes increasingly important. Previous analyses 
have treated the case of a few wavelengths of lateral dis-
placement but there is little discussion of the limits  of the 
range of scan, nor whether the concept of a beam devia-
tion factor is valid for large (10 to 20 wavelengths) 
aMounts Of Scan [1]-[5]. The PurpoSe of this paper is to 
examine reflector performance under the condition  of  large 
feed displacements. In particular, the complete solution 
taking into account all of the phase errors resulting from 
lateral feed displacement is compared to the approximate 
formulation of Ruze [1]. The complete and approximate 
solutions are derivèd from the same initial equation so that 
the approximations used in - obtainin.g the Ruse type of 
solution are clearly displayed. The approximate formula-
tion is generalized to include a.syrnmetric primary illumina-
tion. The calculated results are cornpared to experimental 
rneasurements obtained using a 9-ft reflector. 

II. ANALYSIS 

The far-field secondary pattern for the reflector system 
of Fig. 1 is given by 

É(p)  — jwp exp -(-jkR)  f 	- 
•R 	surf ace 

(.ik;5 • 5R) as 
Where J; is the reflectoi surface current, k = 27/X, a-R  is 
th è unit position vector of the far-field point, dS is the 
incremental surface area., and the quantities R, p, and P 
are as defined in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Beflector coordinate system. 

The solution will be determined in the following manner. 
1) The incident field is formulated in the double primed' 
coordinate systein, hence the induced current  J. ôbtained 
:using. the physical optics approximation .is expressed in 
the same coordinate system. 2) A change of variables 
converts the f, to the ref3ector (prime) coordinate sys-
tem. 3) For the complete solution a two-dimensional 
numerical integration of (1) is required and for the scalar 
solution ,. approxiniations can be made to reduce (1) to a 
one-dimensional integral. Before exploring the solution 
further, it. will prove convenient to rewrite (1) in a slightly 
diff erent form. 

Letting 

[J, 	(L•aR)ELR] = 0(611 ,çb',13,ç6) exP  [— ik P" (6'4' )1  
P"  (0 '  

and ftirther utilizing the definitions, 

r.D 
u = —

X 
sine 

the two-dimensional vector integral for the far zone elec-
tric field given in (1) can be cast in the form 

6" 17:(1, )  = 	exP 	knee' r1 [ f tty 
— „ 

eçb :OM ese -9 
R 	2f Jo L 

•e?:p — 	— p cos û cos tr)) 

-exp (1) 

(2) 

r 	- sin O' 
a D = 2a 

•exp ( jur cos ( - e)) de' (1 - cos (3')r dr. 
Manu.script received November 13, 1972: revised May 8. 1974. 
The authors are with TRW Systems (3roup, Becloud° Beach, 

Calif. 90278. 
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1:: 1 „c  — (Ep(0') sin çb'âf . — H(0') 
P"  

'exp ( —jkp") 

IMBRIALI: a. al.: PARABOLIC REFLECTOR 

The only remaining step for the vector solution is to 
specify the vector quantity  G.  To this end we cast the 
incident field in its most general form in the double primed 
coordinate system as follows: 

exP 	(Fi(eu ,e) (14„ 	F2  (0"4")114,..). 	(4) 
it 

Recalling that the physical optics approximation hnplies 
that  J ,1  = 27,1 x  Ê ,  where 7-3 is the outward normal from 
the surface and that 

â.p. ,  X 17;in 0  

we can calculate the current si„ induced on the reflector 
surface by the incident E-field from (4). A simple trigo-
nometric inanipulation is then required to transform the 
double primed angles (0",4,") into the (0',e) coordinate 
system. This transformation is necessary so that the 
incident field given by (4) is stationary with respect to 
the feed. Knowing  J ,  the vector  G  given by (2) can 
easily be obtained by vector manipulation. Equation (3), 
along with the qua.ntities F). and F2 from the incident field 
allow one to calculate the effects of lateral scan from the 
complete vector description of the problem. 

The scalar aperture result will now be developed from 
(3). The incident field is approximated in the following 
manner: 

-cos 414, 1. (3) 

The surface curren t  is again obtained using the physic.al 
optics approximation where Ep(0') is the E-plane radia-
tion pattern and  H(e) is the H-plane radiation pattern. 

There will in general be x, y, and z directed current 
components. For the scalar case, which assumes fields 
near the boresight, we ignore the z and z directed current 
components and utilize only the y directed currents so 
that the secondary radiation field has a principal polariza-
tion vector çomponent (â-p, directed) in the (02,4,2 ) coor-
dinate systeml-t- Fig. 1. The vector 0 is therefore approxi-
mated by 

2 
—(1  — sin' 0 sin"  4>) 112 	— sin —

9' 
Esireçb' E p(O') 

no 	2 

COS2  0 1.11P(Oi ) 	58 2• (6) 

In the vector formulation when the feed is laterally 
defocused, the illumination function is assumed stationary 
with respect to the feed and the distance function p" is 
obtained exactly using the law of cosines. In the scalar 
formulation, the illumination function is assumed sta-
tionary with respect to the reflector so that the tra.ns-
formation from double primed to single primed coordinates 
is not necessary, and the lateral feed displacement is  

accounted for by the distance function p" in the phase 
only, p" being approximated by the parallel ray approxi-
mation, as follows. Let p" = —  d,  where the feed dis-
placement  d  = E ra2  whence, if we assume 
that (d/ p) «1, we obtain 

p" 	p — (ex  sin 0' cos 4>' 	Ev  sin 0' sin  4>' + Ex cos 8'). (7) 

Further, we make the a.ssumption that the observation 
point is near the boresight so that cos 0 1 and sin 0 «1, 
which implies that p(1 — cos 6 cos 0') 2f, and the 
square root of (6) can be replaced by 1. With these 
approximations, (3) can be shown to reduce to 

exp (—jk.R)  (02) 	- 

	

(P) = j exp ( —j2f ) 	
471-R 	

k — 
f 

f exp ( jkE z  cos 0') / (r ) (1 — cos 91 )r dr 	(8) 

where 
r2z 

(r) = 	[sin eEP(8') ± é0s2 	p(e)] 
• 

exp 	ic(E x  sin 01  cos  4>' 	Ey  sin 0' siri 8s 1 ) 

•exp [ jur cos (4) — ee')] 	. 

Note that. this would be identical to the formulation 
given by Ruze if we used the assumed illumination function 

= sin'  4,'Ep(0') + cos'  4>'Ep(0`). 	(10) 

Now, making use of some trigonometrie manipulations 
similar to those employed by Ruze, incorporating the 
plane wave to cylindrical wave transformation, and using 
the following definitions 

---- [(ur) 2 	2ke.n  sin 6' ur COS 	— 	(kER  sin 0 1 ) 2]112  

(tir  sin çb 	kER  sin fr sin 

= ( €,2 	( 2)1/2 

tan   
Ex  

we obtain the final result 

.exp ( jkR)  orD\ D\ 
E (P) = 	exP ( 23f): 	R 	X Af') 

•f (1 — cos 0') exp ( jk,E :  cos 0') 

•{Jo 4)) 2 	
J2(w) cos 2a} r dr. 

2 
EP ± HP BP — HP 

(12) 

Note that (12) reduces to Ruze's result for cz = 0 and 
=  H.  

Equation (12) can now be interpreted as the principal 

(9) 

a = 
(ur cos  4>  + ke R  sin O' cos 

(11) 
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LATERAL DISPLACEMENT IN WAVELENGTHS 

Fig. 3. Secondary beam squint and beam SC8,12 IOSS as function of 
lateral displacement of primary feed in focal plane. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were performed on a 1750-ft antenna 
test range. A 9-ft diameter high precision experimental 
reflector, with an f / D = 0.4 and a rms surface error of 
0.004 in, was used with a circular 1-in inside diameter 
open ended waveguide primary feed. At the testing fre-
quency of 7.9 GHz the primary feed had a 3-dB beam-
width of 640  in the E-plane and 70° in the H-plane, which 
gives an edge taper of approximately 9.5 dB in the E-plane 
and 8.7 dB in the H-plane. A .standard Scientific Atlanta 
positioner was used to support the reflector but a special  

track was added to the base arm of the positioner. A 
carriage was mounted on this track, and a thin support 
mast was placed vertically up from the carriage and 
supported the feed in front of the reflector. This experi-
mental arrangement allows minimum blockage and accu-
rate movement of the feed axially and laterally. Further 
details of the experimental setup can be found in [63. 

The primary feed's radiation patterns were recorded 
everywhere over the far-field sphere. In particular, the 
functions Fi (C",0") and F2 (8" Kb") of (4) and the func-
tions E p (8') and H p (8') of (5) were extracted from the 
measured data, digitized, and used as input for the com-
puter programs implementing (3) and (12). 

A sample of the measured secondary patterns as a func-
tion of lateral primary feed displacement in the focal 
plane with the feed aligned parallel to the z axis is shown 
in Fig. 2. The axis of the feed was maintained parallel t,o 
the z axis beca.use a higher scan gain  was achieved than 
by directing the feed towards the apex [7]. The measured 
data is summarized and compared to the calculated data 
in the following figures. Fig. 3 shows the pattern peak 
gain and angular position as a function of lateral defocusing 
in the focal plane. The half-power bearnwidth for the 
focused feed is approximately 1 0 , hence the beam has 
been scanned 29 half-power beamwidths at the extreme 
end. "Vector" refers to the results using the vector formu-
lation of (3), and "scalar" refers to the results using (12). 
It is noted that for beam squint the agreement is very good 
for both calculations and, in fact, the slight discrepancy 
at the extreme angles was tra,ced to the primary fixture 
sag at this extreme range. Observe that the scalar analysis 
yields higher gain than both the vector formulation and 
the measured data. 

Fig. 4 explores the scan-plane fields for axial feed move-
ments with no lateral displacement and lateral displaced 
9.7 wavelengths in the H-plane (approximately 18 half-
power beamwidths of scan). Several pertinent results are 
illustrated. The scalar formulation indicates that the 
highest gain occurs in the focal plane whereas the measured 

16 

polarization component in the (0242) coordinate system 
' utili2ing approximations for the incident field p" and some 1  small angle assumptions. 
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Fig. 5. Coma-lobe gain level relative t,o beam peak as function of 
lszeral displacement of primary feed in focal plane. 
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Fig. 6. Garc.parison of scalar and vector gain versus dish diameter. 
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data peaks off the focal plane. The difference in the meas-
ured and the scaled peak gain is small. Since the data in 
Fig. 3 wa.s measured in the focal plane, it is to be expected 
that the scalar gain, when it differs from the vector gain, 
would -«%ield values too high. The vector calculation corre-
lates well with the measured data. Even though the 
aaatenr-2 range on which the data was measured was 
approximately 2P 2/X, there is a -very slight near-field 
shift in the Measured on-axis defocusing curve, but this  
shift introduces negligible error into the data in Pigs. 2, 
3, and 5. 

Fig. 5 prents the coma-lobe gain level relative to the 
beam peak as a ftmction of lateral displacement. Again, 
the approximate analysis can be misleading for scans 
greater than 10 half-power be,am-widths. 

For the measured data the reflector diameter was 72 
-wavelengths. A plot shoming the difference between the  

peak gain in the focal plane of the scalar and the vector 
calculation for various scan angles and dish diameters is 
shown in Fig. 6. For a 10 0  scan there is very little peak 
gain error for any dish diameter from 10 to 200 wavelengths 
even though at 10 wavelengths the scan is 1.5 hPlf-power 
beamwidths and at 200 wavelengths the scan is about 29 
half-power bearnwidths. This plot indicates that the peak 
gain difference is more dependent upon the actual angular 
scan as contrasted to the scan measured in half-power 
beamwidths. For the various cases calculated the scalar 
and vector formulations compared favorably for the 
angular position of the peak. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Vector and scalar analyses were used to examine reflector 
performance under the condition of large feed displace-
ment. Results from the two formulations were compared 
to experimental data obtained using a precision reflector 
with minimal blockage. Several pertinent observations 
can be made. The beam peak angle position is accurately 
predicted by both the vector and scalar theories. The peak 
gain is accurately predicted by the vector theory, but the 
scalar theory is several dB in error for large scan angles. 
The scalar theory can be greatly in error for predicting - 
the coma-lobe peak.  A comparison  of  the peak gain dif-
ference between the two theories indicates that the. 
accuracy of the scalar theory is more dependent upon the 
actual amount of angular scan rather than upon the scan 
in terms of half-power beamwidths. The scalar analysis 
indicates that the highest, gain level for a. given lateral 
displacement occurs with the feed in the focal plane, 
whereas the vector formulation correctly predicts scan-
plane fields. 
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Multiple-Feed Systems tt 

for Objectives 

Before the advent of large high-perfor-
mance array-t>,,pe antennas, the microwave 
optical focusing objective, such as the lens or 
reflector, was the basic tool. Multiple beams 
have occasionally been formed, as in stacked 
be_am height fi nders, by arraying feeds in the 
neighborhood of the focus. 

The problem of multiple feeds for a focus-
ing objective is a long-standing one in the 
field of microwave antennas. The dilemma is 
that simple independent feed radiators can-
not be placed close enough together to ob-
tain good beam crossover level if reasonable 
aperture efficiency is specified. 

Since, in one dimension, the feed system 
is just a linear array, one might expect that 
a solution can be obtained in terms of array 
factors and independent of element patterns, 
thereby eliminating the element  pattern and 
spacing problem. • 

Based on the results for a linear-array 
multiple-beam system, one concludes that 
the secondary patterns, for maximum effi-
ciency and minimum beam spacing, should 
be of the general form, sin 6/0. Further, the 
aperture illumination at the objective 
should be of uniform amplitude. Thus, the 
pattern of an individual feed should be as 
nearly rectanzular as possible, and finally, 
the amplitude distribution at the feed radia-
tor should be of the form sin x/x, The pre-
ceding chain of conclusions is based on the 
approximation that an aperture distribution 
and  its far-field radiation patterns are 
Fourier transforms of each other. 

Perhaps the best place to start on the 
problem. based on the previously mentioned 
ground rules, is to determine the accuracy 
with which the rectangular feed pattern can 
be realized. The maximum slope that can be 
achieved at the edge of the rectangular  pat-
tern is proportional to the aperture of the 
feed system. If the multiple-element feed 
system is considered as an array, the ap-
proximation of the required primary beam 
can be described by Fig. 1. The entire feed 
array is used to generate a set of pencil 
beams covering the objective, and the direc-
tivity of these beams, and, therefore, the 
slope  at the edge of the composite pattern is 
proportional to the total aperture of the 
array. 

At this point, since it starts to look like 
the solution  to the problem may be an array 
fed by a hybrid matrix, one might ask why 
the objective is used at all; why not just use 
an array as the primary radiator and save 
all of the intervening steps? The answer is 
related to the original choice between the 
array and the geometrical focusing objective. 
The important factors are gain and coverage. 
If one needs a versatile antenna of low or 
medium gain, the array is usually the best 
answer. Further, if both high gain and 
large-solid-angle coverage, such as five or ten 
thousand square degrees, are required, the 
array is probably still called for. For the case 
Of a high-gain antenna with a relatively 
small number of simultaneous beams, such 

Manuscript received July 2, 1965.  

as ten or twenty, the array would represent 
a great waste of complexity, and a focusing 
objective is the best answer. Therefore, al-
though the solution may seem complex, it 
must be remembered that once a multiple-
feed system is designed, it can be used with 
any focusing objective of any size. 

Referring again to Fig. 1, it is seen that 
the relative phase of the narrow beams deter-
mines the effective phase center of the fan 
beam that they comprise. If the narrow 
beams are fed in phase, the phase center of 
the fan beam is in the center of the array. 
If they are fed in progressive phase, the 
phase center is displaced from the center of 
the feed array. Thus, the ports of the hybrid 
matrix generating the pencil beams illumi-
nating the objective can be fed by a second, 
smaller matrix to realize the optimally 
spaced phase centers corresponding to the 
desired aperture distributions. 

Since no study or design program related 

to this technique has been carried out, a de-
tailed theoretical example is presented. The 
radiating elements and feed matrices are 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. A 16-element 
array is fed by a 16-port matrix. The initial 
design choice is the number of beams to use, 
which is determined by the angle subtended 
by the objective. In the case shown, the 
outer two beams on each side are discarded, 
and the angular coverage in IX  =2d  sin 0)/X 
is between ± (37r/4) and ±(137116), cor-
responding to the half-power points and first 
nulls of the outer beams. If the radiators are 
half-wave spaced, the actual range of angu-
lar coverage is 0= ±48.6°  to 6= ±54.4°. The 
maximum allowable element spacing in this 
case is approximately 19X132, for vehich the 
real angle coverage falls in the range 
0= +39.3° to 8= ±44.3 °. 

Once the number of output beams has 
been selected, the size of the second matrix 
is determined-12 ports in the example. 

\ 16-element array 

..„..---Outer be:mnt  s, not d 	e   

illuminate objective 

Outer feed position 
not used -- too 
degraded 

n 

(VV1fltlArlel 
4 
D 	A 

Typical effeclive 
feed positions 

16-element array ot focal plane 

16-port type B hybrid matrix 

12-port type B matrix 

10 useful feed positions 

weel f Dousing objeojj,„ ..„.. ..,_ .- .-........ 	......... ..... 
I' 	 ....... 

..-. 	 ......,„ 
r ...„ 

Parabolic reflector 

\ ...-- -'' 	.... \ 	 .... 	\ .....• 	 / 

feed array 111/14%ity>.'  
. 	

not used 
Outer two booms 

.... s.. 	./ 	 / '‚/ 
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\ \ / 	. . 
Y  \ 	 n‘. 

Fig. 1. Illumination of focusing objective with multiple beams from feed array. 

Fig. 2. Illustrative multifeed system for focusing objective. 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-13, PP. 992-994, Nov. 1965. 
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(d) Actual  phase  
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There are 12 effective feed positions located 
along the 16-element array. The perfor-
mance of the system for each feed position is 
measured by the quality of the radiation 
pattern and by its effective phase center. 
Thse parameters have been calculated for 
the first and fifth off-axis positions. The 
patterns are shown in Fig. 3, and the aper-
ture distibutions and phase centers are 
illustrated in Fig. 4. It is found that the 
characteristics.degrade slightly for the fifth 
position off axis:"The radiation pattern b !- 
comes more distorted and a poorer approxi-
mation to the desired rectangular shape. The 
phase center deviatŒ further from the de-
sired position.. The degradation is not  exces-
sive,  however. The inner feed position has an 
effective phase center that is displaced from 
the ideal by only 0.027 element spacing. 
The outer feed position is displaced by 0.219 

element spacing. When it is considered that 
the effective feed positions are separated by 
1.333 element spacings, these errors are 
veithin reason. 

The outermost feed positions are dis-
carded because the performance will be 
sharply degraded by the splitting of the 
"main lobe" of the aperture distribution. 
One of the strongly,  excited elements slips off 
one end of the array and reappears on the 
other end with resultant pattern and phase-
center distortion. Thus, ,ten feed positions 
are obtained. 

- The relationship between secondary-
pattern beamwidth and beam spacing is a 
function of the focal length and aperture of 
the objective and the primary pattern beam-
width. It is interesting to note, however, 
that optimum .secondary-pattern character-
istics are obtained if the Abbe sine condition  

is satisfied; that is, the aperture is given by 
2f sin 60 , where f is the focal length and Os 

the half angle subtended by the objective. 
The sine condition is the criterion for opti-
mum off-axis focus, and examples of objec-
tives which satisfy it are the Luneberg lens 
and the spherical zoned-plate reflector. 

This design approach is not perfect, of 
course, because some energy ,  is inevitably 
spilled over the edge of the focusing objec-
tive, and the fan-shaped feed patterns also 
tend to deteriorate as the phase center is dis-
placed farther from the center of the feed 
system. However, the important point is 
that the type of system shown in Fig. 2 does 
approach perfection in the limit of very 
many elements in the feed array. 

PAUL SHELTON 
Inst. for Defense Analyses 

Arlington, Va. 
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A Proposed Multiple-Beam Microwave 
Antenna for Ea rth Stations 

and Satellites 

By E. A. OHM 

(Manuscript received October 3, 1973) 

An offset Cassegrainian antenna with essentially zero aperture blockage 
is expected to support closely spaced well-isolated beams suitable for earth 
stations and satellites. Each beam is fe d  with a separate small-flare-angle 
corrugated horn and has good area. efficiency over a 1.75:1 bandwidth. 
Each beam also has good cross-polarization properties. The antenna is 
compact, and the design appears practiea/ for a 4- and 6-GHz earth station, 
a 20- and 30-GHz earth. station, and a 20- and 30-GHz satellite. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Satellite communication systems with large capacities can be 
achieved if the satellites and earth stations are provided with multiple-
narrow-beam antennas.' The capacity is proportional to the number of 
satellites, and thus it is important. to use as many as practical in the 
limited orbital space. A moderate number of the resulting closely 
spaced satellites can be served by a single antenna at each earth-
station site if the antenna is patterned after the offset Cassegrainian 
antenna shown in Fig. 1. This design allows an orderly expansion in 
communication capacity by the addition of feed horns. Since only one 
antenna is needed at each site, the design also permits a large saving in 
e,arth-station costs. Good multiple-beam performance can be achieved 
across all up/down pairs of satellite freciuency bands, including those 
well below 10 GHz. At 20 and 30 GHz, a large earth-station antenna 
with acceptable thermal and wind distortion is hard to achieve. How-
ever, with the design outlined here, these problems can be largely over-
come because the main reflector and subreflector can be fixed in posi-
tion, thus allowing a stiffer structure. The steering of each beam is 
achieved by moving one of the feed horns, resulting in a steerable angle 
sufficient for tracking near-synchronous satellites. 

Reprinted with permission frorn Bell Syst Tech. J„ vol. 53, pp. 1657- 1665, Oct. 1974.  Copyright  © 1974 by the American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
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Fig. 1—Geometry of antenna and feed system. The feed horns are scaled for a 
3m 20- and 30-GHz satellite antenna. For a 30m 4- and 6-Gliz earth-station antenna, 
L and 2a. are half as large as shown. 

The offset Cassegrain is also appropriate for use aboard a satellite 
because all beams, including those moderately far off-axis, have high 
area efficiencies and low side-lobe levels. However, good results on a 
satellite are restricted to bands well above 10 GHz because the antenna 
size is limited by the launch vehicle. 

It  bas  been previously shown that a multiple-bearn antenna can be 
achieved in a variety of ways, 2— b where each approach has emphasized 
one feature desired in a practical antenna. By combining several_ of these 
with a corrugated feed horn' and an enlarged subreflector, it is possible 
to achieve a compact antenna with exceptionally good multiple-beam 
characteristics. In particular, in the offset Cassegrainian antenna 
shown in Fig. 1: 

(i) An offset design essentially eliminates beam blockage, thus 
allowing a significant reduction in side-lobe level.' This, in 
turn, results in higher isolation between beams and a lower 
antenna noise temperature. . 

THE BELL SYSTEM TECHNICAL JOURNAL, OCTOBER .1974 • 
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(ii) The Cassegrainian feed system is compact and has a large 
focal-length-to-diameter (F/D) ratio.' The large F/D ratio 
reduces aberrations to an acceptable level, even when a beam 
is moderately far off-axis. 

(iii) A corrugated feed horn is essentially a Gaussian-beam launcher' 
and, as such, it can be used to achieve beams with low side-lobe 
levels. The corresponding feed-horn aperture' is small enough 
to allow the beams to be closely spaced. 

(iv) An enlarged subreflector, as indicated by the dashed line in 
Fig. 1, alloves the main reflector to be properly illuminated, 
even when a beam is moderately far off-axis. 

These features can be achieved over a wide range of antenna param-
eters. Using the results developed here, the sample calculations sum-
marized in Table I show that (i) the off-axis beam angles are practical, 
(ii) the coma aberration is small, (iii) the feed-horn dimensions are 
reasonable, and (iv) the isolations between beams are large. 

II. OFF-AXIS DESIGN CRITERIA 

Consider a parabolic reflector that is circularly symmetric and 
illuminated with a feed at its prime focus. If the aperture is large in 
wavelengths and the prime focal-length-to-diameter, F'/D, ratio is 2 
or more, it is well-known that a beam can be scanned over tens of beam-
widths by lateral displacement of the feed.' A Cassegrainian antenna 
normally has a secondary focal length F larger than F', and thus a 
larger F/D ratio.' Consequently, a scanned beam can also be obtained 
by displa.cing a feed at the secondary focus.' For the small off-axis angle 
reported in Ref. 5 (4 beamwidths  O.9°), the on-axis and off-axis 
beam characteristics are nearly identical, and the residual differences 
can be readily explained in terms of an equivalent. parabo1a. 5 . The 
equivalent parabola, in turn, has characteristics identical to those of a 
prime-focus parabola. Consequently, the prime-focus theory' can be 
used to predict the off-axis equivalent-parabola results, and thus the 
Cassegrainian results. This chain of reasoning assumes that the equiv-
alent-parabola concept is valid for the antenna parameters (F'1D and 
F/D ratios and off-axis angles) considered here. In support of this 
assumption, it is of interest to note that the chief off-axis beam param-
eter of a prime-focus parabola, namely,' 

\F' 
X' —  	 (1) 

1 + 0.02( \F' 
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where 1n7.  is the off-axis angle in half-power beamwidths, has a value in 
Ref. 5 of about 30. Thus, the equivalent-parabola concept is valid for 
X' values at least through 30. Furthermore, the known results indicate 
that the region of validity can be extrapolated to X' values well 
beyond 30. In particular,  Ref. 5 shows that the coma lobe, which is the 
first side lobe aimed toward the on-axis direction, increases very slowly 
as a function of off-axis beam angle. From Ref. 2, it is also known that 
an increase in coma-lobe level is a sensitive leading indicator of serious 
aberration problems, and that X' increases rapidly with coma-lobe 
level. It follows that X' in Ref. 5 can be much larger than 30 before a 
larger increase in coma-lobe level signals the onset of serious aberra-
tions. The upper limit of X' should and can be calculated but, in the 
meantime, some of the results in Table I include an engineering judg-
ment that the equivalent-parabola concept is valid for X' values 
through 45. Even if the upper limit turns out to be somewhat less, the 
offset Cassegrain can still support a respectable number of multiple 
beams, i.e., for X' = 30, the number of r-spaced beams from the 
earth-station antenna of Table I is 7 rather than 11. 

An important parameter of an off-axis beam is the third-order phase 
error across the beam at the antenna aperture. This error, .4, increases 
the level of the coma lobe. 2  For a symmetrical parabola illuminated 
with a feed displaced laterally from the prime focus, the peak value of 
Lie at the edge of the aperture can be calculated from eq. (12) of 
Ref. 2. Similarly, when an offset parabola (as in Fig. 1) is 'illuminated 
-vb-ith a feed displaced laterally from the prime focus (in the x direction 
in Fig. 1), the maximum third-order phase error, .4V, which occurs at 
the side edge of the aperture, can be calculated from" 

' 	
F' sinû 	1  

Açb — 
32 X (F'/D)3  1 + (Y 2/2F')2  ' 

where F' is the prime focal length, 6 is the off-axis angle of the beam, D 
is the diameter of the offset aperture, and Y2 (see Fig. 1) is the offset 
height of the aperture. Equation (2) assumes that the feed is also dis-
pla ced slightly in the longitudinal direction (the — z direction in Fig. 1) 
to cancel field curvature. 

Comparison of eqs. (12) and (13) of Ref. 2 shows that AO' is pro-
portional to X'. Noting that A.,95' in (2) is defined in terms of the aper-
ture diameter, D, independently of whether the aperture is centered or 
offset, it follows that D in eq. (1) should be interpreted in the same way, 
i.e., it is the diameter of the offset aperture, D, and not the diameter of 
the aperture of the full parabola (8/3 D in Fig. 1). 

(2) 

e 	 . 
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w = 0.647 a. (3) 

If the prime-focus feed illuminating the offset parabola is replaced 
with a Cassegrainian feed system, as in Fig. 1, and the equivalent-
parabola concept is valid, F' in (1) and (2) can be replaced with the 
Cassegrainian focal length F. In Fig. 1, F is the distance Z times the 
ratio of centerline-ray heights where they intercept the main and sub-
reflector heights, i.e., F =---«Z(Y 2/1)- 1). For the antenna parameters 
listed in Table I, the values of àçb calculated from (2) are substantially 
less than 90 0 . For these values, the first side lobe, or coma lobe, is 
increased in amplitude, but the side lobes which are positioned further 
out, i.e., those that determine the minimum spacing of well-isolated 
beams, are virtually unchanged. Accordingly, in the remainder of this 
paper, it is assumed that 4 is zero. The corresponding values of X, 
which are calculated from (1) after replacing F' by F, are found to be 
4.5 or less. From the plots given in Ref. 2, the off-axis and on-axis 
beam characteristics are essentially identical for these values of X. 

BEAM SPACING 

Suppose the amplitude distribution across an unblocked aperture 
is that of a dominant-mode Gaussian beam, that the amplitude at the 
edge is truncated at the —15-dB point, and that the phase front is 
uniform. The envelope of the resulting radiation pattern is shown in 
Fig. 2. For the offset Cassegrain shown in Fig. 1, the above amplitude 
and phase distribution can be achieved by placing a corrugated feed 
horn' at the secondary focal point,  f.  Comparison of Dragone's results' 
with the standard Gaussian-beam equations" shows  that  the radius of 
the beam, w, at the —8.686-dB (or 1/e amplitude) point, is related to 
the feed-aperture radius, a, by 

The comparison also shows that the phase-front radius is equal to the 
slant length of the feed-horn, L. Using Gaussian-beam equations," the 
beam parameters in any other region in the feed system can be cal-
culated. One result is that the required feed-horn length, L, can be 
found from the half-angle, 7, subtended at the focus f by the subre-
flector, and the illumination taper, T, in dB, at the edge of the sub-
reflector. 

L = 0.076 	Tdli• 

Equation (4) includes the feed-horn design criterion' 

a2/XI.. = 1, 	 ( 5 ) 
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Fig. 2—Estimate of the side-lobe envelope resulting from a Gaussian illumination 
taper truncated at the —15 dB point, courtesy of T. S. Chu. 

where, for a 1.75:1 bandwidth, X is specified at the low end «  of the fre-
quency range. Equation (4) is strictly valid only when  y»  
where Dsub is  the  diameter of the stibrefiector. For an equivalent 
parabola with focal length F, it can be shown that the 7 criterion is 
automatically satisfied when the F/D ratio is less than 5. 

The corresponding feed-horn aperture radius, a, is found by solving 
a 2/XL = 1 for a, and substituting L from (4) : 

X 
a = 0.275  

Suppose the antenna shown in Fig. 1 has a diameter-to-wavelength 
ratio, D/X, in the hundreds, an equi-valent focal length, F, and an F/D 
ratio larger than 2. Then if a second feed-horn is placed adjacent to 
the on-axis feed, the second beam will be aimed in an off-axis direction, 
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X 
D (7) 

0 1  = 2a/F. Inserting a from Eq. (6) and noting 8  that ,y D/2F, 

Inserting (7) into the parameter on the abscissa of Fig. 2, the value of 
u for contiguous corrugated feed horns is 

= 	 (8) 

For T = 15 dB, u1  = 13.4. From Fig. 2, the —3-dB beamwidth is 
3.62; thus, u1  corresponds to 13.4/3.62 = 3.7 beam‘vidths. For 
u1  = 13.4, Fig. 2 shows that the side-lobe envelope level is —37  dB; 
this is apprœdmately equal to the isolation of two beams spaced 01  
degrees apart. The isolations for typical beam spacings are included in 
Table I. In the earth-station example, the minimum beam spacing is 
0.6°, but the corresponding isolâtions, 37 and 43 dB at 4 and 6 GI:1z, 
respectively, are too small for allowable adjacent-satellite interfer-
ence. 1' These isolations can be increased to 45 and 49 dB, respectively, 
by increasing the beam (and satellite) spacing to 1°. The increased 
beam spacing also allows room between feed horns, so they can be 
moved individually to track small errors in satellite positioning. 

IV, AREA EFFICIENCY 

Suppose an off-axis plane wa,ve is incident on the main-reflector aper-
ture shown in Fig. 1. The rays intercepted and reflected by the main 
reflector are displaced laterally with respect to those from an on-axis 
bearn. But if the subreflector surface is sufficiently broadened, each of 
these rays will be intercepted and focused to a new point that is dis-
pla.ced laterally with respect to focal point f. To accommodate off-axis 
beams in the horizontal plane, the subreflector width is increased ; 
similarly, for beams in the vertical plane, the height is increased, as 
indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 1. 

The lateral displacement of the focus, corresponding to an off-axis 
beam at an angle 0, is equal to 0 times the equivalent focal length, F. 
It is assurned that a separate corrugated feed horn is optimally posi-
tioned about the focus of each off-axis beam, i.e., each feed is pointed 
such that the original on-axis amplitude distribution is maintained 
across the main-reflector aperture, and each feed is longitudinally 
positioned to minimize aberrations. 

The phase center of a corrugated horn can be calculated as a func-
tion of frequency.' This in turn allows the longitudinal position of the 
feed to be optimized for broadband performance. 
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Assuming the foregoing precautions are observed, each beam of the 
antenna in Fig. 1 has a computed gain about 1 dB less than that ob-
tainable from an aperture with a uniform amplitude distribution. The 
underlying reasons for the good area efficiency, 80 percent, are (i) the 
main reflector does not have to be enlarged to accorrnnodate off-axis 
beams, and (ii) the FID ratio of a Cassegrainian antenna is fairly large. 

V. POLARIZAT ) ON CROSS-COUPLING 

T. S. Chu and R. H. Turrin have shown that the cross-coup ling of an 
offset reflector is a function of (i) the angle between the feed axis and 
the reflector axis and (ii) the half-angle subtended at the focus by the 
reflector. 13  In an offset Cassegrainian antenna with a moderate F/D 
ratio, these angles are fairly small; thus, the cross-coupling is very 
small. In particular, in Fig. 1, 1,/, = 14° and y 8.5°. For linearly 
polarized excitation, the cross-polarized lobes have a peak value of 
—45 dB. It is anticipated that, in beams with small off-axis angles, as 
in Table I, the cross-coupling will  be about the same. 

VI. MULTIPLE-BEAM ANTENNA PARAMETERS 

The off-axis beam parameters and corresponding feed-horn dimen-
sions of an offset Cassegrainian antenna fed with corrugated horns 
can be calculated once the main-aperture diameter and operating 

Table I — Multiple-beam antenna parameters 

Earth Station 
at 4/6 Gliz 

Satellite at 
20/30 GHz 

288 

Aperture diameter, D 
Wavelength, X 
Beamwidth, fi 
Primary focal length, F' 
Off-axis beam angle, 
No. of bearnwidtbs, N = 
Off-axis parameter, X' 
Main-refiector offset, Y: 
Subrefiector offset, Y: 
Equivalent focal length, F 
FID ratio 
Coma aberration, Aqs 
Off-axis parameter, X 
Feed-horn length, L 
Feed-horn diameter, 2a 
Beam spacing 6, 
Isolation at 6 1  spacing 
Isolation at 1 0  spacing 
No. of available beams 

30 meters 	' 	3 meters 
7.5 cm/5 cm 	1.5 cm/1 cm 
0.16570.11 0 	0.33 0 /0.22 0  

30 meters 	 3 meters 
5' 	 4° 

30/45 	 12/18 
30/45 	 12/18 
25 meters 	 2.5 meters 

5 meters 	 0.5 meter 
1 00 meters 	 10 meters 

3.33 	 3.33 
18 0/27 0 	14721 0  
3.0/4.5 	 1.2/1.8 
3.8 meters 	76 cm 
1.03 meters 	20.5 cm 
0.6° 	 1.2° 

37 dB/43 dB 	37 dB/43 dB 
45 dB/49 dB 
16 (in a row) 	18 (v,ithin U. S.) 
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1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

wavelengths are specified. Typical results for an earth-station antenna 
at 4 and 6 GHz and a satellite antenna at 20 and 30 GHz are givenin 
Table I. Similar results for other diameters and wavelengths can be 
found by following the text and performing the calculations in the 
order listed in Table I. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

• An offset Cassegrainian antenna fed with corrugated horns is ex-
pected to have well-isolated multiple beams that are broadband and - 
dual-polarized. The antenna has good area • efficiency and is relatively 
compact. This combination of properties makes the anten.n.a well-
suited for earth stations and satellites. 
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111 	 Part VIII 

1 
Phase Errors and Tolerance Theory 

I
The first paper in this section, by Cheng, presents a simple 

nalysis whereby the maximum loss in gain can be estimated 

when phase errors are present in the aperture of an antenna. 

t
he exact nature of the phase and amplitude distributions need 

ot be known. To estimate the maximum change in beam-

idth, it turns out to be necessary to know either the amplitude 

distribution or else the slope of the secondary pattern near the 

Ialf-power point. 

 The next two papers are concerned with the validity of the 

simulation technique that makes use of axial defocusing of the 

i— eed in a reflector antenna so that Fraunhofer patterns may be 

easured in the Fresnel region. An inconsistency in Cheng's 

treatment (second paper) is resolved by Chu in the third paper. 

Perhaps the earliest statistical treatment of the effect of 

111  andom phase errors in the aperture of an antenna was given 

y Ruze in 1952. He published this work in an Italian journal 

[1) and about ten years later produced the well-known revievv 

Itaper which appears here, as the fourth in this part. It ranks 

igh among the most oft-quoted antenna papers of all time. It 

is follovved by two papers in similar vein. The one by Vu is 

gonçerned only with the effect of phase errors on the boresight 

ain. In  the  sixth paper, Zarghamee notes that the assumption 

of a uniform error distribution almost invariably produces a 

le
- essimistic estimate of the gain, although the effect is not 

erious until the surface deviations that cause the phase errors 

become an appreciable fraction of a wavelength. The same 

assumption, he finds, may significantly influence the scatter 

ipartern even when the "roughness" is small. 

The seventh and eighth papers are of importance for large 

ground-based reflector antennas in which astigmatism induced 

Iby gravitational deformation is likely to occur. Cogdell and 

Davis present a brief but useful discussion of astigmatism in  

their paper, and describe a procedure for focusing an antenna 

and for diagnosing the existence of astigmatism. Von Hoerner 

and Wong introduce the important concept of homologous 

deformation whereby a large antenna is deliberately designed 

to deform under tilting, but in such a way as to remain a 

paraboloid of revolution with a different focal length. It is 

clear, then, that the effects of distortion can be rendered in-

nocuous by commanding the feed to follow the focal point as 

it changes with tilt angle. 

The determination of errors in the surface profile of large 

reflector antennas can be a difficult and time-consuming task, 

even with the use of sophisticated optical surveying techniques. 

Bennett et al. describe a holographic technique, in the ninth 

paper, that can be applied to reflectors at microwave fre-

quencies. The method is simple, in principle, and requires only 

a fixed reference antenna, the antenna under test (with its 

scanning pedestal), and a source, which in the case of large 

antennas rnay be a radio star. Not only can surface profile 

errors be determined with this powerful technique, but other 

vital information is also obtained, for example, the E and H 

plane phase centers of the feed. Accurate prediction of both 

near and far field radiation patterns may also be made from 

the holographic data. 

In the tenth and final paper of this part, Ingerson and Rusch 

return to a consideration of deterministic (as opposed to 

random) phase errors of the kind caused by axial displacement 

of the feed from the focal point. They show that defocusing 

effects are not symmetrical about the focus and that, when 

defocusing is deliberately used to achieve beam broadening, 

the feed should produce a well-tapered aperture distribution. 

For less tapered illumination, the main beam becomes bifur-

cated before appreciable broadening occurs. 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Effect of Arbitrary Phase Errors on the Gain and Beam- 
width Characteristics of Radiation Pattern* 

D. K. CHENGt 

Summary—Simple expressions have been obtained for predicting 
the maximum loss in antenna gain when the peak value of the aper-
ture phase deviation is known. It is not necessary to know the exact 
amplitude or phase distribution function as long as the phase errors 
are relatively small; and the same expressions may be used for both 

rectang-ular and circular aperture cases. Relations have also been 
established such that the maximum chnnge in the main-lobe beam-
width can be predicted from the knowledge of the amplitude distribu-
tion function and the peak phase deviation. 

INTRODUCTION  

T IS KNOWN that for a given amplitude illumina-
tion function, a uniform phase distribution over the 
a_perrure plane of a microwave antenna reflector 

gives a maximum gain. A uniform phase distribution re-
quires a.n exact parabolic surface in addition to a correct 
primary feed. Any deviation from the exact parabolic 
surface will introduce phase errors, which in turn will 
cause a reduction in gain. Unfortunately phase errors 
areOften quite arbitrary and it is in general not possible 
to  insert  them under integral signs, weight them prop-
erly vs-ith the amplitude function, and perform integra-
tions. Ruzei has investigated the effect of random phase 
errors on the radiation pattern as a statistical problem 
and obtained approximate formulas for the reduction in 
gain. However, as a statistical problem ,. only the aver-
age behavior of a large number or an ensemble of seem-
ingly identical antennas and the probability distribution 
of the members of the ensemble about an average radia-
tion pattern can be discussed; the individual patterns 
will differ from the system-average pattern. By a least-
square analysis, Spencer' obtained an approximate ex-
pression for the fractional loss in gain due to small phase 
errors.. In order to estimate the loss quantitatively it 
would be necessary to determine the plane least-square 
solution of the wavefront from a complete knowledge of 
the amplitude illumination function and the phase-error 
function oven.the aperture. The integration process in-
volved is in general very difficult to carry out. 

In practice, it is desirable to be able to predict the 
maximum effect on the gain, main-lobe beamveidth, etc., 
if the peak phase error is given for an individual an-
tenna, even when the exact phase distribution is not 
known or too complicated for analysis. This paper pre-
sents a simplified approach with which the maximum 

* Original manuscript received by the PGAP, February 18, 1955; 
revised manuscript recelved, April 14, 1955. . 

t Electrical Eng-rg. Dept., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. 
1  J. Ruze, 'Effect of Aperture Distribution Errors on the Radia-

tion Pattern,' Antenna Lab. Memo., AF Cambridge Res. Center; 
January 22. 1952. 

e R. C. Spencer, 'A Least Square Analysis of the Effect of Phase 
Errors on Antenna Gain," Rep. No. F.5025, AF Cambridge Res. 
Center; January, 1949.  

loss in gain and the maximum change in beamwidth due 

	

to small arbitrary phase errors can be estimated. 	- 
• 

	

PHASE-ERROR EFFECT ON ANTENNA GAIN 	" 

Consider the case of a rectangular aperture with 
separable, symmetrical field distribution. The maximum 
value of gain function, or simply gain, can be written as 

r 	 2 

27rA I  L i f(x)dx 

G -= 	 (1) x2 

 L 
 r, 

if(x)12dx 
i 

in which all notations are conventional. The aperture-
field distribution function f(x) is in general 

f(x) 	F(x)eie(x ) , 	 (2) 

where F(x) is the amplitude illumination function and 
çb(x) represents the phase function. It is implied in (1) - 
that the phase error is small and that maximum radia-
tion occurs along the axis of the reflector.  ç(x) may vary 
in an unknown manner across the aperture but it is 
assumed that the maximum deviation from an average 
value is k-nown or can be estimated: 

I 14(X) I = J(x) — 0(X) I 5- Mt 

In (3), çb(x) is the average value; it will have no effect on 
the gain since the term è0 (z )  can be taken out from un-
der the integral sign. Only the phase deviation Açb(x) 
from this average value is of importance. Substituting 
(2) in (1), one has 

When there is no phase error, the maximum gain is 

f—11 F(x)I2dx 

Hence, for F(x) 0 , 

G 	gain with phase error 
= 	  — 

Go 	gain without phase error 

—1 	.1. 	(3) 

f )dx  

r i 
F(x)dx1 2  

--1 

Reprinted from IRE Trans. Antennas Propagaz., vol. AP-3, pp. 145-147, July 1955. 
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With phase error, 

ig'( 0 )/g ) (01 

Without phase error, 
g(0)/g(u)1 

0 db 

-3 db 

u0 111 0 

G 1, 
2 Go 

F(P) pdp 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
g(0) 

g(u0) 

g'(0) 

g'(21,) 

{f' _,F(x) [1 - (11.;6) 2/2]dx} 

= f
1 1 

F( x)dx - (1/2) [AdU)] 2 f F(x)dx} 

f- 1
F(x)dx  

Eq. (9) is the result of the application of the mean-value 
theorem [Aç5(x) is continuous and F(x) is positive with-
in the range of integration; -1 -I-1j and relation 
(3). The second term on the right-hand side of (8) is 

{1 x} 1 	
2 

F(x)dçbd 	k- O. 
-1 

Substituting ,(9) and (10) in (8), and then back into 
(6), one obtains• 

(10) 

2 

In 2 

( 9 ) 

IRE TRANSACTIONS—ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION 

Examining the numerator of (6) for small  t4(x) 
values, i.e., when 

1 - [A(x)]2 	i•àsb(x), 	( 7) 

which holds for (Açb) 3/3I«A4, or Ack«N/3 =2.45 
=r/1.28, 

2 	 (4)  
1 f iF(X)Ei"(e)dX 	f

1 

IF(X) [ 1 	2 	dx} 

2 

 

f
1 2 

F(x)Licbdx} . (8) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (8) is 

As an example, if m •=2:116 =0.1964 (corresponding to 
X/32 in terms of veavelength X), the minimum G/Go is 
0.9618 vehich corresponds to a maximum reduction in 
gain of 0.169 db. The tnaximum fractional reduction in 
gain from (12) is 0.0382 or 3.82 per cent. 

When the phase distribution function is such that the 
maximum radiation does not occur along the axis of the 
aperture, for instance, if 0(x) is not an even function of 
x in the rectangular aperture case, then the gain formula 
as given by (6) does not give the maximum gain ratio, 
but the lower bound as given by (11) sti ll  holds and 
is on the safe side. 
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G 	221 2n 2  1 - 	• 
Go - 	2j  

Eq. (11) is a useful relation because it sets the lower 
bound for the gain when the maximum phase deviation 
u; is known; it is independent of the amplitude illumina-
tion function F(x) and the exact variation of Açb(x). 
From (11), one also readily obtains the maximum frac-
tional reduction in gain 

AG 	G 
— = 1 - 	m(  —2) . 
Go 	Go 	4 

It can be shown that for reflectors with circular aper-
ture and symmetrical field distribution, (6) will be 
changed to the following: 

F(p)eiAe(P)pCip i2 
(13) 

Provided (7) is satisfied for small phase deviations, the 
derivation procedure is entirely similar, and one also 
obtains (11) and (12) as the result. 

Fig. 1—Normalized radiation patterns. 
 u = (rD/X) sin 

PHASE-ERROR EFFECT ON BEAMWIDTH 
When  the phase error is small, an estimate on the 

maximum change in the main-lobe beamwidth of the 
radiation pattern can also be obtained. Consider this 
time the case of a circular aperture. It is necessary to as-
sume here that both the amplitude and the phase dis-
tribution functions  in the aperture plane are circularly 
symmetrical. In Fig. 1- are plotted two normalized radia-
tion patterns, one without phase error  J  g(0)/g(u)1 and 
one with phase error I g'(0)/g/(u)i, where 

g(u) =f F(p)Jo(up)pdp 

g'(u) = f F(p)jo (up)p e izte(p) cip . 
0 

The condition for equal normalized radiation level is 

(11) 

(12) 



Rectangular 
aperture 

F(x) = 1 

0.45.r 

50.00918 

50.65  percent'  

50.0367 

2.6 per cent 

Circular 
aperture 

F(p) 

0.51D 

50.011 

.50.68 per cent 

0.044 

._52.8 per cent 

m0.1  

rn =0.2 

Au/u n  

Au/u n  

« CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that for small phase errors, simple 
expressions (11) or (12) can be used to compute the 
maximum possible loss in antenna gain when the peak-
values of the phase  deviation is known. It is not neces-
sary to know the exact amplitude or phase distribution 
function in the aperture; and the same expressions ap-
ply to both rectangular and circular aperture cases. 
Similarly, (21) and (22) can be used to compute the 
maximum possible change in half 3-db beamwidth, 
which is dependent upon the amplitude illumination and 
is different for the rectangular and circular aperture 
cases. 
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Amplitude function 

Half 3-db beamwidth 
(no phase error), uo  

n2. 2r g(u) 

2 
. 	(21) 

g(u) 
du 

g(u)  

g(u) 
_ du 	_ 

. (22) 

up 

et' 

2 

F(x) cos (u 0 a-)dx 
nz' 
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which would be equal to 103/ 2 0  at 3 db down. It is noted 
that for u 5-2.405 =--r/1.3, the integrand in (14) is al-
wavs greater than or equal to zero and the following 
inequality holds: 

g'(u)  I 	g(u). 	 (17) 

When the small phase error condition as indicated in (7) 
is satisfied (with :i: changed to p in this case), one may 
go throue the same reasoning that led to (11) and get 
the relationship 

listed in Table I are for the simplest case of uniform 
amplitude illumination function. The maximum change 
in beamwidth for other ,  typical amplitude illumination 
functions can similarly be computed; there is no need 
to know the exact phase deviation curve. Eqs. (21) and 
(22) do not give useful information for very small uo-
values but are very helpful in estimating changes in 
3-db beamwidth. Moreover, it can be proved that vehen 
uo  is small comparea with unity, Au is always smaller 
than uo . 

g' (u) I ?__-. ( 1 — n-f)g(u). 
• TABLE I 

(18) 	 'MAXIMUM  3-na  BEAMWIDTH CFIANGES FOR UNIFORM 
AMPLITUDE FUNCTION 

Combining (16), (17) and (18), one obtains 

g(u).k g'(ui) k (1 — 
2 

For small phase errors, the change in beamveidth is 
small and it is convenient to write 

g(u 0). 	(19) 

(20) = uo  Lu, 	13,u «1. 

Substitution of (14), (15) and (20) in (19) yields the 
following reault: 

f F(P)Jo(uoP)PcIP 
in- 	0  — 
 2 f

F(P)Ji(u0P)P2dP 
0 

Eq. (21) furnishes an upper bound •n the change in half- 
bearnwidth for a given maximum phase error; it is de- 
pendent upon the amplitude illumination function F(p). 

For the case of a rectanzular aperture, the following 
expression is obtained by a similar procedure (for 

2 
• fo  1 F(x) x sin (u.ox)dx 

lt is seen that (22) is entirely similar to (21). Results 
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On the Simulation of Fraunhofer Radiation Patterns 
in the Fresnel Region* 

DAVID E. CHENGt 

I Summaru — Physical limitations on the size of obstacle-free test 
sites give rise to the need of making radiation-pattern measurements 
on high-gain antennas at a reduced distance. The general practice is 

I to defocus the prirnary source along the principal axis of the antenna 
reflector by a small distance so that Fraunhofer patterns may be 
simulated in the Fresnel region. This note summarizes and compares 
three different approaches with which the proper amount of defocus 

/ may be determined. 

HE. PERFORMANCE of an antenna is usually 
specified ip terms of the characteristics of its radia- 

tion patièrh-in the Fraunhofer region. This is be- 

cause of the fact that Fraunhofer radiation patterns do 
not  change  with the distance from the antenna as long 

II as the far-zone approximations are satisfied. Radiation 
patterns in the Fresnel region tend to be very complex, 
and they change considerably, with distance. 

ill While there is no clear-cut boundary between the 
. Fraunhofer and the Fresnel regions, a common and ac-

ceptable criterion is that 2D 5/X represents a safe far-
zone distance, where .D is the maximum dimension of 

Manuscript received by the PGAP, February 27, 1956; revised 
manuscript received February 4, 1957. This work was supported by 
the Rome Air Development Center, USAF, under Contract No. AF 
30(602)-1360. 

Elec. Eng. Dept., Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, N. Y.  

the antenna aperture and X is the operating wavelength. 
At a distance of 2D 2/X the maximum path-length dif-
ference between the contribution from the edge of the 
aperture and that from the center corresponds to X/16 
or w. /8 radians. In practice, an unobstructed, open space 
with a dimension of 2.13 2/X is often not available for test-
ing high-resolution antennas. For example, the 2.D 2/X 
distance for a 20-foot antenna at 3 cm would be about 
1.53 miles. Higher gain requirements would demand 
even larger test sites. Unfortunately, calculation of 
Fraunhofer radiation patterns from measurements in 
the Fresnel region is not of practical value at the present 
time both because of the difficult and laborious process 
of extrapolation and because of the inherent difficulties 
in making accurate amplitude and phase measure-
ments. 1  The need for the technique of testing micro-
wave antennas at reduced ranges is, therefore, both real 
and urgent. 

A commonly used practice is to displace the primary 
source of the antenna assembly slightly from the focal 
position in a direction away from the reflector. The 

A. F. Kay, "Far Field Data at Close Distances," Final Rep. for 
Contract No. AF 19(604)-1126, Tech. Res. Group; New York, N. Y.; 
October, 1954. 

Reprinted from IRE Trans. Antennas Propagar., vol. AP-5, pp. 399-402, Oct 1957. 
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+ 
(7) 
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present note summarizes three different methods with 
which the required amount of defocus may be deter-
mined. The results are plotted and cornpared. 

TEE GEOMETRICAL APPROACEI 	- 
It iS a well-knoWn fact that for an effective point 

source of excitation, the best radiation pattern will be 
obtained from a paraboloidal reflector at a field point in 
the far zone when the source is located at the focal 
point of the reflector. G-eometrically, this may be ex-
plained by equal pa-th length from the source to all  
points in an aperture plane by virtue of the inherent 
property of a focused paraboloid. If the field point is 
far enough away from the reflector, the path lengths 
frona the aperture points to the field point will be again 
approximately equal, resulting in an optimum additive 
effect. When the field Point lies in the quasi-near zone 
(Fresnel region), the path-length differences from the 
points in an aperture plane to the field point must be 
compensated in some way in order that the measured 
radiation pattern may approach the true far-zone 
(Fraunhofer) pattern. This is done by slightly defocus-
ing the source along the reflector axis in the direction 
awa.y from the reflector. Since the amount of on-axis 
defocus is the only adjustable variable here, one cannot 
expect to achieve equal path length for all points in the 
aperture plane. For simplicity, the conventional ap-
proach is to make the path length from the source to the 
field point bv way of the apex of the paraboloid equal to 
that by way of the points on the edge of the refiector. 

Refer zo Fig. 1, which represents a cross section of a 
symmetrical paraboloidal reflector with focal length 
OF =f and defocused point source at F', the above re-
quirement is equivalent to making 

	

F'0 + 00' = 	+ AB 	 (1) 

Call ...TZ'=D (aperture diameter), 	= BP =R (dis- 
tance of measurement), FF' =- E (defocus distance). Eq. 
(1) can be reduced to give 

	

(  R 	( D\2 1 .  

	

RLU — 	\ 4f 	
(2) 

When (f/R)'«1, it is accurate enough to write (2) as 

[1+  L.  + (12)21 R 	4f « 

Norrnalizing all quantities with respect to the focal 
length and introducing new notations e' =e/f, R' =R/f, 
and D' =D/f, one can rewrite (3) as 

1 r1 s  1 ± ( D' 

Rd_ 	R' 	4 ) J 
The normalized amount of defocus needed is seen to in-
crease when R' decreases and when D' increases. As R' 
a.pproaches infinity, e' correctly goes to zero. 

e D. K. Cheng, 'Microwave aerial testing at reduced ranges," 
Wirdess  E.  vol. 33, pp. 234-237; October, 1956. 

A' 

Fig. 1—Geometry of on-axis defocusing arrangement for 
paraboloidal reflector. 

THE APERTURE-PHASE APPROACH 

The defocusing problem can also be approached from 
a consideration of the phase distribution in an aperture 
plane of the reflector together with the diffraction in-
tegral for the field at a point in space. When the point 
under consideration is in the quasi-near zone of a parab-
oloidal reflector, the normalized diffraction integral 
which gives the field pattern in a horizontal plane can be 
approximated  as  

1 
/(u) = f F(1..)-jicDr2/8Rrjo(ur)fir. 

0 

In (5), r is the radial dimension of the aperture plane 
normalized veith respect to D/2 ; u= (7rD/X) sin 0, 0 be-
ing the azimuth angle; k=27r/X; and F(r) is the circu-
larly symmetrical amplitude illumination function over 
the aperture. The explicit exponential term is the Fres-
nel-region contribution; terms above the second order 
are neglected. When R is very large, (5) reduces to the 
far-zone pattern function 

/0(u) --- 	F(r)rJ o (ur)c/r. 

When the primary source is displaced from the focus 
of a paraboloidal reflector along the reflector axis in the 
direction away from the reflector veith a view to simu-
lating far-zone patterns in the quasi-near zone, there 
will be a relative phase variation over the aperture. It 
has been found that this phase variation referred to the 
center point can be approximated satisfactorily by4  

Eq. (7) is exact for r =0 (center) and r =1 (edge of aper- 
ture). For other values of r, the I SI given by (7) - is 
slightly too large; the error decreases when the (f/D) 

e S. Silver, "Microwave Antenna Theory and Design," M.I.T. 
Rad. Lab. Ser., McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., vol. 12, 
ch. 6; 1949. 

4  D. K. Cheng and S. T. Moseley, "On-axis defocus character-
istics of the paraboloidal reflector," IRE TRA.NS., vol. AP-3, pp. 
214-216; October, 1955. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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ratio of the reflector increases. The diffraction integral 
now becomes 

(8) 

In order to simulate Fraunhofer radiation patterns in 
the Fresnel region, the exponent under the integral sign 
in (8) should be made to vanish. This yields 

Dyi 
—[1 

4f) 

or 

R' 	4 

which checks with (4) when R' = 12/1>>1. If it is 
able to write 

R'= nD'2  /X' 

with X' =X/f, n a numeric, then (9) reduces to 

= = [(-1  )2  ± (-1  )21. 	
(11) 

X' 	X 	n 	D' 	4 

Eq. (11) shows that for a given value of D', (E/X) 
plotted vs n g-ives a hyperbola in linear scales, and a 
straight line in log-log scales.' It is noted that for n=2 

2D 2/X), appreciable defocus is still necessary. 

THE ELLIPSOIDAL-REFLECTOR APPROACH 

The purpose of defocusing the primary source in the 
case of a paraboloidal reflector is to simulate far-zone 
radiation patterns at points in the quasi-near zone. In 
terms of geometrical optics, it is quite easy to see that 
this could be achieved by means of an ellipsoidal re-
flector. If the primary source is placed at one of the two 
foci of an ellipsoidal reflector, the reflected rays will con-
verge at the other. 

The equation in the xz, plane of a cross section of an 
ellipsoidal reflector with focal lengths fi  and fi  is 

z = +  -1.2 [1 	4/1 — 	 (12) 
2 

Subject to the condition 

X 2  
(13) 

(13) can be approximated as 

z = 
 +12 

 x' 
4fif2 

which is the equation for a parabola of focal length 

f— 
 fif2  

or 

1 
(16) 

Hence, for reflected rays to converge at R= f2 , the pri-
mary source should be placed at z =f1, and 

f2  
fi -f= R — f 

or, in normalized form, 

1 	1 [ 	1 	1 
E' 	= — 1 + -1-- — + - 1 -  (18) 

12 R' — 1 	' 	R' 	(R') 2  

Eq. (18) should be compared with both (4) and •(9). e i  
can also be expressed in terms of the focal lengths. as  

fi = 

which is extremely simple. 
The basis of the ellipsoidal-reflector approach lies in 

the fact that an ellipsoidal reflector of focal Iengths 
and fi approximates a paraboloidal reflector of focal 
length f as given by (15) or (16). An examination of 
(13) shows that it implies the condition (1/8) (x 2/M2) 2«1. 
Now the maximum value of x is D/2 2f1 . This reduces 
the condition to 

12 	_ 
1 

which is undoubtedly true in practice. An ellipsoidal re-
fiector veith focal lengths fi  and fi  has its semimajor and 
semiminor axes equal to (f1--112)/2 (arithmetical mean) 
and N/fifi  (geometrical mean), respectively; it ap-
proaches very closely a paraboloidal reflector vehen (20) 
is satisfied. As an example, with f 2 R = 50fi the maxi-
mum error is less than 0.09 per cent. 

COMPARISON OF DEFOCTJSrNG METHODS 

Curves plotting E l  VS R' based upon (4), (9), and (19) 
from the three different approaches discussed above are 
shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that except for small values 
of R', the required from the geometrical approach is 
nearly the same as that from the aperture-phase ap-
proach, both of which increase with increasing D'. The 
required E l  from the ellipsoidal-reflector approach is the 
smallest of the three methods and is independent of D'. 

A review of the geometrical approach reveaIs that 
there is really no plausible justification in requiring 
equal path length frOm the source to the field point by 
way of the apex and by way of the points on the edge of 
the paraboloidal reflector only; the path lengths by way 
of the intermediate points on the reflector would -then 
all be longer. Besides, there is no guarantee that the rays 
emanating from F' will be reflected to pass through the 
point P except the ray along the principal axis. The ap-
proximation (7) used in the aperture-phase approach is 

I(u) = f 0  Fffl eik[E—D 2 r2 18R) rj 0(te r)d r.  

(9) 

d esir- 

(10) 

- 	 - 

1112 	 2fif2 

(14) 

(15) 

1 	1 

(17) 

(19) 

(20) 
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0.23  

0.10 

0.03 

1 0.02 

0.01 

0 OD 

0.002 

. e./ 

‘.. 

j 

(21) 

where q= (D/4f) 2. For a reflector with  g =0.35 or D' 
=2.36, the maximum error is about 5 per cent. 

Although the geometrical approach and the aperture-
phase approach yield approximately the same results, 
the aperture-phase approach makes it clear that this 
method would not be useful when R is too small because 
it would then be necessary to include terms higher than 
the second order in the exponent that appears in (5); the 
geometrical approach gives no indication of this resctric-
tion. It is believed that e' in (18) derived from the ellip-
soidal-reflector approach gives the most nearly correct 
results because the approximation irnplied by (13) is 
very good ; it does not restrict its correctness only to the 
edge of the re flector. 

It should be noted that in all three methods the re-
quired amount of defocus is not a function of the oper-
ating wavelength and that diffraction phenomena are 
neglected. 

exact for r = 0 and r =1 only; for 0 <r <1, &, given 
by (7), is numerically too large resulting in an E t  which 
is also too large. It can be shown that the maximum 
error in S introduced by (7) is 

N/1 q 	+ q) 

1 	 1  

	

1 — 	 2 —  	
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Fig. 2—Comparison of defocusing methods. 
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I A Note on Simulating Fraunhofer Radiation Patterns 
in the Fresnel Region 

Abstract—This communication resolves the inconsistency among 

I the ear lier results of Cheng [1]. The region of validity for this 
emulation technique is clarified by calculating the residual phase 
deviation. 

I A test range for the measurement of antenna radiation patterns 
should be free of scattering obstacles and satisfy the far zone (2D 5/X) 
criterion. The practical difficulty of providing such test sites for 
large antennas stimulates the interest in simulating Fraunhofer 

I radiation patterns by measurements in the Fresnel region. The 
required defocusing for the feed of a paraboloidal reflector in order 
to achieve this simulation was discussed by Cheng [1]. However, 
he obte.ined inconsistent answers from different approaches. It is 

I the purpose of this communication to resolve this ambiguity by 
calculating the residual phase deviation. 	 . 

The focal plane phase front of a defocused paraboloid deviates 

I
from that of a focused paraboloid by e =- e(1 ± cos 0) as shown 
in Fig. 1(a). Making use of the relation tan e/2 = rD/41 yields 

9 

é - 	 
1 ± (D/4f)h4  

= -2 E[1 

Cheng 

r: r: 

Within the preceding approximation, a spherical wavefront of 
quadratic approximation [exp (-jk./D 1r:/8R.)] will be obtained 
from the defocused paraboloid if the defocus distance is 

- 1 7 
R[ 	(

D

4f)] .  

Equations (1) and (2) coincide at r = 0 and r = 1. The difference 
between (1) and (2) at intermediate points (0 < r < 1) is 

1 r:(1 -  r2)(D/4.0 2  (D/2) 2  
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

I where f/R « 1. One notes that f/.R is also small compared with 
(D/4f) 2  in the case of a large microwave paraboloidal antenna. 
The deviation between the wavefronts reflected from an ellipsoid 

I and a defocused paraboloid is Az(1 + cos 0) as shown in Fig. 1(b). 
Estimating Az by the third term in the square root expansion of 
(5), we have the phase deviation 

A 	1  r4  (D / 4 f ) 2   (D/2) 2  
— 	 . 

X 2 1 ± (D/4f):r: XR 

Manuscript receive.d October 9, 1970; revised January 25, 1971. 

• (b) 
• 

paraboloid. (b) Ellipsoidal-reflector approach. 

PltALE IIPEWATI41,« 	WAY10.1111**Tli 

Fig. 2. Residual phase errors of defocused paraboloids with unity 
Fresnel number, (D/2):AR = 1. 

Numerical comparison 'between (4) and (7) in the rase of unity 
Fresnel member (D/2) 2/XR has been plotted in Fig. 2 for various 
f /D ratios. It is seen that the  maximum  total phase deviation with 
the defocus of (6) is more than three times that. with  the  defocus 
of (3). Cheng [1] suggested (6) as the most nearly correct. answer 
perhaps because he overlooked the effect of the large factor out-
side the bracket in (5). The ellipsoidal reflector approach veill also 
give an answer identical to (3) if three terms of the square root 
expansion of (5) are taken and if coincidences at the center and 
the edge are imposed. 

The phase deviation in (4) is similar to that of au optimally 
defocused spherical reflector for obtaining approximate plane phase 
front, while (7) is similar to that of 'feeding a spherical reflector , 

at the half-radius point. [2]. 

T. S. CM3 

Crawford Hill Lab. 
Bell Telephone Labs., Inc. 
Holmdel, N. J. 07733 
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(4f /D) ±  r:] 
r:  

• 

where r is the normalized radius of the reflector aperture. 
proposed the following 'approximation for (1) 

Cheng also compared an ellipsoidal reflector with a defocused 
paraboloid. The equation of an ellipsoidal reflector with focal 
lengths fl  and R is 

	

z - 	
R  [

1 - (1  
2 	 fi R 

Taking the first. 'L.-WO-terms of the binomial expansion for the square 
root, (5) becomes a paraboloid z = p2/4f, where the focal length 
of the paraboloid is f R). The required defocus from 
this approach is 

X 	2 I + (D/4f):-r: 	XR 

= -2E[1 
(4f/D)' ± 1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

e 	f - R[1 - f/R] R 

(7) 

Fig. 1. (a) Defocusing of 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-19, PP. 691-692, Sept. 1971. 
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Anten.na Tolerance Theory--A. Review:. 

JOEIT RUZE, FELLOW, IEEE 

Abstraci--The theoretical basis of antenna tolerance theory is re-
viewed. Formulas are presented for the axial loss of gain and the 
pattern degradation as a function of the refiector surface rms error 
and the surface spatial correlation. 

Idethocis of determining these quantities by astronomical or 
gratrad-based electrical measurements are described. Correlation 
between the theoretical predictions and the performance of actual 
large antenna structures is presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE REQUIREMENT of precise optics for good 
image quality is well knoven in optical technology, 
and methods of testing and contour shaping have 

been developed to obtain precisions in excess of one 
part in 10 7 . Optical systems of very large DIX (diameter 
to wavelength), ratio are therefore common. Large 
antennas, such as required for radio astronomy or inter-
planetary probes, are engineering structures subject to 
gravity, wind, and thermal strains. Contour measure-
ment and adjustment to the accuracy desired is also ex-
tremely difficult. Normal civil engineering structures 
have a precision of about one part in a thousand. Sig-
nificant progress has been made in recent large parabolic 
antennas both in precision of construction (one part in 
30 000) and in the computer prediction of deformation 
under various loads. Nevertheless, the tolerance of the 
structure sets a limit on the highest frequency of opera-
tion and thereby on the DIX ratio, It is desirable to 
review the theory of aperture errors and their effect on 
the antenna radiation pattern. 

We begin with a simple approach and attempt to 
develop a tolerance theory in an heuristic manner. The 
axial gain of a circular aperture with an arbitrary phase 
error or aberration (r,  çb) may be written as 

where f(r, 0) is the in-phase illumination function in 
terms of the aperture coordinates r, 

For small phase errors, the exponential may be ex-
panded in a power series with the result that the ratio 

Manuscript received October 1, 1965; revised December 1, 1965. 
This paper was presented at the 1965 Symposium of the IEEE 
Group on Antennas and Propagation. 

The author is with the Lincoln Laboratories, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Lexington, Mass. (Operated veith the sup-
port of the U. S. Air Force.)  

of the gain to the no-error gain Go  is 

G 
1 — + 

Go 

where 

j 
2 f f  

0 	(r, 4))2(r,(r, 0)rdrd0 
r  r o el 

) rdrdik .] 0  j 
r 	ro 	f(r,  

L
L 2r  f 	 d 0  f(r, 0) (r, çb)r rd4 

2r  f f(r, cb)rdrd-cp 
o 	o 

In general, the phase reference plane can be chosen so 
that Ô, the illumination weighted mean phase error, is 
zero. The loss of gain is then simply 

G 
(3) 

Go 

where '6 02  is calculated from the mean phase plane. 
This simple relation (3), that the fractional loss of 

gain is equal to the weighted mean-square phase error 
was probably first pointed out by Marechal [1] and, in 
antenna technology, by Spencer [2]. It is valid for any 
illumination and reflector deformation', provided the 
latter is small in wavelength measure. It indicates that 
for a one dB loss of gain the rms phase variation about 
the mean phase plane must be less than X/14 or, for 
shallow reflectors, the surface error must be less than 
X/28. 

We next seek a more exhaustive analysis valid for 
large phase errors and one that would give information 
on the radiation pattern. The problem is common to a - 
class of problems, illustrated in Fig. 1, where a plane 
wave is distorted into an error phase front. Alternately, 
we can say that to a narrow or "diffracted limited" direc-
tion of transmission is added a wider angular spectrum 
of scattered energy. 

If we have detail knowledge of the phase front error,,. 
the radiation pattern or angular spectrum can be ob-
tained by machine computation of the standard Kirch-
hoff integral [3]. Unfortunately, such detail knowledge 
is not available, and we must fall back on various 
statistical estimates of the character of the surface 
distortion and obtain a probable radiation pattern. 

G(0) -= 
X 2  2r r  a 

J 

le 2r c 
j  0 j  

f2(r, çb)rdrdcI9 

, 	(1) 

(2) 

Reprinted from Proc. IEEE, vol. 54, pp. 633-640, Apr. 1966. 
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We can begin the analysis by subdividing the aperture 
into N subregions, each with a phase error and with no 
relation or correlation with ccintiguous regions.  This  
crude model is shown in Fig. 2, where the aperture phase 
front is represented by a number of hatboxes of random 
heights. The axial field is the sum of these individual 
vector contributions. With no phase error the power 
sum of N unit vectors is ./\72  (see Fig. 3). If we now 
assume that the phase of each vector is randomly in 
error by an amount taken from a Gaussian population 
of standard deviation b, in radians, then the expected or 
average power sum is 

P - N7e--i- N(1 - 6). 	 (4) 

I The first term may be considered as the coherent power 
and the second as the incoherent. For small or large 
errors, we get the limiting forms for the coherent or in-
coherent addition of waves. The distribution of the sum 
is also of interest [4]. For small phase errors, the dis-
tribution is Gaussian in voltage with a standard devia-
tion .N./.1\-b, so that the distribution becomes relatively 
more peaked with a larger number of vectors and smaller 
phase errors. For large phase errors, we have the well-
k- nown Rayleigh distribution characterized by the mean 
power N. 

The expected or average radiation function of the 
crude model shown in Fig. 2 can be derived. The pro- 

III cedure is briefly as follows [5 ] : the field at a general far-
field point is expressed as a Kirchhoff surface integral. 
The power pattern is obtained by multiplying by the 

I 
conjugate integral yielding a double surface integral of 
the two running surface vector variables. A correlation 
function is de fi ned as a function of the vector difference 
of these variables. The average or expected value is then 

I obtained. To perform the integration, assumptions 
must be made on the spatial nature of the correlation 
and on the frequency distribution of the phase errors. 

III For the model chosen, these assumptions are that the 
phase values are completely correlated in a diameter 

r 
L 	"2c" and completely uncorrelated for larger distances. L 

I In addition, the various phases corne from a Gaussian 
population of ims-error "cif' As in all statistical prob-

' el ms, the number of components must be large so that 
P 

1 

(6) 

is the no-error radiation diagram whose axial 
value is 71(7rD/X) 2  
is the aperture efficiency 
is sin 
is the Lambda function. 

OF THE IEEE 

(a) 

• g. 

• • 	s. 	• 

(c) 

Fig. 1. A class of problems. (a) Reflection from a rough surface. 
(b) Transmission through a random medium. (c) Diffraction from an 
imperfect paraboloid. 

Fig. 2. Aperture subdivided into a number of hatboxes. 

I  
I  

(a) 	 (b) 

Fig. 3. Addition of vectors. (a) No phase error. 
(b) rms phase error "V' 

Although the model chosen is a crude one, (6) illus-
trates the changes in the radiation pattern and its 
similarity to (4) should be noted. We see that the no-
error radiation diagram has been reduced by an ex-
ponential tolerance factor. A broad scattered field has 
been added whose "beamwidth" is inversely propor-
tional to the size of the correlated region in wavelengths, 
so that smooth reflectors (large c) scatter more direc-
tively and rough reflectors (small c) more diffusely. For 
small phase errors, the relative magnitude of the axial 
scattered field is 

(7 ) 

The model chosen can be considerably improved by 
replacing the hatboxes with hats as shown in Fig. 4. If 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

.A7  » 1. 
 

(5) 

The result of this process is 1 

G(8 ) tb) = G0(6, Sh)e
1 	2 7rC 

2—e  + (--) (1 — e-4-5A 1(-271, 
X 	X 

111where 

Gog 

77 

A1( ) 
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Az 
E 

1 -i- (r/2f) 2  

An 
E -  	

- 	(r/2f) 2  

The result is that the tolerance gain loss in dB, as 
computed from the reflector axial or normal mean 
square error, is too high by a factor A. This factor is 
given in Fig. 7. For shallow reflectors, this correction 
factor approaches unity. 

Equation (11) indicates that if a given reflector is 
operated at increasing frequency, the gain, at first, in-
creases as the square of the frequency until the tolerance 
effect take over and then a rapid gain deterioration 
occurs. Maximum gain is realized at the wavelength of 

X„, =-- 4re, 	 (13) 

(12a)  

(12b) 

Although (8) is more complex, the general effects are 
similar to those discussed previously. 

We have considered a two-dimensional distribution of 
errors. It is of interest to present the one-dimensional 
case derived by Bramley [6] in our notation 

Vrc 	 6 2' 
G(0) = G o (0)e-e — e-6    

X 	.-1 
(9) 

theoretical development. maximum gain is 

RUZE: ANTENNA TOLERANCE THEORY 

Fig. 4. Aperture subdivided into a number of hats. 

Fig. 5.  Special model constructed to test theory. 

the phase front distortions are assumed to be of Gaussian 
shape. the required integrations can azain be performed 
[5] with the following result: 

- 

G(t 9 , e) = G0(8, çb)e—'' 

- 

+— e-c 	-(—. "..._,N --, e 	• 
X 	...i n • fl :  

II. DISCUSSION 

From (8), we can write the reduction of axial gain as 

G - 	1/2c\ 2 	-e- _ 	_ 	e 2 	 (10) 
Go 	 77 	D 	n•n! 

In the region of interest. i.e., reasonable tolerance losses, 
and for correlation regions that are small compared to 
the antenna diameter, the second term may be neglected 
and vee have for the gain 

rD 
G = Goe 	77 — e—(41re1k)' 

where we define "E" as the effective reflector tolerance in 
the same units as X; i.e., that rms surface error on a 
shallow reflector (large f 1 D), which will produce the 
phase front variance P. In Fig. 6 we plot the loss of gain 
(11) as a function of the rms error and the peak surface 
error. The ratio used, 3:1, is one found experimentally 
for large structures and results ,  in part. from the trunca-
tion used in the manufacturing process (i.e., large errors 
are corrected). 

It should be noted that for small errors (11) is identi-, 
cal with (3). with the exception that the former is in-
dependent of the illumination function and the latter is 
not. For the statistical analysis, it was necessary to 
assume a uniform distribution of errors ,  for which case 
the illumination dependence factors out in (3) and be-
comes identical to (11). 

For deep (nonshallow) reflectors, the surface tolerance 
is not exactly equal to the effective tolerance "E. In 
addition, structural people at times measure the re-
flector deformations normal to the surface and at times 
in the axial direction. The relation between these 
quantities is 

( 8 ) 

(11) 

The gain reduction and pattern degradation pre-
dicted by (8) was checked in the original reference [5] 
by the construction of a special model, Fig. 5, which 
fclfilled the statistical assumptions necessa:-y for the where a tolerance loss of 4.3 dB is incurred. This 
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I 
and is proportional to the square of the precision of 
manufacture (D/E). 

I This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 8, where we show 
some of the world's large antennas. The frequency region 
where the smaller and more precise structure is superior 

Ito the larger an-cl. coarser antenna, and the converse, is 
evident. 

Next we consider the effect of surface errors on the 

Iradiation diagram. In Fig. 9, we show the pattern of a 
12-dB tapered circular aperture with random phase 
errors and with D =20c. We plot from (8) the expected 
power diffraction and scatter patterns for mean-square 

"'phase errors of 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 in radian 
squared measure. These correspond to tolerance gain 
losses of 0.87, 2.2 4.3, 8.6, and 16.6 dB, respectively. 

IThe complete radiation diagram is the power sum of the 
diffraction and scatter patterns. It should be noted that 
the diffraction pattern is reduced by the exponential 

Itolerance factor and that the energy lost appears in the 
scattered pattern, which broadens as the surface error 
increases. 

HAYSTACK-l2O ft  

PARKES- 210 ft 

ARECIBO-1000ft 
- / 

- I 
AEROSPACE-15', 
U. TEXAS-I6' 

GOOD-85ft 

50 

45 

1 	1 	I 1 11 1 
1.0 	 10 

WAVELENGTH (cm) 

Fig. 8. Gain of large paraboloids (based on published estimates). 
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PATTERNS  

8 2 	• 

4.0 
2.0 
1.0 	' 

0.5 

0.2 

10 

Fig. 9. Radiation patterns of phase distorted circular 
aperture, 12 dB illumination taper, D =20c. 

With further increase in loss, the diffraction pattern 
is submerged in the scattered energy and disappears. 
Scheffler [7],' in a similar analysis, has pointed out that 
for large phase errors the scattered pattern approaches 

2/rcy [r - e-4-2]  G.(0) = 	
e 	eu/Xd 3 	(15) 

X 	52  

so that for extremely large phase errors the radiated 
energy is scattered over an angular region with the 
intensity equal to 

G1(0) =Y c-cc.140 1 .  
2c   

This reference was first brought to mv attention by Dr. P. 
Mezger of the National Radio Astronomy Ôbservatory. 
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Fig. 6. Gain loss due to reflector tolerance. 
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Fig. 7. Correction factor due to reflector curvature. 
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We note that under these extreme conditions the beam-
width is de fi ned by the average surface slopes and is 
v,-avelength independent, a result we would have ex-
pected from geometric optics. 

Before leaving the theoretical discussion, it should be 
recalled that the distribution in the focal plane has the 
same shape as the radiated angular spectrum. Therefore, 
the same relation (8) can be used to determine the spot 
size due to surface imperfections or small scale atmo-
spheric inhomogeneities. 

III. APPLICATION TO ANTENNA STRUCTURES 

The experimental check of the theory afforded by the 
specially constructed model (Fig. 5) merely verifies the 
mathematical development. We turn now to practical 
structures and list those factors which deviate from the 
theoretical assumptions. 

1) The surface errors are not random, but to a large 
part are due to calculable gravity, wind, and 
thermal strains. However, analysis of actual an-
tenna photog-rammetric measurements indicates 
that the reflector deviations ,  if not strictly random 
and Gaussian, are distributed in a bell-shaped 
curve [8], [9 ] . 

2) The actual reflector errors are not uniformly dis-
tributed over the aperture. Again, photogram-
metric measurements and deformation calcula-
tions after structural compensation indicate that 
this condition is not grossly violated [8], [9]. 
The theory assumes a fixed, circular correlation 
region. As the contour adjustment points are 
normally spaced in a uniform g-rid, there is a 
tendency for this condition; however, various 
structural factors such as pie-panel segments 
would yield elliptical correlated regions of varying 
size. 

4) The theory also requires that the number of un-
correlated regions in the aperture be large, that is 
D>>2c. It has been found that for compensated 
structures the number of regions is related to the 
panel size or spacing of the target points. 

5) It was also assumed that the spatial phase correla-
tion iunction had a particular shape, namely 
Gaussian. Another smooth deformation surface 
would have yielded slightly different functional 
forms in the shape of the scattered power. 

6) Finally, we have developed a statistical theory and 
obtained the average power pattern of the ensem-
ble of such antennas. We apply the theory to one 
sample. 

Therefore, a check of the performance of actual an-
tenna structures with the above theory is necessary. 
Correlation has been obtained between frequency-gain 
measurements and optical photogrammetric measure-
ments [9]. We present here other confirmation. 

In Fig. 10, we show a horn reflector antenna [10]. The 

vorr 

Fig. 10. Horn refiector antenna. 

gain of this antenna was precisely measured over 6:1 
range of frequencies [11]. Equation (11) can be written 
as 

4/rE) 2  
10 log GX 2  = 10 log77(77-D)' — 	10 log e, 	(17) 

X 

which is the straight line 

y -= c — bx 

when G)\"2  in dB is plotted against reciprocal wavelength 
squared. The vertical intercept is a measure of the 
aperture e ffi ciency and the reflector tolerance can be 
obtained from the slope. 

The experimental data is shown in Fig. 11. where 
outside of a gain droop at low frequencies, due to diffrac-
tion effects. the data follow a straight line with a mean 
deviation of 0.166 dB. The indicated aperture efficiency 
also lies between the calculated efficiencies of 78.34 and 
76.13 percent for the two polarizations used. The pre-
dicted surface tolerance is an effective value of 33 mils or 
48 mils normal to the parabolic surface. The agreement 
of the measured data with the predicted straight line 
relationship is a confirmation of antenna tolerance 
theory. In addition, this procedure, combined v,.ith a 
linear regression analysis of the experimental data, to 
establish confidence limits, is probably the most con-
venient and accurate method of determining the surface 
precision [12]. 

We next consider the determination of the size of the 
correlation region by means of electrical measurements. 
The temperature measured on an extended astronomical 
source is equal to the product of the fractional enclosed 
power and the source brightness temperature. With no 
surface errors, practically all the radiated power is en-
closed by the source if it is at least several beamwidths 
in extent. With re fl ector errors, some of the scattered 
energy is outside of the source and the measured tem-
perature is decreased. This reduction depends on both 

— - 
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L. 	APERTURE EFFICIENCY = 77.21 PERCENT • 
MAXIMUM DEVIATION . 0.42 de 

RMS MEASUREMENT ERROR . 0.166dB 
RMS REFLECTOR ERROR 0.033in. (effective) 

0.048 In. (normal) 
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Fig. 11. Gain vs. frequency-horn reflector antenna. 
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Fig. 12. Reduction in enclosed power. 

Ihe rms surface error and the size of the correlation 
egion. . 

The fractional enclosed power in a cone angle 
urn  = sin 60  (several beamwidths) can be obtained by 
Interzration of (8) with the result: 

___ . -n- 7   0- 

....1 n! 

-where S is the fractional energy very widely scattered by 

g
perture blockage (feed supports, etc.). It should be 
,oted that, either with no surface error  or  with large 

Lone angle, the enclosed power is a constant. 
Fig. 12 showF. the reduction of enclosed power as a 

Iunction of the rms error and the enclosed cone angle. 
f temperature measurements are now made of the same 

source at two different frequencies, the enclosed power is 

g
'ifferent. 1f  we Ènter the temperature ratio (after 
orrection for atmospheric effects and spectral index) as 

an ordinate into Fig. 12 and the frequency ratio as an 
bscissa, then we can obtain a set of values of tolerance 

Ilrror and correlation intervals which satisfy this condi-
ion (with a known source cone angle). If the reflector 

tolerance is known from point source gain measure- 

Illents, the required correlation radius is determined. 
This type of measurement was applied to the HAY-

STACK  radio telescope (120-foot diameter in a metal 

race frame radome) at the frequencies of 7750 and 
5 500 Mc/s. The moon  vas  used as an extended source 

and the planet Jupiter as a point source. By means of 

eI.

e procedure outlined, it was concluded that the rms 
rface error E was 0.053 inch and that the correla-
on radius c was 4.4 feet. 
A check of antenna tolerance theory is obtained by 

omparison of the predicted antenna pattern based on 
e astronomically determined values of (e, c) and the 

experimentally measured pattern with a ground-based 

tansmitter. Figure 13 shows this comparison at the fre-
uency where the tolerance effect is significant. The 

- 1.0 

DEGREES 

Fig. 13. Comparison of measured and predicted 
patterns, HAYSTACK (15.745 Gc/s). 

agreement of the predicted pattern and the actual 
measured characteristic is excellent considering the sta-
tistical nature of the problem and that the sidelobe 
peaks should be 3 dB higher than the average intensity. 
A corresponding pattern, taken with a similar feed, at 
7750 Mc/s where the tolerance effects are not significant 
showed sidelobe levels of about 25 dB down. 

From the above measurements and those cited in the 
references, it may be inferred that the present status of 
antenna tolerance theory is such that the behavior of 
large antennas may be determined by the specification 
of two quantities: the rms surface error and the correla-
tion interval. These quantifies may be determined from 
electrical ground-based or astronomical data. Detail 
correlation of these electrically determined values and 
actual mechanical measurements is lacking. However, 
available photogrammetric or other structural estimates 
are not in variance with the theoretical predictions. 

APPENDIX 

A.  Derivation of (4) 
Consider the power sum of N unit vectors whose 

phases "S" come from a normal distribution of zero mean 

1 EP (00) = [ 1 —  S} [1 — (18) 

- 0.5 0.5 1.0 



f 	+ dsi 

f pcf-0 dsi 

(25) 
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y is another statistic, defined as the difference of two 
samples taken from the original distribution. It can be 
rea.dily shown that it is normally distributed with zero 
mean and variance 2S2  or 

We now rewrite (24) as: 

4ar 
G(01 tb) 

 =—J 
 çbcf.)eei1(7) 

and variance 7.3 

'j 	 ii 

N N 	 N N 
.E E 	=  E E (19) 

1 
	 1/2  re 

nONV 

= — 
•\./4r8 2  

(20) 

N N 
— . = E E cos y  + sin y, 

s 

for iF-e-j 

cos y = f cos ',PI' (y)dy =e-e 

sin y = f sin yrii(y)dy = O. 

Therefore 

(23) .Arae  ± N(1 _ cos  Y(T) = 

f 	r 

f P(f) dS 

477 
G(8 1(19) 

X' 

and the average or expected value 

G(0 1 	= 	f 00-.)eik*Ticos y(r) 	sin y(r)] dS, (26) 
X' 

for 7 large compared to "c," the phase correlation dis-
tance where the two phase samples are uncorrelated, 
y(r) is normally distributed with zero mean and vari-
ance 2e. When 7 approaches zero, y(r) approaches zero 
veith zero variance. Some convenient form must be 

(21) assumed for the variance function. Taking 

(22) 	 y2 (r) 	262 [1 - 	 (27) 

from (21) and (22), we have 

B. Derivation of (8) 

The gain function of an aperture is written: 

sin y(r) = 0. 

Equation (26) may be rewritten as 

477 - 
G(B, 1)) =e-.5 2  f 4,(f ) eiT.;j,T 2 ie' 

X' 

(24) -, 	f = 
X 2 	n..0 

where 
f is an aperture vector position variable, 

(27-Npu  is a vector in the direction of observation, 
b(r,  , 0) is the aperture phase perturbation func- 

tion, 
dS is an elemental aperture area, 

f(f) is the aperture illumination function. 

The numerator may be written as: 

f f (fi)f(f2)J 1: •()e1(31-62)  

denoting i-= fi -77.2 as the vector difference between the 
two aperture running variables and y() =&2 as the 
phase difference of the two points. We have 

ff f f(fi + f)ei i7 " 7eiv7  eids, 

defining 0(i--) as the illumination correlation function  

The first term is the unperturbed pattern G0(04) 

G(010) = Go(Oiçb)e-"ii  

4ar - 	 - Pn 
e-82  E 	e iT 	e-rœcv. 2  d‘s, 

A2  fil 

Due to the exponential factor, the remaining terms have 
their principal contribution for r <c. As we have 
assumed that c is small compared to the aperture 
dimensions, the illumination correlation function (25) 
may be assumed as unity in evaluating these terms. 
The angular integration can be immediately performed _ 
with the result: 

G(020) = Go(611))e-e-i  

87r2  - 	 27r 
e--3 2 	f Jo 	le) e-..3-2 /c2,,d.r. 

X 2 	n 	X 
The integral can be evaluated by extending the limits 
and recalling that 
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with the final result 

G(1914)) = Go(010)e4.-i- 

+ (271-cye  e-(=eu1.)2 1.. 

11'n 

(28) 

In this derivation, we have assumed that we are dealing 

with highly directive antennas. The obliquity factor 
has, therefore, been suppressed and we have used the 
small angle formulation of the Kirchhoff integral. 

C. The Function 

1 
1 O.? 

0.5 
1.0 

.2.0 
3.0 
4.0 

In 
I 	0.0  

0.1723 
0.3458 
0.4848 
0.4986 
0.4111 
0.3242 

S(tn, = 	E 	  
,,..1 ii•n! 

0.1351 
0.2739 
0.3907 
0.4162 
0.3549 
0.2877 

0.5 

0.0655 
0.1379 
0.2093 
0.2505 
0.2367 
0.2091 

1.0 	2.0 

0.0042 
0.0120 
0.0263 
0.0521 
0.0690 
0.0779 

0.0001 
0.0007 
0.0026 
0.0087 
0.0159 
0.0227 

3.0 	4.0 

-- 
0.0002 
0.0013 
0.0031 
0.0054 

D. Data for Fig. 12 

RATIO ENCLOSED POWER TO ANGLE Liu dB 

TOTAL POWER 

771 

0.25 	0.5 	1.0 	1.414 	2.0 	2.83 

	

0.125 	0.50 	0.42 	0.20 	0.08 	0.01 	0.001 

	

0.25 	1.00 	0.83 	0.40 	0.16 	0.03 	0.003 

	

0.50 	2.02 	1.65 	0.80 	0.35 	0.09 	0.011 

	

1.00 	4.00 	3.21 	1.59 	0.76 	0.25 	0.046 

	

2.00 	7.80 	6.03 	3.07 	1.67 	0.69 	0.185 

The author is indebted to Dr. J. L. Meeks and Dr. 
S. Weinreb for the radiometric measurements of the 
HAYSTACK. antenna. Also, to Dr. J. W. Findlay and 
Dr. Mezger of the National Radio Astronorny Observa-

tory for many helpful discussions. 
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The Effect of Phase Errors 
on the Forward Gain 

The effect of random phase errors, which 
are caused by reflector surface irregularities, 
on the radiation characteristics of a reflector 
antenna had been treated by a number of 
authors in the past. By treating the case as a 
statistical problem, Ruze [1) had obtained 
an approximate expression for the average 
loss in gain in the forward direction in terrns 
of the standard deviation of the error. 
Cheng [2), on the other hand, proposed a 
v:ay to estimate the upper bound in the loss 
as a function of the pe_ak phase error. Cheng's 
results are, however, not very useful in prac-
tice because estimates based on his formulas 
tend to be too conservative; in other words, 
they tend to underestimate the actual capa-
bility of the antenna system. Ruze's idea of 
finding the 'average" performance of the 
antenna is basically sound, but to knov,. the 
"average radiation characteristics is not 
enough because the actual radiation pattern 
of a given antenna at any particular time is 
like]y to be diff erent from 'average" pattern. 
One is therefore interested in finding the 
actual loss in the forward gain if the rms 
error at any particular instant is known. The 
problem becomes even more important when 
it had been learned that, with the Haystack 
antenna, the effects of snow and wind loads 
are completely eliminated. It is therefore 
possible to obtain the error distribution at 
any antenna pointing direction, and to opti-
mize  the  feed position simply by feeding the 
be.aring data of the antenna to an appro-
priate computer. 

Since we are only interested in the gain 
in the forward direction, the antenna can 
be replaced by a circular aperture (Fig. 1). 
If the illumination is uniform across the 

aperture, the field strength in the forward 

MarnmriPt received June 14, 196S, 

Fig. 1. 

direction in the Fraunhofer region is given by 

2r 

E0 = constant f f exp sisiptiptie ( 1 ) 
o 	o 

where exp Lio) represents the error term. 
The normalized intensity is therefore equal 
to 

2  exP EiO)PiiPda 

	

o 	o 

J.
1 2r 

, _11 exp [i4pdpa 
f  tr 	• 

Axe 
0 	0 

For small value of 4., we have 

exP 	(1  — 5L22) ±içb 

JO ' S: [(1 	 edede  

fo

2

. 

PdPda 

2 

1 - 	- (, )1]  

where  4,2  and 4, are the mea.n value of re and 
ek, respectively. But 5, the mean square 
phase  deviation is given by 

f
r

0 
PdPci0 

(g3) 2  — 

=  4,2  — (ib) 2  
(2) 

This result has been derived directly 
from the optical case. In practice, however, 
it is very unlikely to find that the antenna 
is uniformly illuminated, and (2) does not 
apply. One must therefore find a different 
way to solve a more general problem with 
the errors not necessarily small and the 
amplitude illumination function of any form. 

Referring to Fig. 2, it can be shown [3) 
that, when errors are present, the field 
strength in the forward direction is given by 

Fig. 2. 

r • .• 	70 

E = C [G (4t> 7)) 112 e5° tan -Id-ye (3) 
o 	o 	 2 

Pre 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP- 13,  pp. 981-982, Nov. 1965. 
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cos çb = exp [— 	cos2 2] • 

X2 	2 (7) 

(6) COS  — 
2 

47r 
—x  

i 
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, 

g 
ig 

_ 
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where C=constant, .F(Z, •y) represents the 
amplitude illumination function, and exp [jçbj 
again represents the error term. 

Imagine that we rotate the reflector 
about the axis of the antenna while keeping 
the feed horn fixed. We shall find that the 
field strength at any point in the far field 
rezion will change because the phase errors 
caused by surface irregularities of the re-
flector upset the symmetry of the radiation 
pattern. There is one exception however; 
that is, the field strength in the forward 
direction is not disturbed in any way by this 
rotation. as it is in the direction of the axis 
of rotation. This is true irrespective of the 
shape of the radiation pattern. Now, since 
we only perform the rotation in our mind, 
the error pattern is not changed by gravita-
tione.1 or any other effects. On the other hand 
the phase error corresponding to any other 
point (x,  y, s) which is fixed relative to a 
fixed system of reference axes will change 
with the rotation. In other words, if we 
change the magnitude of the angle of rota-
tion in a random manner, we therefore 
achieved a random variation of phase errors. 
The problem can therefore be treated as a 
statistical problem. It is important to note, 
the: while the actual field strength in any 
direction is ' different from its "average" 
value, the average field strength in the f or-
v.•and direction is exactly equal to its actual 
value. The actual field strength in the for-
ward direction in the presence of the error is 

COMMUNICATIONS 

therefore given by 

= C f 
f 70 -- 

E.et 	2 = 	[G(z, -y)] 3/3 o 
'Y 

• (cos  çi> +j  sin 0) tan — 	(4) 
2 

2r 	7 
— E • 2 cos- 
>, 	2 

where el is the magnitude of the surface ir-
regularity, and X is the wavelength of the 
operating frequency. Since it is quite justi-
fiable to assure that E is normally distributed 
with zero mean, the same thing can be said 
of çb, the standard deviation of which is 
given by 

where u is the standard deviation of e. We 
also have 

_ 1 
 = 

-V2 	

+. 
sin ES — f sin çb 

4,..d. 2  -. 

çb•exp [— —e 1 d -- 0 . 	 20..d.2 

0 
N/2ro..d. 2  -. 

cos 
 

•exp 
[ 02cb:sd 2:32. i2  1 clçb  

exp [ ,---- 	—2—  

or 

Equation (4) can be rewritten as 

2.1r 

o 	o 

[ 87r2e2 	. 	tan •exp 	
, „ 

— a-rat. 
2 	2 

The actual value of the field strength in 
the forward direction can, therefore, be  esti- 
mated  for any error pattern irrespective of 
the amplitude illumination function. 
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On Antenna Tolerance Theory 

MEHDI S. ZARGHAMEE 

Abstract—To predict the loss of gain of antennas due to surface devi-
ations which are not distributed uniformly over the aperture, an extension 
of Ruze's theory is presented. It is found that the assumption of uniform 
error distribution, in general, underestimates the axial gain of an antenna 
whose surface deviations have regional variations over the aperture. This 
effect  becomes significant only when the surface deviations cannot be 
considered small as compared to the wavelength. Furthermore, it is found 
that the assumption of a uniform distribution of error may have a signifi-
cant effect on the predicted scatter even when surface deviations are not 
large. Assuming that the deviations from uniform distribution are also 
random, a correction term to the theory is also presented. 

NOTATION 

A = area of aperture 
c= correlation radius 
f=  aperture illumination function 

antenna gain 
G 0 =-no error gain, a function of direction of observa-

tion 
271/X, where p is a unit vector in the direction of 
observation 

f- --= aperture position vector (Fig. 1) 
u=sin 
ô=phase error, a function of position 

Manuscript received April 10, 1967; revised June 2, 1967. This work 
was partially supported by M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington, 
Mass. 

The author is with the Structural Mechanics Division, Simpson 
Gumpertz and Heger Inc., Cambridge, Mass.  

•  e= effective surface deviation, a function of position 
6 0 = rms of effective surface deviations [see (9)1 
n o = fourth root of the second variance of surface devia- 

tions [see (10)] 
(0, 1)). angles definins.,  the direction of observation (Fig. 1) 

X= veavelength 
cr= standard deviation of phase-error distribution 

function, a function of position 
cr o :--- averaged standard deviation of phase error over 

the aperture [see (7)]. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE DEVIATIONS of an antenna reflector from its 
ideal shape cause, in general, loss of gain and pattern 
degradation. These deviations may result from manu- 

facturing and rig2ing tolerances and from gravity, wind, 
and thermal effects. The effects on surface deviations of 
manufacturing and rigging tolerances (including nondeter-
ministic errors in the measuring instruments employed) are 
usually random in nature and can be estimated through sto-
chastic  analyses 1')  Recently developed automated computa-
tion techniques permit structural 'engineers to predict ac-
curately the deformations of the reflector surface caused by _ 
known wind, gravity, and temperature changes.P)  

The effects of surface deviations on the radiation pattern 
and gain may be predicted from the actual distribution of 
surface deviations over the aperture. tu 'PI A simpler, approxi-
mate method for c,ornputing these effects is presented by 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagat., vol. AP-15, pp. 777-781, Nov. 1967. 
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1 

Fig. 1. Aperture position and direction of observation 
coordinate systems. 

uze,b- ,41  in which only two quantities, namely the root 
inean square of the effective surface deviations and the cor-

- , - lation radius, are employed as the measure of the deviation 
• f the refiector from its ideal shape. (Effective surface devia-

ion is defined as one half the change in the RF path length. 
As shown in the Apppendix, it is equal to the axial compo- I 1, 	ent of the normal deviation from the ideal Surface.) In the 

uze formulation, the assumption was made that the effec- 
tive surface deviation at any point is a random sample from - 

I single Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a stan-
ard deviation equal to the rms of the effective surface 

deviation of the reflector. An additional assumption was 

tat the surface deviations are correlated in small regions. 
he gain was then expressed as follows: 

0(0.  ,,,5) r__ G t (e , 4,) e- (41- to /X)"' 

27) 2 	47rE oyn 

nn! 	) 

- me tu e  aacdisatli  eibffcuteiotnivwe_shiucrfandciffe edrsevsii:tnioifirs c. anotf a re ivfromfletchteo m ar foraey th 

mentioned assumption of uniform error distribution over the 

tiertuie. For example, the random errors of many parabo-
dal reflectors frequently increase veith radial distance from 

the axis; the magnitude of the surface deformations also may 

irlibit nonrandom regional variations over the aperture. 
It is of interest to determine the range of validity of (1) in 

predicting both the loss of axial gain and the half-power 
amwidth for a reflector with nonuniform distribution of its 
rface deviations. 
In this paper an equation which is a generalization of (1) 

_to the cases where the error has nonuniform distribution 

Iver the aperture is presented. Also, for cases where the 
eviations from a uniform distribution can be considered 

random over the aperture, a correction term to the usual 
lerance theory is proposed. 1r  

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The zain of an antenna may be expressed by the following 
equation: 

47r If A 
(2) 

f2 (f)CIS 
A 

Consider the phase-error function at point as a random 
sample from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a 
standard deviation cr(f), a function of position within the 
aperture. Let us further assume that the phase errors are so 
correlated that for the difference in the phase errors at 
points f i  and f 2, we can write 

• 
f2) = [a 2 (f1) 	022 (f2)] ( 1  — e—T21 ) 	(3) 

where 7 is the distance between f i  and f2 and c is referred to 
as the radius of the correlation region. This assumption on 
the shape of the spatial phase-correlation function is not 
believed to affect the shape of the scattered power signifi-
cantly if it is replaced with a similar smooth function. 

For c sufficiently small as compared to the dimensions of 
the aperture, the expected gain of the antenna may be ex-
pressed as follows: 

f (f)dS • 

1 e-(relt/X) 2 /1z 	  

where  u= sin O. Equation (4) reduces to (1) if a(i-) is assumed 
to be constant over the aperture. 

The complexity of (4) reduces its suitability for use in ap-
proximate design; therefore, certain simplifications will be 
made in this equation for this purpose. However, these sim-
plifications limit the applicability of the theory to the predic-
tion of the loss of gain alone. To predict the scatter, (4) must 
still be employed. If the corresponding simplifications are 
performed for (1), it reduces to the following well-accepted 
simpler form: 

G = G oe- (4.,0 ix) 2  

Considering only the first term of (4), the aidai  :min of the 
antenna can be written in the following form: 

2 
f .f(f)e— EndiS 

47r 	1 	4 	1 
G = — e-°  	(6) X' 

e-(rculX) 2 /n .  (1) 

G(0, 115) 
X' 

2 

457 
G (0  , çb.) - 

X' 

9 rC x  )2 E 
le=1 X / 	nn! 

f. 2  — 2  
f (r)e 	(cr-)n clS 

L .„(,)d.S 
(4)  

(5) 

f f 2 (f)(18 

where =u2(?)-(702, and 0- 02  is the averaged variance of the 



DLSCUSSION 

To show the accuracy of the usual tolerance theory [(I) 
and (5)] in predicting the loss of gain of antennas due to sur-
face dniations, the axial loss of a uniformly-illuminated 
paraboloidal reflector with various radially-linear distribu-
tions of surface deviations is calculatp...d and the results are 
compared with the corresponding values obtained assuming 
uniform error distribution. For the purposes of this com-
parison, (5) and (6) are employed instead of the more general 
(1) and (4). The effect of neglecting the second parts of these 
equations, which become important for large tolerance 
losses, is not expected to alter the conclusions reached from 
the results obtained herein. 

The function o- is assumed to be varying linearly with 
radius, that is 

Then (8) may be written as follows: 

phase error defined as 

where  the  function E is the effective surface deviation from 
the best-fit paraboloid for deterministic errors and it is the 
standard deviation of the effective surface deviations for 
random errors that have Gaussian distributions with zero 
means. Let us also define a quantity called the second vari-
ance of surface deviations as follows: 

Note that the average over the surface is zero. Then, if we 
assume that at each point on the aperture is a random 
sample from a single G-aussian distribution with zero mean 
and standard deviation ab  the expected value of gain can be 
written as follows: 

G = Goe—co2ege' 14 . 	 (8) 

To express (8) in terms of surface deviations, let us intro-
duce the rms of the effective surface deviations, defined as 
follows: 

no 4  = second variance of surface deviations 

E 0 2  = rms — 

G = Ge—(4 ,,orx) 2e )(4.- ,,,A)4. 

Lui(f)f(f)dS 

0-02 _ 

fA f(f)dS 

c r (f) 	c 0 	v(r — ro) 	 (12) 

A
f(f)dS 

— (3.2).=fmcis 

fA 
(r)dS 

E 2f(r)dS 
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where the constant 0. 0  is the averaged standard deviation of 
the phase error in (7), and y and ro  are arbitrary constants. 
Let us consider a number of possible values for these con-
stants and compare the values for the tolera.nce loss com-
puted from (6) to the corresponding values obtained from 
(5). Four cases are considered for this purpose, as . follows. 

Case I: The function 0(f) vanishes at the outer edge of 
the reflector. 

Case H: The function a(r) vanishes at the center of the 
reflector. 

Case III: An intermediate condition in which the rate of 
change of 0- with radius is one half  that for Case I. 

Case IV: An intermediate condition in which the rate of 
change of à- with radius is one half that for Case II. 

The results are shown in Fig. 2 and indicate that the assump-
tion of uniform distribution of surface deviations over the 
aperture involves errors that become significant for high-
tolerance losses. 

For a 120-ft (36.58 m) uniforrnly-illuminated parabo-
loidal reflector with surface deviations that are distributed 
as in Cases I and II and an rrns e= 0.l in (2.54 mm), the 
axial gain was computed from (5), (6), and (11), and the 
results are compared in  Fig. 3. The agreement between the - 
results of (6) and those obtained using the simpler theory 
(11) is quite good in most ranges of interest 

For the cases examined, a point of interest is that the 
usual antenna tolerance theo ry  always underestimates the 
zain. The difference between the actual axial zain and that 
predicted by assuMing uniform distribution of error is 
neglipible for wavelengths which are large compared with 
surface errors and becomes increasingly more pronounced 
as the frequency increases. For 0  equal to unity, which cor- 
responds to X/Eg-- 12.5 and to a loss of axial gain of 4.34 dB 

(10) as computed by (5), the usual tolerance theory underesti-
mates the axial gain by 8.6 percent for surface deviations 
assumed in Case II with a uniform illumination. This errot 
increases veith an increase in the taper of the illumination 
function until it reaches 12.5 percent for the case where the 
illumination function vanishes at the edze. (In these calcu-
lations the illumination was assumed to be radially para-
bolic.) If we employ (11) instead ,  the error in predicting the 
axial gain reduces by a factor of at lea.st four. 

In the general case of arbitrary distribution of error over 
the aperture, the tendency of (5) to underestimate the gain 
can also be shown by examining (8). This equation has been 
derived assuming that the variable the deviation from 
mean variance of phase errors, has a Gaussian distribution, 
with zero mean. If the distribution is not Gaussian, then the 
expected value of exp (— e/2 is) is given by 

(11) 

(7) 

(9) 

where fE  is the frequency distribution function for If ft  is 
symmetric about its zero mean then, from the mea.n-value 
theorem, 

E(e—ii ) — f f1(t)C—I I 2dt 
—cc 

(12) 
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'Fig. 2. Tolerance loss for various distributions of surface deviations. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of calculated gain of a 120-ft (36.58 m) antenna 

I with E c  = 0.1 in (2.54 mm) and with various distributions of 
surface deviatidns:— 

	

E(e 12) = cosh — f f ;(t)cli = cash — 	(13) 
2 	 2 

for some real ..i. Obviously, E(e—H5 is always greater than or 

itqual to unity, which shows that the usual tolerance theory 
lways underestimates the gain. Only forh having extremely 

large skew can the expected value of exp (-0) be less than 
imity. 

The increase in scatter with an increase in the rms error 
may be predicted by employing (1). For this purpose a size 
must be assumed for the correlation radius c. For the two 

licimiting cases of radially-linear variation of 0-, namely for 
ases I and II, the half-power beamwidth was also calcu-

lated as a function of the rms error of the reflector, employ- 

55 

32 

413 

44 

AO 

36 

32 

05 

6. IN 16CHES 

Fig. 4. HPBW of a 120-ft (36.58 m) uniformly illuminated reflector 
with various distributions of surface deviations; X=1 in (25.4 mm); 
c=5.6 ft (1.7 m). 

ing (4). The computation was perforrned for a uniformly- 
illuminated circular aperture of 120-ft (36.58 m) radius and 

5.6 ft (1.71 m). The results are shown in Fig. 4. 
It can be observed that the half-power beamwidth is sig-

nificantly affected by the distribution of the variance of 
phase error. For antennas having less error at the center the 
half-power beamwidth is greater than that predicted by (1). 
When an antenna has its greatest surface deviations at the 
center, the half-power beamwidth decreases with increasing 
rim. This effect of the error distribution on the half-power 
beamwidth may be explained by noting that when the an-
tenna has its larger errors at its edge the effective taper of the 
illumination function is increased, which con -esponds to an 
increase in the half-power beamwidth. Similarly, for an an-
tenna with its larger errors at its center, we expect a reduc-
tion of the effective taper and thus a decrease in the half-
power beamwidth; for large center errors, we have effec-
tively an annular ring. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A generalization of Ruze's eq. (1) is derived including the 

effect of variation of phase error over the aperture and the 
accuracy of his equation i_s examined. It is found that the 
assumption of uniform error distribution, in general, under-
estimates the gain. This error is small for effective surface 
deviations less than about a twentieth of the wavelength, but 
becomes rapidly larger as thé surface deviations increase. In 
radio astronomy applications, deviations in excess of a 
twentieth wavelength are not uncommon. 

If the rms of the surface deviations is calculatedro by sub-
stituting into (5) measurements of the gain at tvvo different 
frequencies, the resulting rms value, in general, will be too 
small, since the error in (5) increases with frequency. 

The distribution of the surface deviations is found to have 
an effect on beamwidth. In the absence of large feed-support 
surface deformations, the centrally supported antennas have 
their larger surface deviations near their edges. As is shown 
here the beamwidths of this class of antennas are larger than 
the values predicted using (1). This phenomenon has in fact 
been observed for many antennas. 
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Fig. 5. Change in RF path length. 
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APPENDIX 

The total change in the RF path length at a point on a 
reflector surface at which the normal surface deviation from 
the theoretical surface is equal to un (Fig. 5) is d1 +d2 . On 
the other hand, the axial component of the normal devia-
tion may be expressed as follows: 

E =  u,, cos a =  d1  cos' a 

= 	dl  cos 2a) 

= (d1 	d2). 

It is thus shown that the effective surface deviation at a point 
is equal to the axial component of the normal deviation of 
the surface at tha.t point. 
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Astigmatism in Reflector Antennas 

JOFIN  R..  COGDELL AND JOHN H. DAVIS 

the two expressions as 

2r 
ço(xJY) = 	(zr + zi) = constant  terra  (absolute phase) 

Abstract—The characteristics of the astigmatic phase error  hi  
large parabolic reflector antennas are described. A procedure for 
focusing an antenna and diagnosing the presence and degree of 
astigmatism is given. 

Astigmatism is a terrn used to describe one of several common 
aberrations (imperfections) in optical reflectors [1]. Astigmatism 
is common in microwave reflector antennas and is often the dominant 
error in degrading antenna performance. The astigmatic problem 
ma'-  be cs.us-ed by feed displacement [2] or feed phase center 
problem.s [3, pp. 157-160, and other references cited therein], 
but the more seriou.s problems are due to the shape of the reflector. 
While good discussions of common aberrations, including astig-
matisln, in microwave antennas exist [3, p. 139], workers with 
large reflector antenne.s seemingly fail to realize the importance of 
astigmatism or recognize its effects on antenna properties. The. 
purpose of this conununication is to describe the nature of the 
estigmatic phase error and its effects on the antenna properties 
and to outline a simple procedure for detecting astigmatism in 
reflector antennas. This discussion iS placed within the context 
of the practical matter of locating the optimum focus of the reflector. 

No reflector can be manufactured without errors. The errors in a 
reflector may be traced to various physical causes but. naturally 
fall into two classes. Errors which decorrelate over a reg-ion small 
with r --pect. to the antenna have been treated  by Ruze [4] and 
others with probabi listic models. Errors which affect the entire 
aLtenna structure lead to the various aberrations, of which as.tig-
matism "L5 often the dominant form. 

Let. us invtigate the nature of large scale errors in reflectors. 
A perfect. parabola will transform a spherical wave originating from 
its true focus into a plane wave perpendicular to its axis. If the 
reflector is imperfect, the surface of constant phase will deviate 
from the aperture plane by an amount (x,y) which may be 
exprsed as a power  seri es  

0 

,y) E E a-nm 

Tehere z and y are Cartesian coordinates in the aperture plane and 
D is the antenna diameter. The error coe.  fficients a„„, are normalized 
to be the maximum deviation of the (n,m)th term in the series 
at the edge of the àfitenna. 

Another source of phase error is feed displacement from the true 
focu.s. If the spherical waves originate at a point displaced from the 
focus bv z', y', and z', then an additional error zi(z,y) will result., 
given by 

1 
zi(z,y) = F ±— (z 2  4-  y2) 

4F 

- [(x - ) 2  + (Y - Y') 2  (F z' - z2 4+F11112  

where F is the focal length of the reflector. Adding the two results 
and converting to phase error in the aperture plane, we may expand 
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+ first-order terms (beam steering) 
+ second-order terms (defocusing and 

astigmatism) 
+ third- and higher order odd terms 

(coma and others) 
+ fourth- and higher order 

(spherical aberration and others). 

The constant and first order terms are without physical sig-nificance. 
The third- and higher order odd terms lead to various effects, notably 
a large principal sidelobe (coma). Normally one would equalize 
the principal sidelobes through lateral adjustment of the equivalent 
feed position during the focusing procedure, thus reducing coma. 

The second-order term takes the form: 

	

[a (X l" 	+ (Z.' + el  2r 

	

• 	(D/2) 2  

where 

(z' /D'\  ; aso +  

.F') 	2 	/ 

2 

a) 	0,02  a - cr 	
, the astigmatism parameter. 

For the second-order term to take the simple form given in the 
preceding with no zy term, the z,y axes must be aligned with the 
direction of maximum astigmatism. We see two second-order terms: 
a radially symmetric error which is parabolic due to both reflector 
errors (020 and aos) and axial feed position (z`). Note that this 
term can be reduced to zero by- setting the axial position of the 
feed properly. This feed position will maximize the peak gain of 
the antenna. With the feed in the maximum gain position, the 
remaining second-order phase error is the astigmatism term, propor-; 

 tional to a. Thus we reach the following conclusion: The proper feed 
location in the IMeral plane is  that  which eliminates coma (equalizes 
sidelobes) and in the  axial dimension is that which maximizes gain. 
With this optimum feed position, phase errors up to fourth order 
are eliminated except. astigmatism, 'which is second order. It is 
precisely this which makes astigmatism so important to recognize, 
as it. cannot be eliminated through focusing. 

Physically, astigmatism can be thought of as an effect of squeezing 
the reflector at opposite edges. Opposite sides would move near 
the focus while the other two quadrants would m ove  further away 
as the reflector acts like a shell. Thus the phase in the aperture 
plane /eads in opposite quadrants and lags in the orthogonal quad-
rants. Gravitational sag tends to produce a deformation of this 
type, as will thermal expansion in certain cases. We would expect 
to see the effects of astigmatism in nearly all large inovable antennas, 
which is indeed the case. In the following, we discuss the effects 
that astigmatism produces on the measurable characteristics of 
the antenna. 

It is important in the evaluation of a large antenna to he aware 
of the effects of astigmatism on the gain and pattern of the antenna 
for several reasons. For one, moving the feed position cannot elimi-
nate astigmatism and hence proper focusing of the antenna amounts 
to reducing the phase error to the astigmatic form. In other words, 
one is through focusing when one obtains the characteristics of pure 
astigmatism. Another benefit of recognizing the effects of astig-
matism is that the engineer can weight the benefits of reworking 

e'en 

even terms 

second-order term - 

Reprinted from IEEE Trans. Antennas Propagar., vol. AP -21, PP. 565-567, JulY 1973. 
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(in some way) the antenna surface or structure to reduce severe 
a.stigmatism. Finally, ex-ploring the effects of astigmatism leads 
us to a simple proc,edure for detecting the presence and degree of 
astiginatinn in an antenna. 

The effects of astimgmatism are most easily seen in the patterns 
of the antenna. Let us consider the effects on the patterns with 
astigmatism present as the feed is moved axially. Recall the phase 
error is 

[a (22  e) + erce + 	2-1--  
se(z,Y) - 

	

(D/2) 2 	X 

As y is varied by moving the feed axially, the arnowat of parabolic 
phase errors in each principal direction is varied. This will be 
evidenced in the patterns by broadened beanawidths, increased 
sidelob, and an absence of nulls, with patterns in x and y behaving 
differently due to the astigmatism. For example, if y = -La, there 
is no phase  error in the x direction but there is a 2ct parabolic error 
in the y direction. This condition will produce a well formed pattern 
in the x direction, with a narrow beamwidth, small sidelobes, and 
deep nulls. The pattern in the y direction will be defocused and 
will exhibit a broadened main lobe, high principal sidelobes, and 
poor nulls. On the other hand, with 7 +a, the opposite effects 
will be seen: the v pattern  will  be narrow and well formed and the 
e. pattern will be broad and badly formed. If the f^ed is placed 
in the  compromise  potion, both patterns will be equally defocused 
but the gain will be maximum. 

Of  the  several effects of astigmatism which we have described 
above, the effect- which gives the best quantitative evaluation of 
the astigmatism of s reflector is that of beam broadening.  Hall-power  
beamwidths can be conveniently and precisely measured on a 
pattern range or through astronomical measurements of point 
sources  [51, or the solar limb [6]. The 3-dB beamwidths are generally 
a good diagnostic for the sharpness of the focu.s of an antenna. 
For example, if one varies the axial feed position for a perfect 
refiector and examines the beamwidths, one finds both beamwidths 
-minimum at the best focus, i.e., the focu.s for maximum gain. 

In the previous section we have des.cribed how the .astigm-  atic 
antenna  focuses differently in orthogonal planes. Thus we would 
expect the two beamwidths to minimize at two separate feed posi-
tions. This is shown in Fig. 1, which  gives calculated bearnwidths 
versus axial  feed position for several values of the astigmatism 
parameter. These calculations are for F/D 0.5 and a 10 dB 
illumination taper. Note that the besimwidths do minimize at 
different axial foci, and that. the distance between the axial foci 
increases with the astigmatism parameter. Note that the beam-
widths are equal at the compromise focus but- are broadened with 
increasing as'dgmatisre 

Comparison of experimental beamwidth data with theoretical 
curv- like those in  Fig. 1 allows one to estimate the astigmatism. 
The  data plotted on Fig. 1 were ta.ken on the University of Texas 
16-ft. antenna at 94.0 GHz in 1969. From the data we judged the 
astigmatim parameter to be 1.3, indicating a displacement of 
the reflector of 0.66  mm  at the- edge from a true parabola. This 
astigcnatia hqs since been corrected by a reshimming of the antenna 
backup sfructure. 

We might summarize the focusing and diagnostic procedures as 
follows.: 

1) Locate a priori focu.s. Mechanical or optical measurements 
can locete the focus approximately. Fine adju.stments must be 
based on the patterns. 

-1.0 -0.75 -0.5 -025 	0 	0.25 	0.5 	0.75 	1.0 
FOCUS  POSITION  1/), 

Fig. 1. Relative beamwidths versus axial defocusing for several values 
of astigmatism  parameter et' 2x-exA, in radians of phase error at 
edge  of  reflector. This chn.rt allows one to estimate degree of astig-
matism from measured beamwidths. (Data plotted here are from 
the 1.31:tiversity of Texas 16-ft antenna in 1069.) 

2) Remove coma. Lateral movements are made to remove coma. 
To correct coma, move  the  feed away from the prominent (coma) 
sidelobe until symmetry is obtained in both directions. Coma should 
be checked in more than two orthogonal planes in the pattern. 

3) Locate the direction of maximum astigmatism.  With  the feed 
axially defocused from the maximum gain position, make a contour 
of the beam at the 3 or 10 dB level. If the beam is elliptical, astig-
matism is possibly present. If defocusing on the opposite side of 
the maximum rotates the ellipse by 90°, then astigmatism is present. 
If not, unequal illumination tapering is indicated. 

4) Measure degree of astigmatism. Measure beamwidths in major 
and minor axis directions versus axial feed position. Data can then 
be compared with theoretical calculations as in Fig. 1 to estimate 
astigmatism 

The preceding procedure is premised on using a pattern range. 
All of the preceding procedures, or equivalent, can be aeconaplished 
through radio astronomical methods in the centimeter- and 
millimeter-wavelength range, although not as conveniently  as  on 

a pattern range. In the event that the antenna astigmatism depends 
on some independent variable such as ambient temperature or 
antenna elevation angle, the evaluation procedure is complicated 
though not confused. Modifications would need to be developed 
to fit the specific case. 
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Cross-Polarization in Satellite and Earth-Station 

Antennas 

SAMIR I. GHOBRIAL, MEMBER, IEEE 

e7. 

ij  

Abenact-Cross-polatization in axially symmetric reflector antennas 
can be reduced, theoretically, to zero by use of special feeds like the 
Huygens' source. Alternatively, paraboloidal reflectors with large fID 
ratio do not deteriorate further the cross polarization level relative to 
the value due to the feed itself. The Cassegrainian optics is equivalent 
to a large fID paraboloid. The reflectOr of linearly polarized off set 
fed antennas contribute more cross-polarization than symmetrical 
reflectors fed by the same feed. With symmetrical reflectors the cross-
polarized component generated by the reflector vanishes in the princi-
pal planes and is confined to four main lobes that have peak values in 
planes at 450  to the principal planes. In the case of offset fed reflec-
tors cross-polarization vanishes in the plane of symmetry and has its 
peak in the plane of asymmetry. The reflector generated cross-
polarization with offset fed antennas may be reduced by use of small 
offset angles and large fID ratios. Feed offsetting has but little effect 
on the peak level of cross-polarization. This is usually accompanied • 
with an asymme try in the cross-polarization radiation pattern. Feed 
offsetting also results in spatial tilt in the copolarized and cross-
polarized lobes with the cross-polar minimum always coinciding with 
the main beam peak. The effect of surface errors on the antenna cross-
polarization is to partly fill the cross-polar along boresight. The peak 
cross-polarization, however, changes but slightly. 

- 	I. INTRODUCTION 
ECENTLY, INCREASING interest has been shown in 
employing orthogonally polarized channels over the 
same microwave link for satellite communications  [1]- 

[12]  . While in theory orthogonal channels can be received in- 
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dependently, in practice limitations are set by the cross- 

polarization introduced by the antenna system and in the 
propagating medium. Most reflector antennas (symmetrical or 
offset front fed, Cassegainian fed) has the property of having 
high cross-polarization discrimination along the main beam, 
i.e., on-axis. However, cross-polarized radiation rapidly in-
c-reases and reaches a peak near the 3-dB point of the copolar-
ized beam maximum. This is of particular importance to satel-
lite antennas since earth stations are usually distributed within 
the 3-4-dB beamwidth of the satellite antenna. In this case, 
stations not in line with the satellite antenna axis will  receive a 
signal  with a certain amount of cross talk due to cross-
polarization. It is evident therefore that every attempt should 
be made to reduce antenna cross-polarization not only along 
boresight but also  off-axis.  

Over the past few years considerar ble effort was put by dif-
ferent workers who sought means of cross -polarization reduc-
tion. The techniques that were suggested may be divided into 
two  types:  i) use of special primary feeds, ii)  use  of reflectors 
with large fID ratio. 

As will be shown later the Huygens' source, if used to illumi-
nate a symmetrical re flector, yields . a unipolarized secondary 
pattern. On the other hand, with linearly polarized offset fed 
re flectors the Huygens' • source  offer but little improvement 
over the short dipole. When a long focal-length optical system 
(paraboloid, spherical reflector, lens) is used the contribution 
of the optical system is negligible compared to the feed. This 
results in an acceptable system, if the feed itself is reasonably 



polarized 
along x-axis 
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cross-polarization clean. However, practical consideration may 
prohibit the use of front-fed reflectors with large fID ratio. 
For these cases the Cassegrainian geometry presents a solution 
since the effective fID ratio of the Cassegrainian can be much 
greater than  that of its main reflector. This depends on the ec-
centricity of the hyperboloidal subreflector. 

In Section II, the definition of cross-polarization as employed 
in the present work will be introduced. Section III addresses 
itself to the analysis of front-fed and Cassegrainian antennas. 
The use of the equivalent parabola technique for cross-
polarization is introduced. In Section IV, the important fea-
tures of offset reflectors are discussed. This leads to the prob-
lem of feed off setting and a comparison between linear and 
circular polarization which is discussed in Section V. The 
problem of surface errors and the associated on beam cross-
polarization will be discussed in Section VI. 

II. CROSS-POLARIZATION REDUCTION 

A. The Definition of Cross-Polarization 

Ludwig [1 ] discussed three definitions for cross-polarization 
that are based on the direction of unit vectors which are func-
tion of position. Two of these definition s.  are significant: 
i) The IEEE standard [2] definition for cross-polarization in 
which a unit vector along one of the axes of the Cartesian is 
taken as the reference polarization (copolar). The direction of 
cross-polarization is taken along an orthogonal axis; refer-
ence and cross-polarization are defined to be what one mea-
sures when antenna patterns are taken in the usual manner. 
Now interference between orthogonal channels in a frequency 
reuse system is a function of the antenna (tr ansmitting and re-
ceiving) characteristics and not on the definition of cross-
polarization one adopts. One should therefore adopt a defini-
tion which can predict the worst possible interference that 
may taken place in a frequency reuse link due to the antennas 
system. In this work instead of defining cross-polarization in 
terms of a reference unit vector the scalar voltage generated 
across a pick-up probe placed at the focus of the antenna will 
be used. Thus we will speak of the copolar and cross-polar 
voltages which we define as follows: With the transmitter, the 
satellite in Fig.  1,  polarized along some reference axis, the 
x-axis say, the receiving antenna is adjusted to 'look' at the 
transmitter and the pick-up probe is oriented to be polarized 
along the x-axis. Copolar azimuth pattern (H-plane in this 
case) is taken by rotating the . antenna in the x = 0 plane. The 
voltage given by a voltmeter connected across the pick-up 
probe will be referred to as the copolar voltage. The cross-
polar voltage is measured in the same manner except that the 
pick up probe is initially adjusted to be polarized along the y 
axis. It is evident that cross-polarization as defined by the 
above measurement procedure makes it possible to predict the 
level of cross-polarization that can taken place in a practical 
link employing orthogonal channels when an off-axis beam is 
received; e.g., due to refraction or reflection. 

B. Voltage at Terminals of Primary Feed 	 - 
The voltage induced at the terminais of a primary feed placed 

: t  the focus of a reflecting system (this may comprise more 
than one reflector) when the reflector is excited by a plane 
wave is given by [3] : 

• 

V = CffE r  • Ef exp (-ft5) • dS7 	 (1)  

Fig. 1. On the definition of cross polarization. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Geometry of the front-fed system. (b) The Cassegrainian 
geometry. 

where Er  is a unit vector describing the polarization of the re-
flected field; Ef is a unit vector describing the polarization of 
the field radiated from the primary feed when transmitiing;15 
is the phase angle associated with Er; Tis a unit vector along 
the ray associated with  Er;  dS7  is a vector normal to the surface 
at the point of reflection with magnitude equal to the differ-
ential element of area of the reflector; and C is a constant. 
The integration in (1) is to be carried over the surface of the 
reflector. 

C. The Copolar Voltage 

Equation (1) gives the copolar voltage if the incident wave 
has the same polarization as the primary feed when the reflec-
tor is looking' along boresight. If the incident wave is polar-
ized along the x-axis and is traveling along the axis of the re-
flector (z-axis), Fig. 2, then the incident field is denoted by 
-ffic , the superscript designates the axis of polarization. The re-
flected field then becomes -4 and the field due to the feed 
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when transmitting is denoted by El, here the superscript refers 
to the direction of the feed radiated field in the direction of 
maximum power flow. 

Thus (1) is now written for the copolar voltage as 

= cif l'f.r • 	exp ( -115) d457 	(2) 

If the wave is incident along the axis of the reflector then the 
phase angle 45 will be constant for ah  rays and by properly 
choosing the reference plane the exponential terrn may be set 
equal to unity. Under these conditions the copolar voltage is 
maximum, thus 

j7,0  I rmo:  = /re.' - 7E; 7: • dS7. 	(3) 

D. The Cross-Polar Voltage 

In this case the polarization of the incident field and that of 
the prirnary feed should be orthogonal when the incident wave 
is traveling along the axis of the reflector. This may be 
achieved by either: i) rotating the primary feed through 900  
keeping the incident polarization unchanged, or ii) rotating the 
incident polarization through 900  keeping the primary feed 
unchanged. The latter method leads to the following equation 
for the cross-polar voltage 

V„„ = Cff 	7  e xp ( -15) 7- d.57. 	(4) 

The superscript 'y' denotes the polarization of the wave when 
travelling along the axis of the reflector. 

From the above expression for cross-Polar voltage it is read-
ily seen that the condition for zero cross-polarization is 

Es? • E.7 = O. 	 (5) 

This requires that the field due to the primary feed when 
transmitting and that due to the reflector when receiving 
should be orthogonal everywhere. An example for a feed that 
satisfies (5) when used with a paraboloid is offered by the 
Huygens' source. The credit for first pointing this goes to 
Jones [6] . Koffman [7] extended the work of Jones to other 
reflectors generated by conic sections. 

It is interesting to note that (4) is symmetrical in f,).' and 
E. This suggests that the roles of re flector and feed on the 
cross-polarization of the system are equal. According to the 
third definition of Ludwig for the cross-polarization vector 
Ei? is the reference polarization and hence any cross-
polarization is attributed to the feed. Furthermore, according 
to (5) for any given re flector there exists a feed, at least theo-
retically, that satisfies the zero cross-polarization condition. 
Equation (5) also suggests that if a feed-reflector combination 
satisfies the zero cross-polarization requirements, then if the 
system is offset; zero cross-polarization is no longer maintained 
except if the feed has a corresponding asymmetry. This is in-
deed the case as was noted by a number of workers [8] ,  (9].  
Another possibility for elimination of cross-polazization is sug-
gested by (4). This requires that the whole integral should 
vanish for all  S  instead of the integand vanishing. Thus even 
if E, • lyx is not zero, yet if the integal 

ff EkY • 	exp (-I8) -7 • d..ST = 0, 	for all (5  

then no cross-polarization is introduced by the antenna system. 
The physical interpretation of this is that the field at the aper-
ture of the horn  feed should be identical to that formed at the 
focal plane of the re flector when excited by a plane wave. 
This follows directly from the transforrn property of the far-
field and exit-pupil field. Using this, Ghobrial suggested a low 
cross-polarization feed that comprises five dipoles [10]. A 
main dipole polarized to match the required polarization and 
four auxiliary dipoles that are cross-polarized to simulate the 
cross-polarized field that appears in the reflector's focal plane 
diffraction image [111. Measurements [12] with such a feed 
indicated that 9-dB improvement in cross-polarization can be 
attained when the auxiliary elements are introduced. 

The above discussed methods for cross-polarization reduc-
tion are not always possible to realize in practice. For exam-
ple although small conical ho rns were repo rted by DiFonzo 
and Kreutel [13] to have polarization characteristics that come 
close to those of the Huygens' source, yet these are only useful 
for symmetrical reflectors. With offset reflectors the Huygens' 
source does not eliminate cross-polarization. We now further 
investigate (4) for means of cross-polarization reduction. Ex-
panding the dot product in (4), we have 

E;.' • Ej = ex E7, + ee'yely ezez . 	(6) 

Cross-polarization reduction may be achieved by minimizing 
the absolute value of each term on the right-hand side (RHS) 
(6), thus, 

f min 1 E.,);,E)j. 1 
(7) 

To minimize the RHS, we need E7y , ex , L-71., and e., all be 
minimum. The components E;.)x , .ez  are the x and z compo-
nents of the field reflected by the reflector. Both of these 
components can be reduced hy use of a long focal-length sys-
tem (small angular semi-aperture or large fID ratio). That 
small offset angles minimize cross polarization in offset reflec-
tors is also evident. The large f/D ratio condition also results 
in reduction of the y and z components of the feed radiated 
field (eh, , .E7..). This follows since illuminating a reflector that 
subtends' a small angle at the focus requires use of large ape> .  
ture feed to reduce spill  over. For most primary feeds the 
above components increase with off-axis angle. Hence one 
concludes that using reflectors with large fID ratio can be con-
sidered as an alternative to using special primary feeds for 
cross-polarization reduction. 

To achieve large fID ratios in practice using a single reflector 
presents difficulties. A double reflector system (e.g., the Cas-
segrainian) with a rather deep main reflector may have a large 
fID ratio and is more convenient from the point of view of 
practical considerations. The mechanism by which cross-
polarization is reduced in the Cassegrainian system can also be 
explained in terms of the double reflection process that takes 
place. Since the main reflector and the subreflector have op-
posite curvatures the unwanted components of the field gener-
ated by reflection from the main reflector are restored on the 
second reflection by the subreflector. The extent to which 
this is accomplished is a function of the curvature of the 
hyperholoid and therefore a function of its eccentricity. In 
fact if the hyperboloidal subreflector is replaced by a parabo-
loidal subreflector, then the curvatures of the two reflectors 
become equal in magnitude and opposite in sense with the 
result that no depolarization takes place. However, under 

IE ),E.xfY1 min + I ezEfffrl min .  
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Fig. 3. Cassegrainian employing two paraboloids. 

these conditions the reflected rays from the subreflector do 
not converge to any focal point but rather form a plane wave; 
i.e., the focal length of the system becomes infinite, Fig. 3. 

This last result may be readily proved by considering the ex-
pression for the fID ratio of the Cassegrainian in terrns of the 
fID ratio of its main reflector. If R, is the fID ratio of the 
Cassegrain and R is the fID ratio of the main reflector, then we 
have 

e + 1 
R, --R 

e - 1 

where e is the eccentricity of the hyperboloid. Now as e ap-
proaches unity the hyperboloid transforms into a paraboloid 
and the RHS of (8) becomes infinite. 

II. ANALYSIS OF FRONT-FED AND 
CASSEGRAINIAN SYSTEMS 

A. The Reflecting Matrix 

In (1), (2), and (3), .7, is a unit vector that describes the 
polarization of the reflected field. This may be determined in 
terms of the incident field polarization by use of the reflecting 
matrix (or using Ludwig's nomenclature the polarization ma-
trix). For any reflector the matrix is 

2 nx n y  2nz nz  

24  -  1  2ny n, 

2nz ny  24 - 1 

where nx , n y , and n, are the components of the unit vector 
normal to the surface at the point of reflection. 

For the paraboloidal reflector and in terms of the coordinate 
system shown in Fig. 2, nx , n,,  and nz  are given by 

= sin 0 sin 0/-n,/2(1 + cos 8) 

nY  = sin 8 cos 0/./2 (1 + cos 8) 

(9) 

Now if the incident electric vector has components  Et,  Ely 

and Et ,  then the components of Er  are obtained as 

_ 

-
If the reflecting system consists of more than one reflector, 
e.g., the Cassegrainian, then the components of Er  are obtained 
by multiplying the column matrix of Et by two matrices one 
for each reflector. Let 74,, uy , and u z  be the components of a 

. unit vector normal to the hyperboloidal subreflector in the 
Cassegrainian, then  Er  is obtained as follows 

—Erx- - 1 2ux uy  

Ery  = 2uy u, 214.;„ - 1 2uy u, 

E„_ 2u,u, 2u,uy  2T4 - 1 

—24 - I 2n,ny  2n,n, —  

• 2nn 	24 -  1 2nyn, 	Eis, 

2n,n, 2n,ny  24 - 1 Eiz_ 

ux , uy , and uz  are given in terms of the coordinate system of 
Fig. 2 by 

. 	= -sin 0 sin cl) q 
uy  = 	0 cos q -1  

u, = (e + cos 0) q -1 	 (12) 

where q 2  = 1 + 2e cos O  + e2  
That a Cassegrainian consisting of two paraboloids maintains 

the incident polarization may be deduced from (11). This is 
done by setting uz  = nx , uy  = ny , and uz  = n, in the subreflec-
tor matrix. On multiplication and using 4 + îz, +  n = 1 the 
required result is obtained immediately. 

.8. The Front-Fed Paraboloid 
Assuming a general primary feed with radia.ted field 

TÈ-f  = TEfx  + TEfy  + 

The copolar voltage measured across a pick-up probe at the 
focus of the parabola when excited in the receive mode is ob-
tained using (2) and (10) as 

zir 	8. 

Vco 7/) = C f f {Efx (sin 2  0(1 - cos 0) -  1) 
o 	o 

+Efy  cos sin q5(1 - cos 0) - Efz  sin 0  Sin } 

sin 8 
• exP (-is (0, 0, 	77)) 	 dû dg5 	(14) 

(1 + cos 8) 

where 

4 fr 

- sin 0 sin 0 sin - sin 0 cos ç b cos e sin ri] 

and n are the off-axis angles in elevation and azimuth, respec-
tively  [141,  X is the wavelength. In deriving (14) it was as-
sumed that the incident wave is polarized along the x-axis; 
thus the column matrix for Tit is 

(15) 

• LOJ 
- 

where the magnitude of the field was normalized to unity. It 
must be emphasized, however, that the matrix of (15) is true if 
and only if the incident wave is propagating along the axis of 
the reflector. If incidence if off-axis, i.e., the plane wave is 
tilted in elevation and azimuth by n and e respectively, then 
the components of -it will assume the forrn [14] 

Etx  = cos e 
Ely = -tan sin ri 

Eiz  = - (1 - sin2 	sin2  n) tan 	(16) 

(8) 

TT/ 	- 1 

2 nyn, 

2n n z x 

(13) 
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The error introduced by using (15) rather than the more ac-
curate (16) on the computations of the main characteristics of 
the copolar and cross-polar radiation patterns is negligible if 
the diameter of the reflector is large compared with the wave-
length. This is true for earth-station antennas. For small re-
flectors such as those used in satellites using (15) introduces a 
small error in'the second sidelobes of the main and cross-polar.  
beams. 

The cross-polar voltage equation can be readily obtained by 
rotating the incident wave polarization through 90 0 , thus 

1 = 1 

and hence 

2ir 
Vcross 	f f {Efz  sin 0 cos 0(1 - cos 0) 

o 	o 

+ Efy (cos 2  0(1 - cos 0)- 1) - Efz  sin 0 cos 4)} 

• exp (-j5) 	
sin e 

d4).
+ cos 6

e 
d 

Equations (14) and (17) are general equations and apply to 
any symmetrical paraboloid front-fed with any feed. We now 
discuss (17) in the light of the methods of cross polarization 
reduction discussed previously. For (17) to vanish for all 
and ri; i.e., for any off-axis angle the inteerand must vanish, or 

Ef, sin 0 cos 0(1 - cos 0) + Efy (cos 2  0(1 - cos 0) - 1) 

- Er-, sin cos 0 = 0 (18) 

Thus one looks for a feed the x, y, and z components of its 
radiated field satisfy the above condition. One feed that-satis-
fies (18) is the Huygens' source. For the Huygens' source  
assumes the form 

= T( s i n 2  0(1 - cos 0) - 1) + Tsin 0 cos 0(1 - cos 0) 

- k sin 0 sin 0.  

The Huygens' source is only a conceptual source. Nonetheless, 
a number of workers investigated the possibility of construct-
ing practical feeds that offer close approximation to the Huy-
gens' source. Of these mention should be made to DiFonzo 
and Kreutelz [13] who first observed that conical horns with 

•small  apertures have polarization characteristics which come 
close to those of the Huygens' source. Cowan [15] reported 
that corrugated horns have optimum polarization characteris-
tics if the aperture diameter is 0.8 X. This is particularly suit-
able for satellite antennas. 

For most of the commonly used primary feeds the left-hand 
side (LHS) of (18) reduces to 

F(6) sin cos I) 	 (19) 

where F(6) is a function of 0 as well  as the geometry of the 
feed and is independent of 0. From (19) one deduces that 
cross-polarization in symmetrical reflectors vanishes in the 
principal planes and therefore along boresight. It is also seen 
that maximum cross-polarization occurs in planes inclined at 
450  to the principal planes. 

C. The Cassegrainian System 

For the Cassegrainian system, .-E7,.x  is obtained as follows: 

; = A(1 - (1 - e) 2  (1 - cos IP) sin2  q-2) 

e y  =  -A  sin 0 cos 0(1 - cos 4)0(1 - e) 2 Q -2  

ez -A sin r:k sin ;G(1 - e 2 ) Q -2  

when the incident wave is polarized along the x-axis. With th 
wave polarized along the y-axis we have 

= -A sin cp cos q5(1 - cos OM - e)2  q -2  rx  

ey  = A (1 - (1 - e) 2 (1 - cos IP) cos2  q-2) 

- 	=- -A cos sin 'Pp 	• rz 

where A = B(1 + e cos  4i)I(1 + cos IP), B = 2eflF(e 2  - 1), 
and F are the focal lengths of the main reflector and the Cass' 
grainian system, respectively. The factor A is introduced t 
take care of the increased field intensity at the surface of  tl 
subreflector due to collimation by the main reflector. 

Now assuming the feed to be polarized along the x-axis tl 
copolar and cross polar voltages are readily written as 

27r 	11, 
vc.( - , 71) c' fo  fo  [Exf, { 1 - (1 -  e)2 (1 - cos tii) 

• sin2  q -2 } - E ry (1 -  e) 2 (1  - cos 4))  sin 0 

•cos 0 q -2  E7.,(1 - e 2 ) sin q5 sin ,p q -2 1 

sin 
	C/ -2  exp (-je) dtP dck 	 (2' 
1 + cos tl) 

r 27r 

Vcross = 	Jo  ji3
•  

• cos 4)  q -2  +E{1 - (1 -  e) 2 (1  - cos 41) 

• cos2  q -2 } + E.17. (1 - e 2 ) sin I/ cos q5 q -2  ] 

sin 4) 
exp (-j5) d41  de,  

• cos Ili + 	) 

D. Equivalence of Front-Fed and 
Cassegrainian Cross-Polarization 

We define a new variable a related to  O  by 

cos = (cos + e 2  cos a + 2e)/(1 + e2  + 2e cos a) 

sin = (e2  - 1) sin a/(1  + e2  +2e  cos a). 

If we substitute for sin 8 and cos O in (14) and (17) using (7 
we get . 

	

27r 	a' 

V 0()  =Cn i f [ej, {(1 -  e)2 (1  - cos a) 
o 	o 

sin2 4) p_2 _1}+E y(1_ e)2 (1_ cosa) sin 4  

• cos P -2  Ej•-z(I - e2 ) sin a sin 0 p -2 ] 

	

sin a 	-2 p exp (-/)  da d4)
1 + cos a 

 

(17) 

(2C 

(21 

-  e)2(1  - COS ‘1) ) sin 95 

(2 

(2 

c 
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Fig. S. The offset geometry. 
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Fig. 4. The signification of IP 0 . 

27rfee' 

	

VCrOSS = C "  f 	[E7x(1 e) 2 (1  

	

o 	o 

• cos P -2  + E{(1  e) 2 (1 - cos a) cos2 

 - E(1 - e2 ) sin a cos Ø  p -2 ] 

sin a 	_2  
• p exp (-/6) da dçb 	 (26) 

1 + cos a 

where p2  = 1 + e 2  + 2e cos a, a' is related to 8' by 

0' = cos -1  ((cos a' + e 2  cos a' + 2e)/(1 + e 2  + 2e cos a')) 

(27) 

Now the angular semi-aperture 8`, is related to the fID ratio of 
the front-fed system by 

cos 0' - 
16R2 - 1  

16R 2  + 1 

where R = 
On the other hand, the fID ratio of the Cassegrainian is given 

in terms of the angular semi-aperture t1/ 1  by 

16R 	M 2 (1 + cos 1P')/(1 - cos 1//) 	(29) 

where R c  is the fID ratio of the Cassegrainian; 

(e + 1) 

\e-  1 

Now if the fID ratios of the Cassegrainian and that of the 
front-fed system are equal, then using (21) and (29) one ob-
tains the following relation 0' and tfi' 

0' = cos-1  ((cos 4/' + e 2  cos ti/ + 2e)/(1 + e 2  + 2e cos  

(30) 
• 

Comparing (30) with (27) it is immediately seen that a' = 
Also comparing (25) and (26) (which were obtained for the 
front-fed antenna by introducing transformations (24) with 
(22) and (23), one finds that the Cassegrainian and front-fed 
antennas have the same polarization characteristics if their fID 
ratios are equal. 

It is therefore concluded that the Cassegrainian polarization 
properties are deduceable from those of the equivalent parab- 

- ola. An effect that is negligible but worth noting is that of 

blockage by the subreflector on cross-polarization in the case 
of the Cassegrainian. The effect of blockage on the copolar 
voltage is to reduce the gain of the antenna. Thus in (22) and 
(23) the lower limit with respect to 1,1i should be taken as 4/o 
instead of zero; where tit/ 0  is the half-angle subtended by the 
geometrical shadow of the subreflector at the paraboloid focus, 
Fig. 4. The effect of blockage on the cross-polar voltage is in 
general much less on the copolar voltage. This is the case since 
the shadow of, the subreflector falls on the almost plane part 
of the paraboloid, which region introduces but little cross-
polarization. One may therefore ignore the effect of blockage 
on cross-polarization. 

IV. CROSS-POLARIZATION IN OFFSET 
REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 

The problem of aperture blockage by the subreflector in 
Cassegrainian antennas may be overcome by use of the so 
called open ,  Cassegrainian or offset Cassegrainian . Beside elim-
inating blockage the offset geometry has other advantages. 
These include reduction of reflector reaction on primary feed 
as well as reduction of astigmatism for off-axis feed locations. 
A number of workers studied the cross-polarization properties 
of offset reflectors. Of these mention is made to Cook et al. 
[16), Ghobrial and Watson [17] Chu and Turrin [8] and 
Rudge [9] . Cook et al. and Ghobrial and Watson studied the 
offset Cassegrainian cross-polarization when linear-polarization 
is employed. The conclusion that was drawn is that the peak 
of the cross-polar lobes lies in the plane of asymmetry rather 
than in planes inclined at 45

0  to the principal planes. Chu and 
Turrin [8] and more recently Rudge [9] studied offset front-
fed re flectors. The following are the major conclusions that 
emerged from the work of these authors. 

Assuming a Huygens' source primary feed cross-polarization 
does not vanish in offset re flectors, cross-polarization originates 
entirely from the offset angle between the feed axis and the 
re flector's axis. The peak cross-polarization generated under 
these conditions is primarily a function of the offset angle 80 
and the half angle 0`; Fig. 5. The peak cross-polarization level 
increases with increasing values of 0 0  and 0' and is compara-
tively insensitive to amplitude taper of the primary feed illumi-
nation. Increasing the edge taper from10 dB to 20 dB was re-
ported by Chu and Turrin to reduce the peak cross-polarization 
by 1 dB. Fig. 6 which is due to Chu and Turrin, shows the 
maximum cross-polarization of linearly polarized excitation as 

- cos a) sin q5 

(28) 
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Fig. 6. Peak cross-polarization of off-set reflectors with linear excita- 
tion (after Chu and Turrin). 

a. (DEGREES) 

Fig. 7. Beam displacement as a function of the offset angle and the 
half-subtended angle for offset antennas with circularly polarized ex-
citation (after Chu and Turrin). 

a function of 0 0  and 0'. The nonvanishing cross-polarization in 
offset reflectors excited by a Huygens' source can be explained 
in terms of the dot product of (4); thus while for symmetrical 
reflectors • ET = 0, indicating that these vectors are orthog-
onal, for offset reflectors the feed is rotated through the offset 
angle and 1-7 is no longer orthogonal to Obviously as the 
offset angle is increased the deviation from orthogonality be- 
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tween Ti; and E., increases which explains the monotonica lly 
increasing behavior of the peak cross polarization with 0 0 . It 
is worth noting that Dijk et al. [18] in their study of the p.o-
larization efficiency of offset reflectors noticed that the polar-
ization efficiencies of offset paraboloids fed by a Huygens' 
source are very similar to those fed by an electric dipole. These 
workers also noticed that the polarization losses increase at in-
creasing subtended angle 0' and offset angle 00  . 

While the polarization properties of linearly polarized offset 
reflectors are poor with circular-polarization no cross-
polarilation is generated. However, a beam displacement is 
produced. This is defined as the shift of the circularly polar-
ized beam with respect to the physical plane of symmetry. 
The direction of shift is towards the right- for left-handed cir-
cular polarization and towards the left for right-handed circular 
polarization. Thus the beam displacement A15' for circular 
polarization excitation results in some sacrifice of power if two 
opposite circular polarizations are used simultaneously within 
a specified angular region.. Fig. 7 shows the beam displacement 
of circularly polarized excitation as a function of the offset 
angle 0 0  and the half subtended angle 0' This Fig. is due to 
Chu and Turrin. 

V. FEED OFFSETTING AND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
A. Symmetrical and Offset Reflectors with Offset Feeds 

Studies of cross-pola rization in symmetrical reflectors with 
offset feed were conducted by Kelleher and Coleman [19] , 
Sandler [20] and more recently by Ghobrial [21] . The fol-
lowing conclusions were arrived at: i) the effect of feed offset-
ting on the peak cross-polarization is relatively  flot  appreciable. 
Strictly speaking transverse displacement of feed is accompa-
nied with a sma ll  change in peaks of cross-polar lobes and cross 
polar pattern asymmetry that increase with increasing feed off-
setting.  il)  Small  transverse displacements result in a spatial 
shift in the cross-polar and copolar patterns, with the null of 
the cross-polar pattern always coinciding with the copolar 
peak. This point is of importance since for multibeam applica-
tions feed offsetting is a necessity. Fig. 8 shows theoretical co-
polar and cross-polar patterns for a feed displacement of 0.34 
wavelength. The feed assumed in these computations was 
short dipole. 

Rudge studied offsetting reflectors with offset feeds. The 
conclusions he arrived at are similar to those stated above for 
symmetrical reflectors. 

B. Circular-.1"olarization 

With circular-polarization some of the cross-polarization 
characteristics of symmetrical  • and offset reflectors are 
modified. For exarnple while with linear-polarization cross-
polarization is confined to four main lobes, with circular-
polarization and for a circularly symmetric feed cross-
polarization is symmetric about the axis of the reflector. The 
off-axis angle at which peak cross-pola rization occurs is ap-
proximately the same as for linear-j)olarization. The cross-
polarization peak value is again the saine as for linear-
polarization provided that -the same type of-feed is used. For 
example if two orthogonal dipoles in phase quadrature are used 
as a circularly polarized primary feed to illuminate a symmetri-
cal reflector, then the peak cross-polarization of the antenna 
will be the same as for a linearly polarized antenna with dipole 
primary feed. The off axis angle at which peak cross polariza-
tion occurs will also be the same. However, with circular-
polarization the cross-polar pattern will be the same in any 
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DEGREES OFF AXIS 

Fig. 8. Copolar and cross-polar radiation patterns for a symmetrical 
reflector with offset feed. Feed displacement -= 0.34 wavelength, 
fID = 0.25. 

plane while with linear-polarization peaks occur in the 45
0 

 
planes. 

The analysis of circularly polarized antennas is similar to 
that of linearly polarized ones. Assuming a plane circularly 
polarized wave impinges on the surface of the reflector, then 
we can write the incident wave matrix as 

n 
e i-j712 

Lo J 
The ± sign indicate the hand of polarization. The reflected 
electric vector Erm  is now obtained from the reflecting matrix 
as before, thus 

- - 

	

EM 	 1 rx 

	

Em 	= Reflecting 	+• /2 
(31) 

	

ry 	matrix 

	

rZ 	 0 

where the superscript M is L or R denoting left- or right-hand 
polarization. To compute the copolar and cross-polar voltages 
one uses the expressions: • 

Voe  = Cif-ET • E7-' eXp (-j8) • c/,' 	(32) 

V 0„.  Cff 7E7'  ).L  •kre- ex.p (e)T • c137  : 	(33) 

where the vectors 	and Eie are unit vectors describing the 
polarization of the feed when left- and right-hand polarized, 
respectively. 	' 

VI. SURFACE ERRORS 

While cross-polarization in both symmetric and offset re-
flectors vanishes along boresight, this is not true if the re flec-
tor's surface is not ideal; i.e., not true paraboloidal. If there are 
surface errors, then cross-polarization may not vanish along  

>80 
11 

! 1 
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0.001 	 001 

' 	 Isololion 

- - - - Gain to,, 

Fig. 9. Boresight isolation as a function of peak surface error for re-
flectors with different angular semi-apertures. The dotted curve give 
the corresponding loss in antenna gain. 

boresight. This problem is particularly relevent to earth-
station antennas where the size of the - re flector sets a limit on 
the accuracy to which the surface may be constructed [22) . 
Thus one requires a criterion for surface tolerance. The cri-
terion that is usually employed is based on the loss in gain 
[22].  Although this criterion is useful for antennas using one 
polarization, for orthogonal-polarization applications the ef-
fect of surface errors on both antenna gain and cross-
polarization should be investigated. A criterion based on the 
more serious effect should then be adopted. 

Since cross-polarization has the property of being in anti-
phase in adjacent quadrants (considering linearly polarized 
symmetric reflectors) it follows that if surface errors are peri-
odic with two periods about the axis of the reflector, then for 
a given peak surface error cross-polarization along boresight 
will be maximum. This is true if the pick-up probe is not a 
Huygens' source. If a Huygens' source is used then cross po-
larization will vanish independent of surface errors. Assuming 
the worst case, i.e., phase errors periodic with two periods in 
0, we then have 

V „oss  = C ff.e • Tye  exp (-j  sin 0)  7 - dg' 	(34) 

where m is the peak phase error. 
Now while for the Huygens' source the dot product vanishes, 

this is not necessarily the case for other types of primary feeds. 
For the short electric dipole and for pyramidal horns the cross 
polar voltage' as obtained from (34) can be as high  as-20 dB 
relative to the' copolar peak; being dependent on the fID 
ratio of the reflector, and the peak surface error. 

The expression for the boresight isolation which is true for 
paraboloids fed by a .short dipole and small pyramidal horns 
is [23] . 

isolation (dB) = 20 log i 0  IJo (m)F(0')/Ji  (m)I 	(35) - 

where Jo  (m) and T1  (m) are Bessel functions of the first kind, 
m is the peak phase error = (47r/X) Peak surface error, F(0')= 
(1 - cos O')/(0.386 - 2 log, (1 + cos 6') + cos 0'),  0' is the 
angular semi-aperture as defined in Fig. 2. 

Close investigation of (35) reveals that for a given m, increas-
ing B' results in decreaSing isolation. Fig. 9 shows a family of 
curves of isolation as a function of the peak surface error. 
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Fig 10. The effect of surface errors on the cross-polar radiation pat-
tern. Shown patterns are for a reflector with fID = 0.46, peak sur-
face error = 0.01 wavelength. 

With the Cassegainian antenna it can be easily demon-
strated that surface errors have a much lesser effect on crdss-
polarization. This follows from the equivalence of Cassegrain 
and front-fed antennas with equal fID ratios. To determine 
the boresight isolation for a Cassegrainian with surface errors 
(35) may be employed using Er of the equivalent paraboloid as 
given by (30). 

The effect of surface errors on the off-axis polarization per-
formance of the antenna is to introduce a negligible change in 
the peak of the cross-polar lobe. Fig. 10 gives the cross-polar 
radiation patterns for a reflector with and without surface er-
rors. The peak surface error is taken as 0.01 wavelength. It is 
seen that the effect of errors on cross polarization is essentially 
to fill the boresight null. 

Finally, perhaps it should be emphasized that (35) and 
Fig. 10 are based on the assumption that reflector surface er-
rors are periodic with two periods in Ø.  Although this distri-
bution is not impossible [24] and, in many cases, it was no-
ticed that errors show periodicity about the reflector's axis, 
yet the above results represent the worst case and are valid for 
conventional feeds. With special feeds, e.g., corrugated horns; 
a considerable improvement in the boresight isolation is 
expected. 

VIL CONCLUSIONS • 

The polarization characteristics of reflector antennas were 
discussed and methods of cross-polarization reduction were 
reviewed. Two methods were discussed: i) use of special pri-
mary feeds, use of long focal-length reflecting systems, e.g., 
the Cassegrainian system. 

A method for the analysis of the polarization properties of 
reflector antennas based on the scalar copolar and cross polar 
voltages was outlined. This was further employed to demon-
strate the equivalence of Cassegrainian and front-fed antennas 
with equal [ID ratios. The polarization characteristics of off-
set reflectors were reviewed. Offset reflectors with linear exci- 

tation have poor cross-polarization performance which im-
proves with decreasing offset and subtended angles. With 
circular polarization offset reflectors generate no cross . 

 polarization, however beam shift is produced. 
Feed offsetting in symmetrical and offset reflectors have the 

effect of tilting the copolar and cross-polar bearns such that 
the null of the latter always coincides with the peak of the 
former. The peaks of the cross polar lobes are affected by 
feed offsetting but slightly. Circular polarization was also dis-
cussed. While with linear polarization cross polarization is 
confined ..to four main lobes, with circular polarization circular 
symmetry is maintained. 

The boresight cross polarization due to antenna surface er-
rors was discussed for both front-fed and Cassegrainian anten-
nas. Maximum boresight cross polarization occurs if surface 
errors are periodic with two periods about the axis of the're-
flector. This is true if the primary feed is not a Huygens' 
source. With the Huygens' source cross polarization vanishes 
completely. 
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Traveling Wave Tubes for Communication 

Satellites 

ROBERT STRAUSS, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, JORK BRETTING, AND ROBERT METIVIER 

.Abseact —Traveling wave tubes (11frs) have contributed markedly 
to the development of communications satellites. As the prime-power 
consuming and transmitting device, the major transponder gain ele-
ment, and the largest contributor to transmission nonlinearities, the 
Tw-r has been the focal point for continuous but carefully measured 
evolutionary improvements. Efficiency improvements continue to be 
made without compromising desired communications characteristics or 
tube lifetimes. These improvements have been made primarily in the 
RF circuit through loss reduction and phase-velocity tapering tech-
niques, and in the spent-beam region &rough better multielement col-
lector designs. Traveling wave tubes developed for satellites at 4 and 12 
GHz are used as examples. 

Since TWrs are life-limited devices, emphasis has been placed on 
techniques ensuring long life in satellite applications. Both oxide- and 
dispenser-type cathodes are disclisF.Pd and data on life characteristics 
are presented. During the past decade, wh ile generally demonstrating 
excellent space lifetimes, operating TWT's continue to approach their 
potential cathode wear-out life, which is theoretically of the order of 
105  h. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

S INCE the inception of active communications satellites, 
traveling wave tubes (TWT's) have played a fundamental 
role in their development. Typica lly, the TWT consti- 

tutes the major satellite power-consuming element as well as 
the sole telecommunications microwave power transmitter. It 
is also the transponder's major amplification element, and it is 
the largest contributor to transmission nonlinea_rities. Along 
with radiation-degradable solar cells, batteries, and station 
keeping fuel, TWT's remain among the satellite's basic life-
limiting items. These features, in addition to the TWT's pre- 
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of RF output power. The output-power operating point rela-
tive to saturation is drive selected, and is based on an accept-
able level of intermodulation "noise" contribution to the total 
noise budget in the transmission path. Therefore, improve-
ments in the tube's linearity which also preserve efficiency are 
of interest. The second major issue is the TWT lifetime and 
the techniques used to obtain acceptable life performance. 
The output power required (typically in the rangé of 4 to 20 
W) determines, in part, the selection of the TWT's long-lived 
design. To date all C-band satellite TWT's have, for example, 
used oxide-coated cathodes with electron emission densities 
ranging from 100 to 300 mA/cm 2 . 

Although other TWT characteristics, such as gain (typically 
40 to 70 dB), gain flatness, group delay, VSWR match, noise 
figure, overdrive response, dissipation, and weight, are impor-
tant, each in its own way, they do not constitute sources of 
significant potential improvement at the present high level of 
device maturity. The major competitive incursion to TWT's 
comes from the longer lifetime potential and reduced weight 
of solid-state amplifiers. An indication of this trend is the use 
of solid-state driver amplifiers (3.7 to 4.2 GHz, 40-dB gain, 
—1-W saturation power) to "back up" or replace driver TWT's. 
The recently launched SATCOM and COMSTAR satellites, for 
example, carried bipolar, transistor driver amplifiers. Future 
satellites are gradually expected to have ever geater comple-
'ments of so lid-state microwave devices as advances in power 
handling, combining,  and  efficiency occur. 

U. BACKGROUND 

In the early 1960's, when the first experimental active com-
munications satellites (TELSTAR, RELAY, and SYNCOM) 

•were launched, TWT's provided the RF output amplification.  
By that time, the TWT (inVented 20 years earlier by Kompfner 
[1] ) was already an established device. It had been mathe-
matically characterized by Pierce in 1950 [2] , and by the mid-
1950's "line-of-sight" radio relay stations began using TWT's 
as transmitter output amplifiers  [3),  [4] . These early TWT's 
typically housed the electron gun, the helix slow-wave struc-
ture, and the beam collector in a glass envelope surrounded by 
a beam-focusing solenoid. This format, although usable in 
maintainable ground applications, was not attractive for 
weight-constrained space applications. 

sently untaxed broad band capability, will continue to focus 
attention on this device. 

- 	The paper, after a brief review, discusses the most important 
design aspects of current space-type TWT's. First is the maxi- 
mization of dc-toRF tube conversion efficiency at a given level 
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